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ABSTRACT
English language has been laughl as a foreign language in Thailand for more than
a century and now occupies an imporlanl place al all levels of the Thai education system.
This study investigates lhe influence that the Thai language has on intermediate
level undergraduate students while they are engaged in individual unaided reading of a
variety of English texts and determines what aspects of reading texts caused problems. It
aims to compare how often and for what purposes students resort to Thai \\ ith lexls about
culturally familiar lcxts and culturally unfamiliar texts, as well as with different genres
and question types. The subjects are 20 second year teacher trainee studcnls majoring in
English al Udon Thani Rajabhat Universily.
Student responses lo the texls, retrospective interviews. and a questionnaire were
used as quantitative and qualitative data. For quantitative data. the SPSS program was
used to analyse the frequency of using the first language. the relationship between scores.
texts and question types, as well as that between strategics. scores. question types and
problems. The use of content analysis with qualitative data from responses to tasks and
the interviews produced lhc means whereby student strategics and problems could be
categorised and findings in the qualitative data extended.
Students showed strong similarities in regard to what they do when reading. Thai
rather lhan Eng.ish was the language of lhought across all groups. across all genres. text
types and question types. Texts and text preferences had a small effect on scores. with
results being significantly higher for two of the culturally familiar texts and for the
narrative ahead of the transact:onal and editorial genres. When reading. students used
their first language with all genres. text and question types to operate a similar range of
strategics for assisting decoding with scores revealing a moderate degree of assistance
from such usage. No difference was discerned in the type of strategics used by high.
medium and low achievers. and all groupings showed a bias towards the use of bottom
up strategics with top-down as well as bottom-up questions. Besides poor answering
techniques. the major problems discerned were those with word meanings, figurative
language. reference and tense.

II

These findings about what these EFL students thought and did while reading have
important implications for the understanding of second language reading. The
explanation of how differences in scores occur despite the evidence of similar approaches
can emerge from more specific work on how the many variables involved in the process
interact with one another.
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Abbreviations
There arc some abbreviations used 1n this study. Therefore. these abbreviations
are written in this section in order to easily understand this study. These abbreviations are
as follows.
EFL

: English as a foreign language

ESL

: English as a second language

SLA

: Second language acquisition

ELT

: English language teaching

CLT

: Communicative language teaching

LAD

: Language Acquisition Device

LI

: The first language or the mother tongue

L2

: The second language or the foreign language

S

: Strategy of using Thai to assist English reading comprehension

P

: Problem from reading English texts
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
In the twenty-first century, the English language is used as an international
language around the world. and although other world languages exist. English is still the
most important one. Thus, the macro skills of English. listening, speaking. reading and
writing as well as other courses in relation to English arc provided by Thai schools.
universities and other educational institutions to help the Thai people use and understand
English. However. reading is still a major problem with most students, especially those in
higher education. Thus, factors such as the use of the first language and the reading
problems which arise while students are reading English need to be thoroughly
understood. The aim of this study is therefore to better understand what English major
undergraduate students do when they read English.
In this first chapter, information about Thai education, Udon Thani Rajabhat
University and its English courses, the teaching and learning of a second/foreign
language. English language teaching as well as English reading comprehension in
Thailand is presented. In addition. the purposes of the study and its significance are also
discussed.

I. I Thai education
Education in Thailand, responding to the need to enhance people's ability to cope
with the rapid changes associated with globalisation. has gone through a period of change
since 1997. This is also in response to the economic crisis in Thailand and neighbouring
countries. The current education system in Thailand is based on the 1997 Ccnstitution
and tlie 1999 National Education Act, the latter of which was revised in 2002.
The education system is classified into three types: formal education, non-formal
education and informal education. Formal education consists of basic education which
provides pre-primary. primary. lower secondary. upper secondary education. and higher
education which includes universities, institutes and colleges education.

Formal

education also covers both special needs and welfare education. and vocational
education. Non-formal education is provided by both public and private agencies and

institutions outside the school system. It covers pre-school. education for literacy. general
non-formal education such as short courses in vocational training and interest group
programmes. and quality of life improvement activities. Informal education, concerned
with individual interests. enables learners to learn by themselves. It is provided by
lihraries. museums. science and technology centers. and through several kinds of mass
media such as radio. television. newspaper. and magazines ("National Report." 2004).
English is the main foreign language taught for formal education as well as some
programmes of non-formal and informal education in Thailand. For tertiary level.
English has been taught as compulsory courses and elective courses for all students in
universities. institutes and colleges. Moreover. the Rajabhat universities and other
universities also provide English courses for students majoring in English to serve the
community and country needs.

1.2. Udon Thani Rajabhat University and English courses
Udon Thani Rajabhat University, located in the northeast of Thailand. is one of
41 Rajabhat Universities in Thailand. His Majesty King Bhumibhol of Thailand
conferred the name "Rajabhat University" on 41 Rajabhat Institutes all over Thailand on
IO June 2004 ("The 2004 Rajabhat Universities Act." 2004 ). Udon Thani Rajabhat
University has rc:.!)onsibilities as follows:
I.T o pro', ide academic courses for both und<'rgraduate and postgraduate education
in live faculties; Faculty of Education. Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences. Faculty of Sciences. Faculty of Technologies. and Faculty of
Management Sciences.
2.T o conduct research operations for expanding educmion and community
development in the provinces of Udon Thani. Nongkhai. and Nong Bua Lamphu.
3.T o transfer technology for developing the areas and to conserve local arts and
culture.
4.T o serve communities and the neighbouring country. Laos. in academic activities
such as seminar and training courses.
Udon Thani Rajabhat University provides several English courses for students majoring
in three English programmes (General English Programme. English Teacher Training
Programme and Business English Programme) as well as English Foundation courses for
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all students. English teacher trainees have to study several English courses. for example.
listening and speaking. reading. writing. form and usage. drama and literature in order to
be English teachers after graduating. Although these students have been exposed to
English for a long time, they still have problems in every macro-skill. especially reading
skills. They cannot interpret. analyse. summarise and paraphrase readings such as
English text books, newspaper articles. and advertisements. This problem was indicated
by the English proficien,y tests in reading English texts for 145 students majoring in
English programmes in the year 2003. The mean score for the mid-term test of ReadinK
for h'XI i11rapretario11 was 53.22% and for the final test it ,vas 69.43%. These scores do
not reach the necessary criteria of 70%. for the students majoring in English at Udon
Thani Rajabhat University (Sroinam. 2003).
There are many reasons for this problem. One of the most important reasons
suggested is the transfer of the Thai language. The main consequences of this for the
development of second language reading pmblems are the differences between the two
systems in such areas as idioms and figurative language. grammatical structure and
cultural background. Even though the transfer from the Thai language can be an obstacle
for acquiring reading skills. it can also be an aid to English language learning. For
example. areas of similarities between the two languages such as in coordination and
basic structures. that is. subject + verb + object can help students understand English
texts. In addition. student background knowledge con,erned with Thailand can assist the
understanding of students in reading culturally familiar texts. Therefore. in this research
the issue of to what extent and how transfer from the first language (LI) is used in
reading second language (L2) texts together with problems arising when reading will be
examined in relation to the development of reading skills.

1.3 Teaching and learning a second/ foreign language
Although some schools and universities in Thailand provide bilingual English
Thai education. most of them still restrict English to courses as a foreign language. As a
consequence the problem for these educational institutions is that student English
profie iency is low.
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1.3.1 English language teaching
Nowadays. English language teaching (ELT) is aflccted by globalisation. Global
media and businesses expand all over the world and they can be relocalised to meet the
needs of different parts of the world (Warschauer. 2000. 512-513). ELT is abo an
important business for globalisation. For example. Crystai (1997. I 03) points out that
over 400.000 people took English language examinations conducted by the British
Council in 1995 and there were 120.000 students learning English and other skills using
English in British Council teaching centres throughout the world.
llence. linguists. theorists. language educators. language teachers and book
publishers all strive to discuss and/or make available the best method to teach English.
Over the last twenty years communicative language teaching (CLT) has been the popular
approach to teach languages in the English speaking world and most language teachers
adopt CLT for teaching or at the least some aspects of it. At the same time linguists.
theorists and educators attempt to create syll.lbuses. incorporating its principles. It is
believed that the theory of CLT can be used to support the use of classroom activities.
which focus on learning language through communication. using authentic and
meaningful communication for classroom activities. developing communicative fluency.
integrating different languag� skills for communication. and learning through creative
construction involving trial and error (Richards & Rodgers. 2001. 172). In addition.
Johnson and Johnson ( 1998. 68-73) mention five core characteristics for CLT. that is.
appropriateness

of

communicative

situation.

message

focus

for

activities.

psycholinguistics processing such as cognitive and other processes. risk taking by
encouraging learners to guess and learn from errors. and engaging in free practice.
Although CLT reflects the views of modern linguists and researchers. it cannot be
entirely appropriate for all ELT situations around !he world (Burnaby & Sun. 1989:
Coleman. 1996. 2 19-238: Li. 200 I . 149-165 ). Thus. several new approaches have been
designed to solve the problem of lack-of-fit between CLT and local conditions. A context
approach is an important new approach which emphasises many aspects of the context
such as students· attitudes and cultural expectations. In accordance to this approach. it is
alleged that CLT neglects the context which is a necessary aspect of language pedagogy
and that CLT is not suited in all its aspects to every situation. The context approach leads
teachers and learners to consider the whole context and adapt the methodo!ogy and
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materials to suit the situation. Bax (2003. 278-287). for example. claims that context
analysis skills should be developed in order lo discern varied learner needs. wants. styles
and strategics. coursebooks. local conditions as well as the classroom. school and
national cultures. The context approach may be able to cstabl ish a new option for
teaching English in the Thai context by its insistence that local conditions must be taken
into account when planning a course. It is the intention of this study to establish greater
knowledge about what some aspects of those local conditions arc. especially those
relating to student �eading processes.

1.3.2 English reading comprehension in Thailand
The English language in Thailand is taught in a context where English is� foreign
language. because people in Thailand do not use English in their daily lives. As students
have few opportunities to use English outside an English class. they have problems in
using all the macro-skills in English. Studies in Thailand have indicated that Thai
students experience considerable difficulty in reading comprehension in regard to many
subskills such as finding the main idea and supporting detail, sequencing understanding.
compare-contrast/cause-effect

relationships. drawing conclusions. and predicting

outcomes. as well as the skills of inferring and understanding of connectives used in te,ts
(Sopprasong. 1989, 3-4: Sulla. 1994. 2: Youngjcrrnjantra. 1994. 2). In addition.
Sretasathicrn (2003. 3-4) found that students at a �mivcrsity level have problems with
interpreting elliptical sentences when reading English science and technology textbooks.
As a result. linguists. educators and teachers of English in Thailand have been atlcmpting
to find ways to remedy this deficiency. which is considered a key one in terms of career
needs.
In relation to CLT. Stern ( 1993. 177-204) indicates that the communicative
activities syllabus involves the use of communicative activities in the language classroom
and aiso outside the classroom. Authentic communication will be an objective of learners
in the classroom such as talking in English so that learners can later participate in real
communication including activities outside the classroom such as class trips or exchange
visits to another community. From these activities. learners of a second/foreign language
can acquire the second/foreign language as if they arc acquiring their first language b)
the regular use of English.
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English language teachers in Udon Thani Rajabhat University have been adapting
CLT principles in order to enhance the efficacy in the teaching of English to students.
They have been trying to use interactive activities in teaching reading skills in a
classroom and encouraging students to use authentic communication as well as authentic
materials in a classroom and outside the classroom. However. students still do not come
close to being able to read authentic texts inside or outside a classroom. Thus. students
still have problems in reading comprehension and reading for text interpretation.
Therefore. there may be a case for reflecting upon the value of some of the CLT
principles. For example. students arc urged to think and talk in English as far as possible
whereas the reality may be that this disregards their normal learning style. Aebersold &
Field ( 1997, 21-33) hold a contrary view to CL T on this matter and instead promote the
idea that the role of LI in learning English should not be ignored. I lcncc, the role of the
Thai language in reading comprehension will be examined in this study for finding the
way for helping the comprehension of Thai students.

1.4 Purposes of the study
The purposes of the study are:
I. To investigate the use of Thai amongst year 2 undergraduate English majors when
reading English texts and the reflections of the students on the use of Thai and
reading comprehension.
2. To determine whether and to what extent students use Thai according to genre. text
I) pc and question type.
3. To determine with which genre and text type the students obtain better scores.
4. To determine whether a stated preference for text type has an effect on scores.
5. To investigate the reading processes used by the students by catc;orising the stated
use of strategics and the types of problems experienced when reading.

LS The significance of the study
The problem of reading comprehension of Thai students is that students
frequently cannot comprehend and acquire benefit from English texts. Misunderstandings
ofien arise when students read English texts. newspaper articles or advertisements. There
arc many possible reasons for this problem and one of these relates to student use of their
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mother tongue, Thai. whilst reading. Therefore. this study will examine the nature of
language and content transfer. as well as other aspects of the reading process. in order to
reach a greater understanding of how the first language is used and in11ucnccs Thai
undergraduate studi!nts whilst reading English texts. Increased knowledge of this
particular En!,!lish as a foreign language (EFL) group in Thailand can then feed into
better understanding of the second language reading process and improved :caching and
karning in such a context.

1.6 Intended outcomes
The intended outcomes arc:
I. Identification of the extent and nature of the use of the Thai in English reading
comprehension and the student reOcction on the use of Thai and how Thai assists
reading comprehension.
2. Evidence about whether the use of Thai varies in accordance with differenccs in
genre. text type and question type as well as with which genre and text type the
students obtain better scores.
3. Evidence about whether a stated preference for text type has an effect on scores.
4. Evidence about the use of strategies of using Thai in English reading comprehension
as well as whether the use of Thai in implementing strategics is linked to the
students· attainment of better scores.
5. Evidence about whether the use of formal schema or content schema rs more
prominent for students reading English texts.
6. Examination of linguistic areas where Thai students experience comprehension
difficulties in reading English.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERTURE
Four categories of research literature have been identified as being related to this
research. Firstly, second language acquisition theory. which indicates how Thai and other
students learn the skills necessary to read in a second language, is imroduced. Secondly.
culture-�peci fie factors. which infl ucnce all language learners and most particularly
adults as in this study, arc examined. These include transfer of the first language, Thai. as
well as the transfer of ideas. Thirdly. models of second language reading are discussed
including reading Lumprehension processes and reading models. These models can help
explain how readers comprehend written texts. Final! .. research concerned with the study
itself is treated.

2.1 General theories relating to second language acquisition
New theories about second language acquisition (SLA) have been dc\'eloped in
the last forty years. These theories attempt to describe how people learn and acquire a
second language (L2) or languages other than their first language (U) as well as what
happens in the learner's mind when acquiring the L2.
The term second language acquisition (SLA) refers to both the subconscious and
cons<.:ious processes by which the second or foreign language is learnt in natural or
instru<.:ted situaiions (Ellis. 1985. 13). Nunan ( 1991. I) also refers lo the fact that SLA
can occur in both tutored or untutored surroundings. and in second or foreign language
scllings. SLA is the result of many factors relating to both the learner and the learning
situation (Ellis. 1985. 13). ft is a complex process. involving elements which al this stag..:
cannot be reliably delineated. [n the case of this study. English is being acquired in
tutored or untutored environments inside and outside the university. However. the former
context involving teaching is the one with the stronger influence because rural Thai
students have little contact with English beyond the classroom.
According to Krashen ( 1982. 21-30: 1985, 79-81; 1989, 8-10). learning is
different frorn acquisirion. It is a conscious process which focuses on tutored settings that
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teachers prepare for the learners both inside and outside the classroom. The conscious
process in learning is different from a subconscious process found in LI acquisition
which focuses on acquiring the L2 by natural and instructed seuings inside and outside
the classroom (Cook. 1993, 53-54: Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991, 139-140). However,
the L2 can also be acqui. d from learning. if students obtain suitable input in the L2, for
instance. comprehensible texts for reading comprehension. If students receive more
input. they will also acquire more of the L2, as shown in Krashen's work.
"Only <·,m1prehe11sible inplll is co11sistently ejfectil•e in increasing
proficiency, i11 other ll'ords. more comprehensible inplll results in more
language acquisition and literacy de1•elopment. More skill-lmildi11i, more
correctio11. and more olllput do not consistently result in more
proficiency... (Krashen, 1994, 48)

In cerms of Krashen's input hypothesis, learners can achieve their SLA by joining
previous input. present competence and prior experience, with new input and trying 10
understand the meaning of combined input (Krashen, 1985. 3-4 ). This recent
comprehension hypothesis which refers to subconscious acquisition resulting from
understanding messages when people read or listen (Krashen, 2002. 395-404; 2004. 116) is linked to the input hypothesis. Krashen claims that students can acquire grammar
from comprehensible input. Ellis ( 1997. 4-5) agrees that input in the second language is
one of the primary external factors for SLA and language learning cannot occur without
some input. for instance, the authenti<: language of written text or of native-speaker
communication. From thes<; hypotheses. Thai students can acquire L2 when they can
connect their prior knowledge of English and experience to the print materials chey read.
Nevercheless. input alone is insufficient for learning and opporcunities for output
arc also necessary. According to Swain ( 1995. 125-126). output can assist SLA in three
ways. Learners try to speak or write Engli�h utilising some feature of language thac they
lack in the target language. a process which results from and improves a consciousness
raising function. Second. learners can check their conscious thinking about the language
by trying out a rule and seeing whether it leads to the successful use or negative
feedback. Third. learners can examine their own output by identifying problems and
discussing the means in which the second language can be used. As applied to the
re:1ding class in Thailand. this means that students need to be able 10 talk about the
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readings and develop their own strategies for discovering ideas and dealing with any
problems that arise.
An understanding of what is happening in the learner's mind while receiving
input and producing output in the new language is difficult to obtain. Herc Krashcn's
affective filter hypothesis is pertinent in relation to the conditions necessary lo receive
comprehensible input. He suggests that comprehensible input is inadequace for
acquisition The learner has 10 allow the input in and chis will be concerned with -··
affecliYe filler which can work as a mental block to prevenc the learner from
understanding and completely utilising the comprehensible input. he/she obtains for
SI.A. When che learner is unmotiva1cd. lacking in self-confidence. and anxious, his/her
filler is up and prevents him/her from acquiring the new language. On the other hand. the
affective filter can be down and allow the comprehensible input in when he/she has high
motivation. self-confidence, and low anxiccy (Krashen, 1° 82. 30-32; 1985, 3-4).
Filter
Input

........_. � I

LAD

j----• Acquired Competence
(Krashcn. 1982, 32)

The diagram shows that inpm is the firs! variable in SLA and !he affective filter
can prevent or lead input to the Language Acquisition Device (LAD). which is the
ordinary language learning ability or innate knowledge of language rules (Cook. 1993.
54 ). Sharwood Smich ( 1994, 18-19) and Crain & Lillo-Martin (1999.4-6) point ouc 1ha1
the LAD helps to direct learners in the language acquisicion. It could be considered that
along with LI learners whose LAD assists in making sense of inptll from their parents.
L2 students use chcir LAD to make sense of inpul and thus acquire language.
Therefore. by providing language inpm consisting of comprehensible tcxcs such
as culturally familiar cexts related 10 Thai conccxt. Thai 1eachers arc selling up
opportunicies for scudcnts to activate their ability to form new understandings of the
language by their search for meaning. Using culturally familiar texts can help students
reduce !heir anxiety and increase their self-confidence as well as the motivation while
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reading. The use of LI in thinking process should not be forbidden when students read
L2 texts. Thus the affective filter will be low enough for allowing the comprehensible
input in and reaching the LAD. This process in turn leads to the comprehension of the
English texts and ultimately to SLA.
Moreover, Allwright and Bailey (1991, 120-124) claim that negotiated interaction
can stimulate language acquisition as well as comprehensible input. Therefore. teachers
and learners should talk about the content of the readi11g text at the stage of pre-reading
in order to connect the students' existing knowledge to the knowledge found in the text.
According to Ellis (1997, 4), the theories already mentioned help to describe the
process of SLA but they do not fully explain it. Ellis points out that internal factors such
as the learner's first language as well as his/her knowledge ahout the world arc an
essential complement to the referred external factors.
"No theory of L2 acquisition is complete withow m1 account of
LI transfer." (Ellis. 1994. 341)
Krashen's comprehension hypothesis also predicts that LI

can assist

comprehension when it is used to make input more comprehensible (Krashen. 2002. 395404; 2004. 1-16). Therefore. the next section of this review deals more closely with the
internal culture-specific influences which affect adult learners in Thailand learning a
second language.

2.2 Second language acquisition, culture-specific influences
Understanding external factors alone will not lead to a solution to the problems in
developing reading comprehension skills for Thai students. Important internal factors
also influence the development of the English reading comprehension process for Thai
students. An important area for consideration consists of culture-specific influences such
as language transfer and transfer of ideas. In the case of this study, transfer from the Thai
language and transfer of ideas will be explained in order to broaden the understanding of
second language reading comprehension.
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2.2.1 Language transfer
Language transfer is the influcm:e of the LI on SLA resulting from the
similarities and differences between the two languages (Odlin, 1989. 37 ). This concept is
used to explain the effects of the LI on the L2 rather than the effects of the L2 on the LI
(Cook. 1992. 579: Gass. 1984, I 15-131: Jarvis. '.WOO. 245-309: Jarvis & Odlin. 2000.
535-556: Kellerman. 1995. 125-150: Selinker & Lakshmanan. 1993. I 97-216: Sharwood
Smith & Kellerman. 1986. 1-9 ). Understanding of language transfer from the LI to the
L2 will help explain how the learners of L2 comprehend second language texts.
Language transfer analysis is different from contrastive analysis. While
contrnstive analysis compares the system of the LI and the L2. transfer analysis
investigales the way the learner's language (LI) influences the learner's use of the
sccond/fon:ign language fL2). The similarities of LI and L2 arc more important than the
differences because the learner tncs to connect his/her new learning task lo his/her
existing knowledge from their LI CE11cyclopedia o(la11guage mul li11guistics. 1994. 740742). Language transfer cannot be found only from LI to L2 but also from LI to L3 and
L2 to U ( DeAngclis & Sci inker. 200I. 42-58: Dewaele. 1998. 471-490: 200I. 69-89:
Ecke. 200I. 90-114: Fuller. 1999. 534-561: Hammarberg. 200I. 21-41: Herwig. 200I,
I 15-U7).
Therefore.it is suggested in this study. the LI can assist the L2 learner in reading
comprehension. because L2 learners still have the knowledge of their LI. for instance.
knowledge about vocabulary an<l grnmmatical structure. in their mind e.g. students in
Thailand can rnakc use of their understanding of
I. Structures such as Subject - Verb - Object which help learners to discern che

.,

same p,11tcrn in an English sentence
The way two basic words can be joined lo form a compound word with a new
meaning. for example. the Thai word for 'hospital' Roong+ phayahaan = place +
patient care. and the word fur 'librarv· hong+ samut = room +notebooks.books
is common in Thai. Cndcrstanding of th,, in Thai is the basis of understamiing
compound words in Engl 1sh such as micro + phone = microphone and suit + case
= suitcase.
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Language lransfer is an important faclor in second language learning from both a
posilive and a ncgalive aspect. ll is assumed lhat where the first language and
second/foreign language arc similar, positive transfer occurs and is particularly obvious.
However. where there are differences between lhe first language and the second/foreign
language. the learner's first language knowledge may interfere with the acquisition of the
second/foreign language. This is called negative transfer (Ellis. 1994. 302-303).
Both positive transfer and negative transfer can affect comprehension while
reading in the L2. Ringbom (1987. 58) agrees that positive transfer will be an aid to
second/foreign language learning and says it is more common in languages which share
similar syntax and lexis (Ringbom. 1987, 92). He identifies cross-linguistic inOuence into
t\vo types. overt and covert. Overt cross-linguistic inOuence depends on perceived
similarities between LI and L2 and is divided into lransfer and borrowing whereas coven
cross-linguistic inOuence derives from lack of perceived similarities between LI and L2.
For overt cross-linguistic innucnce. transfer involves similarily of pauerns of LI and L2
and learners can use it to fill gaps of knowledge whereas borrowing involves similarity of
forms of lexical item of LI and L2 rcnects lack of control to use the meaning of words in
LI wrongly to similar words in L2 (Ringbom. 1987, 50-52). He selects overt cross
linguistic inOuencc. transfer. as being of greater importance in reading comprehension.
According to him. language transfer occurs when the reader notices a similarity between
what he is reading and the existing knowledge of LI and makes use of the same to reach
decisions about the meaning of the text. Ringbom ( 1992. 87) defines transfer in this
instance as "the innucncc of LI -based clements and LI based procedures in
understanding and producing L2 text." The extenl to which students make use of this LI
asset. is dependent on a number of factors as indicated below (Ringbom, 1987. 58-65).
I) Stage of learni11x: the role of the LI in L2 learning is most important during the
early slages of learning.
2) !11divid11al characteristics of the learners: the extcnl of the transfer load will va:y
with the individual characteristics of the learner.
3) lndil'id11al styles of leaming : some learners are extremely successful in learning
L2 because they can connecl the knowledge from the LI to L2 learning.
4) The learner's knowledg e of other lang11a1;es: the LI anJ other languages the
learner knows may also be reOected in learner language.
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5) The learner's age and rhe mode of learning; adults tend lo make more use of the
LI than children.
6) Type <f uuerance; planned utterances may show more cross-linguistic innucncc
than unplanned utterances and often translate from the LI to the L2 where cross
Iinguistic innuence is especially strong.
7) {,i'l'd of linguisric analysis; cross-linguistic influence varies depending on both
transfer load and the different linguistic levels being analysed.
Ringhom's typology of learner differences is an indication that the SLA process
and the degree to which the first language is involved in the case of each learner vary. the
amount of LI transfer being dependent on age. stage and mode of learning, the learner's
knowledge of LI and other languages. and the individual char:•ctcristics of the learner. In
terms of this group of Thai learners. several of Ringbom's indicators suggest that
language transfer is likely to be important. The first reason is that LI is most important in
L2 learning during the early stages of learning. Therefore. it is assumed that language
transfer is a strategy which Thai students will use from the beginning to the intermediate
:-.tages. Furthermore as the age of these students is between 19 and 21. like the adults
mentioned in the fifth descriptor. these subjects may be influenced more by the Thai
language than children learning a second language.
Several other writers in the field have pointed to the fact that transfer from the
rirst language innuences L2 learning in general and reading comprehension in particular.
O'Mallcy. Chamot, Stewner-ManZanares, Kupper and Russo (1985, 33) indicate that the
use of LI is the b,1sis for understanding and/or producing L2. Odlin ( 1989. 26) believes
that positive transfer is a facilitating influence. based on similarities such as similar
vocabulary between the first language and the second language. This is confirmed by
Nation ( I 990, 262) who points out the similarity of vocabulary in Ll can lead a learner to
guess a great number of words in L2. Hancin-Bhall and Nagy ( 1994. 289-310) also agree
that L2 learners transfer their LI vocabulary knowledge to complete their L2 vocabulary
tasks. Moreover. Faerch and Kasper ( 1986, 49-65) and Poulisse and Bongaerts ( 1994.
36-57) claim that LI lexical items can be unintentionally transferred to L2 during early
stages of L2 learning. In the case of the Thai language. as there is littk similarity
between English and Thai vocabulary, smdents arc at some disadvantage in 1.-ansfcrring
such knowledge from acmal words. although this may not apply lo concepts.
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However. language transfer alone cannot adequately explain how L 1 has an effect
upon L2 reading comprehension. There is a second internal factor which is important lo
the process of comprehension. This factor. the transfer of ideas, can also help to explain
how L2 learners comprehend new information.

2.2.2 Transfer of knowledge
Another important culture-specific influence on second language reading is the
transfer of knowledge or schema. Schema. or knowledge of the world and the language
system. that is organised and stored in LI in the reader's mind, can help him/her to
comprehend and interpret texts easily.
Background or prior knowledge affects comprehension processes in all receptive
situations including reading comprehension. Sequera ( J 995, 49) indicates that reading
text involves interaction between the text and the reader's existing knowledge. The
reader arranges and stores background knowledge. which is called schemata. in his/her
mind and. as he/she reads. interprets new information with its help. Rumelhart ( 1980, 3338) and Carrell & Eisterhold ( 1988. 73-92) point out th,1t written texts do not have any
meaning in themselves. but readers find and construct meaning with the as:-.istance of
their own previous knowledge. Schemata arc chunks of knowledge in a reader's mind
which are activated in the reader's effort to understand the world. They include the
reader's knowledge about a topic. familiarity with both the text structure and content
used in a text. and understanding of how to think about and discuss ideas drawn from the
text. The reader u:-.es this information to interpret the information received from sensory
input such as reading, to determine goals. and to direct the information in the minJ.
S(:hemata consist of the reader's knowledge of objects. situations. events. actions and
sequence of actions which readers can connect to new information and can vary
according to the different individual's interpretation (Ryder & Graves. 1998, 17-20) .
According 10 schema 1heory. schemata arc divided inlo !Wu types. Formal schema
refers to background knowledge about the formal and rhetorical organisational strucrure
of different types of texis. such as differences in genre. Content schema refers 10
hackground knowledge about the content area of texts (Carrell.

1983, 5-34 ).

Understanding processes, involving the use of schemata during comprehension, can help
to explain how Thai readers connect to their background knowledge and arc involved
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during comprehension in 1wo processes. assimilalion and accommoda1ion (Conley. 1992.
55-.')9). The process by which the reader recognises and remembers some particular facts
is assimilation. such as recalling the tradition of celebrating Thai New Year while
reading a new text about Thai New Year in Australia. and then creating a broader view of
the meaning of the meaning of Thai New Year celebrations. The process in which a
schema is used co reconstruct and incerprct information in text and in the reader's mind to
form new com:epts is accommodation; for example. using the background knowledge
abo111 celebra1ing Thai New Year to relate to new information about New Year
celebrations elsewhere. and then creating a new interprctalion of New Ye,ir cclebralions.
In addition. Conley rncnc1ons that teachers who understand the processes of assimilation
and accommoda1ion of schemata have more chance to help studencs learn lo comprehend
texts they read (Conley. 1992. 58).
In terms of the reading class. second language readers should be encouraged to
n.:latc their schemata to the new information they read. Steffensen & Joag-Dev ( 1984, 4861) stale that students should not translate every word for its individual meaning. hut
process it in chunks and guess or make predictions aboul whac they arc reading and relate
Co their schemata. Carrell and Eisterhold ( 1988. 73-92) point out that good readers can
link their schemata with the new information chey read in che ccxc. Sllldencs can easily
ac:4uire new information if the new information matches their schemata hcc:ause
"comprehending a reading ccxc can be easy if the new information matches the reader's
available schema" (Conley. 1992. 58).
Before looking more closely al che a<.:tual reading process. it should he noted that
Vivian Cook secs these theories rel.icing to LI innuencc as part of a whole system of the
student retaining access lo LI. whilst processing new input. According lo Cook. this is "a
us..iblc access system for tapping both languages" (Cook. 1992. 57 l ). whic:h .students use
co carry ouc the two processes of code-breaking and decoding. Code-hrcaking is
corn.:erncd wnh creating knowledge of the language in the mind. ll is a process of
acquiring the knowledge of an L2 hy trying co understand the messages which lead to an
understanding of L2 rules. Dct:oding is concerned with using prior knowledge or
schemata or trying co understand or produce messages by using schemata. In this way
"cr�111.�fer is a source for boch code-breaking and decoding" (Cook. 1992. 581 ). This
explanation indicates that while reading L2 texl. students engage in constructing
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knowledge in their mind and then trying to link their background knowledge or schemata
lo lhe new knowledge.
In sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 lhe two important culture-specific influences of
language transfer and schema theory have been discussed, although it could be said that
the two language components. language transfer and formal schema. both refer to the
structure of the language or how the language is organised to give meaning. This latter
area could therefore be combined and as a result. the vie\v is taken that for the purpose of
this thesis the entire an:a can be called "formal schema". a term taken from schema
theory.

2.3 Second language reading
Second language reading is a more complex process than first language reading
bccau.,c several additional factors arc related lo comprchcnsion. including transfer of lhc
first language or even other languagcs. Understanding of how learners become proficient
111

utilising language transfer for second language reading may help provide greater

understanding of modcls of the second language reading process. such nwdcb for the
most part deriving from first language reading comprehension research.

2.3.1 Models of the reading process
Reading i, a cognitive process which involves a reader. a text. and the interaction
between a reader and a text. There arc three important mm.leis of the reading process
which assist the understanding of how readers work lo extract meaning from te,L the
bottom-up model. the lop-down model and the interactive compensatory model.

Bottom-up model or text-based processing: This model of the reading prnccss 1s
concerned with the reader· s focus on the smaller units of the text. cspeci,il I y on the
words. phrases. antl sentences in the text. It begins with the smallest unit ;md finishes
with the largest unit of meaning. In this model a reader scans all the words in a phrase or
a clause before constructing i1.s meaning (Cohen. I CJ94a. 213-214: Dubin. Eskcy. &
Grabe. 1986, 11-13: Paran. 1997, 1-3). According lo Carrell (1988. 101-103). hollorn-up
processing starts with decoding small linguistic units such as phonemes. graphcmcs and
words. and constructing meaning from the smallest to the biggest units and then mixing
schemata and present predictions according to the information in the text. I! is also callctl
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tex1-based or dala-driven reading. Most Thai s1udents in the early and intermediate s1ages
tend tu use bottom-up skills in reading by translating from English into Thai worJ by
word (Chandavimol. 1998, 31-42). This method of processing helps to explain how it is
the practice for Thai students to comprehend L2 texts by starting with the smallest unit of
meaning in a semence and then relating this to their schemata.
Top-down model or knowledge-based processing: This model of the reading
prrn.:ess is concerned with approaching a text based on background knowledge. language.
or textual schemata !hat the reader might connect to that particular text. Comprehension
begins \Vith the higher levels of processing. and proceeds to the use of the lower levels
(Cohen. 1994a. 213-214: Dubin. Eskey & Grabe. 1986. 11-13: Paran. 1997. 1-3). This
descripiion of the reading process helps lo explain how some L2 readers comprehend
texts by starting with the higher levels and proceeding to the lower levels of processing.
Top-down processing involves students in making the predictions about the text by using
background knowledge or schemata of the reader to comprehend the L2 texts (Carrell.
1988. IO1-103). Readers have to relate new or unexpected information from the text lO
their existing knowledge in order to understand the text !Aebersold & Field. 1997. 18). In
addition. readers do not read every word in the text. bu! make predictions about the next
group of words. Readers learn to guess the meaning of the words or phrases from their
prediction in what is called the psycholinguistic approach to reading (Goodman. 1967.
126-135).
/11teractfre model and the compematory assumption: This model suggests the
intcraction of bottom-up and top-down processes. Good readers utilise the two reading
models of hollom-up processing or det:oding of text. and top-down processing or
applicatum to the text and background knowledge of the readers. They construct meaning
by using information from all sources of meaning including the two languages through
the mixing of these two processes. The readers use texts as input and achieve meaning as
output hy interacting with the text (Boothe & Walter. 1999. 1-2). The interactive model
of reading is thus very much concerned with the schemata of readers. It draws on schema
1hcory

111

which the reader and tex1 interact with the reader using his/her background

knowledge and new knowledge from the :ext 10 achieve meaning (Grahe. 1991, 375..t()6). ln1eraction refers to 1he complex process whereby both hottom-up and top-down
skills complement one another (Adams & Collins. 1979. I 1-12: Anderson & Pearson.
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1988. 37-55: Carrell. 1988, 101-102; Dubin. Eskey & Grabe 1986. I 1-JJ: Rumelhart.
1977. 573-603: 1980. 33-58: Rumelharl & Ortony. 1977. 99-135).
In relation to interactive theory. Stanovich ( 1980. 33-71) points out that the
interactive model is a process based on information, derived at the same time from
several knowledge sources such as orthographic knowledge. lexical knowledge. syntactic
knowledge. semantic knowledge. and schema. During this integrative process. the several
compone111 sub-skills of reading can support one another in a compensatory way. Some
readers might rely on higher-level contextual or top-down factors lo compensate for a
deficit such as word recognition at a lower-level or botlom-up process. Alternatively.
some readers with good bollorn-up skills can use this ability lo assist with any lack of
content knowledge al the higher-level (Stanovich. 1980. 63). Moreover. Rumelhart
( 1977. 573-603: I 980. 33-58) <.:!aims that an interaction or a combination of ho!lom-up
and lop-down processing leads lo the most efficient processing of texts. In addition.
Spiro ( J 979. I I 8-I 22) suggests that successful readers regularly alter their model of
processing based on the needs of particular text and situation. whereas unsuccessful
readers tend to rely on only one model of reading.
These three models of the reading proces:-. can help to explain how readers
construct meaning ,ind how poor readers compensate for their deficits. In order 10
understand more ahou1 the actual operations of the proces!-., aspects of reading processing
wi1hin the models will he discussed.
2.3.2 Levels of reading processing
When readers read in their L2. they utilize the same process as when reading in
their LI hut they have lo perform diffcrcnl operations. Cohen ( 1990. 77-80) identifies the
two major levels as recoding and decoding and explains these in the following way.
I. Recoding le1·el; All readers arc involved in recoding. They change wriuen
.°'_,lllhols into sounds. In LI reading, il is unnecessary to read all letters in a
word because LI readers can identify the word from some letters in the word
and good readers can make use of their predic1ivc skills. On the other hand.
L2 recoding al least in the early stages involves observing the lellcrs in the
word more carefully than in LI. Moreover. L2 readers mighl make an error
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while rei.:oding because of lhcir inadequate knowledge of the orthography of
the L2.
'l

Daocling 1t,1·el; Decoding is concerned with acquiring meaning from words
and phrases. There arc four sub-levels at the decoding level; grammar.
information. discourse. and writer's intent.
a) Tire grammalical /e1·el; Readers have lo determine the importance of
the grammatical categories of the words. phrases. and sentences in a
text. They may identify words by their grammatical function such as
nouns. verbs. adjectives. or adverbs. They may also analyse the
syntactic role of sentences in the text.

Skillful readers can

automatically undertake the grammatical analysis of the text while
early L2 readers have to make a great attempt to d•J it.
b) h1formatimwl le1·el: Readers have to dclermine the basic information
and concepts which arc being conveyed in a text. Readers need to
identify vocabulary as known. possibly known and unknown words in
order to understand the information of the texl. L2 readers might take
much more time than LI readers to do thi�.
c) The discourse le1•el: Readers have to deal with cohesion which is the
fit between pans of a text. Readers need to understand the
grammatical and/or lexical relationships between the differcnt
clements of the text. They also have to deal with coherence which
involves determining the relationship between ideas in the text.
d) The 11·ri1er's inlelll: This refers tu the altitude and tone of the writer. IL
may be easy to determine altitude and tone of the writer in an explicit
and clearly written text. In some texts. this might be difficull lo
comprehend because some words arc ironic or the wriccr is using
figuralive laP.guage which L2 readers have never seen. Therefore. L2
readers who lack knowledge or awareness of figura!ive language lend
to ignore or misinlerprel it.
These descriptions of lhe reading process. lhough not dircclly linked to lhc
previous theories on culture-specific innuenccs. nonetheless support the basic concept
that readers need to utilise all their resources in a way that fits their particular !'>trengths.
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They therefore give greate� credibility to the underlying thesis that readers should use
their current linguistic and knowledge base for reading comprehension. Beyond that. they
point to ways in which the reading task:; in the methodology for study should be planned
to test the various decoding levels of Cohen which cover both lop-down and bouom-L•p
skills. Further explanation of 1his is found in chapter lhr-�e (sec section 3.3.1. reading
1:omprehension iasks. pages 54-56).

2.3.3 Use of n'ading stratrgies
In relation tu reading ir� second language. readers try lo use their own reading
strategics to assist their comprehension other than gcnentl reading strategics. In urdcr lo
understand the strategics used lO comprehend L2 reading texts. language learning
strategics arc considered.

Language learning strategics
Over the last twenty years researchers have been interested in studying about
learning strategics. Nisbet and Shucksmilh ( 1986, 6) state that the term 'strategics· is
used to indicatr; a level above the term 'skills'. Strategies arc different from skills
because strategics have a purpose and efficient learners havc den: loped a range of
strategics which they can apply from their own style to acc:omplish the needs of a specific
situation. Strategics also deal with learning for as Oxiord (1990, 8) indicates 'learning
strategics' are processes used by learners to facilitate the acquisition. storage. retrieval
and use of information. Learners use strategics to help make the learning process easier
and more successful. Oxford (1990.9-10) and Williams & Burden (1997. 151-152)
summarise twelve key features of language learning strategics which arc useful for
language learning:
I. nmtrib11te to the main goal of cm111111111il'ati1·e competence hy fostering
g rammaticed

competence,

soc ioling 11 istic

cm11pete/1/'e,

discourse

comp etence, and strateg ic competence
2. allow learners to become more self-directed or organise their m1·11 leami11g
3. expand the role <1 teachers as parent, instrucwr. din'ctor, 111a11ager. judge.
leader. e\'aluator, controller or doc/or who ca11 help the lack ,if knoll'ledge
of .1·t1ule11ts
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4. are problem orienred or are used in reacrion ro a problem
5.

llr£'

specific acrions raken by rhe learners

III

response lo a problnn such as

gue.uing rhe meaning of a word
6. im·ofrt• many as11ecrs of rhe learner such as cog11iri1·e, affecrfre a11d rnrial
aspeer.\·
7. .rnpporr leami11g borh direcrly and indirecrly

R. are not always ohsenable
9. are often cm1.H"iotis bw somerimes learners

US£'

appropriate srraregies

a 11romm iccilIr
JO. can be la11ghr or can imprm·e their teaming rhrough rraining
/ I. are jlexib/e

I 2. are i11jlue11ced by a 1·ariety <1 facwrs.
Learning slralcgics include two important kinds of strategics. cognitive and
mctacognitivc strategics (Williams & Burden. 1997. 148-149). Cognitive strategics arc
mental processes used in learning or problem-solving. Mctacognitivc strategics involve
knowledge ahout cognitive processes and the regulatory processes such a!'> planning.
prioritising. selling goals. sclf-managcrncll! and evaluating their learning (Wendcn &
Rubin. 1987. 23-25). These learning strategics arc categorised into the two classes of
direct and indirect strategics. which arc subdivided into six groups and 19 seb hy Oxford.
Lavine and Crookall ( 1989. 31-32) and Oxford ( 1990. 17) as follows:

Direct strategies

Indirect strategies

I. Mnnor Srrategies

I. Mewcog11iri1·e Srrategies

y

A. Creating mental linkages

A. Centering your learning

B. Applying images and sounds

B. Arranging and planning

C. Reviewing well
D. Employing action

2. Cog11iri1·e SrrategieJ

your learning
C. Evaluating your learning

2. Affecti1·e J/rategit'S

A. Practicing

A. Lowering your anxiety

B. Receiving and sending mes!'>age

B. Encouraging yourself

C. Analysing and reasoning

C. Taking your emotional

D. Creating structure for input and outrut

temperature

T")

J. Compensation strategies

J. Social straregies

A. Guessing intelligcmly

A. Asking questions

B. Overcoming limitations in speaking

B. Cooperating with others

and writing

C. Empathising with others

An alternative classification for learning strategics. which can be used by second
language learners lo facilitate the acquisition of the target language. has been provided by
O'Malley, Chamot, Stewner-Manzanarcs. Russo. & Kupper (1985, 567-568). Chamot &
Kupper ( 1989. 15-17) and O'Malley & Chamot (1990, 119-120).

I.earning strategies
I. Cognitfre strategies
1.1 Resourcing: Using second language reference sources such .is dictionaries.
encyclopedi.is. or lcxtbooks.
1.2 Repetition: Repeating a language model such as a word or phrase.
1.3 Grouping: Ordering. classifying or labeling words, terminology. or concepts based
on cmn1non al!ributcs or meaning.
I A Deduction/induction: Applying self-developed rules lo understand or produce the
second language.
1.5 Imagery: Using mental or actual images to understand or remember new
information.
1.6 Auditory representation: Representing in one's mind the sound of a word phrase or
sentences.
I. 7 Key ·.•. ord method: Remembering a new word in the second language by linking it
to a word in the first language that sounds like or thinking about homonym in the first
language.
1.8 Elaboration: Relat111g new information to previous knowledge. relating different
parts of new information to each other. or making meaningful personal connection with
the new informacion.
1.9 Transfer: Using previous linguiscic knowledge or prev10us skills to facilicare
comprehension or production.
1.10 fnferencing: Using available information to guess the meanings. predicc
nutcornes. or fill in missing information.
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1.11 Note-taking: Writing down key words or brief concepts while listening or
reading.
1.12 Summarising: Making a menial. oral, or written summary of new information.
1.13

Recombination:

Constructing meaningful larger language sequences by

combining known clements in ne\v ways.
1.14 Translation: Rending ideas from the first language to understand the second
language.
2. Metacog11iti1·e Strategies
2.1 Planning
2. l. I Advance organizers: Previewing the main ideas and concepts of the material
to be learned.

2.1.2 Directed auention: Deciding beforehand to auend in general to a learning
task and lO ignore i nappropria1c distracters.
2.1.3 Functional planning: Planning for and rehearsing linguistic components
necessary to carry out a forthcoming language task.

2. l . 4 Selective allention: Deciding in advance to attend to specific aspects of
language inpul.

2.1.5 Self-management: Understanding the conditions that help one successful in
language tasks.

2.2 St.:lf-monitoring: Checking one's compn:hension of the input and checking the
accuracy and appropriateness of the output.
2.3 Self-evaluation: Checking the outcomes of one's own performance against a
standard after c.:ompleting the tasks.
J. Social anti af{t:ctil·e .1·trategie.1
3 .1 Questioning: Asking for clarification. explanations. rephrasing. examples. or
verification.
3.2 Cooperation: Working together
check

il

111

groups to solve a problem. pool information.

learning task. model a language activity. or get feedback from performance.

3.3 Self-talk: Reducing anxiety to do the language task.
3 .4 Self-reinforcement: Providing a reward for oneself after succeeding in a language
learning task.

In rclalion lO the two categories of learning stralegies mentioned above. the
former is concerned with learning in general for both LI and L2, whereas the latter is
relaled more closely lo L2 learning. Although both lisls arc useful reference points for
lhis study. the former is rather loo broad. The former defines direct and indirect
strategics. but lhis siudy is concerned basically wilh direct strategics and draws attention
to cognitive and some compensa10ry strategies. For lhe lallcr, lhis study also refers to
some of both the cognilive and melacognilive strategics. Both lhese well-known
categories of learning strategies appear lo cover a wide range of language learning
siluations and tasks including all four skills, whereas this study is concerned wilh the
reading skill only. In this case too students are deprived of outside resources and
personnel available in the classroom. for home study and the wider community and arc
having to depend upon themselves alone. Thus. it would be expected that any strategy list
c:mcrging would be rather narrower than these more general ones.
This study places the emphasis on a quite: specific area, that is. on stratcgic:s of
using the first language. the Thai language. to assist students lO overcome: their obstacles
in reading L2 texts. The strategics will emerge from student reflections after reading
English texts in accordance with Johnson & Ngor's claim (Johnson & Ngor. 1996. 123140) that readers atlcmpt lo develop strategies in L2 reading because their L2 proficiency
is inadequate for the L2 task. These strategics may not have di:vclopcd or he utilisc:d to
the same degree in their LI reading because readers do not require them to compensate
for the lack of grammaticai knowledge. In addtition. Skehan ( 1998. 264) slates that the
strategies used by good language learners can be taught 10 poor readers so that they might
become more effective learners. Therefore. if certain strategics arc used by the good
readers in the study they can be important strategics to guide other L2 readers.
Strategics used by the students and their connections with the preceding sets of
learning strategics will be discussed in chapter 9. However, strategics of using the first
language to facilitate L2 reading cannot help L2 readers in all cases because there arc
some problems concerned with differences between the first language and the second
language. The next section will clarify contrastive analysis problems between the Thai
language anti the English language.

2.3.4 Contrastive analysis problcmc,
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The Thai language and the English language arc different in almost all aspects;
therefore. reading in English presents many difficulties for Thai readers. This section
relating to contrastive analysis problems in vocabulary. morphology. the noun phr<1se. the
verb phrase and sentence structure for Thai readers is included to provide a basis for later
commentary on what common problems arc encountered by the students in this study.

2.3.4.1 Vocabulary
English vocabulary deficit hinders L2 reader comprehension of the texts.
Lckawatana. Linell. Palmer. Scovel and Spenser ( 1968-1969. 118-138) stale that Thai
learners experience problems in learning English vocabulary. especially with the
meaning and the use of individual words. They categorise vocabulary problems for Thai
learners into nine types as follows:
a) Words with no direct equivalent in Thai
Words w:th no direct equivalent in Thai such as greetings in English arc used for specific
times of a day ( good morning. good afternoon) but there is one formal sentence for
greeting in Thai. the use of grammatical words in English arc used ([ play the guitar. I
play _ golf.) but there is no article ''the·· in Thai. the non-finite third person singular
pronuun "one" has no correlate in Thai (One should respect her parents.) and Thai docs
not have these two word connccti\'es - both ... and. not only ... hut also. cither ... or.
neither ...nor.
b) Word pairs with only one-word Thai equivalent
Many pairs of English words exist for which there 1s only one word in Thai such as
house-home. boat-ship. remember-recognise. prevent-protect. still-yet. and road-street
avenue cause problems for Thai learners.
CJ Words or concepts with only partial Thai equivalc!lls
Words with only partial Thai equivalents c;iusc difficulty for the learners such as telling
time (Time in English is divided into am and pm but ii is divided into four six-hour
sectinns in Thai). conjunction (English has more conjunctions than Thai) and negative
\Vords i11 English cause confusion for Thai learners (nobody. no one. never. nothing.
nowhere and none).
d) Word groups commonly confused by Thai learners
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Some pairs of words prevenl Thai learners from comprehending texts such as most
almo:-.t. the other-another. whether-if-that. only-alone. each-every-all. and new-news.
e) Derivations
The form of words in English is confusing for Thai learners because: there is no
equivalent proccss in Thai such as interesl-intercsting. social-society. inslitutc-institution.
bored-boring. surprised-surprising and incorrect-impos:;ible-i!lcga 1-j_rregular.

f)

Homonyms

There arc many words in English which have more than one meaning such as right. miss.
dear. close. stand and just.
g) Prepositions
Prepo:-.itions cause many problems fur Thai learners because the use of prepositions in
English is more complicated than in Thai.
h) ldiOJns
Most idiomatic expressions in English cannot translate directly into Thai so Thai learners
encounter difficulty with this aspect of English.
iJ

Words which have no direct equivaient in English

Thai learners often make mistaken comparison between the two languages where no
word to express a certain concept exists.

2.3.4.2 Morphology
Thai has almost none of the morphological patterns as in English. Lekawatana,
Littcll.

Palmer.

Scovel and Spenser ( 1968-1969.

25-38) report that the major

morphologi1.:al patterns in English arc concerned with three areas as follows:
1

a) lnnectional affixes consist of plural nouns. possessives. present tense and 3"

per:-.on singular. past tense and past participle. and 1.:omparative and superlative degrees.
b) Derivational forms consist of changing part of speech, 1.:hanging in meaning.
variation in ··strong or irregular verbs" and variation in noun gender.
c) Some particular kinds of English words arc troublesome for Thai learners of
Engfo,h such as case variation in pronouns (he. his and him) and variation in ordinal
number /first. second. third. fourth and fifth).

:..7

2.3.4.3 Syntax: noun phrase
In both Thai and English. some words can be both a noun and a verb such as
"comb" (in both English and Thai). "brush" (in both English and Thai). However. the
noun phrase is located very differently in Thai. Lekawatana. Liucll. Palmer, Scovel and
Spenser ( 1968-1969, 87-117) compare the nominal forms in English and Thai as follows:

a) Nantes
In hoth English and Thai, there is a distinction between names, proper nouns and
common nouns. Names in English are not usually modified by articles, demonstratives.
genitives. adjectives. or relative clauses. but in Thai usually arc. In English, names are
always capitalised hut there is no capitalisation in Tha1. Besidcs, Thai pcoplc arc
generally introduced and known by their first names instead of their last names as in
English.
h) Pronouns
Therc arc some differences in thc way person and number are indicated in the two
languages such as I = lp"om/ (malcJ. /dic11 an/ (female) and he & she = lk"riw/ (male &
female). For the pronominal forms. Thai has more pronominal forms which indicate
intcrpersonal relationships than English. such as those ahom age (/nu:/ for young girl in
Thai} and social position (/p"r,i'loIJ! for the king in Thai). On the other hand. English has
more pronominal forms which indicate grammatical relationships than Thai. such as
possessive adjectives (my. your. his. hcr. its, our. your and their in English whereas
/l/'5:1J/+pronoun is used in Thai). posscssive pronouns ( m1 ne. yours. his. hers. ours. yours
1i

and in English hut noun+/k 5:1J/+pronoun is used in Thai). indefinites (somebody.
someone. everybody. everyone, nobody and anyone 1n English bm /k"on/ is used in
Thai). objective pronouns (me. us. you. him, her, it and them but none in Thai) and
reflexives (myself. oursclv1•,;, yourself. yoursclves. himself. herself. itself and themselves
in English but /'/c:rJ/ is used in Thai). Consequently, Thai lcarncrs usually have
difficulties in learning these forms because pronouns in Engli�h arc inflected in a way
which is complex for Thai learners.
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c.:)

Countahlc: and u1Kountahlc nouns

There 1s no dislm1:1iol' octwccn coumahlc and unc.:ountahlc nouns in Thai. Therefore.
Thai learners experience prublcms with articles. plural suffixes and modifiers for
1:oun1ahlc and urn:oumablc nouns in English.
d) Determiners
There arc three kinds of determiners in English that is articles. demonstratives and
ge111t1n:s whereas there arc only two kinds of these in Thai that is demonstratives and
gcnl11\'C:-. Art1des in English make ii difficult to Thai learners hccausc there arc no
articles m Thai. Definite. indefinite and no articles cause confusion frequently (Smyth.
200 I). Thus. the mis-understanding or omission of articles creates c..liflicultics for Thai
lc:arncrs For the dcmons1rat1vcs. there arc three demonstratives in Thai that is tnC:/ = this.
/n�n/ = thal. and liH�:n/ = yonder whereas there arc four of these in English that is this.
these. that and those. The prc-arti<.:lc:s. modifiers which arc bound lo aniclcs.
dcmonstrat i\'cs and genii i\'CS such as many of. all of and half of. arc another cause of
emir. Furthermore. some of the problems for Thai learners concern the usage of genitives
in English such a:- my. your. their. John's. the King of Ireland's.
c) Relative pronouns
Since there arc more relative pronouns in English than in Thai. Thai learners arc usually
1

confw,ed with using them in English. Thai has three rclati\'c pronouns /l �:/. ls'.-qt and
Ip"�:/ whereas English has more that is that. which. who. whom. and whose. Deletion of
rclati,·c pronouns from relative clauses if the relative pronoun replaces the ohjccl of the
subordinated clause:- in English is another difference between English and Thai.
Morco\'cr. the use of appositive in English causes prohlcms for Thai learners.
f) Nominalisation
There arc more pallerns of nominalisation in English than in Thai especially in texts with
a high information content such as academic writing. Thai learners arc usually challenged
with a vasl \',•ricty of nominaliscd forms in English which arc used to signal difference�
in focus rather than in meaning.
g) Compounding
A), compound nouns arc common in Thai. Thai learners do m11 experience diffirnlly \\·1th
these. However. some learner:-. might have problems with the order of compound nouns

in English such as milk chocolate - chocolate milk, station bus - bus station and dog
house - house dog.
h) Adjectives
There arc many differences between adjectival modifications in English and Thai. ln
English. predicate adjectives must be linked to a noun phrase by a copular verb but the
adjective simply follows the noun phrase without a linking verb in Thai. Adjectives in
English arc pronominal adjectives whereas they arc postnominal adjeciivcs in Thai. Both
th<: ordering of adjectives and modifiers and the comparison of adjectives cause difficulty
lo Thai learners as well.
i)

I ntensificrs

There arc more intensifiers in Thai than in English. therefore. Thai learners have less
trouble with intensifiers than other grammatical units. For example. some intensifiers in

....

Thai occur together with a certain adjectives such as /su:IJ y�:1)/ = extremely tall (/su:1)/
�
�
means tall and /jo:1)/ is an intensifier fur the adjective "tall") and /tia m,il(>kt(>kl (/tia/
means short and /mal(iktok/ is an intensifier for the adjective "short").
j)

Possessives

Possessive affixes arc problems to speakers of Thai learning English because Thai
learners tend to use "or· with animate nouns instead of using possessive affixes.
Although some inanimate nouns use an "or· construction, Thai learners have problems
with the exception in which the p.isscssivc is u measure of time or space in a possessive
noun phrase such as a yeor'J fl'm'e (a leave of a year). mi ho11r'.1· drii·e (a drive of an
hour) :•nd a 1ahft• \ fenglh (the length of a table). When comparing these possessive noun
phrase, with compound nouns such as a fcmr year holiday and a :!4 hour day. the
pmse"ivc marker of apostrophe "s·· is used to modify head nouns of possessive noun
phrases "year". "drive" and "length'' ( Kuiper & Allan. 1996)
kl Prepositions
There arc more prepositions in English than in Thai. therefore, Thai speakers learning
English usually make mistakes in this area. Prepositions in English signal many different
k1mb of case relationships and involve several grammatical units. nouns. verbs and
ad\'crh� Besides. some prepositions arc used differently in Thai and English such as at +
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time. at/in + lime. \'erh + lo + place. arrive + al + place anJ leave + place in English.
AJdilionally. Thai learners find it difficult to use s1111.:e. for and during in English.
I/

Nurnhers

Cardinal nurnhcrs usually cause confusion for Thai learners. They also encounter
prohlcms with the higher numhers in English because Thai uses a new word for every
digit while English uses a new \Vord for every Jigil up to one LhousanJ and then repeals
..ten'" and ' one hundreJ.. as follows:
"
one /ni i) /
I0
100
I .OCO
I 0.000
I 00.000

ten /s'ip/
hundred /d:y/
thousand /p\rn/
ten thousand /m\n/
one hundred thousand /sa::n/

The higher numhcrs also cause difficulties for Thai students as follows:
one million
one billion

1,000,000 (American & Britisr. English= 6 O's)
1.000.000.000 ( A rncrican English = 9 o· s)

I ,000,000.000.000 (British English= 12 (fs)
one trillion

I ,000.000.000,000 (American English= 12 O's)
I ,000.000.000,000,000,000 (British English= 18 O"sJ

one quadrillion

I ,000.000.000.000,000 ( American English = I 5 O's)
I .000.000,000,000.000.000.000.000 (British English= 24 O's)

m) Classifiers
There arc more cl,1ssifiers in Thai than in English. Most Cl•Untahlc and uncountahlc
nouns for idimnatic usage of classifiers in English as !)iccc, set and pair arc classified hy
determiners such as a hook /na l) si: 11\1) l�m/ and a piece of cal..e /k\111om ni l) c''in/.
n) Existenlials

..
.
.
The use of the words "it . :111d .there as introducing existential processes in English
cause prohlems for Thai learners hecausc there is no such usage in Thai. These words
function as formal clements and have no meaning themselves. for example. "!l's very
..
cold tonight . and "There arc many passengers llll lhe hus".
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2.3A.4 Syntax: verb phrase
Differences in the verbal systems between English and Thai make it difficult for
Thai learners. Brudhiprabha ( 1968. 38-41) and Lcka'watana. Liucll. Palmer. Scovel and
Spenser ( 1968-1969. 61-86) point to the fact that Thai learners confront problems with
1ense. mood. aspect. mrn..lalily. verbal complemenls, adverbs and prepositions. linking
\'crbs and norH:ontinuous verbs in learning English as follows:
a) Verb tenses. mood and aspect
A srnglc Thai verb form can be used lO express different English verb forms as follows:
•

1·erh - 111111wrked rense in Thai can express pre.H'lll, pas/, preselll
perfi•cr cm11i1111m1s and pas/ perfecr cmllimwus in English.

•

l ed ?I + 1·erb - J11111re 1e11st• in Thai can express fwure, preselll
crmri1111a/ and pas/ co111i1111al in English.

a

1·erh + Ila<· II'! or 1·erh + lda�·y/ + Ila<· w/ - pt•rfecfil·l' in Thai (an
c xpress prese111 perfec1-comple1i011,

o

pas! per/eel comp/erio11 in English. lk".i:yl

+ 1·erb - lwhitual in Thai

can express present per/eel habi11wl and past per/c•ct lwhit11al in
English.
•

lni?I + rerh

+ /d(;·yl + lta<·,I'! or lime in Thai can express jil/ure

perfect and fwure perfeo rn111i1111ou.1· in Engll�h. lkn111/a11! + i·t•r/J c0111i1111011.1· can express prese11t nmtimwus anJ pasr n1111imw11.1· in
English,
•

l ed ?I+ lkamlalJI

+ rerh - f11111re crmri1111011s in Thai can express fwure

co111i11uous in English.
Thus. Thai learners of English arc usually confused aboul wrb forms in English.
b) Modals
The one Thai modal /nil is c4uivalcn1 lo many English modab. 11·i//, 11"011/d ..1'10// and
should in English; 1hcrcforc. there i-; not much problems for Thai learner!'> wiih the�c.
Modals can. co11ld. may and mig hr arc 1101 �.crious problems for the learners as well.
However. diffil:ulty may occur in connection witn !Cll!'>CS because modals

11·011/d

and

co11/cl arc not always past lenses as the learners think. Moreover, modal!> dare, need.
f

ou ghr ro. Juul heller and ll'ould rathn may cause dif icul!y for Thai lc.irncrs of English.

I.'

J Verbal complements

Verbal rnmplcmcnts arc different in English andThai as follows:
o

V 1 +to+V 2 1V,+V2 inThai)
For l:xample."( want to dance," in English
and "/ch an rlJ t;l) ka:n (want) tcnram <dance)f' inThai.

•

V 1 +obJecl + to+V 2 (V 1 +con_iunction+clause inThai J
For example."I tell you 10 dance.'' in English
11

and "/ch an 1IJ h:i:k 11t:IIJ h�y <conjunction) k un (you) tcnram
r dance 1/" 111 Thai
o

V 1 +V 1 • -ing (V 1+V2 or V1 • V, inThai)
For example."( start working." in English
and "/c11 an ((J rim (start) 1h arn1Ja:n (work)/" inThai.
or"( finished working," in English
and "/ch an (IJ 1h an111a:n (work) sci (finish)" in Thai.
or"( continued working." in English
and"/chan ((J 111 am1Ja:n (work) tJ: (continue)!' inThai.

o

V1 +lo+V 2 or V 1 +V1+ -ing (V 1 +V21nThai)
For example."( begin lo read,'' or I begin reading.'' in English
and"/c11an (() r;:m (start) 'fan na l) si: (read)/" inThai

o

V 1 +object+V 2 past participle (V 1 +clause inThai)
For example. "I had my hair cut.'' in English
'
hv
• h�ay Ia::w
•
I I J h�ay (l1rder) kh
· vaw (shc) tat (cut) p om
(h air)
I
and "/c'an
v

!alreadyJ/" inThai.
o

V 1 +object+V2 (V 1 +conjunction+clause inThai)
For example."( made him clean his bedroom.'' in English
and "/c11 5n <I) ha l) k.ib (force) h;y (order)
h

k aw (he) t.. amk"wa:ms�1'/a':d (clean) h; l) n:>:n/ (bedroom)" inThai.
0

V 1 +object+V2+-ing (V1 +object+continue+ V2 inThai)
For example."I saw her dancing.'' in English

:n

11
and ../chan (I) hen (sec) k aw (she) kamlalJ (continue) t�nram (d; 1cc)/

in Thai.
0

V, +object+ (lo+V2)+adv. (V 1 • conjunction+clause in Thai)
For Example. "I want you (to be) in the classroom," in English
and "/ch5n (I) ya:k (want) h;1y (conjunction) k 11un (you) yu: (lO be) nay
(in) h; l)rian (cl,1ssroom)/" in Thai.

0

V 1 +object+(lo+V2)+noun (V 1+conjunction+clause in Thai)
For example. "I considered her (lo be) 1he principal." in English
and "/chan {I) k h;wcay (consider) w;: (conjunction) k11aw (she) pen
(beJ k"ru:yay (principal)/" in Thai.

o

V 1 +objccl +noun (V. +object+conjunction+noun in Thai)
For example. "I call her the principal." in Englrsh
11

and "/chan (l) ri;k (call) k aw (she) w;: (conjunction) k"ru:yay
(principal)!' in Thai.
o

V, +object+(to+V2)+adj. (Y 1 +conjunction+clause in Thai)
For example. "I believe her (lo be) mad." in English
and "/c"an (I) c"\a (believe) w;: (conjunction) k"aw (she) b�t: (mad)/"
in Thai.

fhese differences cause problems in learning English for Thai students.
d) Adverbs
Errors with adverbs for Thai learners include the failure lO add the "-ly" suffix for
differentiating manner adverbs from adjectives such as "He drives carcful(ly)." and
adding the "-ly'' lO adverbs which must not add the "-ly" suffix such as "She studied
hard(ly). The different position of adverbs in a sentence in Thai and English also is a
cause of difficulty.
e) Experiential verbs
Experienti,11 verbs fed wste. smell, sound. look. seem and become cause errors when the
learners fail to differentiate between these verbs and ordinary verbs. The way of using
adverbial complements for these verbs is different such as "He felt sad(ly)." It tastes
delicious(ly)."
f) Non-continuous verbs
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Some verbs in English cannot be used in the continuous form but express ideas similar to
the continuous tense such as believe. know. like and have.

2.3.4.5 Syntax: sentence types
This section clarifies a comparison of sentence types in English and Thai.
Lekawatana. Littell. Palmer. Scovel and Spenser ( 1968-1969. 40-59) classify sentences
into fourteen types as follows.
a) Minor senLenccs
Minor sentences occur frequently in both Thai and English. These include exclamations
such as vocatives and interjections. aphorisms and answer as minor sentences.
Exclamations arc not problems because there arc similar exclamations in both languages
hut most aphorisms in English do not have equivalents in Thai. therefore. Thai learners
of English must learn them by memorisation and practice. In addition, answers which arc
used as abbreviated answers are different in using an auxiliary verb in English while
using the main verb in Thai. for example, "Do you like to swim?" "Yes, I do.", (in
English) and "Yes. I like." in Thai.
bJ Simple sentences
There arc some differences between the structures of simple sentences in English and
Thai. The subject of a sentence in English cannot be omitted while it can be optionally
orniued in Thai such as a sentence "Do you want a banana?" can be /t; l)ka:n kluay may/
(want/ banana/ question particle) in Thai. Moreover, English uses linking verbs with
.
11¥
w
but Tha1. does not sue h as a sentence "Shc 1s very taII ." can b e /k· aw su:I)
.
ad.Jecuves
ma:k/ (He very tall.) in Thai. These differences cause problems to Thai learners of
English.
c) Compound sentences
Compound sentences, sentences of two or more independent clauses which can appear
alone as simple sentences. arc usually joined wgether with one or more conjunctions. In
both English and Thai. a coordinating conjunction "and" is used to link two clauses
which the subjects nf both clauses arc identical whereas a contrasting conjunction "hut"
is used to connect two contrary clauses. The similarity of these docs not cause problems
for Thai learners. However, when other conjunctions without an equivalent form in Thai
arc u�cd, problems arise. Moreover. some conjunctions in English arc similar to other
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pan� of speech such as a conjunction "besides" and a preposition "beside". and a
cunJunction "instead .. and a preposition "instead of'. Thus. Thai learners oflcn find these
similarities confusing
d) Complex sentences
A

complex sentence contains at least one dcpende111 or subc)rdinatc clause. Three general

types

of

complex sentences. those involving adjectival constructions. those involving

nominalisa1101b and those involving relative clauses arc explained. Adjectival
constructions arc made up in three ways as predicate adjective constructions which can
connect to a subordinate clause to form complex sentences. The first 1ype 1s
no111inallsat1on

+

lin!.,.mg verb

+

preclicale acljecli1·e. for example. "To fail the exam 1s

di.1111rhi11g." The second is subject
genmd.

+

linking verb

+

predirnle mljectil'l'

+

infinitive or

for example. "She i., lwpp_\· to pass the exam.", and "She is Jwppr passmg the

exam." The bsl type i, subject

+

linking verb

+

predirnte adjt'C'ti1·e

+

preposition. for

example:. "She 1s intere.\'led in tra\'eling around the world." The second and the third
adJectival constrnct ions cause problems for Thai learners as there arc no c4uivalcnt
u1nstrnct1011.., in Thai. Resides. the -ing and -cd adjectival forms also cause confusion for
Th;11 learners. The norninaliscd clause also makes it difficult lO Thai learners about
grammatical forin .... for example. "That I

t1111

failing the exam makes me sad". ··Failing

tlw 1'lt1111 make" me sad.", and "To .f<1il the e.,m11 makes me sad." A relative clause rn a
complex .,cntcnce ,vhich contains a wh- question word is not pn:ceded by a relative
pronoun 111 English. for example. "She knows !that) whom he met yesterday." For Thai.
hoth relatt\'C pronoun and the wh- question word arc used in a complex sentence.
Therefore. That learners confuse the use of this. Additionally. Thai learners tend to
confuse the ,UbJect-\'erh order of the dependent clause.
c / Negation
:'\egallon seems to he difficult for Thai learners because there is no dist111ction between
"no" and ··not" in Thai. The word "no" rn Thai usually precedes verbs. auxiliaries or
,tdJCL"ll\'es The usi: of ad\'erbs which function as negatives such as ne\'cr and seldom ;ind
the u,e of mod1f1ers which usually occur only

111

the negat1,·e such as any and e\'er makes

II dt!f1cult fur Thai learners as well
f) QUC'.StlOll� and tag ljllC'.Stl(ll1',
The fmrnat11111 of que,11on:-. 111 Thai 1, different from that in English. Questions in English
arc marked hy an aux1l1ary or the verh "to he". for example. "Is she hungry'!" but 111 Thai

11
they arc marked only by !he addition of question particles lri:/. for example. /k aw hiw

r"' :/ or .. she_ hungry+ a question panicle". For tag questions. the formation of these in
Thai 1:-. also diffcn:nl from in Engli,h. Tag questions in English always c:ontrns! wilh the
opening :-.latcmenl chat is if !he slatemenl is affirmative. !he tag question is negative and
\'ice ,·cr-,a. Tag questions in English must coniain an auxiliary or the verb "lo he" and a
pronoun suhJCCI whereas tag questions in Thai arc followed by question particles /c1i �,y
mr1y/ and /r\/.
gJ Emphatic
Emph.isis

111

English is different from in Thai. In English. thi.: use of pan of the verb ..lo

Jo" 1s u,eJ a:-. an emphatic auxiliary whereas a particle /ci l) Cil)/ is used in Thai. for
11

example. "I ili� go lo school." and /c r111 pay ro: l) rian ciocil)/ or "I go _ .,chool + an
emphatic particle".
h l l111perati\'e
Simple 1mpcrali\'l' sentences Jo no! cause much difficulty w Thai learners. lfowcvcr. the
,pcakcr's aUitudes presen1 difficulty to Thai learners because the altuudcs arc rcflccicd
hy the form of question or impcra1ivc scnlcnccs in English whereas they arc usually
rellec!ed b) impcrali\'c particles in Thai. For examples. "Could you please open the
w1nJow·.). Can you open the window'?. Open 1hc window!" in English and /k;mina p:i:1
n�ua !JI or "please opcn _ window". /p;i:t n�:t;i:!J nJ:y/ or "open _ window + an
11npcrall\'C particle". lp?lt n�u;i:!J s17/ or "opcn _ window + an imperative par!iclc" and
/p;i:1 n,t1IuJI or "open_ ,vindow!".
1)

Passive

The grammar'.'. of 1hc pa'.'.s1vc in Thai and English arc different. The \'erb "lo be" is used
to form passi\·e forms in English whereas ii is no! necessary in Thai. Hence. chis causes
d1fficui1y for Thai learners in forming and understanding !he passi\'C in English.
J)

Direc I and indirect ohjccts

Difference!'. in indicaling direct and indirccl objccls occur between the 1wo languages.
There are !Wu grammatical paucrns of using direct and indirccl objects in a sentence in
both languages. Examples for panern I (Subject + verh + direct ohjcct+ (lo)+ indirect
h
ohJeC() arc .. He gave some flowers to her." in English and lk"r1w h;y dJ:k1!1,iy U: k aw/

or "he gi\'c _ flower_ 10 her" in Thai. Examples for paucrn 2 (Subject+ verb+ indirect

.17

ohJcct + direct ohjcct) arc ··He gave her some nowcrs:· in English and //k

11

aw

h;y

11
d:i:kndy k aw/ or ··he give_ nowcr her·· in Thai. Pattern 2 m,1y cause more difficultic"

for Thai learners because there arc more differences in relation lo grammar.
kJ Stylistic in\'crsions
Word order can he changed in hoth English and Thai. esrecially with time adverbs and
advcrhs which mark location. For examples. ··We will study today. - Today. we will
-.tudy." in English and /raw c;1'l rian wanni:/ - /wanni: raw c11'/ ricn/ or ··we will study
wday - tm.lay we will study·· in Thai. Some stylisiic inversions can occur only in English
hue not in Thai. that is. !he inversions of ··there·· and "here·· and chose of pronoun ohJech.
for examples. "Boh is hen:. - Herc is Bob." and "Herc is Bob. - Herc he is."
As the foregoing indicaics !he Thai and English languages arc diffcrcnl in very
many aspecls including vocabulary. morphology and syn1ax with 1hc lauer hcing
concerned with noun phrases. verb phrases and sentence types. Thai readers of English.
ope<: ially less prufic ienl learners. usually confront problems in lhcsc areas because of !he
d1 fkrencc-. of these I wo languages. Therefore. teachers of !�1'1!1ish for Thai learners could
utilise knowledge of these differences and plan 1heir lessons !O prl.•·ide e\'idence for the
Th.11 studcnb wi1h regard lo the differences.

2.4 Research related to LI usage
ln1eres1 in 1he relationship bct\veen Ll and L2 for SLA has grown in 1hc last
1wen1y years C Ellis. 199-L 119: Johnson & Johnson. 1998, 154 J. Research s!udies from
this period. considered to he of value for 1h1s s!lldy. arc now reviewed.
In the first place there 1s a large hudy of work which shows chat the s!udent's LI
1, crucially invoh·cd in the prncess of learning an L2. The Bernhardt & Kami! study
showed !hat the student" s LI ha:,, a strong inn ucncc on 1he learning of ihe L2 and is only
,lightly less important 1han L2 proficiency as a predictor of success. Bernhard! & Kami!
( 1995. 15-14 J studied the rela11onships between LI C English) and L2 ( Spanish) reading.
The purpme of !he study was to examine the 1wo hypotheses: linguistic threshold
hypolhcsis (second language reading 1s a :;econd language proficiency problem). and 1he
linguistic interdependence hypothesi:-. c,econd language reading is an LI problem). The
,uhJCCls were 187 studcnls in three level:-. of Spanish instruction al !he Uniicd S1a1cs Air
.18

Force Academy: 130 students al the beginning level: 24 students at the intermediatc
level: and 33 students al the advanced level. All subjects had to take a reading test which
measured vocabulary. comprehension. and reading rate in English. The test was
comprised of three versions of a rcadi ng comprehension test which was wrillen in both
English and Spanish. The first version of the test which was wriuen in Spanish was taken
two weeks before the end of the semester in order to control the learning effects during
Spanish 1nstruc1i,m. Student� in all levels took this version of the test on two consecutive
d.iys and thcn took both the fir� l and second versions in English together. The first
English version was translated from the first version in Spanish. The second English
\cr,1on was similar but more difficult than the previous version in Spanish and in English
111

ordcr to compensate for any practice effects.
The first result of the study showed that the performance on English rcading tasks

uiuk' prcdict pcrforrnan,c ,,n Spanish language reading tasks. The other result revealed
thai both the first language reading skill and language proficiency affec.:tcd reading
comprehension. Further analysi-; found that all subjects could get higher scores when
read111g

111

their LI (English) than reading in the L2 (Spanish). Direct questions. which

drcw upon the words from the passage. were also found to be easier than inferential
questions. which rcqti1rcd both different vocabulary and style of writing from those in the
passage. The subjcc ts could also get higher scores from inferential questions with the
same \'ocabulary than thosc that contained diffcrent vocabulary.

This research can

explain the fact ti.at reading comprehension in the L2 is affected by both first language
read111g ability and L2 proricicrn.:y. It also shows that direct questions arc easier tc,
undcrstand than inferclllial questions and inferential questions with the same vocabulary
a:-. shown

111

a ti:xt arc easier to understand than using different vocabulary. Therefore. the

finding that second language reading pmblcrns arise from both second and first language
prohlcms is .\Upported by ths study.
A 1996 study by Brooks is representative of an important group of studies which
has nrndu,ed consistent results about the benefit of using LI, C\'en with students engaged
in L2 productive rather than merely L2 receptive activities. Brc,oks (1996. 121-130)
cxamincd the use of LI in forcign language writing in two studies, where the subjects
were :,,tudents. who were studying French at intermediate level in the USA. The first
:,,tudy compared L2 compositions translated from LI drafts with those wrillcn directly in
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L2 upon the same topic. The resuIts showed that compositions translated from LI drafts
were belier in regard to organization and content development than those, wn!!en directly
in L2. The second study took a slightly different approach. requiring subjecis to prepare
either LI or L2 outlines as preparation for writing L2 persuasive essays. Results from a
post-writing questionnaire showed that most subjects used their LI to develop and argue
their essays whate\'er instructions were given. They also used the L2 to create and link
sentences. The studies pointed to the fact that when there arc loo many competing
demands on short-term memory and allcntion. buth being essential for L2 processing.
cognit1\·e uverload occutTed. The use of LI by the stud1.:11L, was a natural and successful
.',[rategy for accommodating such competing demands when engaged in L2 writing.
Rrnuk's study. which helps to broaden our understanding of the value uf u,111g LI.
employed a questionnaire lo elicit how and when LI stu knts u,ed their LI and this
partic:ular methodology will innucncc the present s1Udy.
Further evidence of the continuing importance of LI to L2 learners. even in
1 mmcrs1on

mathematics programs. is provided in the next study. Cohen ( I 994b. I 71-195)

studied the language used to perform cognitive operations during full-immersion
mathematics tasb. The subjects were 12 students from the third to sixth grade at a
Sparm,h full-im.ncrsion school in the USA. Verbal reports. questionnaire-based
rntcr\'iews. cla:,sroom observation and background student information were all used to
cdlcct data. While cng:iging in solving numerical and verbal mathematics problems. the
subjects wen: encouraged to provide their verbal reports in whate\·er language they fcit
comfortable. The study found that the full-immersion students were using their LI more
than they were using the L2 while solving mathematics problems. They also shifted from
the L2 to the LI when reading the problem and encountering some conceptual difficulty.
This research can account for the fact that many early L2 readers tend to use their LI to
solve problem., not only when reading. bu! also in the other situations such as dealing
w11h mathematics problems.
Having established that L2 learners make good use of their LI when learning. we
must now turn lo research relating specifically lo reading. In the first study. Kern ( 1994.
441-46 l) established that L2 intcnnediate French students of all levels relied upon
translation from English as an aid to understanding and learning. Kern examined whether
translation whilst reading facilitates comprehension. and whether one's lc\'cl of L2
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reading affects the degree 10 which one translates while reading. The subjects were 51
iniermediatc-le\'el French students, divided into high, middle, and low reading ability
groups. Think-aloud interviews while reading French texts were used lo collect data as
well class discussions and essays was tested for reading comprehension. Translating inio
English was not allowed while reading. The subjects were imerviewed individually
twice. al the heginning of the semester and al the end of the semester. The result:,, showed
that tran:-.lation was used hy the readers in all groups hlll readers in the high ability group
u... eJ translation least. whereas readers in the low group used translation rnosl frequemly
Thi.: main advarllage of translation was tu facilitate the constru.:tion of meaning from the
L2 forms. Some suhjecls used translation all the ti me and some of those used it to deal
with spi..:ci f ic: ohstac:les such as the complexity of meaning and compIicated ideas in the
text This research can help to show that L2 readers use translation lo assist the
con ...truction uf meaning in L2 reading. Even when the use of LI was prohihited. the
... 1udents still used it to construct the meaning in L2 texts.
Mure extensive research of a similar kind has been conducted hy Upton and his
a"sociates. who have complc.:ted three :,,tudie:,, in alI. 1993. 1997 ,111d 200I. In the first of
these L'pton t 1993.1-2) studied tht: innuence of first and second language use on
comprt:hen\lon and recall when reading English texts. The subjects were Japanese taking
E.SL suh1ects at un1\·er:,,1ties in the USA. Tht: purpose" of the study were: lo examini..: tht:
wnuen rec1lls 111 tht: language of their choice of highly-proficient English st:rnnd
language learners readrng an English text. as \Veil as to further investigate the role of the
LI and the L2 1n the L2 reading process. Think-aloud verhal protocols ar.d retrospective
1111cn·1ews were u,ed to collc.:c:t data. The text, wt:re divided inlo different types of idea
unit, and the wrnten recall protocols were scored using a content-structure system.
Finding, showed that all suhJccts used tht:ir LI to help them deal with comprehension
gaps. \\'hen wre,11ing with L2 vocabulary and sentence meaning and lo confirm their
comprehen,ion. the advanced ESL subjects used their LI more frequently than the rnore
proficient po,t-ESL subJects for whom ESL assistance was no longer considered
necessary.
The second stutly of Upton still used Japanese as the LI and English as !he L2.
Upton ( 1997. 1-27) studied first and 'iecond language reading comprehension strategics
of Japanese ESL students whose English language lc\'cl was slightly lower than in !he
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1993 :-.!udy. The same 231 word long lex! from a quarterly business magazine was used
in !he study as well as 1l11nk-aloud verbal pro!ocols and retrospective interviews. The
study found that studenls whose levels of L2 proficiency varied made use of their LI and
L2 differemly. Firstly. the lower-level subjech used their LI more frequently !han
academic :-.trearn s[lldenls when they had problems about unknown words. Secondly. the
firs! group !ended to translate l.'.om:epts they understood i1110 their LI where.is the
acadellHI.'. subjects tended !O use the L2 only while wres!ling with meaning. Lastly.
paraphrasing or restating sentences and phrases into LI was utilized more frequenily 10
confirm comprehension by the lower-level group while acudemic subjecb did 1101 use
1ran:-.la1ion frequentI y.
�fost recent!). 1he researl.'.h program of Up!, •n & Lee-Thompson ( 200 I. 469-495 J
ha:, been broadened lO cover 1wo language groups. Chinese as well Japanese. The
sUbJ1.:c1., were: 1wen1y native :,peakers of Chinese and Japanese. !en Chine:,c and ten
Japanese. enrolled in a u111versi1y in the USA. The students. all of whom were regarded
a, compelen! reader:-. were divided into 1hree groups based on their English language
proficiency and tested by the same texb and instrumems as were used in the 1997 siudy.
The ,tudy examined wha1 role 1he LI plays in !he reading s1ra1egies of L2 readers and
npl.ired further 1he question of when and how L2 readers make cognitive use of 1he LI
whelp them comprehend an L2 iext. The study found that the in1errnediate ESL students
tended t1, use Ll1eir LI lo think about and process !he L2 reading lasi ·1ore frequenily
than the advanced ESL ...1uden1s and 1he posi-ESL s[lldenls. The second research
questiun. relaung lo the contex!s in which the cogni1ive use of the LI facili1a1es L2
c:wnprehension. \howed that !he intermcdta!e ESL students verbalized in !heir LI more
fn:quenily than the more ad\'anced F.SL s[Udents when thinking aloud while the pos1-F.SL
:-.!udents u:-.eJ ti !he lc;1sl. In a new development. qualitalive analysis revealed that 1he LI
was used 10 wrc:-.tlc w11h or try to confirm tex1 meaning in five ways. Firsily. readers
tran.,la!ed the meaning of words or phrases. Secondly. when uncertain about text
meantng. they w,ed their LI. Thirdly. 1hey confirmed !heir comprehension of larger
chunk:- of texl by using !heir LI. Fourthly. while wrestling with the meaning of lex!
heyonJ 1he phra.,e level. LI was used. Lastly. the LI was used to predict or anticip;llc
tex1 slruc[Ure and c:oment. The use of ac[llal examples of these five processes indicates
that the LI was used in bo!h supportive and nonsupporti\'C ways 10 comprehend the 1ex1.
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These three research studies of Upton have provided a detailed .iccount of the use
of LI on L:! readings. Findings from these studies showed that all studems use their l. I 111
L:! reading but the lower proficiency levels tended lO use their LI more often than the
higher k\'cls. In ,ill the studies. wrestling with L:! vocabulary and sentence meaning in
the LI look place in order IO fill comprehension gaps. Furthermore findings from the
most recent ... tudy showed fi\'e ways of using the Li lo confirm text meaning while
reading: translating the meaning of words or phrases. confirming meaning by translating.
check111g the comprehension of larger chunks of texts. wrestling with the meaning of
chunks of text beyond the phrase level and trying IO predict or anticipate text structun:
and content (Upton & Lee-Thompson, WO I. 481 ).
The lauer study in particular will be used to guide the examination of thc use of
thc Thai language on reading English texts in this study. However, these studies were
1ntcrested in the use of the LI only to assist comprehc:nsion. but did not connect the
...upporl1\·e U!-.e of the strategy with success in reading comprehension. This study plans
to n:mcdy this lack by making connections between answers to questions on the text and
LI usagc. Olwiously too. s!Udenls in these s!Udies were more proficient in using English
than students in Thailand. because they were studying in an English speaking country
and English was being u:-.ed as a medium in their class environmellls. Despite the fact
that s!Ulknt�; 111 these !'.tudies had many more opportunities to learn and use the L:! than
undergraduate student:-. in Thailand. thcy were still thinking in thcir LI and making \'cry
c1111',1Jerahk use of translation. For all these reasons. this resean:her suggests that it is
\'cry 11nportan1 to examine the rule the Thai language plays; in the development of reading
comprehcn.--,on skills by Thai undergraduates.

2.5 Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework for the study has heen constructed from thl' foregoing
l11er,1!LHL' review. If �econd language students want to develop their reading skills they
mu,1 fir-.t receive comrrehensiblc input in order to acquire new language by linking ideas
w11h language. \� h;,;n the) :lea! with that input. however. the use of their L:! knowledge.
tugether with :.1nguagc anll ,chcmata from their LI, wili help them comprehend the
readmg text. E!'.1th 1hr ,c clcn�.:nts will affect the central process of obtaining meaning.
which Cohen t 990. 77-80) \1as described as the two stages of recoding or recognising

the wrillen symbols and decoding or constructing meaning. Where aspects of the LI .!re
similar to the new input from the L2, students can make use of these similarities to
comprehend the readings.
While the students arc recoding and decoding. bnuom-up and top-down skil!s arc
used to crnnprchcnd the text and any !;,ck in either skill can be compensated by skill in
the other. The f111al stage le;1Jing to L2 comprehension is based on Conley's view of
a�,imilation and accommodation (Conley. 1992, 55-59). This is very similar to Cohen's
decoding stage but it expands it by highlighting the two methods of doing this namely of
taking in new ideas or language as well as changing present schema and language rules.
This process. illustrated Ill Figure I. helps to explain how Thai students use hoth
the LI and L2 to de\'elop the English reading skills. fn examination of this process in the
Thai context. it is intended that the subsequent research will further explain this
framework of the reading comprehension process as shown in Figure I.
In the figure. the two parts of SLA theories and processes arc rcprcscnled by the
two different geometric :,hapcs. that is O and D.
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Figure I L2 Reading comprehension theoretical framework

Top-down

2.5 Research questions
:\n,wcr, to thc followmg research qucsiions will provide the mformallon
nccc,,ar} tu gain lfl'.'.1gh1s inlo ,tspects of the reading proces, rela1eJ 10 Thai
undcrgraJu.11e,
The the uf Thai Ill reading 1.:ompn:hcnsion
1.1 To what cxtem Jo the ,tudents use Thai when reading English'!
2 To what extelll docs the use of Thai vary according 10 genre or 1ex1 type
determined by content'.'
.1 To what extent docs !he use of Thai vary according lO question type that "
w11h hollom-up and top-down questions'!
1.-t Doc, a ,1a1cd preference for text 1ypc have any effect on scores'?
1.5 With which genre and 1ex1 1ypc do !he sludents :ibtain hcttcr scores?
1.6 What opinion do !he siudents hold about the use of Thai and how Thai
assi,ts rea<li'1g comprehension?
1

Thi: usi: of strategic, in reading comprehension
2.1 \Vhal s1ra1cgics do the students use when reading English'!
2.2 h the use of Thai in implementing strategics linked 10 the students
attainmcnt of heller scores'!
2.3 Is the u,c of formal .,chcma or content schema more prominent'!

3. The ident1f1ca1ion of problem\ in reading comprehension
3.1 What problems do students face when reading English texts?
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter sets out the research methodology for the present study. which
investigates the influence that the Thai language has on intermediate level undergraduate
students in Thailand while they arc reading a variety of English texts. It is presented in
eight parts. preparation for the study. research study. data collection. data anal) sis.
research hypothesis. limitations of the study. ethical considerations and summary.
Reading comprehension problems for second language learners prevent students
from understanding the texts they meet in their studies. Some researchers have already
!>tudied the first language role in L2 reading comprehension. but this study focuses on
student performance in reading text types differentiated acrnrding to the content and
genre. Student tasks. retrospective interviews and questionnaires using both quantitative
and qualitative methods arc described together with methods of analysis of the same.

3.1 Preparation for the study
Preparation of the study was needed to be sure that the research study could be
conducted ,, ithout major problems. Therefore. the researcher had to experiment with the
process of collecting data including process. instruments and timing. Preparations for this
study involved four pilot studies.
3.1.1 Pilot studies

Four pilot studies preceded the research proper because the researcher needed to
choose a suitable design for the instruments and methods of collecting data. Therefore.
several pilot studies and their results were needed for obtaining the best guidance for the
research.
The first pilot study was concerned with three second year students majoring in
English from two programs at Udon Thani Rajabhat University. the English and the
English education programs. A task. based on six texts and ten multiple choice questions
for each text. was used as well as several data collection methods including think-aloud
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verbal reports. retrospective interview and the combination of think-aloud verbal reports
and retrospective interview. The second pilot study was conducted in Australia with a
Thai student studying English courses at a university in Australia. In this a task. based on
two texts follo,,cd by five lop-down multiple choice questions and five bottom-up
multiple choice questions for each text. was used as well as retrospective interviews. The
third pilot study involved a second year teacher trainee student majoring in English from
Loci Rajabhat University. Five top-down open-ended questions and five bottom-up open
ended questions as well as questions to elicit student thoughts for each question were
devised to accompany two texts. One sentence taken from each text needed to be
explained in written form first and then by retrospective interview. for the last pilot
study. five second year teacher trainee students majoring in English from Sakon Nakhon
Rajabhat University engaged in the study. The task. as in the third pilot study. was still
used as well as the retrospective interviews followed by thc questionnaire.

3.1.2 Issues arising from pilot studies

The results from each pilot study were very useful to guide the researcher about
how the participants responded to the tasks and how to draw out their thoughts. These are
stated in terms of two issues. relining the tasks and collecting participant thoughts.
Refining the tasks
In order to look for the best guide for the research study. the tasks were refined
step by step. There were several reasons for this. For the first reason, trials of using
�everal reading comprehension tasks enabled the researcher to really know if the
participants understood the texts themselves. The second reason was lo ensure that the
questions did not interfere with participant comprehension by adding additional
challengt:s. The las! reason was to discover the best activities for collecting data.
Consequently. the tasks were refined several times in terms of the following
aspects in order and finally produced the following observations.
For the first pilot study. multiple choice questions were used. The reading
comprehension task consisted of three parts dealing with cities. economics and editorials.
For each part. there were two reading texts of a similar level of difficulty and discourse
from the same kind of source. one a culturally familiar text which was related lo Thailand
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and the other a culturally unfamiliar text which was not related to Thailand. The texts for
the first part were concerned with cities. Bangkok and Belgrade. for the second part with
Thai and German economil:s. and in the third part were concerned with Thai and Iranian
politics. Each text was followed by ten mixed multiple choice questions based on the
meaning of each text. The results showed that the participants attained high scores
because all of them were good readers but it was difficult to separate where the students
were having problems, whether in the text or in the question. In additiJn, participants
reported that the texts were too long so the latter were shortened.
Top-down and bottom-up multiple choice questions were introduced in the
second pilot study. In the revision of the reading comprehension task. all texts were
shortened to be 150-210 word texts. The questions were still multiple choice questions.
but the types were adjusted to have approximately equal numbers of both bottom-up and
top-down questions as follows:
o Literal language questions (bottom-up) with a focus on word. parts of the
word. phrase. and sentence level. (2-3 questions for each text)
o Figurative or idiomatic language questions (bottom-up) focus on phrase and
sentence level. (2-3 questions for each text)
o Overview or global questions (top-down) with a focus on paragraph. and
whok text level. (2-3 questions for each text)
o Cohesive questions. linking ideas. (top-down) with a focus on conjunctions.
link words. pronoun reference, and redundancy. (2-3 questions for each text)
The results showed that the participant frequently used his prior knowledge and
guessed the answers from the choices instead of reading from the texts thus confirming
that multiple choice questions were unsuitable. Therefore. a new reading comprehension
task with open-ended questions instead of multiple choice questions was devised to
prevent guessing the answers from the choices.
For the third study a completely new reading comprehension task was devised.
Top-down and bottom-up open-ended questions. followed by a question about student
thoughts ,., hen answering each question and another explaining a sentence. were
introdu1:ed in this new study. The task comprised two texts about cities taken from the
New Encyclopedia (Micropedia) Britannica, one about Bangkok and the other about
Wellington. Ten open-ended questions consisting of half top-down and half bottom-up
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"ere utiliscd .is \,ell as l.jUestions about student 1h1

. ., for choosing eai;h ans\,er 10 he

\Hillen d1mn in Thai. The meaning and prohlcms \\ith understanding one sentence taken
from each te,t needed to he: e:\plained in Thai. The result sh1med that this I� pc of
reading comprehension task could prevent the part icipanl from gucssing the ans,,crs
fn1m i.:lwiccs. as the student had 10 read the texh for line.Jing the correct ans\,ers from the
1e,ts themsel,cs. In addition. a further I\\O reading comprehension tasks \\ere de, ised in
the same design and these hecame the tasks used in the fourth pilot study.
Top-dimn and hottorn-up open-ended questions fi.llllmed by a question about
student thoughts ahout ans,,ering each question and explaining a sentence "ere ul iliscd
in the fourth pilot study. There ,, ere three reading comprehension tasks for the last pilot
stud�. These three reading comprehension tasks represented different genres. that is.
transacti1mal or infrirmatinn-hased. editorial. and experiential or narrative texts. For each
genre. there "ere t,,o short reading texts of a similar IC\cl of difficulty and discourse
tal..c.:n from the same: or '.'>imilar sources. one a culturally familiar text \\hich \\as rclatc.:d to
rhailand and the othc.:r culturally unfamiliar text ,,hich \\as not related to Thailand.
1'11ese ,,ere lc.lllll\\ ed hy ten open-ended questions to bL ans"ered in English and
wmmerHed on in Thai. From ead1 text. too. one sentence had been highlighted and
... 1udents ,,ere also asked to write dlmn in Thai the problems they had in cornprehc.:nding
the: sentence taken from each text. The: results sh1med that participants used se\eral
strategic.:� of using Thai to lac ii itate the 1r comprehensi, •n. I lo\\ ever. there were some:
prnhkms "hid1 arose from using the task. that is. some students did
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ans,,cr some

questions nnr did they \Hite d<mn thci r dee isions behind the ans,,ers. Furthermore. snme
studenh did not think carcfull:, ahoul the: anrner so they took onl:, ,1 short time 10 do the
ta'>!...
The process of ,,orking through these: f�iur studies had. thus. prm ided ,aluahlc
e,peric.:nce in relation to the actual decisions making about both te,ts and question t> pcs.
I l1m e \er. lllle othcr major is,;ue n:rnaincd.

Callecri111: pt1rticipt111t tlw111:ht.\·
Tile: second issue is conccrncd \\ith hm, to collcct the participant thoughts about
compn;hcnsion ,,hilst reading. Thoughts arc mental pmccsses \\hich cannot be ob'>c.:rvcd

so

from external observation and arc therefore dillicult to discern. The researcher tried lo
use se,cral kinds of methods to collect participant thoughts.
For the first pilot stud). verbal reports: think-aloud. a rctrospecti,e intenie". and
the comhination of think-aloud and a retrospective intervic" ,,ere used. Verbal reports
have heen used in earlier studies as a means to stud) the cognitive processe� of a reader.
Three hasic t)pes of verbal reports have been utilised in research studies to elicit the
wnscious mental rroccsscs involved in language learning. that is. self-report. self
observation and self-revelation (Cohen. 1990. 94-95). Self-report refers to descriptions of
a learner about ,,hat the) do and report in gcneral ised statements. Sci f-ohscrvation refers
to the inspection of specific language behavior. either introspcctivel) ,,hilc the
information is still in the short-term mcmnr) and retrospectively about 20 seconds alicr
the acti,·ities. Retrospection can he ,,ithin an hour of the activit�. or a

tc,,

hours. da)s or

,,eeb alier the activities. The data from delayed retrospection ma) not be as complete as
data from immediate retrospection. The last type of verbal reports. self-revelation. refers
to think-aloud ,,hilc engaging in language activities. The data arc reported as unedited
and unanal) sed data (Cohen. 1990. 94-95: Norris. 1988. 1-21: 1989a. 1-19: 1989h. 1-30:
licrne). Readcncc. & Dishner. 1995. 284-287: Wenden & Rubin. 1987. 32-33 ). For the
first pilot stud:. the researcher tried to use both think-aloud ,crhal report-. and
retrospect i, e inten·ic"s to collect data. Think -aloud verhal reports "ere used "ith the
first participant and a retrospective intervie\\ ,,as used \\ith the second one. \\hile the
third participant useJ hoth think-aloud and a retrospective inten ie,,. The results sho\\cd
that the retrospective intcrvie,, ,,as able to elicit more details than think-aloud and could
also he lcs'> time-consuming than the combination. Therefore. rctrospccti,e intcnit:\\S
\\Cre chosen for other pilot �tudies and the n:scarch proper.
For other pilot studies. retrospective intenic\\S "ere utilised to gather the
thoughts from mental processe-. of comprehension. This "as done h� means of a
qui:stionnaire about the u�agr of using Thai to as�ist the studenh · comprehension and
their feelings \\hen using Thai to facilitate their comr,rchen�ion "as introduced in the
pilot studies ,,as used in the fourth pilot stud). MoreO\cr. intro�pccti,c lfUCstions about
the thoughts "hen using Thai to assbt the studenb · comprehension in tllL' reading
comprehension ta�ks \\ere used in the third and the fourth pilot studies. The� \\\."re
introduced to elicit the studcnh · mental prm:esse�.
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To sum up. it \\as considered that meaning-based open-ended questions. foll(mcd
h� simultaneous introspective questions about the decisions l<.1r the ans\,crs follo\,ed b)
a sentence to he e:,.plained and the probkms about comprehending the readings. were
most suitahlc ti.ir the research proper. These tasks could collect data and could elicit the
thoughts simultaneously either at the time of completing the task or direct!) aftcrnard.
l"he retrospccti,c intenie\,s

\\CH:

also added because the researcher could elicit more

details from the participants· thoughts b) this technique immediate!) a lier completing the
task-.. To c lari f� this process. a sample of activitics for collccting data \\ith one task 1s
sho\,n in Table I. Each task involves reading two texts representing the one genre.

Ta hie I t\ sample of acti,itics for one reading comprehension task
. ---

- ----------

Time

-----------------

Acti,·itics
-------------1

I hour ,_ I. Reading wmprchcnsion tasl-,.. text I
• Ans\,cr 10 open-cnJcd questions as ,,cll as introspective questions
in "riting
• Explain thc meaning or one highlightcd sentence from the 1c,1 in
\Hiting
I h\lur
2. Retrospective intcnic\,
1-: ngage in an inteniC\\ about ho" ans\,crs ,,ere ohtaincd
lwur

I hour

--

3. Reading wmprchcnsion task. tc\t 2
• !\ ns,\(:r IO open-ended 4uestions as ,,ell as introspecti, e quest ions
in \Hiting
• !·.,plain the meaning oflmc highlighted sentern:c from the tc.,t in
,, riting
-l Rctrnspccti,c intenie,,
• 1-.ngagc in an intenic,, about hll\\ ans,,cr!'> \\Cre ohtaincd

'

In aJditiPn. a scp,1ra1e 4ue!->tionnairc. obtaining reflei.:tions and used one ,,eek
alier cllmplcting all tasb. \\,!!'> added in order Ill allo\\ for triangulation about the

3.2 The research study
·1 he researi.:h stud) -.tarted four \\eeks afier finishing the last pilot stud: in order
to allo\\ Iime to adjust the reading climpn:hcnsion tasks. the intenie,,s. the inten ie,,
schcJuk and the questionnaire.

3.2.1 Subjects
The subjects ,,ere L\\cnty second 1car trainee students from Udon Thani Rajabhat
t · nin:rsit1. tilieen subjects of,, hom ,, ere females and the other five maks. A 11 subjccts
,, cre chllsen from the students "ho ,,ere able to express their ideas in both reading
comprehension tasks and intcrvic,, s and be willing to contribute to the study. The
subjects had studied about reading strategics. that is. skimming. scanning. finding the
main idea and finding supporting details when they studied reading courses in the first
1car and the second year at the university. 1 ltm ever. the subjects had not been trained
about \\a 1s of using the Thai language or of strategics to ussist their understanding of the
l'nglish readings.
3.2.2 Stud�
The research stud1 took three ,
, cckcnds each of ,,hich,,as devoted to one genre.
Bl1th -;atLirda) s and Sunda1 s "ere uti I ised. because the subjects ,, ere div idd into four
gwu;'s and each grnup took about ftmr hours f(.lr completing each task. Then.:forc. data
collcl · itHl for each genre,, as conducted on Saturdays and Sunda1 s. Ii, e students in the
murnin,· and ti,c students in the a!krnoon on bnth da1s. A sample schedule for the first
of the thr�·\.',,eekends i-. sh1mn in Table 2.
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Table 2 Schedule for collecting data
'
i

Weck

T

Day

--------1'"------

J

Students

i: ach
• Saturday First
Group
Weekend

i Second
I Group
!

Time

! 8.00-9.00 am
I

I

Acth·ities

/ Transactional texts. text I.
I Ban1.drnk
-+---"�----------,
9.00-10.00
am
intervie,, -- 1
- Retrospective
�
1
Transactional te\ls. text 2.
; 10.10-11.IOam
I
\Vellington
11 .10 am-I 2. IO m - Retros ective interview
1.00-2.00 pm
Transactional texts. text I.
\ Ban •kok
I 2.00-3.00 m
- Retros ective interview
Transactional texts. text 2.
I 3.10-4.10 pm
I
Wellington
i - Retros cctivc intervie�
4.10-5.10 rn
Transactional texts. tcx�1
; 8.00-9.00 am
I Banl!kok
1
i 9.00-10.00 am
I - Rctrospective intcrvie,,
1
Transactional texts. text 2. j
r I 0.10-11.10 am
Wcllinl.!ton
!
- Retros cctive intcrvie�
,__I _l ._ 10
_ --1-2.10 m
1.00-2.00 pm
Transactional texts. tcxt I.
Banl.!kok
If------ -------��-------: 2.00-3.00 111
- Retros ective intervie,,
--�
Transactional te:-.ts. tc.\t 2.
i 3. I0--U Opm
J Wellington
t-i 4. I0-5. I Opm
: - Retrospective intc:rvie,,
I

-�---- +------J

' Sunday

! Third
'Group

---

Fourth
'. Group
1

---

•- ---------- -�-c••••••••-----·----·--�-�-- •---

-

3.3 Data collection
Data collection methods. the reading comprchension tasks. the retrospective

intervie,, s and the 1.JUestionnairc. arc dcs1:rihed in this section. Data from these diffcrcnt
rm:thods can he triangulated to enhance the reliahility of the results.

3.3.1 Reading com prchcnsion tasks
The: three reading comprehension tasks rcprescnt different genres. that is.

transactional ur inforrnation-hascd. editorial. and C.\pcriential or narrative tc.\ts. For cach

genre. thcrc arc I\\O short reading tc:xts of a similar level of dirticulty and discourse taken

from the same smir(es or the similar source. nnc: a cu'.urall,:- familiar text which is related
to Thailand and the other culturall,:- unfamiliar tc.\t which is not related to Thailand.

l'hcsc: arc follo,,cJ h,:- ten opc:n-c:nded questions to he an�mered in Lnglish and

commented on in Thai. From each text. too. one sentence had been highlighted and
students \,ere also asked to \\rite down in Thai the problems they had in comprehending
the sentence taken from each text. II took about two hours for responding lu each task.
Each task. therefore. comprises a pair of parallel texts. fulltmed b) ten open-ended
questions togcth�r \\ ith an introspective question attached to each question. and one
sentence related to the meaning of a sentence selected for the text.
I. Tt!xts: The texts used in this study arc 150-210 word texts representing
different genres. that is. transactional. editorial and experiential texts. These genres wcrc
chosen in ordcr 10 use several forms of text. that is.

transactional texts inform and

dcscrihc. editorial texts contain a point of vie \\ and experiential texts related to narrative
( A ldcrsnn. 2000. 12 7). Thc tcxts. sclccted to suit the intcrmcd iatc level of' second )car
students "crc taken from authentic materials. Authentic materials shou Id be utiliscd
lwr.:ause the:, r.:an lead to positivc outcomes and learners can develop their communicative
cornpetenci.: (Clarke. 1989. 119-132: Feng & Byram. 2002. 58-84: flail. 200 I . 229-239:
\1orton. 1999. 177-182: Peacock. 1997, 144-154). Thus. using these authcntic texts can
�upport the :iims

or Rajabhat S)llabus.

Dctails arc as folltms:

e The first 1,, o texts arc transactional or in formation-based tcxts concerned \\ ith
citic�. taken from the Nc,, l·:nc)clopcdia (Micropcdia) Britannica.
o A cultural!:, familiar text about Bangkok. Thai context text. is a 148
,,ord text (/:·11crclopaedia !Jrita1111ica. 1994a. 866}.
o A culturally unfamiliar text about Wellington. non-Thai contcxt tcxt.
is a178 \\Ord tr.::-..t (/:'ntyclopaeclia /Jrita1111ica. 1994b. 572).
o The sccond I\\ o tcxts arc editorial tcxts concerned \\ith politics. taken from a
Thai English-medium nC\\spapcr. The Natinn.
o A culturall :, familiar tc.,t ahout politics in Thailand. Thai context text. is
a 219 \\Ord text (Jamiroj. :!OOl a. 4A).
e A culturally unfomiliar tcxt about politics in Iran. non-Thai context
tc\t, is a 234 ·,,ord text (Janviroj. 2001b. 6A).
o

The

last

i\\O

texts

are

expcricntial or

narrati\c

texts

taken

from

autobi,Jgraphical books.
o A culturally familiar text. l"liai context tcxt. taken from a Thai
teachcr' s story (Prajuab Thirabutana. I 971. 3 I). It is a 192 word te:-..t.
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o A cultural!) unfamiliar text. non-Thai context :ext. taken from the lite
of an American \\Oman (I lelen Keller. 1961. 33-34 ). It is a 206 \\Ord text.
For cach pair of ll:xts. the researcher tried to select parallel texts at a similar level of
difficult) and discourse b) choosing texts from the same sources for the first and the
second pairs and similar sources fi.1r the third pair. i ILrn ever. texts for each pair \\ere not
e:,,.,1ctl) equal in a level of difliculty and discourse. because it would not be possible to
tind nactl) equal texts \\hich \\ould at the same time meet the requirements for both
genre and text l)pc. Distinctions bct\\ecn the latter clements were considered of prime
importance ahead of an) more exact matching of lexical/ structures characteristics.

2. Text-ha.H•d questitms: Opcn-endcd questions. to be answcrcd in English or in
Thai \\hen students could not ans\\Cr in English. \\ere used in this study in order to
concentrate attention on the texts themselves rather than on multiple choice ans\\crs and
abl1 pre\cnt students from guessing the answer from choices. These comprise ten
questions ti1r each tnl. divided into fi.Hlr categories.
e Liter.ii language questions (bottom-up) \\ith a flKus on \\llrd. parts of the
,\ord. phrase. and sentence level. (2-3 questions fix each text)
C11

Figurative or idiomatic language questions (bottom-up) focus on phrase

and ,enh:111.:e IC\el. (2-3 qucstiom for each text)
o ( hen ie\\ or global questions ( top-do,, n J \\ ith a focus on meaning gained
from the paragraph. and \\ hole text. (2-3 questions for each text)
o

Cohcsi ve

questions.

Iinking

ideas.

(top-dm\n)

\\ith

a

focus

on

..:onjun..:tilllls. link \\Ords. pronoun rcfcrcn..:e. and rcdundanc). (2-3 questions for each
IC\I)
l lalf bottom-up and half top-dcmn questions \\Crc included in order to investigate in
\\hich area students have the greater numhcr

or prohlcms in reading and lum

the use ot'

Thai can lessen these dinicultics in comprehension.
3. lllfrmpectfre question: An introspective question as ··11tlll' clicl nm gC't the
cm.nn'r for 1/11.\· </llt'stw11.' ·· \\as used to elicit students· mental processes for anS\\cring
each question. For this question. students were asked to anS\\Cr in Thai in order to cnahlc
students Ill express their actual thoughts while reading texts.
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4. Se11te11ce: A Iler students had completed the ten open-ended questions together
"ith an introspccti,e question. they also wrote dcm n in Thai the problems they were
h,n ing in cornprehcnding one sentence. which ,,as highlightcd in the text. These
sentences ,,ere chosen from thosc which werc considered difficult to understand.
An example of one sentence from the Thai politics text is as follows.
Soth111g. olcour.H'. can mend hmke11fi.•11ce.1 and rl!.\tore rl!!atio11.1· like a h1gh-le1•el
1·1.w. C.\/)('cia/�1· 1rhen it illl'(J/\'t'.\" Cl 111!11' ll!tuler who is anxious to build up his
regumal stature and shmr he is progre.ui,·e and opl!n-minded

(Copics of reading cornprchcnsion tasks together with the full texts and the questions and
the scntcnce for each text arc found in appendix A. page 289-321.)
5. ,\lurlii111: sy.wem: For answering the open-endcd qucstions. each answer was
rnarl,.cd out of 2. \\'here thc student was able to comprehend the text and answer the
t..JlH:stion ,,ith at least a reasonable degree of understanding. a score of 2. I .5 or I ,,as
a\\arded and these marks arc taken as indications or better scores. Conversely. a score or
.5 or O ,,as gi,en to those students having difliculty \\ith comprehension. In addition. a
sentence t(l he explained the meaning in Thai was rnarkcd out or 5. When the students
could explain the mcaning of a sentence "ith a degree of understanding. a score of 5. 4.5.
4. 3.5. 3 or 2.5 \\as ,!\\an.led. ,,hereas the students who could not explain the meaning or
mi-;understood the rrn:aning or the scntencc ,,ould gain a score or 2. 1.5. 1 or 0.
3.3.2 Retrospcl"li\'e intcn·iews

Rctrospl'Clive intcn ic ,,s \\ere used to elicit the subjects' thoughts soon after
cnmplc:ting each part

or the task. Because of time constraints. five subjects in each group

had 10 engage in the intcn ie11 at the same time. Four assistants were thus needed to
complete thc inten ie"ing grour \\ith the researcher. The researcher assistants who acted
as inten ie1\ crs "ere chosen from the English Program at Udon Than I Rajahhat
l:ni,crsit�. A II

lif

them \\ ere the fourth year studcnts especially trained to be interviewers

llir retrospccti,c intervie\\s to elicit the mental processes about the use of J'hai to
faci litatc rcadi ng comprehcnsion of the subjects.
In thi\ stud). the subjects \\ere intervicwed in Thai by the researcher or one of the
inten ic\, er\ one at a time soon after comrlcting the task in each rart. Each intcrvic\,
tonk ahout one hour. The intcr,ie\\ces had been advised to answer the questions hy
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expressing everything that was in their minds at the time of completing the task questions
ahout the genre of the day. The interviews \\Crc tape recorded and used the following
retrospective questions to obtain student responses.
o I km did you get the ans\\ er to each question? Why?
Did Thai help you retrieve ideas?
Did Thai help: ou to formulate ideas'?
Did Thai help you understand the 1.2 in the text better'?
• I lo\, o lien do ) ou think you used the Thai language altogether'!
o Did )OU think in English at all? \\'hen?
t\ t the end of the last inter\'iew for each task, the students \\ ere asked ahout their
preferencc lllr text t) pc, a Thai context text or a non-Thai context text as follow":
o Which text do you Iike'? \\'h) '?
This study used retrospective interviews to collect data because the U\c

t)f

the first

language tt' assist completing second language tasks is a mental process so 11 is difticult
tu u<;e methods other than verbal reports. This type of interview is a suitable method used
to clidt learner responses to a set of questions and it is also used to assess language
learning strategics (Cohen. 1998. 26-27). It is also a type of verbal report during \,hich
\tudents describ,_· some language learning or language use. soon aflcr doing acti, itics
(Cohen. 1998. 3-l-36). Therefore. although previous research of'this type frequently made
use of think-aloud protocols..1 retrospective intervic\, was chosen as a measure for these
cognitive proccs�cs in this case. In summary. the decision \,as taken to use n:trospectivc
intervie\,s immediately following the task for the folltming reasons.
I. Lack of familiarity with think-aloud may interfere with student thinking
prnce�scs.
2. The focus of the research is on examining real situations where students arc
\\orking on developing their comprehension.
3. The difficulties of' implementation ,,ith novice researchers and timing /
financial problems \\ould be considerable.
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3.3.3 Questionnaire

The questionnaire.: hascd upon rcfkction was uscd one week after completing all
tasks in order to triangulate the cognitive pror;csscs of thc students.

3.4 Data analysis
Thc data collectcd can he classilied into I\\o kinds. quantitativc and qualitative.
Quantitative.: data arc observations or measurements that arc numerical whereas
qualitati\(: data arc observations that can be classified into nonnumerical categories. An
indi,idual nbser,ation belongs to precisely one category (Dietrich & Kearns. I 989, 19:
Frc:und. 2001. 7). In this study. qualitative and quantitati,e data from the three tasks. the
int en ie\\ sand the questionnaire have been analysed in different ways.
3.4.1 Qualitative data

()ualitativc data were derived from the answers for the questions \\hich asked
students to\\ rite down the decisions \\ hich lay behind each answer in the tasks as well as
from opinions cxprc:sscd in the intcr,icws and part B of the questionnaire. Both the
inten ie\\ data and arnmcrs from the subjects· decision behind the answer from the tasks
\\ere transcribed and translated into English. The accuracy of the translation of samples.
that is. one reading comprehension task and one interview \\as checked by a well
qualified proli:ssional in both English and Thai before analysis. These qualitative data
needed to be analysed into categories for finding the strategics of using Thai to assist the
comprehension and for finding the reading problems. The analysis is reported in terms of
l\\O issues as follows:
Strull!J:ieJfor 11Ji111: Thai

In order to find out ho\\ Thai plays a rok in reading L2 texts. qualitative data
from the intcrvie\\S and data ahout student's decisions behind the answers from the tash.s
\\ere initial! ::, catcgo;ised. They \\ere coded into eight strategics drawn from the reasons
of u:-.ing Thai to facilitate comprehension actually stated by the students. These strategics
arc identilied as fol [m\s \\ith the · S · standing for ·strategy':
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SI to translate a word or a phrase itself
S2 to c.,aminc or think about I he context of words or phrases or guess the
meaning fro1n context
S3 to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason
�-I to confirm the reader understands about the sentence
S5 to compare the English with the Thai grammar by using formal schema
S6 to access or !ind the rcadcr·s ideas by using content schema
S 7 to construct or formulate ideas
S8 to summarise ideas
SO no use of Thai
()ualital i, c data from part B of the questionnaire arc analy�ed into two categories.
that is. 1hc advantages of using Thai to comprehend L2 texts and student reading habits
and interests. These data assist in the triangulal ion of the information from the intcrv icws
and the tasks.

Prohletm- in reading comprehension
The ans\\ crs from the open-ended questions were analysed and allocated to one
or more of four categories. general problems. grammar problems. problem� with
punctuation and problems with linkage by coding into 19 groups as follows with the ·p·
standing for ·problem·.
General problems
PI cannot understand the word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer
P2can find the answer but cannot explain in his/her own words or exact quote
P3 can answer only part of the question
P4 uses content schema instead of reading
Grammar problems
P5 parts of speech
P6 recognising English word order i.e. adjective+ noun
P7 breaking up words into prefix / root
P8 singular/ plural
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P9 pronouns and possessive pronouns
PIO double and participial adjectives
Pl I tense
P 12 subject / verb agreement
P 13 passive mice
P 14 verbs afkr preposition: participle/ gerund
Problems with punctuation
PI 5 problems with apostrophe
Pl6 in apposition and relative clause between two commas
PI 7 punctuation: commas. semicolon
Problems with linkage
Pl 8 conjunctions
P 19 reference words: (personal. relative, possessive) pronouns
Data about problems encountered while reading sentences from each task and
from a questionnaire wen: ana�yscd by means of content analysis. These problems were
then analysed as representing a problem relating to either sentence part or bottom-up
problems and overall meaning of the sentence or top-down probkms.
Qualitative data analysis is reported in chapter 4. 5. 6. 7 and S.

3.4.2 Quantitative data
Quantitative data arc analysed by means of ,;tatistics. Multiple responses and
cross tabulations from SPSS program arc used to analyse the strategics of using Thai to
assist the students' comprehension related to scores. question types. and problems. A pair
sample T-test indicated the difference between the scores of tlic Thai and the non-Thai
context texts. Moreover. a mixed factorial /\NOVA was used to analyse the differences
b..:I;\ <:en the scores and preferences of text t) pc. the Thai context texts and the non-Thai
context texts. Frequencies of all responses of quantitative data were shown by means of
percentages. Quantitative data analysis is reported in chapter 4. 5. 6 and 8.
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3.5 Research hypothesis
The expectation is that the Thai language will be widely used by the students and
that it will have an inlluencc on the comprehension of English texts. The extent and
nature of both Thai language and content transfer is estimated and exemplified. Whether
the use of such transfer is positive or negative remains to be revealed. but it is
hypothesised that the familiar texts will lead to more positive transfer and attitudes than
those that contain less familiar material. In addition. when they encounter reading
problems. the strategies of using Thai to assist comprehension ,,..ill be used to help
overcome problems.

3.6 Ethical considerations
Participants in the study were entirely voluntary and all information was treated
as confidential. In addition. to preserve the anonymity of the participants. names were not
used and students were identified by numbers. for example. SO I A. S02B. and S03C.

3.7 Summary
The study involved twenty second year teacher trainee students majoring in
English from Udon Thani Rajabhat University. The subjects completed three reading
comprehension tasks consisting of transactional texts. editorial texts and experiential
texts ba'.... : on both Thai and non-Thai contexts. Retrospective interviews were utilised
for the study as well as the questionnaire. Quantitative data on the resultant scores were
analysed by means of statistics and qualitative data were analysed by means of content
analysis and categorised by coding into groups.
The next chapter will begin the descriptions of how students dealt with the three
genres and wil I report the analysis on reading comprehension task I. transactional texts.
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CHAPTER FOUR
READING COMPREHENSION
AND TRANSACTIONAL TEXTS
This chapter focuses on the analysis of reading comprehension of transactional
texts, concerned with cities and taken from the New Encyclopedia Britannica. Twenty
students completed reading comprehension task 1 which consisted of questions about
these two texts. The first text, Bangkok, was a culturally familiar text or a Thai context
text and the second, Wellington, was a culturally unfamiliar text or a non-Thai context
text. In this chapter, the relationships between scores and text type preferences, scores
and text types, and scores and question types are presented. After the identification of
strategies used by the students, the relationships between these strategies and scores as
well as question types are discussed. Finally, problems mentioned by the students in
comprehending the transactional texts are categorised and then related to top-down and
bottom-up questions.

4.1 Preference of text types and scores
This part of the chapter relates to the relationship between the preference of text
types and the scores of reading comprehension task 1, transactional texts. The results,
calculated by using the SPSS program, are displayed in tabular, pie graph and bar graph
forms accompanied by a brief explanation of the result.
4.1.1 Preference for text type

Figure 2 Numbers of students for text type preference, transactional texts
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n,c pre lcrcr11:cs for the I\\ o text I) pcs. the Thai contcxl tc:-.:t and the non-Thai
c11ntc\t lc\l. related to mean s1:orcs in each prcfon:ncc group arc dispb)cd in Tabh: ::!.
Table 3 \kan n\Crall '>cores of reading comprehension lask I. ,ransacti(,nal tc\ts.
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I ahk 3 .,fhl\\., lhc mean-. of each text fi.1r each group of students. The s1:orcs for
the

111111-

I hai conte,t tc\l arc slight!) higher than the scores li.1r the Thai 1:onte\l text

according tP the prcfncn1.:cs e,pn:sscd for the t\\ o tc\ts. :\ !though around (\\ o-th ird., llf
the '>tlllknts prcti:r the Thai Cllntc,t tc\t. the si.:orcs fc1r it arc slightl) llmer ihan for the
111111-lhai nnc. A quarter of the ...1udcn1s ..,late a prcfi:rcncc for the non-Thai contc:\t tc,t
and the) 1.:an achieve higher -.cores \\ilh that le\!. Onl) l\\O students admit lo having an
c4ual lil..ing for both tc\tS and their scores arc onl) slight I) hcttcr than in the case of tht:
nPn- I hai 11.·,t. \lorcmcr. ,landard dl'\ ialion-. for the non-Thai tc,t in the cad1 group arc
higher than the ·1 hai one. In adJitilln. lhmc for the !,1st group arc rnud1 higher hecaw,c of
the '>mall an111Lmt of s1t1Jcn1-. in thi.., group.

lhc anal1 sis indicates the fact that the preference of text has a positive clkcl in
the case of the non-Thai context and both text preferences. but the scores or tho'.'.e
preferring the Thai context le:-.t slw\\ no such effect.

It docs mean however that dealing

\\ith an unfamiliar topic or itsc!f docs no! in itself interfere \\ith comprehension.
:\c\crthclcss. if ,,c c:-.arninc the gap hc1,,ccn the means of both texts for onl1 the Thai
context prcti:rc.:ncc group. the scores of the non-Thai context text var: b: onl: one mark.
rlws \\c cannot conclude that there is a strong relationship bcl\\ cen Iii-: ing a text and
scoring \,ell.

In an1 case ,,c cannot infer that the prcti:rcncc of lex! t1 pc has a positive

elfrct on score'.'. until results in the ne:-.t 1,,0 chapters for other genres. the editorial and
c:,pcricntial tnts arc taken into account.
The anal:, sis in this case has revealed a slight anomaly. Preference for the non
Thai cw1te:-..1 tnt is closel:, connected to scores for that text but this is not the case for the
[hai context te.,t. In relation lo the latter. a preference did not result in higher scores.
;\oncthc:lcss. \\hen a mi:-..ed f,11:torial A NOVA

1

,,as used to analy,c: the: dilfrrcrH:c:s

hc:t\\ c:en the scorc:s according to preference for transactional texts. no statistical I:,
signi ti cant di tTcrcnccs \\ere fiiund. A I though 1t appeared that overal I students scored
heller on the nPn-Thai IC:\!. the difference \\as nlll significant (F, 1
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= 2.993. p = 0.102).

rl1c:rc: \\Crc nll significant dirti:rcnccs hct,,ccn thl' three prclcrcnce groups (F, 1

1,,

=

0.23 1). p ·· 0.790) and no in1cracti11n bet,,een prefcren<.:e for transactional text and t:,pc of
IC\[ (L i :·,

0.28-t. p ., 0.756).

4.2 Transactional texts and scores
The students completed reading comprehension task I ,,hich consisted of I\\o
transactional tcxts. Bangkok and \\'cllington. This ,,as follo\,cd b) !en open-ended
4uesti1111s to he ans\\crc:d and one: scnten<.:e-based task in ,,hich the meaning \\as to he
explained in 1"11ai. The merall sclires from reading both transactional texts arc displa)c.:d
in I ahlc -L

\\ 11hin-,uh1cc1, factor I) pc of rc,11 l"h.11 \ \ non· rt1a11.
lkn,ccn-,uhJco.:h foctor prdcn:ncc fl,r 1ran"1cw•n;1I tc,t 11'11.11 tc\l. non- I ha1 tc,t. lloth tc,1�1

Table 4 ( h era11 S(l1res fur n:ading (omprchension task I. transactillnal tc\.ls
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I he rc,ulh shm, that the studcnl'i gained O\Crall scores hchm !iii: pcn.:cnt.
although a ft.·\\ :-,tudenh llotaincd :-,light!_:. higher than !iii: percent for thcsc tnh. In
I able 4 the oH.·rall :-,curl''.'> fi1r transactional tc\.ts arc presented. Blith sets of scores arc
lo\\ hut thP:-,c li1r the :-,cntcncc arc slightl: ltmer than total scon::-.. :\dditionall: the
ma\.imum ,l'.orc:-, li1r each score t: pc arc slight I: highcr than !iii: percent. WhL·n sentence
,core, and que-.tion scnn:, arc cumhim:d. thcrcli1rc. the totab arc !1mcr than !iii: pen.:cnt.
I he nc\.t ,ei:.:tillll "ill relate scl1rc:-, and tc,t quc:-,tion 1.:, pc-..

4.3 Context types. question types and scores
I his part report:- on the findings from lhe data anal_:.si, nn the rcl,1tion:-,hips
hct\, eL·n c11ntc,t anu question I: pc:- and scores. rt1e results arc shlm n in a table and bar
graph, fi1llll\\l'd h: a short nplanation of the rL·,ults.

4.3. I Context types and scores
I he ,i.:orc:-. from n:ading thc-.c I\\ o tc\.1:-, arc dillcrent ai.:i.:ording ll1 the t_:. pc nf IC.\!.
lk,cripti\l· ,tati:-,tii.:s arc reported in ·1 ahlc 5.
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These results suggest that the students in this study performed at a similar level
when dealing with a text about unfamiliar as well as familiar subjects.
4.3.2 Question types and scores
The ten open-ended questions for each text in the task comprised four categories
of question type, that is, literal, figurative, global and cohesive. Differences between the
application of these question types to the texts may cause varying difficulties for students
trying to comprehend the texts. The nature of the responses to these differing questions
can be seen from the percentages of correct answers for each question type.
Overall for both transactional texts, the highest scores are obtained with literal
questions with global questions just a little lower. However, the results of figurative
questions are much lower than for any of the others as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Percentage correct for each question type of transactional texts
When the results are compared for the four different question types from both
texts, the results are rather unexpected. The scores of literal and figurative questions of
the Thai text are lower than the scores of the non-Thai text, while those of global and
cohesive questions for the Thai text are higher than the non-Thai ones as displayed in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Percentage correct for each question type Thai and non-Thai
transactional texts
According to one model of the reading process, literal and figurative questions
relate to the bottom-up section which depends upon the small units although larger units
may also be involved. Conversely, global and cohesive questions are part of the top
down category in which the large units are decisive (Cohen, 1994a, 213-214; Dubin,
Eskey, & Grabe, 1986, 11-13; Paran, 1997, 1-3).
In relation to Figure 4, the scores of bottom-up questions in the Thai text are
lower than for the non-Thai text which those of top-down questions are reversed as
illustrated in Figure 5.
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When put together as shown in Figure 6, total scores for both texts of top-down
questions are higher than the scores of bottom-up questions and both are lower than 50%.
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Figure 6 Percentage correct of bottom-up and top-down questions of
transactional texts
As indicated in Figures 3 and 4, 5 and 6, even though the scores of literal
questions are the highest ones, the students still have major problems with figurative
questions which can be regarded

as being related to the operation of bottom-up

processes. Students obtain very low scores with figurative questions in both the Thai and
non-Thai texts. Therefore, the means for bottom-up processes are lower than those of
top-down processes in transactional texts. However, when reading the Thai context text
the students gain higher scores for top-down processes with both global and cohesive
questions.
The results indicate that student reading skills need to be enhanced for
transactional texts, especially with the meaning of figurative language found in both Thai
and non-Thai context texts. However, attention should not be confined to this area but
needs widening to cover literal, global and cohesive areas because the scores for these
questions are also quite low.
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4A Stn!tegies related to scores and question types
A Iler anS\\ cring each open-ended question in the reading comprehension task I.
transactional texts. the students ,,ere asked to write down the reasons for selecting the
ans,,cr that the) gave li.1r each question. In addition. soon afkr completing the task for
each le.\.t. the stU1.knts engaged in a retrospective interview which was concerned with
the strategics used to make a decision fix each answer. The strategics connected with the
use of Thai from both the open-ended questions and the interviews arc analysed here and
the results arc displa) cd in tables and text.
.i.4.1 Strategics of using Thai

From the task and the interview. it appears that students access their m,n
language to help them comprehend transactional texts and in doing so use several
strategics Statements about these strategics arc compacted into eight strategics as
folIm, s;
SI to translate a word or a phrase itsdf
S� to examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the
rni.:aning from context
S3 to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason
S-1 to confirm understanding about the sentence /1101.fiHmd
i11 tra11.,actio11al 1extsJ

S5 to compare the English" ith the Thai grammar by using formal schema
S6 to access or find the readcr·s ideas by using content schema
S 7 to construct or formulatc ideas
S8 to summarise ideas
SO no U<.;C of Thai
Details about the strategics used for comprehending transactional texts can be
seen as in the fi.lllowing sample statements from the students. transcribed from the
retrospective interviews (all names in the transcript have been changed to keep identities
confidential). In each case the strategy and rhe type or question in brackets arc mentioned
first fi.11Jcm cd by an extract from the interv icw.
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Example I
SI: to translate a word or a pltruse it.\·elf
(From Task I Text I: Ba11,:kok, Quesfi(lll 8, Figurative Que.\·tio11)
Question: What does the word "lwu.\·e.\·" in line I 2 mean?
Re1·ie1rcr: /foll' die/you gt•t the meaning <ithe w,•rd "houses .. in tlu· text?
S08/f

: I translated it in/0 71wi.

R,·1·ie1ra: 11'/�l' die/you translate it i1110 71wi?
SOS//

/Jeca11.H' ll'hen I translat,•d the 1rord ii/lo Thai. it 11uu/(• me 1111clastcmcl its
me,ming e,uifr.

Example 2

SI: to !ru11slc11e a word or u phrcue itself
(From Ta.\·k I Text 2: We/li11gton, Question 5, literal Question)
Q11e.,·tio11: What is the mecwi11,: of "the unified ci(I'" in line 6 '!
R1•1·ie1rer: /loll' did you get the meaning o/this phrasefrom the text:'
S(r(i

· / trc111s/ated this phraH' into T/wi:>

Rt•1·1t•1ff, .. Wlw'
· ll'hen I trwnlatecl the phrase into 71wi. it macle me 111ulerstmul the text

cas i/r.
Ernmple 3
S2: to examine or think ahout the context of words or phrm,e.,· or gm·.n· the

meaning

from C(lllfe.\·t
(From Tu.,·k I Text I: Bangkok, Question 6, literal Que.,·titm)
Question: What is the 111,•,111i11g of "(I/her 0111(1•i11g ureas" in line 7'!
Rt•1·ie1l'er· 1/mr did _1·011 get the tlll.\'\l'('r'
SI�{_)

I didn ·1 knml' the mecming olthe phra.H' "otha outh·ing arem" h111 I tried
to think i11 Thai. I knell' the 1nml "out" .rn I tried /0 guess the 111ea11i11g of
tins phrase from this \l'orcl ancl comext. It helped me gu,·ss the mec111i11g o/
the phra.H'.

T2

Exumple 4
S2: to exumine or think uhout the cotttext of words or phruses or guess the

me,mi11g

from co11text
(From Tusk I Text I: Bang/wk, Question 4, literal; Question)
Que.Wion: What i.\· the meuning of "the original city" i11 line 5?
Re\'ie,,er: llow did you get the meaning of the phrase "'the original city .. in the text'?
S 121.

: I noticed from !he surrounding words or context and then guessed the
meaning of this phrase.

En1111ple 5
S3: to 1111dentaml the me«11i11g of the sentence or find u reason
(From Task I Text 2: Wellingto11, Question 2, Glohul Question)
Question: According to the pa.'i.mge, what l1t1d happened to We/li11gto11 between
/826- /865?
Rn·in,·t·r: !loll' clicl yo11 get !his w1.\·\1·er'.)
SO/A

I read.from the texl and triecl to think in Thai. I tried to.fine/ out the reason
mu/ then I could/incl it. I could 111ulastcmcl the selllence easi�i· hy thinking
/fl

Thai instead <�l English

Ernmple 6
S3: to 1111tlentuml the mecming of the sentence or Jim! a reason
(From Task I text 2: We/li11gto11, Question 3, Global Question)
Question: Why was the ci�r named Wel/i11gto11?
Rel'ie11·er. !loll' diclyo11 get the a11s11·er
StrG

ofthis question?

· When I read 1he t,·xt I thought in 71wi. 71wi he/peel 111e understand !he text

so I co11/d/i11d the w1.\·11·a easily. Thai also hL'ipecl me take out the
importalll part fro111 the text and 1hen / .�/ored it in 71wi in my brain. It
helped me remember the h•xt heller than (( I stored it in English.
S4: to confirm the reader 1111der.'itt111d� ahom the se11te11ce (not fmmd in tra11.rnctimwl
texts)
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Ernmple 7
S5: to compare the E11g/isl, wit!, Thai ,:rammar by using formal schema
(From Task I Text I: Ba11glwk, Question 9, Cohesive Question)
Question: The word "it" in line 2 refers to ...
Re1·ieH·er: /lo\\' die/ you know that the wore/ ·· it " rc'.ferred to the wore/ "Bangkok":'
SI CJS

: When ! tlrou}!.l!I about the meaning<�{ the pronoun rl!fer,·ncl! "ii". I
compared lire En}!.lish .wntence wilh the Thai semence .m I could/incl !he
relern1ce ,if the pronoun "ii" in lire lex!.

Example 8
S5: to compare the English with the Thai grammar by using formal schema
(From Task I Text I: Bangkok, Question 4, literal Question)
Question: What i.\· the meaning of "original city" in line 5?
Re1·iell'er: /loll' die/ you gel 1he meaning <�{ !he phrasl! .. the original city":'
SOJ( ·

: I compared 1he English structure ll'ilh the 71wi structure. For English
slr11ct11n'. an acljecri\·e should he he.fore a noun h111 Ji,r Thai structure. w1
a cljecIi ve foIIo \I'S a nou11.

Example 9
S6: to access or find the reader'.\' ideas by using content schema
(From Task 1 Text I: Bangkok, Question I, Global Question)
Question: According to the passage, how did Bangkok become Kr1111g Thep
Ma/,anaklum or Bangkok Metropolita11 Ci(I'?
Rel'iell'er: /low did you gel the m1s11·er ahout !he hi.\'!Or y cif Bangkok:)
S ! 8R

: / '1•e known ahout Bangkok. I have knoll'/e,(�e aholll the hislory ol
Bangkok hecause I .\·f udiecl 71wi histor y mu/ reac/Jiwn hooks.

Re1·iewer: Did the pre\'ious know ledge about Bangkok help you underslaml the !ext:'
S//J,R

: Yes. 1·ery· much.

7..t

Example JO
S6: to ucce.'i.'i or fi11d the reader's ideas by using cmttent schenltl
(From Task I Text/: Bangkok, Question /, Global Question)
Question: According to rite passage, ltow did Bangkok become Kr1111g Tltep
Malwmrklum or Ba11gkok Metropolitu11 City?
Re\·iewer: I !cm die/ you }.!et the a11.nrer:>
SJ-{_)

: / 11.H'cl my pre\·ious knmrlt•cl].!e about /Ja11gkok to an.rwer this que.rtion.'

Rt•\'1t•11·er: Why.'

s1-{.J

· .\�\· previou., knmrlec��e about the hackgmuncl <�l Bangkok he/peel mt'
1mcler.\·t,111d the' text C'asily and I could m1sw1•r the• que.1·1io11 heller.

Example I I
S7: to con.\·truct or for11111/ute ideas
(From Tusk I Text 2: Wellingwn, Question I, Global Question)
Que.'itim,: What i.'i the /ocatio11 of Wellington?
Re\'h'11·a: /low did you }.!i't the tm.1·11·erji,r this question?
sr{_)

.· I tlwught in 71,ai.

Re\·te11·er: Why did you think in 71wi?
sr{_)

llecalt.\'L' 71wi helped 111,· much. especial�\' with wilamiliar nmtext text as
H'dlington It he/peel me imagine andfi,rmulate ideas ahem/ the text.fi,r
,111.nn•rm}.! the CJ 11e.1·1ion

Emmple 12
Sl: to co1t.\'tr11ct or formulate ideas
(From Tu.\·k I Text I: Bangkok, Question J,G/ohal Q11e.'itim1)
Questirm: Accorclillg to the pu.uuge, lww tlitl Bu11;:kok become Kr1111g Thep
Muluuwklum or Ba11gkok Metropolitan City?
Rer1,•11·er /1011· clicl you }.!et the cms11·er:'
S/.'iR

When I read the text and I clic/11 't 1111clerstand. 1 triecl lo tram-late into 71wi
,me/ then n•comtrnctecl the .n•111c•11n· illlo 71wijin· unckr.,·tandin}.!.
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Example 13
S8: to .mmmari.\·e ideas
(From Task l Text 2: Welli11gto11, Questio11 2, Global Questio11)
Question: According to tlte passage, wltat !tad ltappened to Welli11gtm1 betwee11
1826- /865?
Re1·ie11·er: Jloll' did you gel 1he ,111.nrer ah,ml !he events Iha! happened w Welling/on
hetll'ee11 I 826-1865?
.\"/61'

· I tried w .\·11111111arise the important mpectsfrom lhe /ext.\· in Thai he.fore

am·w,·ri11g rhe quesrion.
Example 14
S8: to .rnmmarise ideas
(From Tasli. I Text 2: Wellingto11, Question 2, Global Questio11)
Questio11: According to the passage, what had happened to Wellington between
1826- 1865?
Re1·iell'er: /lo\\' did you get the am·11·er about the events that happened to Wellini1011
het\\'een /826-IH65?
SO-ID

: A/any ewn/.\' happened al !hat time so I fried lo .1·1111111,arise my ideas inlo
Thai.

Example IS
SO: 110 use of Thai to assist ct1mprehension
(From Task I Text 1: Bangkok, Question 10, Cohesi1•e Question)
Re1·iell'er: Didyo111hink in 71wi lo/ind out 1he amwafi>r the re/(l[ive pronoun
"ll'hich ":>
SI 0./

: .Vo.

Re1·iell'er: Why didn '! you lhink in 71wi.fhrfindin!{ lhe a11.nl'er?
SJ 0./

· Because I knoll' the .\·tructurc• of the relative clause so I clidn 't think in 71wi.
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Example 16
SO: no use of Thai to assist comprehension
(From Task 1 Text 2: Wellington, Question 8, Cohesive Question)
Question: The word "that" in line 3 refers to...
Reviewer: How did you get the answer?
S02B

: I read from the text.

Reviewer: Did you think in Thai?
S02B

: No, I didn't. I thought in English because I couldfind the answer in the
text. I've known this structure so I didn't need to think in Thai.

In the case of reading comprehension transactional texts, some students report
using Thai to assist their reading but other students report resorting to Thai only when
needed. The results are displayed in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7 Language usage, the Thai context transactional text
Figure 7 shows that seventy percent of the students translate the text and their
ideas about the questions into Thai to support their comprehension of the Thai context
text whereas the other thirty percent use both Thai and English according to the situation.
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Figure 8 Language usage, the non-Thai context transactional text

Figure 8 shows that seventy-five percent of the students report using strategies to
facilitate their comprehension for the non-Thai context transactional text whereas twenty
five percent mention a mixed language use according to need.
In this study, the students sometimes record using more than one strategy while
reading. Hence a crosstabulation for multiple responses by means of the SPSS program
was used to analyse the relationship between the strategies of using Thai while reading
related to the student groups for each strategy. The results are reported based on the
numbers of responses for using each strategy.
In the case of the Thai context transactional text, Bangkok, almost all students use
the Thai language to assist their understanding while reading the text. Six of the
strategies are used for the Thai context text that is excepting confirming the reader
understands about the sentence and summarising ideas. Of these, nearly half of all
responses indicate the students use Thai to examine or think about the context of words
or phrases or guess the meaning from context, while only about fifteen percent of the
respondees are using of Thai to construct or formulate their ideas. The percentage using
content schema to access ideas is slightly lower than with the preceding strategy. The
number of responses for using Thai to translate the word or phrase is even smaller and a
little higher than that for using Thai to understand the meaning of the whole sentence or
to find a reason. Only a few admit using Thai formal schema to compare the English to
the Thai grammar and the number avoiding using Thai is similar. The results are
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displayed in Table 6 where the frequency column refers to number of times a strategy is
mentioned and the percentage column shows percentage of the responses.

Table 6 Strategics of Thai usage for the Thai context transactional text
Strategics
S2 Examine
S7 Construct Ideas
S6 Content schema
SI Translate
S3 Understand
S5 Formal sch(!ma
SO No use of Thai
Total

Freguencv
96

36
35
30
26
7
9
239

Percentage
40.2
15.1
14.6
12.6
10.9
2.9
3.8
100.0

When the students are divided into three groups based on their performance in
this task. low. medium and high. the strategies of using Thai arc slightly different from
Table 6. Thai usage to examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess
the meaning from context and to construct and formulate ideas are the major strategies
for the students in all groups for Thai context transactional text. The other major strategy
for the students in the low and the high groups is the usage of Thai content schema.
Besides these, the next most important strategy for the students in the medium group is to
translate the word or phrase itself whereas this strategy is a minor strategy for the
students in the low and the high groups. At the opposite end of the scale. the usage of
Thai formal schema and the usage of Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or
find a reason arc minor strategics for using Thai for the students in all groups. In
addition. only a few or the students in the low and the high groups arc able to avoid the
use of Thai to assist their understanding. Tr.e results are shown in Table 7.
Table 7 Percentage of Thai usage for r.1ch group, the Thai context transactional text
Strategics
S2 Examine
S7 Construct Ideas
S6 Content Schema
SI Transbte
S3 Understand
S5 Formal Schema
SO No use of Thai
Total

Low
7.9
5.9
5.4
4.6
4.2
.0

1.7
29.7

Score Grouos
Medium
High
19.7
12.6
3.8
5.4
4.6
4.6
I.7
6.3
2.9
3.8
.8
2.1
.0
2.1
35.6
34.7

Percentage
40.2
15.1
14.6
12.6
10.9
2.9
3.8
100.0
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For the non-Thai context text, Wellington, all students report using Thai to
support their comprehension while reading. Almost all strategies, except the strategy of
confirming the reader understands the sentence, are used. Around one-third of the
students' responses relace to the usage of Thai to examine or think about the conI ext of
words or phrases or guess the meaning from context. The second most frequent strategy
is the usage of Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason. The other
two important strategies are those to lrnnslate the word or phrase itself and to construct
ideas. Only a few use the strategies of summarising the students' ideas or using their
formal schema to compare the English to the Thai grammar. In a similar way to the
preceding strategies. in only a few instances do students not use Thai for comprehending
the text. The results arc displayed in table as shown in Table 8.
Table 8 Strategies of Thai usage for the non-Thai context transactional text
Strategies
S2 Examine
S3 Understand
SI Translate
S7 Construct Ideas
S8 Summarise
S5 Formal schema
SO No use of Thai
Total

Freguencv
77
43
36
29
12
10
If
218

Percentage
35.3
19.7
I 6.5
13.3
5.5
4.6
5.0
I 00.0

When divided into three groups. low, medium and high. the students in all groups
reveal the use of the same major strategies. that is. for examining or thinking about the
context of words or phrases or guessing the meaning from context and for understanding
the meaning of the sentence or finding the reason. The other major strategy for the
medium and the high groups is the strategy of using Thai for translating the word or the
phrase itself whereas this one is a minor strategy for the low group. Another major
strategy for the low and the medium groups is using Thai for constructing or formulating
ideas. On the other hand. the minor strategies of all groups arc the strategies of using
Thai formal schema to compare the English with the Thai grammar and using Thai for
summarising ideas. The other minor strategy of the high group is the usage of Thai to
construct or formulate ideas. However. a few in the medium and the high groups
disregard the strategy of using Thai to facilitate their understanding and slightly more
students in the low group avoid using those strategies. The results are shown in Table 9.
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Table 9 Percentage of Thai usage for each group, the non-Thai context
transactional text
Strategies
S2 Examine
SJ Understand
SI Translate
S7 Construct Ideas
S8 Summarise
S5 Formal Schema
SO No use of Thai
Total

Low
7.3
6.0
4.1
5.0
1.4
2.8
3.2
29.8

Score Grouos
High
Medium
10.1
17.9
5.0
8.7
6.4
6.0
2.3
6.0
2.3
1.8
1.8
.0
1.4
.5
36.2
33.9

Percentage
35.3
19.7
16.5
13.3
5.5
4.6
5.0
100.0

The results from Tables 6. 7, 8 and 9 point to the fact that most of the students use
Thai to assist their understanding for both transactional texts. The top most strategy for
both texts is the same one that is using Thai to examine or think about the context of
word or phrase or to guess the meaning from context. Similarly, the most infrequent
strategy for both texts is the same. the strategy of using Thai formal schema to compare
the English with the Thai grammar.
Likewise. the students in all groups. low, medium and high use the same major
strategy, the usage of Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or to
guess the meaning from context. for both texts. A few students in all groups use Thai
formal schema for both texts except the low group for the non-Thai context text using
Thai for summarising ideas. Moreover. only a few students avoid the use of Thai
altogether.
These results show that the students usually use the Thai language to support their
comprehension of transactional texts. especially the strategy of using Thai to examine or
think about the context of word or phrase or to guess the meaning from context.
When the use of Thai between both texts in the high group is compared. it is
apparent that the students use the same top most strategy. the use of Thai to examine or
think about the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context. for both
texts but the responses are slightly higher for the Thai text than the non-Thai one. Several
responses for the strategy of using content schema reveal its usage in the Thai text but
the.-e is no cv;dence for this strategy in the non-Thai one. Conversely, the strategy of
translating the word or phrase itself is used as the other major strategy for the non-Thai
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text but it is a minor one in the Thai text. A few instances of using Thai formal schema
can be seen in only the Thai text whereas a few instances of using Thai to summarise
ideas can be seen in only the non-Thai one. The avoidance of using Thai appears a little
for both texts but is slightly higher for !he Thai one.
In addition, the frequency of the strategic use for the Thai transactional text is
1.15 times per question and 1.04 times per question for the non-Thai one. This means
that the students tend to use more than one strategy to answer each question.
4.4.2 Strategics and scores

The preceding part shows the results aboi..1 the frequency of the strategies for
transactiona! texts but does not clarify the relationship between the usage of strategics
and overall scores. Therefore. the strategies related to scores and strategies and their
connection to better answers are reported in this part.
4.4.2. l Strategics related to scores

According to the marking system, each question is marked out of 2. Where the
student is able to comprehend the text and answer the question with at least a reasonable
degree of understanding. he/she is likely to gain a score of 2. 1.5 or I. Conversely, if
he/she is having difficulty with comprehension. his/her mark will be .5 or 0. As it is
intended to compare strategies used with scores, the scores will be divided into these two
sections as indicated. In this way an identification can be made of what strategies are
used for producing the better answers.
The next table shows scores and level of comprehension gained for each answer
for the Thai context transactional text. Despite the fact that students use Thai lo assist
their understanding, slightly more than half of them still show difficulties with
comprehension for this text, whilst slightly less than fifty percent of them show their
abilities to comprehend the text. The results are displayed in Table 10.
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Table 10 Percentage for high/low scores, the Thai context t�,.Hi-.actional text
Score
0
0.5
1.5

£. __
Total

Freguencv
96
13
40
13
38
200

Percentage
48.0
6.5
20.0
6.5
19.0
100.0

Com 12rehension
Show non-comprehension
Show non-comgrehension
Show comprehension
Show comprehension
Show comgrehension

For the non-Thai context text. the percentages for sl:.J,, =,1g abilities to
comprehend the text arc slightly higher than those for having difficulties with
comprehension the text. The results arc displayed in Table 11.

Table 11 Percentage for high/low scores, the non-Thai context transactional text
Score
0
0.5
1.5
2
Total

Fregucncy
88
10
42
12
48
200

Percentage
44.0
5.0
21.0
6.0
24.0
100.0

Com12rchension
Show non-comprehension
Show non-comQrchension
Show comprehension
Show comprehension
Show comgrchcnsion

There are both positive an::l negative results asso1.iatcd with the use of Thai to
implement individual strategies to comprehend the texts. Some students attain high
scores from this usage which show their abilities to comprehend the text but s0me gain
very low scores or even zero which show their non-comprehension.
For the Thai context text. slightly more than half of the items where students use
the whole range of strategies gain low scores whereas the others obtain high scores.
When looking at scores for each strategy, it is apparent that the percentages of the high
scores are in fact slightly lower than those of the low scores. Moreover. for the few
students who do not use Thai. there is no indication that the non-use of Thai produced
higher scores although the scores are a little more positive. The results displayed in
Table 12 fail to indicate any associated advantage from the use of particular strategics.
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Table 12 Strategies of Thai usage related to scores, the Thai context
transactional text
Strategies
S2 Examine
S7 Construct Ideas
S6 Content Schema
SI Translate
SJ Understand
S5 Formal Schema
SO No use of Thai
Total

Low Score
(0-.5 Marks)
21.4
7.9
7.7
7.5
6.5
1.8
I.7
54.5

High Score
(I- 2 Marks)
18.8
7.2
6.9
5.1
4.4
I. I
2.0
'- .

·,. J

Total
40.2
15.1
14.6
12.6
10.9
2.9
3.7
100.0

For the non-Thai context text. the results show similar percentages of the low and
the high scores. percentages of the former being slightly lower than the latter. When
comparing i;.-:rcentages of the two types of scores for each strategy, it appears that the
respondees who use Thai to translate the words or phrases and to examine or think about
the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context attain slightly higher
percentages of high scores than low ones. With the other strategics used. the rcspondees
indicate higher percentages of low scores than high scores or equivalent percentages for
both types of scores. Moreover. those few students who do not use Thai at all are not able
to gain high scores. although the scores are a little mo1e positive in this case. The results
are illustrated in Table I J.

Table 13 Strategics of Thai usage related to scores. the non-Thai context
transactional text
Strategies
S2 Examine
SJ Understand
SI Translate
S7 Construct Ideas
S8 Summarise Ideas
S5 Formal Schema
SO No use of Thai
Total

Low Score
(0-.5 Marks)
17.2
9.9
7.6
6.7
2.6
2.6
2.5
49.0

High Score
{I - 2 Marks}
18.1
9.8
8.9
6.7
2.9
2.0
2.5
51.0

Total
35.J
19.7
16.5
I 3.4
5.5
4.6
5.0
100.0
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The results from Tables I 0. 11. i 2 and 13 indicate that the major strategy of using
Thai to examine or think about the context of the word or phrase or to guess the meaning
from context ::iffects the scores in both positive and negative ways. For the Thai context
text, it appears that slightly lower than half of the responses for overall as well as
individual strategy indicate the ability to comprehend the text whereas the others indicate
non-comprehension. For the non-Thai context text, slightly higher than half of all
responses are given the high scores. However, the higher percentage.s of high scores arc
linked with the strategics of using Thai to examine or think about the context of the word
or phrase or to guess the meaning from context and using Thai to translate the word or
phrase itself but other strategics attract a higher percentage of low scores. This means
that some strategies of using Thai are moderately associated with students who obtain
higher scores for transactional texts. Conversely, the strategy of not-using Thai has not
been shown to have a positive effect.
4.4.2.2 Strategics related to better answers
Results to date have shown strategy usage is not always associated with a
student's comprehension. As a consequence. the term strategy will in this section refer
only to useful strategies which affect the learners such a way that they are linked to the
production of better answers with the scores of one, one and a half and two. Some
students use only one strategy to gain scores but some use double or multiple strategies
to attain scores.
Examination of the Thai transactional text scores reveals that one-fourth of better
answers arc influenced by the strategy of using Thai to examine or think about the
context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context. The other important
strategies linked to higher scores are the strategies of usir.g Thai to translate the word or
phrase itself. to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason. to access or find
the reader's ideas by using content schema and to construct or formulate ideas. In only
one percent of these cases do students use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar.
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Nonetheless, some students use multiple strategies for producing better scores.
An examination cf the leading multiple usages reveals that in all of these cases the
students use content schema (S6) combined with other strategies that is S6+ S2 (to use
content schema to access or find the reader's ideas and to examine or think about the
context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context), S6+S3 (to use content
schema to access or find the reader's ideas and to understand the meaning of the sentence
or find a reason) and S6+S7 (to access or find the reader" s ideas by using content schema
and to construct or formulate ideas). The other useful multiple strategies arc the
combination of the usage of Thai to construct or formulate ideas (S7) and one other that
is S7+S2 (to construct or formulate ideas and to examine or think about the context of
words or phrases or guess the meaning from context), and S7+S3 '

J

construct or

formulate ideas and to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason) and
S7+S6 (to construct or formulate ideas and to access or find the reader's ideas by using
content schema). For those who gave better answers there arc few who do not use any
strategy. The results arc shown in Table 14.
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Table 14 Strategies related lo better answers. the Thai context transactional text

Single Strategy Use

Usage

S2 - to examine or tr ink about the context of words or phrases
or guess the meaning from context
S6 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas
SI - to translate the word or phrase itself
S7 - to construct or formulate ideas
SJ - to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a
reason
S5 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English with
the Thai Grammar
SO - no reference to strategy use

Percentage
28.4

11.3
10.1
10.I
9.0
1.3
2.2

Multiple Strategv Use
S6+S7 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's
ideas and to construct or formulate ideas
S6+S3 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas
and to understand the meaning of the sentence
or find a reason
S6+S2 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas
and to examinc or think about the context of words c,r
phrases or guess the meaning from context
S7+S2 - to construct or formulate ideas and to examine or
think about the context of words or phrases
or guess the meaning from context
S7+S3 - to construct or formulate ideas to understand
the meaning of the sentence or find a reason
S7+S I - to construct or formulate ideas and
to translate the word or phrase itself
S5+S7 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to construct or formulate
ideas
S5 +SI - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to translate the word
or phrase itself
S5+S2 - to use Thui formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to examine or think about
the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning
from context and
Total

7.8

5 .6

3.4
3.4
2.2
1.3

1.3
1.3

1.3

100.0
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When looking at the non-Thai text. the topmost single strategy for the better
answers is the strategy of using Thai to exa;nine or think about the context of words or
phrases or guess the meaning from context. It appears in around one-fourth of the
strategies for the better answers. The other major strategics which have an effect on the
better answers arc those of using Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a
reason and to translate the word or phrase itself. respectively. Others which arc involved
in the better answers, arc those of using Thai to construct or formulate ideas and using
Thai formal schema to compare the English with the Thai grammar. As with the Thai
text. some students use multiple strategics to attain high scores. The most important
multiple strategy which influences the better answers is the combination of using Thai to
construct or formulate ideas (S7) and other strategics that is S7+ S3 (to construct or
formulate ideas and to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason) and
S7+S8 (to construct or formulate ideas and to summarise ideas). The results arc displayed
in Table 15.
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Table 15 Strategies related to better answers , the non -Thai context transactional text
Single S tr ategy Use
S2 - to examine o r think a bo ut the context of words or phrases
or guess the meaning from context
S3 - to understand the meaning of the sentence o r find a
reason
S l - to t rans late the w ord or phrase itself
S7 - to construct or formulate ideas
S5 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English with
the Thai Grammar
S8 - to summarise ideas
SO - no reference to strategy use

Usage Percentage
26.6
21.7
20.6
6.9
4.9
2.0
4.0

Multiple Strategy Use
S7+S8 - to construct or formulate ideas and to summarise
4.9
Ideas
S7+S3 - to construct or formulate ideas and to un derstand
3.0
the meaning of the sentence or find a reason
S7+S2 - to construct or formulat e ideas and to ex amine
or think about the context of words or phrases
0.9
or guess the meaning from con text
S5-�S7 - to use Thai formal sche ma to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to const ruct or formulate
0.9
ideas
S5+S2 - t o use Thai forma l schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to examine or think about
the context of words or phras es or guess the meaning
0.9
from conte xt
S8+S2 - to summari se ideas and to ex amine or th i n k about
r.hc context of words o r phrases or guess the meaning
from context
0.9
S8+S3 - t o summarise ideas and to un derstand the meaning
o f the sentenc e or find a reas on
0.9
S7+S8+S2- to construct or formulate ideas. to summarise ideas
an d to ex amine or thin k about the context of words
e -'n=g-'-fi'-'
s c"--'·s'-o
m
ro
����--'o'""r_.p'"'°h'""r=a"'"
'--'-=x-'-'t�������()·9
"'r'-.;>.gue�=s=s-"t"'°"h-='--'-e=a=n�i'"-"-'m
�c�o-'-nte
Total
I 00.0
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Tables 14 and 15 indicate the fact that the topmost strategy. which has an clTect
on gaining high scores in both transactional texts. is that of using Thai to examine or
think about tile context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context. The other
major stracegies for the better answers are those to transl:ite the word or phrase itself and
to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason. The .,tra1egy of using Thai
formal schema has slightly greater effects for the non-Thai text than for the Thai one.
whereas that of using content schema is more important for the Thai one. The strategy of
using Thai to construct or formulate ideas also seems to have a beneficial influence as
well. but more so in the Thai text. In addition, multiple strategics arc useful for students
when they are not satisfied with using only one strategy to find the correct answers. The
important multiple strategies arc the combination of using content schema and other
strategics and the combination of using Thai to construct or formulate ideas and other
strategics for the Thai context text. whereas the combination of using Thai to construct or
formulate ideas is the important one for the non-Thai context text. However, when
compared with the frequency of using these strategics in Tables 6 (sec page 79) and 8
(sec page 80). it is apparent that the number of better answers from using these strategies
is stil I low. The production of better a

:rs is not guaranteed by strategy use.

4.4.3 Strategics and question types
From the task and the interviews. it appears that strategics arc used differently
according to question type categories. that is. bottom-up or top-down. Top-down
questions comprise global and cohesive question� whereas bottom-up questions comprise
literal and figurative questions. The next aspect deals with the relationship between
strategics and question types first with regard to the separate texts then an overview is
given.
For the Bangkok text. the major strategies for top-down questions are the use of
Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or guess the meaning from
context and the use of content schema. The third and the fourth most frequent strategies
are the use of Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason and to
construci or formulate ideas. On the other hand. minor strategies arc the use of Thai
formal schema and the use of T!iai to translate the word and phrase itself. In addition.
there are a few responses for the non-use of Thai. The results arc illustrated in Table 16.
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Table 16 Strategies used in top-down questions, the Thai con�ext transactional text
Strategies
S2 Examine
S6 Content schema
S3 Understand
S7 Con�irncl Ideas
SI Translate
S5 Formal schema
SO No use of Thai
Total

Freguencv
34
32
25
22
6
4
5
128

Percentage
26.6
25.0
19.5
17.2
4.7
3.1
3.9
100.0

For the bottom-up questions of the Thai context text. the foremost strategy is also
the use of Thai lo examine or think about the context of word or phrase or guess the
meaning from context. The next most frequent strategics arc those lo translate the word
or phrase itself and to construct or formulate ideas. The mi nor strategics arc the use of
Thai to understand the meaning or the sentence or find a reason. the use or Thai formal
and the use of content schema. Additionally, a few students fai I to report the use of any
strategy. The results arc displayed in Table 17.
Table 17 Strategics used in bottom-up questions. the Thai context transactional text
Strategics
S2 Examine
SI Translate
S 7 Construct I dcas
S5 Formal schema
S6Content schema
S3 Understand
SO No use of Thai
Total

Frcguencv
62
24
14
3
J
4

111

Percentage
55.9
21.6
12.6
2.7
2.7
.9
3.6
100.0
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When attention is moved to the non-Thai text, again the strategy of examining or
thinking about the context of a word or phrase or guessing the meaning from context is
the topmost strategy for top-down questions. The use of Thai to understand the meaning
of the sentence or find a reason is another major strategy as well. The next most frequent
strategy is the use of Thai to construct or formulate ideas. Minor strategies are those to
translate the word or phrase itself, to use the Thai formal schema and to summarise ideas.
In addition, there arc a few responses indicating the non-use of any strategy. The results
are shown in Table 18.
Table 18 Strategics used in top-down questions, the non-Thai context
transactional text
Strategies
S2 Examine
S3 Understand
S7 Construct
S8 Summarise
S5 Formal schema
SI Translate
SO No use of Tl.ai
Total

Freguencv
40
40
26
12
7
4
9
138

Percentage
29.0
29.0
18.8
8.7
5.1
2.9
6.5
100.0

Likewise, the strategy of using Thai to examine or think about the context 0f
word or phrase or guess the meaning from context is the topmost strategy for bottom-up
questions in the non-Thai context text. Another major one is the use of Thai to translate
the word or phrase itself. On the other hand, the use of Thai to understand the meaning or
the sentence or find a reason. to construct or formulate ideas and the use of Thai formal
schema are the minor strategics for these bottom-up questions. Besides, only a few
responses avoid mentioning strategies. The results are shown in Table 19.
Tabl" 19 Strategies used in bottom-up questions, the non-Thai context
transactional text
Strategics
S2 Examine
SI Translate
S3 Understand
SS Formal schema
S7 Construct Ideas
SO No use of Th<ti
Total responses

Freguency
37
32
3

.,
...

3
2
80

Percentage
46.3
40.0
3.8
3.8
3.8
2.5
100.0
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From Tables 16, 17, 18 and 19, the combined results point to the fact that the
strategy of using Thai for examining or thinking about the context of word or context or
guessing the meaning from context is the top most strategy for transactional texts for
both top-down and bottom-up questions. The strategy of using content schema is
prominent only for top-down questions in the Thai context text but is not an important
strategy for bottom-up questions in the same text as well as for both top-down and
bottom-up questions in the non-Thai one. The strategy for understanding the meani;,g of
the sentence or finding a reason is the major strategy for top-down questions in the non
Thai context text as well as an important one for top-down questions in the Thai one. The
strategy for constructing and formulating ideas is also an essential one for top-down
questions in both texts whereas it is an unimportant one for bottom-up questions in the
Thai context text and a minor strategy in the non-Thai one. Besides. the strategy for
translating the word or phrase itself is the second most frequently use for only bottom-up
skills in both texts but it is infrt>qucnt for top-down skills. The strategy of summarising
ideas is used for only top-down skills in the non-Thai context text. Non-Thai usage is
rare Iv found for the comprehension of transactional texts.
In addition. the frequency of the strategic use for top-down questions of the Thai
transactional text is 1.23 times per question and I .07 times per question for bottom-up
questions. For the non-Thai context texts, it appears that the students use Thai to assist
their answers 1.07 time,; per question for top-down lJuestions and 0.97 time per question
for bottom-up ones. Ti1 is means that the students on the average use at least one strategy
per question with a slightly lower figure for the non-Thai context text.

4.5 Problems and question types
From reading comprehension task I, transactional texts. it is apparent that the
students experienced many prnblems in trying to comprehend these texts. In this part. the
problems fror.i the completed task as well as the r,:-oblems related to student groups based
on t!1cir English competency arc reported.
4.5. J Problems
From the responses to the comprehension tests in the task. it appears that the
students have several problems when reading both types of transactional text. The
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problems found from reading transactional texts and described in the interview arc
categorised into four categories as follows:
General problems
PI cannot understand the word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer
P2can find the answer but cannot explain in his/her own words or exact quote
PJ can answer only part of the question
P4 uses content schema instead of reading
Grammar problems
PS parts of speech
P6 recognising English word order i.e. adjective+ noun
P7 problems with breaking up words into prefix/ root
P8 !)roblerns with singular I plural (notfound in transactio11al 1ex1.,·)
P9 problems with pronouns and possessive pronouns (not.found in
lran.rnctiona/ texl.1)

PIO gramm11r problems with double, participial adjective
PI I problems with tenses
P? 2 grammar problerr , about subject / verb agreement
P13 passive voice
P14 problems with verbs after preposition; participle / gerund (not finmd in
transactional text.1)

Problems n·ith punctuation
P15 problems with apostrophe
P16 problems with phrase in apposition and relative clause between two
commas
P17 punctuation; commas, semicolon
Problems with linkage
P 18 conjunction
Pl 9 problems with reference words; (personal, relative. possessive) pronouns
In this case, reading comprehension on transactional texts. the students sometimes
have more than one problem for the same question. Therefore, the crosstabulation by
means of SPSS program is used to analyse the problems found. The results arc based on
the numbers of responses for each problem as shown in Tables 20 and 21.
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For the Thai context text. thirteen problems are found as obstacles for
comprehending the text. At the top for this text is a general problem that the students
cannot understand the word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer. This accounts
for about one-third of the number of all responses. The second most frequent problem is
also a general problem that the students can find the answer but cannot explain in their
own words or they resort to an exact quote. The third most frequent problem is a
grammar problem with subject/verb agreement, whereas the other major problem is one
relating to linkage about references words. Problems with answering only part of the
question. with using existing knowledge or content schema instead of being guided by
the reading and with using word order are also found. On the other hand. minor problems
mentioned are those with tenses. with parts of speech. with prefix/suffix. with passive
voice. with apostrophe� and with phrases in apposition or relative clauses between two
commas. Moreover, around one-fifth of the respondents mention no problems. The
results are presented in Table 20.

Table 20 Problems with the Thai context transactional text
Problems
General Problems
P l Can't understand word(s)
P2 Exact quote
P3 Answer only part
P4 Use: content schema
Grammar Problems
P12 Subject / verb agreement
P6 Word order
Pl I Tenses
P5 Parts of speech
P7 Prefix / suffix
P13 Passive voice
Problems with Linkage
P19 Reference
Problems with Punctuation
P 15 Apostrophe "s"
P 16 Phrase in apposition
PO No 12roblem
Total

Freguencv

Percentage

78
30
16
10

32.5
12.4
6.6
4.1

24
6
3
2

10.0
2.5
1.2

22

9.1

I
I

.4

46

241

.8
.4
.4

.4

19.2
100.0
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For the non-Thai transactional text, Wellington, thirteen problems arc found. In a
similar way to the previous text, the foremost problem is a general problem that is the
students cannot understand the word(s} in the question or cannot find the answer. This
accounts for around one-fifth of the number of all responses. The second most frequent
problem relates to linkage about reference words. The next most frequent problem is a
general problem that the students can find the answer but cannot explain in their own
words or resort to an exact quote. The other crucial problem is a grammar problem with
double or participial adjectives. Problems with answering only parts of the question and
with the use of the prefix/sumx are also fairly frequently mentioned. The other major
problems are those with reference words and those that can find the answer but cannot
explain in their own words or resort to an exact quote. The problems with double or
participial adjectives and with answering only part of the question are also fairly
frequently mentioned. A few responses related to problems with word order and with
prefix and sumx. Minor problems are those with word order, with tenses. with passive
voice, with phrases in apposition and relative clauses between two commas, with
punctuation and with conjunctions. With this text, around one-fourth of the respondents
mention having no problems. The results arc illustrated in Table 21.
Table 21 Problems with the non-Thai context transactional text
Frcgucncv
Problems
General Problems
48
P l Can't understand word(s)
30
P2 Exact quote
IS
PJ Answer only part
Problems with Linkage
35
P l9 Reference
1
P 18 Conjunction
Grammar Problems
18
Pl O Double/ participial adjective
8
P7 Prefix/ suffix
2
P6 Word order
1
Pl I Tenses
I
P13 Passive voice
Problems with Punctuation
I
P16 Phrase in apposition
P17 Punctuation, commas, semicolon
I
60
PO No groblem
222
Total

Percentage
21.7
13.5
6.8
15.8
.5
8.1
3.6
.9
.5
.5
.5
.5
27.1
100.0
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The next tables show the relationship between the problems with the students in
each group. low, medium and high. The crosstabulation for multiple responses by means
of the SPSS program is used to analyse the relationship between these. for the Thai
context text, it can be seen that all groups of the students have the same major problems
which are general problems. that is the problem that the students cannot understand the
word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer anJ the problem that they cannot
explain in their own words or resort to an exact quote. The students in the low group
show their weaknesses with the first issue more often than the other groups. Moving on
from procedural matters to grammar, the students in the high and the medium groups
report encountering a grammar problem with using subject/verb agreement more than
those in the low group. The other important problem for the students in the medium and
the low grcups is a problem with linkage about using reference words. On the opposite
end 0f the scale, a minor problem found in all groups of the students is a grammar
problem with wo:d order. For the students in the high group, other minor problems are
those with using content schema instead of being guided by the reading and with using
parts of speech. Other minor problems for the students in the medium group are those
with prefix/suffix, with passive voice and with phrases in apposition and relative clauses
between commas. For the students in the low group, minor ones arc those with the use of
content schema instead of being guided by the reading and with the apostrophe ..s ... In
addition. the percentage of not having problems for the high group is the highest one
while the low group it is the lowest. The results arc shown in Table 22.
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Table 22 Problems for each group of students, the Thai context transactional text
Low
Problems
General Problems
12.9
P l Can· 1 understand
4.6
P2 Exact quote
1.2
P3 Answer only part
.8
P4 Use content schema
Grammar Problems
P12 Subject/verb agreement 2.0
.8
P6 Word order
I. I
P l I Tenses
.0
PS Parts of speech
.0
P7 Prefix/suffix
.0
P13 Passive voice
Problems with Linkage
2.6
P19 Reference
Problems with Punctuation
.4
P15 Apostrophe "s"
.0
P16 Phrase in apposition
3.5
PO No 12roblem
Total
30.0

Score Grou12s
Medium

High

Total

10.0
4.1
2.5
2.5

9.6
3.7
2.9
.8

32.5
12.4
6.6
4.1

4.6
.8
I. I
.0
.4
.4

3.3
.9
.0
.8
.0
.0

10.0
2.5
1.2
.8
.4
.4

5.2

1.3

9.1

.0
.4
6.3
38.3

.0
.0
9.4
32.7

.4
.4
19.2
100.0

Correspondingly. the topmost problem for the non-Thai context text is the samP
general matter namely that the students in all groups. low, medium and high. cannot
understand the word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer. Problems with linkage
about reference wor<ls and resorted to an exact quote is also a major problems for all
groups. with prefix/suffix being a minor problem. For the students in the medium group,
other minor problems reported arc problems with word order. with tenses, with passive
voice, with phrases in apposition and relative clauses between two commas, with
punctuation. and with conjunctions but these problems arc not mentioned for the low and
the high groups. Moreover. the percentages of not having problems for the high and the
medium groups are equal and slightly higher than for the low group. This may result
from the smaller number of the students in the low group. The results are presented in
Table 23.
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Table 23 Problems for each group of students, the non-Thai context transactional text

Problems
General Problems
Pl Can· t understand
P2 Exact quote
P3 Answer only part
Problems with Linkage
P19 Reference
P l 8 Conjunction
Grammar Problems
PIO Participial adjectives
P7 Prefix/suffix
P6 Word order
P l l Tenses
P13 Passive voice
Problems with Punctuation
P16 Phrase in apposition
PI 7 Punctuation. commas
PO No Problem
Total

Low

Score Grougs
Medium

High

Total

7.2
4.1
2.7

8.2
4.1
1.8

6.3
5.3
2.3

21.7
13.5
6.8

5.0
.0

4.5
.5

6.3
.0

15.8
.5

2.7
1.8
.0
.0
.0

2.7
.9
.9
.5
.5

2.7
.9
.0
.0

8.1
3.6
.9
.5
.5

.0
.0
6.7
30.2

.5
.5
10.2
35.8

.0
.0
10.2
34.0

.5
.5
27.1
100.0

.0

The results from Tables 20. 21. 22 and 23 indicate that the students in all groups
have several problems whi--:h interfere with their understanding of transactional texts.
The top most problem for both texts, the Thai and the non-Thai ones, is the same general
problem. It is the problem that the students cannot understand the word(s) in the question
or cannot find the answer. Likewise. this problem is also the top most one for students in
all groups. Other major problems for the Thai one are the problems with the resort to an
exact quote, with subject/verb agreement 1nd with reference words whereas those with
reference words and with the use of an exact quote arc the other major ones for the non
Thai context text as well as those with double or participial adjectives. In addition. the
students indicate a higher frequency for not admitting to problems for the non-Th�i
context text than the Thai one.
4.5.2 Problems and question types
In this study, the problems vary with question types of the texts, top-down and
bottom-up. Therefore, this section is concerned with the relationship between problems
and question types. The problems are distinguished into two question types. top-down
and bottom-up.
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4.5.2.1 Top-down problems
For the Thai context text. the results show that the foremost problem for top
down questions is a general problem with using exact quotes. The second frequent
problem for this question type is the problem with linkage about reference words. The
other considerable problems arc general problems with answering only part of the
question and with not understanding the word(s) in the question or not finding the
answer. Th,, problems with the use of content schema instead l1f being guided by the
reading and with tenses are found occasionally. Only a few students experienced
problems with apostrophe "s" and with relative clauses and phrases in apposition with
two commas for this question type. Additionally. with around one-ti fth of the
respondents mention having no problems for top-down skills. the results are illustrated in
Table 24.
Table 24 Top-down problems, the Thai context transactional text
Problems
General Problems
P2 Exact quote
P3 Answer only part
Pl Can't understand word( s)
P4 Use content schema
Problems with Linkage
P19 Reference
Grammar Problems
P l I Tenses
Problems with Punctuation
Pl5 Apostrophe "s"
Pt 6 Phrase in apposition
PO No 12roblcm
Total

Freguency

Percentage

30
14
11
7

27.1
12.6
9.9
6.3

22

19.8

3

2.7
.9

22
11 l

.9

19.8
100.0

100

For the non-Thai context text. the foremost problem of top-down questions for
the non-Thai context text is the problem with linkage about reference words. The other
major ones arc general problems with using exact quotes. with not understanding the
word(s) in the question or not finding the answer and with answering only part of the
question. Only a few problems with tenses. with passive voice, with conjunctions and
with relative clauses and phrases in apposition with two commas occasionally appear.
Furthermore, slightly less than one-fourth of the respondents mention no problems. The
results are disp!aycd in Table 25.
Table 25 Top-down problems, the non-Thai context transactional text
Problems
Problems with Linkage
P 19 Reference
P 18 Conjunction
General Problems
P2 Exact quote
Pl Can't understand word(s)
P3 Answer only part
Grammar Problems
P11 Tenses
Pl 3 Passive voice
Problems with Punctuation
P16 Phrase in apposition
P 17 Punctuation, commas
PO No problem

Frequencv

Percentage

35
1

�8.0
.8

30
14
12

24.0
I 1.2
9.6
.8
.8

29
125

.8
.8
23.2
100.0

When compared, the results from Tables 24 and 25 point to the fact that the
students have the same major problems for both texts with general problems about using
exact quotes, answering only part of the question and not understanding the word(s) in
the question or not finding the answer and a problem with linkage about using reference
words. On the other hand, problems with tenses. relative clauses and phrases in
apposition are minor ones for both texts. Besides. the problems with the use content
schema instead of being guided by reading and with apostrophes arc minor ones for the
Thai context text while the problems with passive voice. with punctuation and with
conjunction arc minor in the case of the non-Thai one. Additionally, the students have
fewer top-down problems for the non-Thai context text than for the Thai one.
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4.5.2.2 Bottom-up problems
Students also show their weaknesses in relation to bottom-up skills with reading
transactional texts. For the Thai context text. two categories of problems arc found that is
general problems and grammar problems. The foremost problem is a general problem
with not understanding the word(s) in the question or not finding the answer. The second
frequent problem is a grammar problem with subject/verb agreement. A few mention a
problem with word order. Minor problems for bottom-up skill<; arc problems with using
content schema instead of being guided by reading. with answering only part of the
question. with using parts of speech. with using prefix/suffix and with using passive
voice. In addition. slightly lower than one-fifth of the respondents mention having no
problems. The results arc presented in Table 26.
Table 26 Bottom-up problems. the Thai context transactional text
Problems
General Problems
Pl Can't understand word(s)
P-t Use content schema
P3 Answer only part
Grammar Problems
P 12 Subject I verb agreement
P5 Parts of speech
P6 Word order
P7 Prefix/ suffix
P 13 Passive voice
PO No 11roblcm
Total

Freguency

Percentage

67
3
2

51.5
2.3
1.5

24
2
6

18.5
1.5
4.6
.8
.8
18.5
100.0

24
130

102

L ikcwisc. the major problems for the non-Thai context text. two categories of
problems arc mentioned for bottom-up skills that is general problems and grammar
problems. The foremost problem is a general problem with not understanding the word(s)
in the question or not finding the answer and the second frequent problem is a grammar
problem with using double/participle adjectives. The problems with prefix/suffix arc less
important for this question type. Besides. a few mention answering only part of the
question and having difficulty with word order. The results arc presented in Table 27.
Table 27 Bottom-up problems. the non-Thai context transactional text
Problems
General Problems
P l Can't understand word{s)
P3 Answer only part
Grammar Problems
Pl O Double/Participial adjectives
P7 Prefix I suffix
P6 Word order
PO No groblcm
Total

Fregucncv

Percentage

34
3

35.1
3.1

18
8
2
32
97

18.5
8.2
2.1
33.0
100.0

The results from Tables 26 and 27 point to the fact that the students show some
weaknesses about a general problem with the ability of understanding word(s) in the
question or finding the an,;wer for oottom-up skills in both texts. Grammar problems are
also other major problems for this question type. The problem with subject/verb
agreement is the prominent one for the Thai context text whereas that with double or
participial adjectives is the essential one for the non-Thai context text.
4.6 Summary
This chapter reports the analysis of the relationship between the preference of text
types and scores, text types and scores. strategics and question types. strategics and
scores and question types and problems from reading transactional texts.
Around two-thirds of the students prefer the Thai context text whereas around
one-fourth of them prefer the non-Thai one with a few preferring both. but the mean of
the scores for the non-Thai one is slightly higher than the Thai one. The preference of
r.cxt has a slightly positive effect on the preference of the non-Thai context text and the
preference of both texts, but the scores for the Thai context text in relation to the Thai
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text preference arc not related in the same positive way. Therefore. we cannot conclude
that there is a strong relationship between liking a text and scoring well for transactional
texts. Furthermore. when a mixed factorial ANOVA was used to analyse the differences
between the scores according to preference for transactional texts. no statistically
significant differences were found (p>.05).
Although the scores for the non-Thai context text in all aspects. total task scores.
question scores and sentence scores are slightly higher than the Thai one and the range of
those scores is wider than the Thai one, no statistical differences were found (p>.05)
when a paired sample T-tcst was used to analysed the differences of them. It needs to be
said that total task scores. question scores and sentence scores arc lower than ti fty percent
for each si.:ore type in both texts and the overall scores for the entire transactional task arc
lower than fifty percent as well. For the question types. the highest scores are those of
literal questions whereas the lowest scores arc those of figurative ones. Thus. the low
scores for figurative questions have an cfTect on the low scores for bottom-up skills
meaning that these arc lower than top-down skills for transactional texts. In addition. a
comparison of the scores for both texts reveals that the bottom-up scores for the Thai
context text arc lower than for the non-Thai one. but the reverse is the case for top-down
scores.
In relation to the role the Thai language plays in reading transactional texts.
seventy percent of the students always make strategic use of the Thai language to assist
their comprehension for the Thai context text whereas the other thirty percent of them
report using Thai according to their needs. For the non-Thai context text. seventy-five
percent of the students ment;on using Thai to support their comprehen'.'.:ion at all tim1.s
when reading. whilst the remaining twenty-five percent report using Thai according to
need.
For the frequency of the u,;c of strategics to assist the stl!dcnt comprehension. it is
apparent that the students tend to rely on the strategic use of Thai slightly more often for
the Thai contcx text than the non-Thai one. Moreover. they tend to use Thai more often
for top-down questions for both texts. Of the seven strategics that arc used for this type
of text. the top most strategy for both texts. is the use of Thai to examine or think about
the context of word or phrase or to guess the meaning from context. Likewise. it is also
the foremost strategy for top-down and bottom-up questions 1or both texts. The use of
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Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason is the other major
strategy for top-down comprehension of the non-Thai context text as well. In addition,
the strategy of using Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or to
guess the meaning from context is the most important one which affects the production
of better answers for both texts. The other essential strategies for these sorts of answers
arc those to translate the word or phrase itself and to understand the meaning of ihe
sentence or find a reason. The strategy of using formal schema is more important to the
non-Thai text whereas that of using content schema is more useful for the Thai one as
revealed by both single and multiple strategy usage. The othe:- valuable strategy which
affects the better answers is that of constructing or formulating ideas. Morco'ver. the W,.!
of multiple strategies seems to he useful when students cannot use a single strategy to
find a correct answer.
Related to the problems from reading transactional texts, there are several general
problems. grammar problems, problems with punctuation and problems with link.age
which arise while reading. The major problems for both texts arise from a vocabulary
deficit in that the students cannot understand the word(s) in the question or cannot find
the ans·,ver and the habit of using exact quotes. The other major prubkm for the Thai one
is that of subject/verb agreement whereas it is that of reference words for the non-Thai
one. When attention is switched to question type, the major problems for top-down
questions in both texts arc the same that is the problem with resorting to the exact quotes.
with using reference words, with answering only part of the question and with not
understanding the word(s) in the question or not finding the answer. Besides. the students
have the same major problem for bottom-up questions in both texts that is the problem
with not understanding the word(s) in the question or not finding the answer. The other
major problem with bottom-up questions for the Thai context text is that of subject/verb
agreement while the problem with double or participial adjectives is the other one for the
non-Thai context text.
The results in this chapter point to the fact !hat the students experience low
outcomes in relation to both top-down and bottom-up skills for these texts even though
t.,ey regularly use strategics to assist their comprehension.
The next chapter will report on the analysis of the editorial texts.
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CHAPTER FIVE
READING COMPREHENSION
AND EDITORIAL TEXTS
Chapter five reports the data analysis of reading comprehension of two editorial
texts, which were concerned with Thai and Iranian politics. These texts were taken from
editorial columns of "The Nation," a popular English newspaper in Thailand which
students would be expected to sample. Twenty students completed reading
comprehension task 2 which consisted of questions about the two texts, a culturally
familiar text or a Thai context text about Thai politics, and a culturally unfamiliar text or
a non-Thai context text about Iranian politics. In this chapter, the relationships between
scores and text type preferences, scores and text types, and scores and question types are
presented. After the identification of strategies used by the students, the relationships
between these strategies and scores as well as question types are discussed. Finally,
problems mentioned by the students in comprehending the editorial texts are categorised
and then related to top-down and bottom-up questions.

5.1 Preference for text types and scores
This part focuses on the preference of text type related to scores of reading
comprehension task 2 based on these editorial texts. The results, calculated by using the
SPSS program, are illustrated in a pie graph and a table followed by an explanation of the
result.
5.1.1 Preference for text type

Figure 9 Numbers of students for text type preference,editor ial texts
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Figure 9 shows that around four-fifths of the students prefer the Thai context text
whereas the other one-fifth has a preference for the non-Thai one.
5.1.2 Preference for text type and scores
The preferences for the two text types, the Thai context text and the non-Thai
context text. related to mean scores in each preference group are displayed in Table 28.
Table 28 Mean overall scores of reading comprehension task 2, editorial texts,
for the Thai and the non-Thai context texts in each preference group
Text

Mean

N

Std.
Deviation

Thai Text

8.68

16

3.07

Non-Thai Text

5.46

16

2.47

Thai Text

8.50

4

3.85

Non-Thai Text

4.25

4

1.25

Preference
Thai Text

Non-Thai
Text

Pair I

Pair 2

Table 28 shows the means of each text for each group of students. The scores for
the Thai context text are higher than the scores for the non-Thai context text according to
the preferences expressed for the two texts. Four-fifths of the students prefer the Thai
context text and they can obtain higher scores for that text. Only one-fifth of them state a
preference for the non-Thai contexr text and the scores for it arc much lower than for the
Thai one. Furthermore, standard deviations for the Thai context text in each group are
higher than the non-Thai one.
The analysis indicates the fact that preference of the text appears to work in their
favour in case of the Thai context text, but the scores of those preferring the non-Thai
f

one show no such ef ect. Although the students prefer the non-Thai context text. the
scores for the Thai one arc much higher than the non-Thai one. This means that a
familiarity of topic may have a stronger influence on reading comprehension than
preference of text type. Moreover. if we observe the range of the means of both texts for
the non-Thai context text preference group. the scores of the Thai one arc much higher
than the non-Thai one. Therefore. we can conclude in this chapter that a culturally
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familiar text. the Thai one, perhaps has more effect on student comprehension than
preference of text type. However, in any case we cannot yet infer that the preference of
text type or even cultural familiarity has a positive effect on scores until results in the
next chapter for the other genre. experiential texts, are analysed.
The analysis in this case has revealed an anomaly. Preference for the Thai context
text is closely connected to scores for that text but this is not the case for the non-Thai
context text. In relation to the latter, a preference did not result in higher scores.
This is confirmed by the results of a mixed factorial ANOYA using preference
for editorial texts as the between-subjects factor and text type as the within-subjects
factor. That is. although the effect of text type was highly significant (F<l.lSJ = 26.947, p
<0.001 ). the main effect of preference was not significant (FCl.18) = 0.255, p = 0.620), and
no interaction was found between preference and text type (F( I, 18) = 0.514, p = 0.483}.
This means that the overall task mean scores for the Thai context text regardless of text
preference are higher than those for the non-Thai one.

5.2 Editorial texts and scores
In Lask 2. the students completed the reading comprehension activity. which
consisted of the examination of two editorial texts dealing with Thai and Iranian politics.
Each was followed by ten open-e:ided questions to be answered and one sentence based
task in which the meaning was to be explained in Thai. The overall scores from reading
both these editorial texts are displayed in Table 29.
Table 29 Overall scores for reading comprehension task 2, editorial texts
Score Types Total Scores

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Task Scores

50

6.50

23.50

13.87

4.88

Question Scores

40

6.00

19.00

I I .42

4.06

Sentence Scores

10

.00

4.50

2.45

1.29
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Table 29 shows the overall scores for editorial texts. Sentence scores are much
lower than total scores and question scores are very low as well. The maximum scores
for each score type are lower than fifty percent. Moreover, the minimum scores for
sentences drop to zero while the minimum scores for task and questions are very low as
well. When sentence scores and question scores arc taken together. therefore, the total
task scores are lower than fifty percent.
The next section will examine the relationship between the scores and context/
question types.

5.3 Context types, question types and scores
This section reports on the findings from the data analysis on the relationships
between context and question types and scores. The results are shown in bar graphs and
tables followed by a short explanation of the results.
5.3.l Context types and scores
The students completed reading comprehension task 2 which consisted of two
editorial texts. This was followed by ten open-ended questions to be answered and one
sentence. the meaning of which was to be explained in Thai. The scores from reading
these two texts ace different according to the type of text. Descriptive statistics are
reported in Table 30.
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Table 30 Task. question and sentence mean scores for editorial texts
Text

Total
Scores

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Thai Text
Task Score

25

4.50

14.00

8.65

3.12

Non-Thai Text
Task Score

25

.50

9.50

5.22

2.31

Thai Text
Question Score

20

3.50

11.50

7.30

2.55

Non-Thai Text
Question Score

20

.50

8.50

4.12

2.05

Thai Text
Sentence Score

5

.00

3.00

1.35

.82

J\ion-Thai Text
Sentence Score

5

.00

2.50

1.10

.77

Table 30 illustrates the comparison between the scores for the two editorial texts
in all aspects. The overall task scores. question scores and sentence scores for both texts
arc lower than half. but those of the Thai one arc higher than the non-Thai one. A I though
the range of scores for both texts is somewhat similar. noticeable differences appear
when the maximum and the minimum scores arc examined. The minimum scores fbr
sentences for both texts fall 10 zero together ,, ith low question minimum scores mean
that the overall task minimum scores arc very low as well. 1 lowcvcr. both maximum and
minimum scores for the Thai context text arc higher than the non-Thai one. Moreover.
the standard deviation for the Thai tcxl scores in all aspects is slightly larger than that for
the non-Thai one.
A paired sample T-test was used to analyse the differences between the scores of
the Thai and the non-Thai context texts for editorial texts. The results show that there are
statistically significant dim:rcnces (p<.05) between the task scores for the two texts (t
6.029. df = 19. p< O 00 I. two-tailed) and question scores (t

=

=

6.398. df = 19. p< 0.00 I.

two-tailed) but no statistically significant differences (p>.05) between two texts for
sentence scores (t == 1.191. df °" 19. p = 0.248, two-tailed). Both the small sample size and
variability of students may have precluded a significant effect.

I JO

These results suggest that the students in this study performed at a higher level for
the familiar text, the Thai context text in comparison with the text about an unfamiliar
subject.
5.3.2 Question types and scores
The ten open-ended questions for each text in the task comprised four categories
of question type i.e. literal, figurative, global and cohesive. Differences between the
application of these question types to the texts may cause varying difficulties for students
trying to comprehend the texts. The nature of the responses to these differing questions
can be seen from the percentages of correct answers for each question type.
Overall for both texts, the highest scores are attained with cohesive questions
whereas the lowest scores are gained with literal questions. In addition, the equal scores
for figurative and global questions are slightly higher than literal ones, but much lower
than cohesive results, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 Percentage correct for each question type of editorial texts
When the results are compared for the four different question types from both
texts, the results show that students attained much higher scores for the Thai context texts
in all question types than those for the non-Thai context text. However, the scores of
each question type for both texts are lower than fifty percent except the scores of Thai
text cohesive questions, which are fifty percent as displayed in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 Percentage correct for each question type Thai and non-Thai
editorial texts
According to one model of the reading process, literal and figurative questions
relate to the bottom-up section which depends upon the small units although the larger
units may also be involved in the comprehension process. Conversely, global and
cohesive questions are part of the top-down section in which the large units are decisive
(Cohen, 1994a, 213-214; Dubin, Eskey, & Grabe, 1986, 11-13; Paran, 1997, 1-3).
In relation to Figure 11, the scores of both bottom-up and top-down questions in
the Thai context text are higher than for the non-Thai one as illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 Percentage correct of bottom-up and top-down questions for each text,
editorial texts
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When put together as shown in Figure 13, total scores of top-down questions for
editorial texts are higher than the scores of bottom-up questions and both are lower than
fifty percent.
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Figure 13 Percentage correct of bottom-up and top-down questions, editorial texts
As indicated in Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13, the scores of cohesive questions are the
highest ones, whereas the scores of literal questions are the lowest and the scores of
figurative and global questions are equally low. Even though the scores of cohesive
questions for the Thai text are high, those for the non-Thai one are rather low. The
students have major problems with literal questions for the non-Thai text which can be
regarded as being related to the operation of bottom-up processes. Students also obtain
very low scores with figurative and global questions in both text types, especially for the
non-Thai one. Overall, the means for bottom-up processes are lower than those for top
down processes in editorial texts.
The results indicate that student reading skills need to be enhanced for editorial
texts with literal questions, the meaning of figurative language and global questions for
both Thai and non-Thai context texts. Besides, cohesive questions in the case of the non
Thai text present problems for comprehension.
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5.4 Strategics related to scores and question types
A fler answering each open-ended question in reading comprehension task 2. the
students were asked to write down the reasons for selecting the answer that they gave for
each question. In addition. soon after completing the task for each text. the students
engaged in a retrospective interview which was concerned with the strategics used to
make a decision for each answer. The strategies connected with the use of Thai from both
the open-ended questions and the interviews are analysed here and the results arc
displayed in tables and text.
5.4.1 Strategics of using Thai

rrom the task and the interview. it appears that students access their own
language to help them comprehend the editorial texts and in doing so use several
strategics. Statements made by the students about these strategics have been compacted
into eight strategics as fol lows:
SI to translate a word or a phrase itself
S2 to examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the
meaning from context
S3 to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason
S4 to confirm the understanding about the sentence
S5 to compare the English with the Thai grammar by using formal schema
S6 to access or find the reader's ideas by using content schema
S7 to construct or formulate ideas
S8 to summarise ideas
SO no use of Thai
The strategics used for comprehending editorial texts can be seen as in the
fol lowing sample statements from the slUdents, transcribed from the retrospective
interviews (all names in the transcript have been changed to keep identities confidential).
In each case the type of question is mentioned in brackets following the statement.
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Example I
S 1: to translate a word or a phrase itself
(From Task 2 Text 1: Thai Politics, Question 3, Figuratfre Question)

Q11estio11: What is the meani11g of 'me11d broken fences" i11 li11e 9?
Reviewer: /1011· did you get the meaning of this phrase:'

S02B

: I didn ·, knm1· the meaning <if this phrase .rn I tried lo tran\·late illlo Thai.

Re\'ie11·cr: Why did you translate info Thai?

S02B

: Thai helped me get the meaning <�lit.

Example 2
S 1: to tram·/ate a word or a phrase itself
(From Ta.\·k 2 Text 2: lra11ia11 Politics, Question 7, literal Questio11)
Question: What does the word "minute" in line If) mean?
Re1·iewer: /loll' did you know !hi! fl1''ani11g olthi.\· worct'

S/9S

· I read the lt'Xl and then lramlated into Thai lo gel rhe mecming of it.

Example 3
S2: to examine or think ahout the context of words or phrases or guess the

meaning

from comext
(From TcHk 2 Text/: Thai Politics, Question 5, Figuratfre Question)
Question: WhCII is the mecming of "in a crisp, a clecisiw CEO .\·(vie" in line 6?
Re,·iewer: /low did_1·011 get the meaninJ?, olthis phrase:>
SJ I K

I thought in l1u11.

Re\'iewer Win· did _1·011 1hi11k in Thai.'
S/IK

· /Jecau.H' I clic/11 ·, know !he meaning ,if1his phrase at all so I tried lo 1hi11k in

Thai lo wulerstand the comexl cif ii. Therefi,re. I could.find !he meaning,�( if.
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Example4
S2: to e_,;:ami11e or think about the context of 1V1Jrds 1Jr phrase.\· or guess rite mea11i11g
from context
(Fr1Jm Task 2 Tei.::/ 2: Iranian Politics, Q11estio114, Figurative Question)
Q11estio11: What is the meaning of "11uwer and shake.-" in line 9?
Revie,ra: 1/011· did you get the meaning ofthis phrase:)
S/8R

: I got the meaning ofthis phrase from comext and then tho11?,hl in Thai.

Example 5
SJ: to understand the meaning of the se111e11ce or find a reason
(From Task 2 Text I: Thai Politics, Question 2, Global Question)
Question: How did Laos accept the visit of Thai Prime minister?
Re,·iewer: I loll' did you get the a11.1wer?
S09/

: I tried to find 011! key wor<I\' ofthe semences and then tho11ght in 71wi.
Thinking in Thai helped me understand the sentence easier th(ln thinking in
English.

Example 6
SJ: to 1111tlersta11d rite meaning of the sentence or find a reason
(From Task 2 Text 2: Iranian P1Jlitics, Question 8, Literal Question?
Question: Why is the USA afraid of Iran?
R.e1·ie1n•r: I loll' did you fine/ the remon{<,r this q11estio11:J
SI 21.

: I tried to think in 71wi to/ind 011t the rea.wn.

!?£'1'iell'er: Why did yo11 think in Tlwe
SI 2L

· It he/peel me 11ncler.1·tand the sentence and could find the reason e(lsily.
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Example 7
S4: to co11firm the reader understands about the :,e11te11ce
(From Tusk 2 Text I: Thai Politics, Question 4, Figurative Question)
Question: What i.,· the mea11i11g of "open-minded" i11 line I I?
Re1·iewer: I loll' did you gel the meaning c�f !his word?
SJ ./N

: I \·e heard 1hi.1· word from one kind of cc/fee adver!isemenl. ! though! !hat I
kno11· !he meaning of !his word bu! I was no! sure so I fried /0 !rans/ate this
ll'orcl from the senlence again to confirm my idea.

Example 8
S4: to confirm the reader umlerstamls the sentence
(From Task 2 Text 2: Iranian Politics, Question 9, Cohesive Question)
Question: The word "who" i11 li11e /(} refers to...
Re1·iell'er: Iloll' die/ you get the c111s11•er:;
SO./D

: I thought in Thai that the ll'ord "who .. mus/ he a human so it should he the
President Klwtami. In order /0 make sure abow the answer ! tmnslated the
.
sentence into 71wi again.

Ernmple 9
SS: to compare the English with the Thai grammar by 11si11g formal schema
(From Task 2 Text I: Thai Politics, Question 7, Literal Question)
Question: /11 what two areas would Laos like to cooperate with Thailand?
Revie1l'er: You said that your background knoll'ledge helped you an.nn:r this
question.
Sill.

: Yes. I also compared the English sentence with a Thc:i senlence.
Conjuncrion "and" ll'as used to join two phrases /ogether in both Thai and
r.'ngli.�h Therefore. I co11/dfi11d the cm.1·wer "in the economic/ield and the
hydroelectricity industry".

I 17

Exumple /()
S5: to compure the English with the Thui grammur hy using formal scltemu
(From Tusk 2 Text 2: lru11ia11 Politics, Question 5, Cohesive Questio11)
(!11:.-:ti011: The word "who" in line I(} refers to ...
Rel'it•11·a · !/ow did you get thi.,· answer?
SJ "'{_I

: 1 ·,·e knoll'n ahout this .,·tructure. A relative pronoun "who .. must refer to a
person I cmupm-ec/ 1his sellfence 11·ith a Thai sentence by thinking in Thai
.m I got the tmswer.

Example I I
S6: to acceJ.'i or find the reader'.\' ideas by using content schema
(From Task 2 Text J: Thai Politics, Question 7, Literal Que.wiom)
Question: In what two areas would Laos like to cooperute with Thai/mu/?
Rel'iell'er: /1011· clidyou get the lm.1·11·erfi,r this q1.·;'stion?
SJ 21.

: I thoug/;; in Thai so I got the answer. I also had background knowledge
ahcut when the Thai Prime Minis/er 1•isited Laos.

Rl'\'iell'er: Did your hackgrouml knowledge aho111 thfs help you find the answer?

S/21.

Yes. 1·oy much.

Example 12
S6: to access or find the reader's ideas by using co11te111 seizemu
(From Tusk 2 Te.r:t 2: lrania11 Politics, Question 8, Literal Question)
Question: Why is the USA afraid of Iran?
Re,·iewer:
S06F

1/011·

did you get the mu11·er:>

: I read the text and I knoll' ahout the relationship hetll'een the USA and
Iran .from 11ew1·;)(1per.,· and telel'ision.

Rel'iewer: Did your prior knoll'ledge ahout 1/11'.1· help you answer the question?
S06F

: Yes. When I read ahollf d1is_liw11 the text I could undastand the text easi(l'.
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Example 13
S7: 1<> construct or formulate ideas
(From Task 2 Text 1: Thai Politics, Question 2, Global Question)
Question: How did Laos accept the visit of Thai Prime minister?
Re,·iell'er: How did you get the ans11•er'.'
5,'J <JS

: I translated the details<�/ the text first. then reconstructed and formulated
my ideas in Thai. Finalzv. I could get the an.nl'l:r.

Example 14
S7: w construct or formulate ideas
(From Task 2 Text 2: Iranian Politic.'i, Question 2, Global Question)
Questio11: What should Khatami do to show his ahili�i· to govern Ira11 ill his second
term as President?
Revit!11·er: /loll' did you gel this am11·er?
SI I K

: I tried :o use 711(/i to formulate ideas about the text. I knew the 1111:aning ,f
the word,· hut I couldn ·, join them together so I used Thai to construct ideas.

Example 15
S8: to summarise ideas
(From Tcuk 2 Text I: Thai Politics, Question 7, Literal Q11estio11)
Q11estio11: In what two areas would Laos like to cooperate with 1/wiland?
Re,·iell'er: / lo11· did you get the aw·11·er?
Sl8R

: I rrans!ated the sentence into Thai .fir.\·/ and then su11111wrised ideas so I
couldfind the anrwer for this question.

Example /6
SB: to summarise ideas
(From Task 2 Text 2: Ira11ia11 Politics, Question J, Global Questio11)
Question: What does this text mainly di.,·cuss?
Re1·iewer: /loll' did you get the amwer?
S02 B

: Firstzv. I read through the text and then translated into Thai. Finalzv. I
summarised the main point of the text. 71wi helped me swnmarise my ideas
ahout the text.
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Example 17
SfJ: 110 use of Thai t() assist comprehe11sio11
(From Task 2 Text 1: Thai Politics, Questio11 J(J, Cohesive question)
Question: The word "them" iu line 16 refers to ...
Re\·iell'er: I loll' did you get !his an.nrer?
SI OJ

: I read !he senlence and then ans11·ered the que.\'tion:'

Rel·iewer: Did you think in Thai?
SI OJ

: No. I dic/11 't.

Reviewa: Why didn ·, you think in Thai?
SJ OJ

: Because I could 1111c/er.\'la11d !he meaning of the selllence withow
tra11sla1i11g into Thai. ft was easy to understand

Example J 8
SO: 110 use of Tlrai to assist comprehension
(From Task 2 Text 2: lraniau Politics, Question /(), Cohesive Question)
Question: Tire plrruse "this impression" refers to ...
Rel1iewer: How didyou get the cmswer?
Sl 7Q

: I read lines 15 and 16 in the text and then got the an.rn·er for this question.

Rel'iell'er: Did you translate or think in Thai?
SJ 7Q

: No. I didn't

Reviell'er: Why?
Sl7Q

: Because when J read !he texl. I knew the a11s11·er willwut thinking in Thai.
I 0l'I! learned ahoul this .\·/ruc/ure he/ore.
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In the case of the reading comprehension of editorial texts, some students report
using Thai to facilitate their reading, but other students report resorting to Thai only
when needed. The results are shown in Figures 14 and 15.

Figure 14 Language usage, the Thai context editorial text
Figure 14 shows that sixty-five percent of the students translate the text and their
ideas about the questions into Thai to assist their comprehension of the Thai context text,
whereas the other thirty-five percent use both Thai and English according to need.

Figure 15 Language usage, the non-Thai context editorial text
Likewise, Figure 15 shows that sixty-five percent of the students report using
strategies to support their comprehension for the non-Thai context editorial text whilst
thirty-five percent of them indicate a mixed language use according to the situation.
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Furthermore. in this study, the students sometimes record using more than one
strategy while reading. Therefore. a crosstabulation for multiple responses by means of
the SPSS program was undertaken to analyse the reiationship between the strategies of
using Th:11 while reading related to the student groups for each strategy. The results arc
reported based on the numbers of responses for using each strategy.
In the case of the Thai context editorial text about Thai politics. the results show
that almost all students used the Thai language 10 support their understanding while
reading the text. Eight strategies were used. Of these. nearly half of all responses indicate
the students use Thai to examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess
che meaning from context. while only about thirteen percent of the rcspondces arc using
Thai to understand the meaning of the whole sentence or to find a reason. The percentage
of using Thai to transla!e the word or phrase is slightly lower than with the preceding
stra!cgy. The number of responses for using Thai to construct or formulate their ideas is
similar 10 that for using Thai formal schema to compare the English to the Thai grammar.
Only;:: few admit using content schema to access id\.JS. summarise ideas and confirm the
reader understands about the sentence. Moreover. the number avoiding using Thai is
somewhat low for the Thai context editorial text. The results arc displayed in Table 3I
where the frequency column refers to the number of times a strategy is m.:ntioncd and
the percentage column shows the percentage of the responses.
Table 31 Scrategics of Thai usage for the Thai context editorial text
Strategics
S2 Examine
S3 Understand
SI Transia!c
S7 Construct Ideas
S5 Formal schema
S6 Content schema
S8 Summarise Ideas
S4 Confirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

Frcgucncv
94

29
22
21
20
8
4
2
18
218

Perccncagc
43. l
13.3
ID.I
9.6
9.2

3.7
1.8
.9

8.3
100.0
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When the students are divided into three groups based on their performance in
this task. low, medium and high, the strategies of using Thai arc slightly different from
this and are shown in Table 31. Thai usage to examine or think about the context of
words or phrases or guess the meaning from context is the foremost strategy for the
students in all groups for Thai context editorial le.xi and the other major one for all
groups is the usage of Thai lo understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason.
For the high group. the other major strategy is to construct and formulate ideas whereas
those to construct and formulate ideas and to use Thai formal schema arc popular for the
medium group. Moreover. the other major strategy for the low group is that to construct
and formulate ideas. At the opposite end of the scale. minor strategics for the high group
arc the usage nf Thai to confirm the reader understands about the sentence and the usage
of Thai content schema and no evidence exists of using Thai to summarise ideas for this
group. The minor strategies for the medium group are the usage of Thai to confirm the
reader understands about the sentence and to summarise ideas. For the low group, there is
only one case reporting the use of Thai to summarise ideas and no evidence about using
Thai content schema and using Thai to confirm the reader understands about the
sentence. In addition. some students in all groups avoid the use of Thai to assist their
understanding. The results are displayed in Table 32.
Table 32 Percentage of Thai usage for each group. the Thai context editorial text
Strategics
S2 Examine
S3 Understand
SI Translate
S7 Construct Ideas
S5 Formal Schema
S6 Content Schema
S8 Summarise Ideas
S4 Confirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

Score Grougs
Low
Medium
High
13.3
13.8
16.l
4.1
4.6
4.6
2.3
5.0
2.8
4.1
3.2
2.3
4.6
2.8
1.8
.0
2.8
.9
1.4
.0
.5
.5
.5
.0
4.1
2.3
1.8
33.9
29.4
36.7

Percentage
43.1
I 3.3
10.1

9.6
9.2
3.7
1.8
.9
8.3
100.0
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For the non-Thai context text. Iranian politics, all students report using Thai to
support their comprehension while reading. Eight strategics arc used for this text.
SIightly more than one-third of the students· responses relate to the usage of Thai to
examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from
context. The second most frequent strategy is the usage of Thai to understand the
meaning of the sentence or find a reason. The other major strategy i�: the use of Thai to
construct ideas. Around one-fourth of the students· responses arc connected to the use of
Thai formal schema to compare the English to the Thai grammar as well as to summarise
ideas. The strategy of using Thai to translate the word or phrase itself is slightly less
used than these. Only a few use content schema and Thai to confirm the reader
understands about the sentence. In around six percent of instances the students do not use
Thai for comprehending the text. The results arc displayed in table as shown in 1ablc 33.
Table 33 Strategics of Thai usage for the non-Thai context editorial text
Strategics
S2 Examine
S3 Und{;rstand
S7 Construct Ideas
S5 Formal schema
S8 Summarise
S I Translate
S6 Content Schema
S4 Confirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

Frcguencv
79
44
23
19
19
15
5
2
13
219

Percentage
36.1
20.1
10 5
8.7
8.7
6.8
2.3
.9

5.9
100.0

When divided into three groups. low. medium and high. the students in all group�
reveal the use of the same foremost strategics. the strategy of using Thai to examine 0r
think about the context of a word or phrase or guess the meaning from context. The ,ithcr
major strategics for alI groups arc those of using Thai to understand the meaning of the
sentence or finding the reason and to construct or fo. ,nulate ideas. The usage of Thai
formal schema to compare the English with the Thai grammar is popular for the students
in the medium group as well the usage of Thai to summarise ideas and to t··anslate the
words or phrases in a sentence. On the other hand. minor strategics for a:l groups arc the
use of Thai to access the reader's ideas by using content schema. The other minor
strategics for the high group arc those of using Thai to confirm the rcade- understands
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about the sentence and to summarise ideas whereas the other one for the low group is that
to translate the words or phrases in a sentence. Besides. there is no report about using
Thai to confirm the reader understands for the low and the medium groups. Hm\ever. a
few in the low and medium groups do not report the strategy of using Thai to facilitate
their understanding and slightly more students in the high group also fall into this
category. The results arc shown in Table 34.
Table 34 Percentage of Thai usage for each group. the non-Thai context
editorial text

Strategics
S2 Examine
SJ Understand
S7 Construct Ideas
S5 Formal Schema
S8 Summarise
SI Translate
S6 Content Schema
S4 Confirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

Low
12.3
7.8
2.7
2.3
2.3
.5
.5
.0
.9
29.2

Score Grougs
Medium
High
11.9
11.9
7.8
4.6
4.6
3.2
1.4
5.0
.9
5.5
4.6
1.8
.9
.9
.9
.0
1.4
3.7
33.8
37.0

Percentage
36.1
20.1
10.5
8.7
8.7
6.8
? j�
__

.9
5.9
100.0

The results from Tables 31. 32. 33 and 34 point to the fact that most of the
students use Thai to assist their understanding for both editorial texts. The two leading
strategics for both texts arc using Thai to examine or think about the context of word or
phrase or to guess the meaning from context and to understand the meaning of the
sentence or find a reason. I lowever. there is a diflcrence in the next mos! common
strategy. For the Thai context text. the rhird most used strategy is translating the word or
phrase into Thai whilst in the non-Thai context tcxt constructing or formulating ideas is
the next important one. This may be an indication that the students were experiencing
more difficulty wirh the ideas in this latter text. Besides. the most infrequently used
strategy for both texts is the same. the strategy of using Thai to confirm what the reader
understands about the sentence.
Likewise if the level groupings arc examined. the students in all groups. low.
medium and high use the same foremost strategy. the usage of Thai to examine or think
about the context of a word or phrase or to guess the meaning from rnntext. for both

texts. Minor strategics for the high group arc the use of Thai to confirm the reader
understands about the sentence, summarise ideas and access the reader's ideas by using
content schema. The use of content s..:hema to access the reader's ideas is a minor
strategy for the low and medium groups as wdl. Moreover. students in the high group
report the avoidance of using Thai slightly more often than the other groups.
These results show that the students usually use the Thai language to assist their
comprehension of editorial texts. especially the strategy of using Thai to examine or
think about the context of a word or phrase or to guess the meaning from context.
When comparing the use of Thai between both texts. it is apparent that the
students in the high group use the same major strategics for both texts. the use of Thai to
examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from
context. understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason and construct or
formulate ideas. The minor strategics for the students in this group arc the use of Thai to
confirm the reader understands about the sentence and access the reader's ideas by using
content schema.
For the students in the medium group. the same major strategics for both texts arc
the use of Thai to examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the
meaning from context. understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason. translate
the word or phrase itself and use formal schema. Moreover. the use of Thai to summarise
ideas and constru.:t or formulate ideas arc frequently used for the non-Thai context text
for this group whereas the first mentioned strategy is a minor one for the Thai context
text. The other minor strategy for the Thai text for this medium group is to confirm the
reader understands about the sentence whereas to use content schema is a minor one for
the non-Thai context text.
For the low group. the strategics of using Thai to examine or think about the
context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context. understand the meaning
of the sentence or find a reason and construct or formulate ideas arc major strategics for
both texts. The minor strategy for the Thai context text for this group is th:.it to
summarise ideas whereas that to use content schema is the minor one for the non-Thai
context text.
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In addition. the frequency ofthe strategic use for the Thai ed1wrial text is 1.0 time
per question and 1.03 times per question for the non-Thai one. rhis means that the
students tend to make sirni lar usage ofstrategics in terms offrequency for both texts.

5.4.2 Strategics and scores
The prev iou� part shtm s the results about the frequency of the strategics for
::ditorial rcxts but docs not clarili the relationship between the usage of strategics and
overall scores. Therefore. the strategics related to scores and strategics and their
l.'.onnect ion to better ans,, ers arc reported in this part.
5.4.2.1 Strategics related to scores
According to the marking system. each question is marked out of 2. Where the
student is able to comprehend the text and ans\\er the question. he/she is likely to gain a
score of 2. 1.5 or I. On the other hand. ifhe/she is having difliculty with comprehension.
his 1her mark ,, ill be .5 or 0. As it is intended to compare strategics used,, ith scores. the
scores,, ill be divided into two sections as indicated. In this way an identification can be
made ofwhat strategics arc used for producing the better answers.
The next table shows scores and level of comprehension obtained for each answer
for the non-Thai context transactional text. Despite the fact that students used Thai to
facilitate their understanding. slightly more than halfofthcrn still experience difficulties
,, 1th comprehension fi.)r this text. The results arc displayed in Table 35.

Table 35 Percentage for high/low scores. the Thai context editorial text
Score

0

0.5
1.5
Total

Freguency

103

3
39
15

40
200

Percentage
51.5
1.5
19.5
7.5

20.0
100.0

Comgrchension
Show non-comprehension
Show non-com�rehcnsion
Show comprehension
Show comprehension
Sho\\ comQrehension
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For the non-Thai context text. around three-fourths of the ans\\ ers reveal non
comprehension or the text. whereas the other one-fourth of the answers display the ability
to comprehend the text. The results are displayed in Table 36.

Table 36 Percentage for high/low score. the non-Thai context editorial text
Score
0
0.5
I
1.5
Total

Percentage
65.0
8.0
16.0
2.0
9.0
100.0

Frcguencv
130
16
32
4
18
200

ComQrchcnsion
Show non-comprehension
Show non-cornQrchcnsion
Show comprehension
Show comprehension
Show comQrehcnsion

There arc both positive and negative results from the use of Thai to implement
individual s!rategics to comprehend the texts. Some students attain high scores from this
usage but some gain very low scores or even zero.
For the Thai context text. slightly more than half of the items where students use
the whole range of strategics arc given low scores. When looking at scores for the use of
each strategy. it is apparent that the percentages of high scores for almost all the
strategics arc no higher than the low ones and in fact slightly below those of the low
scores. Moreover. amongst the students who do not use Thai. there is no indication that
1hc non-use of Thai achieves higher scores. The results displayed in Table 37 fail to
indicate any associated advantage from using strategics.

Table 37 Strategics of Thai usage related to scores. the Thai context editorial text
Strategics
S2 Examine
SJ Understand
SI Translate
S7 Construct Ideas
S5 Formal Schema
S6 Content Schema
S8 Summarise Ideas
S4 Confirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

Low Score
(0-.5 Marks)
22.8
7.2

5.5

4.9
5 .2
1.8
.7
.4
4.5
53.0

High Score
{I- 2 Marks)
20.3
6.1
4.6
4.7
4.0
1.9
I .I
.5
3.8
47.0

Total
43.1
I 3.3
10.1
9.6
9.2
3.7
1.8

.9

8.3
100.0
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For the non-Thai context text. the results show that around three-fourth" of all
answers arc given the low scores for their non-comprehension of the text. whereas
around or":-fourth of them arc given high scores. When looking at scores for each
strategy. it is apparent that the percentages of the high �cores for almost all strategics arc
much lower than those of the low srnrcs. Moreover. rhose few students who do not use
Thai at all arc not able to gain high scores in this case. The results arc illustrated in Table
38.
Table 38 Strategics of Thai usage related to scores. the non-Thai context
editorial text
Strategics
S2 Examine
SJ Understand
S7 Construct Ideas
S5 Formal Schema
S8 Summarise Ideas
SI Translate
S6 Content Schema
S4 Confirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

Lo\\ Score
(0-.5 Marks}
26.1
14.7
7.5
7.0
6.6
5.0
1.5
.5
4.1
73.0

f ligh Score
( 1- 2 Marks}
10.0
5.4
3.0
I.7
2.1
1.8
.8
.4
1.8
27.0

Total
36. I
20.1
10.5
8.7
8.7
6.8
2.3
.9
5.9
100.0

The results from Tables 35. 36. 37 and 38 indicate that the major strategy of using
Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or to guess the meaning
from context affects the scores in both positive and negative ways. All strategics used
show more positive effects for the Thai context text than the non Thai one. For the Thai
context text. slightly more than half of the items where students use the whole range of
strategics arc given low scores. For the non-Thai context text. around three-fourths of all
answers arc given low scores whereas around one-fourth are given high scores for the
abilities to comprehend the text. This means that the strategy of using Thai moderately
help the students to obtain scores for the Thai context text whereas these strategies
appear to have little good effect for the non-Thai one. In addition. the strategy of not
using Thai has not been shown to have a positive cfTcct for editorial texts.
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5.4.2.2 Strategics related to better answers
Results to date have shown strategy usage is not always associated with
improving student rnmprehension. Therefore. the term strategy will in this section refer
only to useful strategics which influence the learners such a way that they produce better
answers with the scores of one. one and a half and two. Some students use only one
strategy to gain scores but some use double strategics to gain scores.
The finding on the Thai editorial text scores reveals that one-third of better
answers arc influenced by the strategy of using Thai to examine or think about the
conh:xt of words or phrases or guess the meaning 1rom context. The other important
strategics for achieving higher scores arc the strategics of using Thai to understand the
meaning of the sentence or find a reason, to translate the word or phrase itself and to
construct or formulate ideas. In a few of these cases students use the slratcgics to
compare the English with the Thai Grammar by using Thai formal schema, to access the
reader's ideas by using content schema, to conf1rm the reader's understanding about the
sentence and to summarise ideas. Nevertheless. some students use double strategies for
producing better scores. An examination of the leading multiple usages reveals that the
students use their formal schema (S5) combined with another strategy. that is S5+S2 (to
use Thai fornrnl schema to compare the English with the Thai grammar and to examine
or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context). The
other prominent one is the combination of using Thai content schema (S6) and another
strategy that is S6+S7 (to access or find the reader's ideas by using content schema anJ
to construct or formulate ideas). For those who gave better answers there arc some who
do not use any strategy. The results arc shown in Table 39.
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Table 39 Strategics related lo belier answers. the Thai context editorial text
Single S!ralegv Use

Usage

S2 - to examine or think about the context of words or phrases
or guess the meaning from context
S3 - to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a
reason
SI - to translate the \\Ord or phrase itself
S7 - lo construct or formulate ideas
S5 - lo use Thai fi.mnal schema lo compare the English with
the Thai (jrammar
S6 - to use content schema to access or find the reader· s ideas
S..J - to confirm the reader understands about the sentence
S8 - to summarise ideas
SO - no reference to �trateg) use

Percentage
33.0
18.0
11.8

9.6

3.1
3.1
2.3
1.0
8.6

l\1ultinlc Stratcg, Use
S5 + S2 - to use Thai fi._1rmal schema to compare the English
With the Thai grammar and to examine or think about
the context or words or phrases or guess the meaning
from context
S6 +-S7 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's
Ideas and to construct or formulate ideas
S6-rS8 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas
and to summarise ideas
S6 .-SS- and to use content schema to access or find
the reader's ideas and to use Thai fi:mnal schema
to compare the English \\ ith the Thai grammar
S5 •SI- to use Thai rormal schema to compare the English
\\ith the Thai grammar and to translate the word or
phrase itsc Ir
S5+S7 - 10 use Thai fi.1rmal schema lo compare the English
with the Thai grammar and 10 con5truct or formulate
ideas
Total

3.2
2.3

l.O
1.0
1.0
1.0
100.0

For the non-Thai context text it is noticeable that the topmost single strategy for
the better ans,\ crs is the strategy of using Thai to examine or think about the context of
\\ords or phrases or guess the meaning from context. It appears in around one-third of the
strategics for the better answers. The other major strategy ,,,hich has an effect on the
better answers is that of using Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a
reason. The other one which is involved in the better answers is that of using Thai to
summarise ideas. A fev, of the better answers refer to those of using Thai to construct or
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formulate ideas. to translate the word or phrase itself. to access the reader's ideas by
using content schema and to compare the English with the Thai grammar by using formal
schema. However. some students use double or triple strategics to attain high scores. One
multiple strategy which influences the bcucr answers is the combination of using formal
schema (S5) and other strategics that is S5+S7 (lo use Thai formal schema to compare
the English with the Thai grammar and to construct or formulate ideas). In addition.
some avoidance of the use of strategics can characterise the production of correct
answers. The results arc illustrated in Table 40.
Table 40 Strategics related lo better answers. the non-Thai context editorial text
Single Stratcgv Use

Usage Percentage

S2 - to examine or think about the context of words or phrases
or guess the meaning from context
SJ - lo understand the meaning of the sentence or rind a
reason
�R - 1" '.:;..mmarisc ideas
S7 - lo construct or formulate ideas
SI - to tran.,latc the word or phrase itself
S6 - to use content schema to access or rind the reader's ideas
S5 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English with
the Thai Grammar
SO - no reference to strategy use

S5+S7 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to construct or formulate
ideas
S5+ S2 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar to examine or think about
the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning
from context
S5+S2+S8 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar. to examine or think about
the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning
from context. and to summarise ideas
Total

33.4
24.1
11.2
7.5
5.5
3.7
1.8

5.5

3.7

1.8

1.8
100.0
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Tables 39 and 40 indicate the fact that the topmost strategy, having an ,:fleet on
gaining high scores in both editorial texts, is that of using Thai to examine or think about
the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context. The other major
strategics for the better answers arc those to understan< the meaning of the sentence or
find a reason which affects the better answers for both editorial texts and translate the
word or phrase itself which affects the better answers for the Thai context text than the
non-Thai one. The strategy of using Thai to construct or formulate ideas also seems to
have a more beneficial innucncc for the Thai text than the non-Thai one whereas that of
using Thai to summarise ideas is more important for thl· non-Thai one. The strategiL , of
using Thai frirmal schema and content schema have slightly greater effects for the Thai
text than for the non-Thai one. Moreover, multiple strategics arc useful for a few students
when they arc not satisfied with using only one strategy to find the correct answers.
Important multiple strategics for the Thai context text arc the combination of using Thai
formal schema plus another strategy and the combination of using Thai content schema
and another strategy. For the non-Thai context text. the important multiple strategy is the
combination of using Thai formal schema and other strategy. Additionally. the avoidance
of using strategies leads to better answers on the Thai context text than the non-Thai one.
I Im, ever, when the frequency of using these strategics in Tables 31 (sec page 122) and
33 (sec page 124) is compared. it is apparent that the number of better answers from
using these strategics is still low. There is apparently no guarantee that strategy use will
produce better answers.
5.4.3 Strategics and question types
From the results of both texts in the task and the interviews. it appears that
strategics arc used di ffercntly according to question type categories. that is. bottom-up or
top-down. Top-down questions cnrnprise global and cohesive questions whereas bottom
up questions comprise literal and figurative questions. The next aspect presems the
relationship between the strategics and question types first with regard lo the separate
texts then an overview is given.
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For the text about Thai politics. the major strategics for top-down questions arc
the use of Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or guess the
meaning from context and the use of Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or
find a reason. The third and the fourth most frequent strategics arc the use of Thai to
construct or formulate ideas and the use of Thai formal schema. Besides. some ca::.es use
content schema to assist their top-down questions. On the other hand. minor strategics
arc the use of Thai to translate the word and phrase itself and to summarise ideas. ln
addition. there arc some responses for the non-use of Thai in top-down questions. The
results arc displayed in Table 41.
Table 41 Strategics used in top-down questions. the Thai context editorial text

Strategics
S2 f:xamine
S3 Understand
S7 Construct Ideas
S5 Formal schema
S6 Content schema
SI Translate
S8 Summarise Ideas
SO No use of Thai
Total

Frcgucncv
22
19
13
9
6
3
3
12

87

Percentage
25.3
21.8
14.9
10.3
6.9
3.4
3.4
13.8
100.0

For bottom-up questions of the Thai context rext. Thai politics. the major strategy
is also the use of Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or guess
the meaning from context. The next most frequent strategy is the use of Thai to translate
the \\ ord or phrase itself. Some responses arc the use of Thai formal schema. the use of
Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason and to construct or
formulate ideas The minor strategics arc the use of Thai to confirm the reader
understands about the sentence. to summarise ideas and the use of Thai content schema.
In addition. a le\, students fai I to report the use or any strategy. The rcsu Its arc displaycd
in Table 42.
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Table 42 Strategics used in bollom-up questions. the Thai context editorial text
Strategics
S2 Examine
SI Translate
S5 l\)rmal schema
SJ Understand
S7 Construct Ideas
S4 Confirm
S6 Content schema
S8 Summarise Ideas
SO No use of Thai
Total

Freguencv
72
19
11
10
8
2
2
I
6
131

Per:cntage
55.5
14.5
8.4
7.6
6.1
1.5
1.5
.8
4.6
100.0

Like\\ ise. the strategy of examining or thinking about the context of a word or
phrase llr guessing the meaning from context is the foremost strategy for top-down
questions in the non-Thai context text. The use of Thai lo understand the meaning of the
sentence is another major strategy as well. Other frequent strategics arc the use of Thai to
summarise ideas and to construct ideas. Some cases report on using formal schema for
tor-dtm n questions. Minor strategics arc those of using content schema. con firming the
reader understands and translating the word or rhrasc itscl f. In addition. there arc some
responses indicating the non-use of an) strategy. The results arc shown in Table 43.
Table 43 Strategics used in top-down questions. the non-Thai context editorial text
)tratcgies
S2 1-::-..aminc
S3 lJnder stand
S8 Summarise
S7 Construcr
S5 Formal schema
SI Translate
S4 Confirm
S6 Content Schema
SO No use of Thai
Total

FregucnC\
25
19
12
11
8
3
7
87

Percentage
28.7
21.8
13.8
12.6
9.2
3.4
I .I
I.I
8.0
100.0
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Again. the strategy of using Thai to examine or think about the context of a word
or phrase or guess the meaning from context is the topmost strategy for bottom-up
questions in the non-Thai context editorial text. Another major one is the use of Thai to
understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason. Other frequent strategics arc the
use of Thai to translate the word or phrase itself. to constn,ct or formulate ideas and the
use of Thai formal schema. On the other hand. the use of Thai 10 confirm the reader
understands about the sentence. to summarise ideas and the use of content schema arc
minor strategi cs for bottom-up questions. Besides. a few responses avoid mentioning
strategics. The results are d isplayed in Table 44.
Table 44 Strategics used in bottom-up questions. the non-Thai context edi torial lexl
Strategi cs
S2 Examine
SJ Understand
SI Translate
S7 Construct I deas
S5 Formal schema
S8 Summarise I deas
S6 Content Schema
S4 Confirm
so No USC of Thai
Total

Freguencv
54
25
12
12
II
5
4
I
5
1 29

Percentage
4 1 .9
1 9.4
9.3
9.3
8.5
3.9
3. I
.8
3.9
1 00.0

Fron; Tables 4 I . 42. 43 and 44. the combined results point to the fact that the
strategy of using i-�,ai for examining or think ing about the context of a word or context or
guessing the meaning from context is the topmost strategy for editorial texts fix both top
do\, n and bottom-up questions. The use of Thai formal schema is more important than
that of content schema for both top-down and bottom-up questions in the Thai context
text as well as the non-Thai one. The strategy for understand ing the meaning of the
senten1:e or finding a reason is the major strategy for top-down questions in both the Thai
and the non-Tha i context texts as well as bottom-up questions for the non-Thai one. The
other major strategy l<.>r bottom-up questions in the Thai 1:ontext text i s that of translating
the word or phrase itself whereas this strategy is a minor strategy for top-down questions
in ooth Thai and non-Thai context ed itorial texts. The strategy of using Thai to confirm
the reader understands is a minor strategy for bottom-up q uest ions in both texts and for
top-down q uestions in the non-Thai text and no evidence of usi ng this strategy for top
do\, n questi ons in the Thai context text exists. Besides. the use of Thai to summarise
I 36

ideas is another minor strategy for bottom-up skills in both Thai and non-Thai context
texts and for top-down sk i lls in only the Thai one. In additi on non-Thai usage is fairly
infrequent " ith these ed itorial texts.
In addition. the frequency of strategic use for top-down questions of the Thai
editorial text is 0.93 time per question and 1.04 t i mes per question for boltom-up
questions. For the non-Thai context texts. it appears that the students use Thai to assist
their ans\\ers 1.0 t i me per question for top-down questions and 1.03 times per question
for bottom-up ones. This means that the students on the average use at least one strategy
per q uest ion for both texts.

5.5 Problems a n d q u£stion types
From reading comprehension task 2. editorial texts. it is apparent that the students
encountered many problems in trying to comprehend these texts. In this part. the
problems from the completed task as wel l as the problems related to student groups based
on their Engli sh competency arc reported.
S.S. I Problems

From the responses to the comprehension task. it can be conc luded that the
-;tudents have several problems when read11��! both 1ypcs o f editorial text The problems
!lnmd from reading editorial texis and described in the interview arc categorised into four
categories as follows:
General problems

P I cannot undcrsland the word(s) in !he question or cannot find the answer
P2can find the anS\\ Cr but cannot explain in his/her own words or exact quote
P3 can answer only part of the quest ion
P4 uses content schema instead of reading
G ra m m a r problems

P5 parts of speech
P6 recognising English word order i.e. adjective + noun
P7 problems with break ing up words into prefix / root
P8 problems w ith singu lar I pl ural rnot found in eclitorial textsJ
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P9 problems with pronouns and possessive pronouns
PI O grammar problems with double. participial adjective (11o!Jinmd i11
edi1oria/ lexl.\'J
P l I problems with tenses
P12 grammar problems about subject / verb agreement
P l 3 passive voice
P1 4 problems with verbs after preposition; p.-ii1iciplc / gerund (no1fo1md in
ediloria/ lex/SJ
Problems with punctuation
P I 5 problems with apostrophe (no/ found in edilorial lexlsJ
P l 6 problems with phrase in apposition and relative clause bet,\ ccn two
commas
P ! 7 punclllation: commas. <;cmicolon
Pro h ' cms with linkage
P l 8 c. inj unction f1101fo111u/ in edi/Orial h'XlsJ
P1 9 prnblems \, 1th reference \\ Cmls: (personal. relative. possessive) pronouns
Jn this case o f reading comprehension of editorial texts. the students sometimes
have more than one problem for the same question. Therefore. the crosstabu lat i,rn b)
means of SPSS program is used to analyse the problems found while reading editorial
texts. The results arc based on the numbers of responses l<.1r each problem as i l l ustra:i.:d in
Tables 45 and 46.
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For the Thai context text. thirteen problems arc found as obstacles for
comprehending the text. The first and the second most common problems for this text arc
general problems that the students cannot understand the word(s) in the question or
cannot find the answer and that they answer only part of the quest ion. These account for
about two- filths and one-sixth of the number of all responses respect ively. Problems with
reference words. with ability to find the answer but cannot explain in their own words or
the resort to an exact quote arc also found in this text. Problems with parts of speech.
\\ ith breaking up \\ ords into prefix/root and with punctuation arc rarcl) found. M inor
problems mentioned arc those with tenses. with pronouns. with the li.mn of subicct/vcrb
agreement. with passi\'C voice and with phrase apposition or relative clauses between two
commas. In addition. around one- fifih of the respondents ment ion experiencing no
problems. The results arc shown in Table 45.
Table 45 Problems \\ i th the Thai context editorial text
FrcoucnC\
Problems
General Problems
87
P l Can't understand \\ ord( s)
36
P3 A nS\\ er onI) part
II
P2 Exact quote
Problems \\ ith Linkage
14
P 19 Reference
Grammar Problems
6
P5 Parts of speech
6
P7 Prefix / suffix
3
P l I Tenses
PIJ Pronouns
P 1 2 Subject / verb agreement
Pl 3 Passive voice
Problems with Punctuation
5
P17 Punctuation. commas. semicolon
I
P l 6 Phrase in apposit ion
48
PO N l) 12roblc111
220
Total

Percentage
39.6
1 6.4
5. 1
6...1

2.7
2.7
1 .3
.4
.4
.4

., �

_,j

.4

2 1 .9

100.0

For the non-Thai editorial text. eleven problems belonging to three categories arc
fi.1und as barriers li.ir comprehending the text. The first and the second most common
problems for the non-Thai context text arc general problems that the students cannot
understand the word(s) in the quest ion or cannot find the answer and can answer only
part

or the quest ion. These account for slightly less than hulf of the number of all
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responses for the former problem and around fifteen percent for the latter. The next most
frequent problems arc a problem with li nkage about reference words and a general
problem with the ability to f1 nd the answer but cannot explain in their own words or the
resort to an exacl quote. Problems with parts of speech arc also fairly frequently
mentioned. t\t the other end of the scale. minor problems for comprehending the text arc
those with using content schema i nstead of reading. with tenses. w ith \\ Ord order. \\ ith
subjec l!verb agreement and with passive voice. 1 lowcvcr. there is no evidence for
problems \\ ith punctuati on mentioned for this text. \Vi th this text. around nine percent of
the respondents ment ioned having no problems. The results arc illustrated i n Table 46.
Table 46 Problems \\ ith the non-Thai context editorial text

Problems
General Problems
P I Can'I understand word( s)
P3 t\ ns\, er only part
P2 Exact quote
P4 Use content schema
Problems w ith L i nkage
P l 9 Reference
Grammar Problems
PS Parts of speech
P l I Tenses
P6 Word order
P 12 Subject ! verb agreement
P 1 3 Passive voice
PO No problem
Total

Frequencv

Percentage

IO I
32
20
I

47.6
1 5.1
9.4
0.4

26

1 2.2

9
2

4.2
.9
.4
.4
.4
9.0
100.0

19

21 3

The next tables shm, the relat ionship bet,, een the problems with the students in
each group. low. medium and high. The crosstabulation for multi ple responses by means
of the SPSS program is used to analyse the relationship between these. For the Thai
context text. Thai politics. it can be seen that all groups of the students have the same
foremost general problem that is the problems that they cannot understand the word(s) in
the question or cannot fi nd the ans\, er but the percentages of this problem for the Im,
group is the highest one followed by the medium group. The second frequent problem for
all groups is a general problem with answering only part of the q uestions but the students
in the high group tend to have this problem more than the others. For ihe students in the
high group. the other major problem is a prohlem with l inkage about using reference
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words whereas a general probl em with resorting to an exact quote is one of major
problems fcJr the students in the medium group. The problem with linkage about
reference words is also a major one for the low group. At the other end of the scale.
minor problems fix the high group arc problems with resorting to exact quotes. with
pn. lix and suflix. \\ ith punctuation and with passive voice. For the medium group. minor
problems arc those with parts of speech. \\ ith pronouns. \\ ith subject/verb agreement and
with phrases in apposition or relative clauses between two commas. whereas those ,, ith
parts of speech. with prefix and suffix and with the resort to an exact quote arc minor
problems for the low group. I l owevcr. the percentage of not having problems for the high
group is the highest one and the low group with the lowest score. indicating that these
students arc more a,, arc of thci r problems. The results arc shown in Table 47.
Table 47 Problems for Each group of students. the Thai context editorial text
Low
Problems
Ciencral Problems
16.6
P l Cannot understand
4.7
p,J A ns,, cr on l) part
.8
P2 Exact quote
Problems ,, ith Linkage
2.4
P 19 Rc fcn:ncc
Grammar Problems
.4
P5 Parts of speech
.8
P7 Prefi:v'su llix
.0
P l I Tenses
.0
pl) Pronouns
.0
P12 Subject/verb agreement
.0
P l 3 Passive voice
Problems " ith Punctuation
. ()
P I 7 Puncttwtion
P16 Phrase in appnsit ion
.0
PO �o 12rohlcm
5.1
30.8
Total

Score Grou12s
Medium

l li!.!h

Total

13.5
4.0
3.5

9.5
7.7
.8

39.6
16.4
5.1

1 .6

2.4

6.4

.4
1 .5
.0

l .9

.4
4
.0

.4
1.3
.0
.0
.4

2 .7
2.7
1 .3
.4
.4
.4

1.5
.4
7.3
34.5

.8
.0
9.5
34.7

2.3
.4
21.9
100.0

Corresponding ly. the topmost problem for the non-Thai context editorial text is a
general prohlem that the students in all groups. low. medium and high. cannot understand
the \\ ord(s) in the question or cannot find the answer. Other major problems for all
group arc a general problem with answering only part of the question and a problem
" ith I inkage ah(HJI reference \\ ords. The students in the high group encounter another
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major problem with resorting to an exact quote as well as the students in the medium
group. Minor problems for the high group arc those with word order and \\ ith parts of
speech whereas that \\ ·,h tenses is a minor one for the medium group. The students in the
Im, group experience min, " problems with the use of content schema instead of reading.
\\ ith subject/verb agreement and with passive voice. In addition. the students in the high
group again reveal the highest percentage for having no problems. whereas fewer of
those in the low group agree with them. The results are presented in Table 48.

Table 48 Problems for each group of students. the non-Thai context editorial text

I.ow
Problems
General Problems
16.1
P l Can· t understand
·LS
P3 Answer only part
1.4
P2 Exact quote
.4
P4 Use content schema
Problems with Linkage
5.2
P19 R eference
Grammar Problems
I .9
PS Parts of speech
.0
Pl I Tense�
. ()
P6 Word order
.4
P 12 S ubject/verb agreement
.4
Pl 3 Passive voice
.4
PO :--:o rroblem
31 .0
Total

Score Grours
Medium

l ligh

Total

1 7. 9
2.8
4 .8
.0

1 3.6
7.5
3.2
.0

4 7.6
1 5.1
9.4
.4

4.2

2 .8

1 2.2

1.4
.9
.0
.0
.0
3.3
3 5 .3

.9
.0
.4
.0
.0
5.J
33.7

4.2
.9

.4
.4
.4
9.0
1 00.0

The results from Tabks 45. 46. 47 and 48 indicate that the students in all groups
have several problems which obstruct their understanding of editorial texts. The major
problems for both texts. the Thai and the non-Thai ones. arc general ones, the foremost
being that the students cannot understand the \\ ord(s) in the question or cannot find the
answer. Like\\ ise. this problem is also the topmost one for students in all groups.
cspecially fi.1r those in the low group. Another major problem for both texts is the
problems \, ith answering only part of the question. especially for the students in the high
group. Besides. the students have a mud1 higher percentage for not admitting to
problems for the Thai context text than the non-Thai one. In addition. the students in the
high group indicate the highest freq uency of this. whereas those in the low group have
the lowest one.
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5.5.2 Problems and question types
I n this study. the problems vary with question types of the texts. top-down and
bottom-up. As a result. this section is concerned w ith the relationship between problems
and question types. The problems are d isti ng u ished i nto two q uestion types. top-down
and bottom-up.

5.5.2. l Top-down problems
For the Thai context editoria l · text. the results show that the foremost top-down
pro blem is a genera l problem ,., ith not understand ing the word ( s ) in the question or not
finding the answer. The other major ones arc a general problem w ith answering only part
of the question and a problem w ith l in kage about using reference words. The problems
\\ ith resort ing to an exact quote and w ith using punctuation arc found occasional ly. For
m i nor problems. only a few experienced problems w ith pronouns. w ith tenses. with
�ubjcct/vcrb agreement and with phrase in apposition or relat i ve c lauses between two
com ma�

Add i t ional ly. around one- fi fth of the respondents mentioned having no

problems for tnp-down questions. The resu lts arc i l l ustrated in Table 49.

Table 49 Top-down problems. the Thai context ed i toria l text
----�·----�
Problems
General Problems
P I Can't understand ,, ord( sJ
P3 Ans\\ Cr only part
P2 h.act q uote
Problems \\ ith I . i n k age
P l 9 Re ference
Problems with Punctuation
f> I 7 Punctual ion
P l 6 Phrase in appos ititw
Grammar Problems
P9 Pronouns
f> 1 1 Tenses
P 1 2 S u bject/verb agreement
PO No problem
Tota l

Fregucncv

Percentage

21
17
8

24.7
20.0
9.4

14

1 6.5

3

3.5
1 .2

I
I
18
85

1 .2
1 .2
1 .2
2 1 .2
1 00.0
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For the non-Thai editorial text. the topmost problem of top-down question l'i.ir the
non-Thai context text is the problem ,, ith linkage about reference ,,ords. This accounts
for around one-third of the number of alI responses. The other major problems arc
general problerm \\ ith ans\\ ering onl) part of the question and with not understanding
the ,, ord( s ) in the question or not linding the ,ms,, cr. The problem with resorting to an
exact quote is foirl) frequentl� mentioned. Furthermore. minor problems for this question
t� pc arc those \\ ith tenses and ,, ith subject/verb agreement. In addition. a le,, of the
rc�pondents mentioned having no problems. The results arc displayed in Table 50.
Table 50 Top-dm, n problems. the non-Thai context editorial text
Problem s
Problems \\ iih Linkage
P19 Reference
General Problems
P3 Ans,, cr only part
P l Can't understand ,, ord( s)
P2 Exact quote
Grammar Probkms
P11 Tenses
P12 Subject/verb agreement
PO No groblcm
Tot:il

Frequencv

Percentage

26

31.7

25
17
7

30.5
20.7
8.5

I
5
82

12
1 .2
6. 1
100.0

When compared. the results from Tables 49 and 50 point to the fact that the
students have the same major problems for both texts. that is general problems with not
understanding the ,,ord(s) in the question or not finding the answer. with answering only
part o f the question and with using reference words. The first mentioned problem is
found more o ften in the Thai context text than the non-Thai one whereas the second and
the last problems arc conversely found. The problem with resorting to an exact quote is
found somewhat in both texts. Likewise. problems with tenses and with reference words
arc minor problems in both texts but those with pronouns. with subject/verb agreement.
with phrase in apposition or relative clauses between two com mas and with punctuation
arc found in only the Thai text. Additionally. the students have fewer top-down problems
for the Thai context text than fix the non-Thai one.
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5.5.2.2 Bottom-up problems
Students also show their weaknesses in relation to bottom-up skills with reading
editorial texts. For the Thai context text. three categories of problems arc mentioned. The
frm:most problem is a general problem with not understanding the word(s) in the
question or not finding the answer. This accounts for around half of the number of all
responses. The other major problem is also a general one. with answering only part of the
question. A few mention the problems with parts o f speech a,1d with prefix and sunix.
1'.tinor probkms of bottom-up questions for the Thai context text arc those with the resort
lo an exact quote. with tenses. with passive voice. with punctuation and. In addition.
around one-fourth of the respondents mention having no problems. The results arc
presented in T,tblc 5 1.
Table 5 1 Bottom-up problems. the Thai context editorial text
Problems
General Problems
Pl Cannot understand \\ ord(s)
P3 A r1 \\\ Cr onl} part
P2 Exact quote
Grammar Problems
P5 Parts of speech
P7 Prefix / suffix
P1 1 Tenses
PI J Passive voice
Problems with Punctuation
P 17 Punctuation
PO No 12roble111
TNal

Frequenc\'

Pcrcentaue

66
19
3

48. 9
14.2
2.2

6
6
2

4.4
4.4
1.5
.7

2
30
135

1.5
2 2.2
100.0

For the non-Thai context text. two categories of problems arc reported. The
foremost problem for bottom-up questions is a general problem about not understanding
the \, ord(s) in the question or not finding the answer. This appears in around two-thirds
of all responses. The other prominent one is about rc:sorting to an exact quote. The
problems with using parts o f speed, and with answering only part of the question arc
found occasionally. Besides. only a few mention using content schema. The other minor
ones arc those with word order. with tenses and with passive voice. In addition. around
ten percen t of the respondents mention no problems. The results arc presented in Table
52.
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Table 52 Bottom-up problems. the non-Thai context editorial text
Problems
General Problems
P l Cannot understand word(s)
P2 Exact quote
P3 Answer only part
P4 Use content schema
Gram mar Problems
PS Parts of speech
P6 Word order
P l I Tenses
P13 Passive voice
PO No 12roblem
Total

Fregucncv

Percentage

84
13
7
I

64.1
10.0
5.3
.8

9
I

6.7
.8
.8
.8
10.7
100.0

I

I
14
131

The results from Tables 5 1 and 52 point to the fact that the students show
weaknesses when they cannot understand word(s) in the question or cannot find the
answer. Answering only part of the question is the important problem for the Thai
context text. whereas that with resorting to an exact quote is the major one for the non
Thai context text. Additionally, the students have fewer bottom-up problems for the Thai
context text than for the non-Thai one.

5.6 Sum. 1ary
This chapter reports the analysis o f the relationship between the preference of text
types and scores, text types and scores. strategics and quest ion types. strategics and
scores and question ty pes a11d problems from reading editorial texts.
Around four- ti flhs of the students prefer the Thai context text and one- ti flh prefer
the non-Thai one. The mean scores of the Thai context text arc h ighcr than the non-Thai
one for both groups for preference of text type. The preference of text has a positive
e ffe ct on the preference of the Thai context text but the scores for the non-Thai context
text in relation to the text preference arc not related in a positive way. Therefore. we can
conclude in this case that a culturally familiar text, the Thai one. has more effect on
student com prehension than preference of text type. When a mixed factorial ANOV A
was used to analyse the differences, the efTect of text type was highly statistically
significant (p<0.00I ), but the main effect of preference was not signi tic ant (p>.05). and
no interaction was found between prcforencc and text type (p>.05). This means that the
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overal l task mean scores for the Thai context text regard less o f text preference arc higher
than those fr1r the non-Thai one.
The scores in all aspects. total task scores. question scores and sentence scores for
both texts arc lower than fi fty percent. Moreover. when a paired sample T-tcst was used
to analyse the di ffcrences between the scores of the Thai and the non-Thai context texts
for editorial texts. the results show that there arc statistical ly significant differences
(p<.05) between two texts for task scores and question scores but there are no statistical l y
f

significant di f crcnces (p<.05) between two texts for sentence scores.
For the question types. the scores of cohesive questions arc the highest 011es
\\ hercas the scores of literal questions arc the lowest ones. Even though the scores of
cohesive questions for the Thai text arc high. those for the non-Thai one arc rather low.
The students have major problems with literal questions for the non-Thai text and with
figurative and global questions in both the Thai and the non-Thai texts. especial ly for the
non -Thai one. Overall. the means for bottom-up processes arc lower than those of top
down processes in editorial texts and the overall scores for these arc stil l lower than fi fty
percent.
In relation to the role the Thai language plays in reading editorial texts. sixty-five
percent of the students make strategic use of the Thai language to assist their
comprehension for both texts. Another thirty-five percent use both Thai and English to
facilitate their comprehension. For the frequency use o f Thai to assist the student
comprehension. it is apparent that the students tend to rely on the strategic use of Thai
slightly more often for the non-Thai context text than the Thai one. Moreover. they tend
to use Thai more o ften for bottom-up questions for both texts.
Of the eight strategics that arc used for this type o f text, the top most strategy for
both texts. is the use o f Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or
to guess the meaning from context. Likewise. it is also the topmost strategy for top - down
and bottom-up questions for both texts. This strategy is also the most important one
which affects the production o f better answers for both texts. The other essential
strategics for these sorts of answers arc those to understand the meaning of the sentence
or find a reason for both texts, to translate the word or phrase itsel f for the Thai context
text. and to summarise ideas for the non-Thai one. The strategies of using formal schema
and content schema a ffect the better answers for both texts as revealed by both single and
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m u ltiple strategy usage. Moreover. those of double and triple strategics arc very usefu l
\\ hc.:n students cannot u se a single strategy t o find a correct answer. The essent ial
mu l t i p le strategics fi.1r the Thai context text arc the ..:orn hination o f the use

or formal

schema and other strategics and the com hi nation o f the u se of content schema and other
itcgics. Furthcrmorc. the combinat ion of thc usc

or li.mna l

schema \\ ith another is a

rru rn i ncnt one for the non-Thai context as \\ cl I .
I n rc latinn 1 0 the pro b lems cLcountcred \, hen reading ed itorial texts. there arc
sc, cral general prohlems. gram mar problems. problems \\ ith punctuation and prohlcrn s
" ith l inkage . T h e fi.iremosr problem for both texts emerges from a vocabulary deficit i n
that ! h e sllllknts cannot understand t h e \\ ord( s ) i n the quest ion or cannot find t h e ans\, er.
I h i s prohlem is a l so the fim:most problem for tor-dm, n sk i l l s in the Thai (ontext text
and for hnttom-up sk i l l s in both texts whereas the problem w i th ans\\ cring only part of
the quest ion is the fi.iremost prohlem for top-d<m n sk i l l s i n the non-Tha i tc:xt. Other
majnr prohlerm arc thnse \\ ith using reference \\ Ords fcJr top-down sk i l l s i n both texts.
,, ith an-.,, eri ng o n l y part of thc sentence for top-c.hm n sk i l l s i n both texts and for bottom
up -.k i l ls in the Thai cnnre,t text. and \\ ith resort ing to a n exact q u1)tc for bottom-up
sl,.. i l l, i n t hc non-Thai 1:ontc:-.t 11.:,1.
\ 1oreo\ er. \\ hen the d i fie rent groupi ngs arc exam incd. the pro blem that thc
-.tudcnh cannot understand rhc \\ ord( s )
the top . nost nrn: fiir swdcnts

i11

in

the quest i on or cannot fi nd thc anS\\ Cr i s also

a l l groups. espec ial I) for t hose i n the Jo,, group. Besides.

the st udents adm it IC\\ Cf problcrns fi.ir !he Thai rnnte., t text than the non-Thai one. \\ h i lc
chose in the h igh g rour a rc more pro rn incn! in t h i s regard than t hosc i n the Im\ group.
The resu lts in this chapter po int to t he fact that the students have hm outcomes i n
rc la1 1on to O\l!h top-d1m n a n d bottom -up sk i l ls for editoria l lc:-.ts e v e n though they usc
Thai language bascd strateg ics 10 assist the i r com prehension.
The nc:-.t chapter \\ i l l report on the analy s i s o f the e,pcricntial texts.
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CHA PTER SIX
REA DING COM PRE H ENSION
AND
NA RRATI V E EXPERI ENTI A L TEXTS
C hapter six reports thc data analysi s o f readi n g comprehension o f experiential
hiographica l . The Thai context text was taken from a Thai teacher ' s account o f her l i fc
(Thirahutana. 1 97 1 ) and the non-Tha i context text was taken from thc stor:, of an
A rncrican

\\ Oman 's

l i fe

( K el ler.

comprehcnsion task 3 \\ h ich consistcd

1 96 1 ).

Twent:,

or q uest ions

students

completed

read ing

ahout these two texts. a cultura l l :,

fam i l iar tc:-..1 or a Thai contcxt text. and a cu ltural!:, u n fam i l ia r text or a non-Thai context
text. l n th is c hapter. the re lat ion sh i ps hel\\ em scores and text type pre fcrcnces. scores
and te:-..t t:, pcs. and sCl1rcs and question t:, pes arc presented . ;\ lier thc iden t i fication of
strategics used h :, the students. the relationships hct\, ccn t hese strateg ics and scores as
,, c l I as qucsti trn t:, pcs arc d i scussed. Final I:, . problems mentit111cd h :, the students in
comprehend ing t he narrative experient ia l texts arc categorised and then rel ated to top
dtm n and hottom-u p quest ions.

6. 1 Preference of text types and scores
This part of the chapter relates to the rc lutionship hcl\\ l'Cn the pre lcrcncc of tc:-..1
types and the scores (1f read ing comprehension !ask 3. experient ial texts. The resu lts.
calcu lated b:, u s i ng the S PSS program. arc d ispla:, cd i n a pie graph and a table
accompan ied h:, a short explanat i on o f' the resu l t .
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6.1.1 Preference for text type

Figure 16 Numbers of students for text type preference, experiential texts

This figure shows that ninety percent of the students prefer the Thai context text
whereas the other ten percent expressed a preference for the non-Thai one.
6.1.2 Preference for text type and scores

The preferences for the two text types, the Thai context text and the non-Thai
context text, related to mean scores in each preference group are displayed in Table 53.
Table 53 Mean overall scores of reading comprehension task 3, experiential texts,
for the Thai and non-Thai context texts in each preference group
Preference

Thai Text

Non-Thai
Text

Pair 1

Pair 2

Text

Mean

N

Std.
Deviation

Thai Text

14.11

18

2.56

Non-Thai Text

9.05

18

2.92

Thai Text

11.75

2

3.18

Non-Thai Text

9.25

2

2.47
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Table 5 3 show s the means o f each text for each group o f students. The scores for
the Thai context text arc h igher than the scores for the non-Tha i context text accordi ng to
the pre fcrcnCl'S expressed for the two texts. N inety percent of t he students prefer the Tha i
cor1text text and they can obtai n h igher scores for that text. Only ten percent of them
report a pre ference for the non-Thai context text but the scores for it arc lower than for
the Thai one. Nevertheless. standard deviat ions for the Tha i context text in the pre ference
of Thai text group arc l1m er than the non-Thai one. Conversely. standard dev iat ions for
the Thai wntcxt text in the preference of non-Tha i text group arc h igher than the non
Thai one.
n1c anal) sis indicates the fact that the pre ference o f the text ma) ha\e a pos i t i ve
e ffect in the case o f the Thai context text. but the scores o f the sma l l number pre ferri ng
the non-Thai om: sho,, no such e fkct. Even though a few students prefer the non-Thai
contc:-.t text. the �cores fi.ir the Thai one arc st i l l h igher than the non-Thai one. I t means
that topic fam i l iaril) ma) have a greater i n fl uence on read ing comprehension than
pn: fcrence o f tc., t I) pc. Moreovt:r. i f \\ e obst:rvc the gap hcl\\ cen the means of both texts
for the non-Thai context text pre ference group. the scores of the Thai one arc st i l l h i gher
than the non-Thai

011 1.: .

Tht: anal:- sis i n t h i s case has rL' \ t:a lcd an anoma l) . Pre ference for the Tha i context
tc,t i ., c loscl) conncc!cd to �cores Ii.Jr that tc:-.t but t h i s is nlll the case for the non-Tha i
contc,t In! . I n relation to the latter. pre ference d id not rcsu !t in h i gher score�.
Con-.cq uent l � . \\ e can t:tinc l udc in this chapter that a c u l t u ra l ! :, fam i l iar text. the Thai
nne. ha� nwre e ffect on studc:nt corn prchc:nsit111 than preli:rence of tt::-.t !) pc.
!'h i s i s confirmed h:, the resu l ! s o r a m i \ed factor ial A N O V A using pre ference
fur ex pc:ricnt ial le., t s as the het \\ een-subjects factor and text t) pc as the ,, ith in-subjects
factor. I hat b. a lthough till· c.:tkct or text t) re \\ as h igh I :, sign i licant ( Fi , , .� 1 = I I .86 1 . p ==
0.003 ). the m a i n c fkc! u f prc lerencc \\ as not signi licant ( 1· 1 1 1 s ,

cc

0.3 89.

r = 0 . 5 � 1 ). and

no interact inn \\ a� found bct,\ c:cn preference and text t) pi: ( F( 1 . 1 8 ) = 1 . 3 7 5 . p = 0 . 2 5 9 ) .
!h i \ means that t h e: overal l ta�k mean sc(1rcs fnr t h e T h a i context text regardless of text
pre k rcnce arc h ighcr than those for the non-Thai one.

ISI

6.2 Experiential texts and scores
The students completed reading comprehension task 3 which consisted of the two
e:\periential autobiographical te:\ts. the Thai and American narratives. This \\as fi.i lkm ed
b:, ten open-ended questions to he answered and one sentence. the meaning of \, hich \\as
IO he C:\plaincd in Thai. The overall scores from reading both cxperii:ntial texts arc
illustrated in Table 5-l.
Ta ble 5 4 O,era l l scores for reading comprehension task 3. experiential te:\ts

Score Types

Total Scores

Minimum

Maxim u m

Mean

Std.
Deviation

50

14 .50

30 . 5 0

22.95

4.58

40

1 1.50

25.00

18. ! 5

10

2.00

7.00

-l.80

-�--"
Task Scores
Que�tion
Scores
-----,�--,�Sentence
Sc{1res
� ·-----� -- - ---

3.58

-- -· -

1.80

Tahk 54 sho,, s the overal I scores fix nperiential texts. Sentence mean scores
and question mean scores arc slightly hm cr than half of the total. \\' hen combined
sentence scores and question scores together. there fore. the task scores arc slightly l{m er
than fi fi:, rercent of the tota l . ! lo,, c\ er. the maximum scores for each score 1 :, re arc
higher thun fi li:, percent \\ hercas the m inimum scores arc rnuL·l1 lcm cr than

r,n:,

percent.

\fon:m er. standard deviation for task scores is higher than those of qut:st ion and
st:ntence scores.
Tht: results shlm that students gain low scores of under fi fly percent for tht:sc
t:xpericntial texts.

6.3 Con text types, q u estion types and scores
Thi,-; rart flll.:use� on the findings from the data analysis on the relationships
bet,, c:en contc:xt and question tyres and scores. The results arc disrla:, ed in har grarhs
and ta hies together \\ ith a brie f explanation of the results.
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6.3 . 1 Context ty pes a nd scores

The ..;tudcnt-; completed reading comprehension task 3 whil:h consisted o f l\\ O
cxrcricntial autob1u1;,r:1rh ical texts. This was followed by ten orcn-endcd questions to bc
ans,\ crcd and one sentence. the meaning of \\ hich \\ aS to be cxpl.i incd in Thai. The
scores from reading these t\\ O :exts arc different accordi ng to the type o f text. Descript iw
statistics arc rcrorted in Table � 5 .
Table 5 5 Task. quest ion and sentence mean scores for experiential texts
--��-·----------·

Std.

Total
Scores

M in i m u m

Maximum

M ean

De\'iation

Thai Text
Task Score

25

9.50

18.00

13.87

2.64

1\on-Thai Text
Task Score
-----"-- ··

25

4.00

14 .50

9.07

2.82

Thai Text
Quest ion Score

20

7.00

1 5.00

1 1.07

2. 1 1

Non-Thai Tc., t
__ Question Score __

20

3.50

1 2.00

7.07

2.06

5

l .00

4.50

2.80

1. 1 0

.00
5
Non-Thai Text
Sentence
Score
' ----··
·- --·-- -·---- -----�- ----�--

4.00

2.00

1.26

Text

Tha i Text
Sentence Score

--,

�·-·�

Table 5 5 displa� s a comparison bct\\ ecn the swres for the two experiential texts
in al I aspects. The mean overall task scores. quest ion scores and sentence scores of the
Thai c.\rcricntial text. Thai narrat ive. arc slightly higher than fifiy percent but those of
the non-Thai one. A rncrican narrative. arc lower than Ii fly percent. E vcn though the
range of scl1re-; for both texts is sornc,\ hat sim ilar. obvious differences appear \\ hen the
maxirnurn and the minimum scores arc C.\amined. The rna:-: i rnurn scores f<.1r all aspci:ts of
the Thai context tc.\t arc mud1 higher than fi liy percent whereas the min imum scores for
those arc vcr1 hm . The minimum scores for sentences of the non-Thai text drops to zero
and those f<.1r quest ions and task arc very low as ,, ell. l lowevcr. both maximum and
min imum scorci. of the Thai context tc:-:l arc higher than the non-Thai one. Moreover. the
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standard deviation for the non-Thai text scores in almost all aspects is slightly larger than
that for the Thai context text except that for question scores.
These results suggest that the students, however, in this study performed at a
higher level for the familiar text, the Thai context text, than when dealing with a text
about an unfamiliar subject.
A paired sample T-test was used to analyse the differences between the scores of
the Thai and the non-Thai context texts for experiential texts. The results show that there
were statistically significant differences (p<.05) between the two texts in all aspects, total
task scores (t = 7.225, df = 19, p< 0.001, two-tailed), question scores (t = 8.312, df = 19,
p< 0.001, two-tailed), and sentence scores (t = 2.230, df = 19, p = 0.032, two-tailed).
6.3.2 Question types and scores
The ten open-ended questions for each text in the task comprise four categories of
question type, that is, literal, figurative, global and cohesive. Differences in these
question types may cause varying difficulties for students trying to comprehend the texts.
The nature of the responses to these differing questions can be seen from the percentages
of correct answers for each question type.
Overall for both experiential texts, the highest scores are attained with cohesive
questions followed by those with literal questions whereas the lowest ones are gained
with figurative questions. Nonetheless, those of global questions are slightly higher than
those of figurative ones and slightly lower than those of literal ones. In addition, the
scores of cohesive ones are much higher than those of literal ones as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 Percentage correct for each question type of experiential texts
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When the results are compared for the four different question types from both
experiential texts, the results show that students attained higher scores for the Thai
context texts in all question types than those for the non-Thai context text. Moreover, the
scores of cohesive questions for the Thai context text are high at eighty-four percent
whereas those of the literal one for the same text are only slightly above fifty percent.
However, the scores of figurative and global questions for the Thai context text are lower
than fifty percent as well as the scores for the non-Thai context text in all question types
as illustrated in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 Percentage correct for each question type Thai and non-Thai
experiential texts
According to the models of the reading process, literal and figurative questions
relate to bottom-up operations, which start with the small units and end with the larger
units of meaning. Conversely, global and cohesive questions are part of the top-down
category, which begins with the largest units and ends with the smaller ones (Cohen,
1994a, 213-214; Dubin, Eskey, & Grabe, 1986, 11-13; Paran, 1997, 1-3).
In relation to Figure 18, the scores of both bottom-up and top-down questions in
the Thai context text are higher than for the non-Thai one. Moreover, the scores of both
bottom-up and top-down questions in the Thai context text are fifty percent and higher
than fifty percent, respectively. On the other hand, those of the non-Thai ones are lower
than fifty percent as displayed in Figure 19.
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Figure 19 Percentage correct of bottom-up and top-down questions for each text,
experiential texts

When put together as shown in Figure 20, total scores of top-down questions for
experiential texts are higher than the scores of bottom-up questions. Furthermore, the
former are slightly higher than fifty percent but the latter are lower than fifty percent.
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Figure 20 Percentage correct of bottom-up and top-down questions of
experiential texts
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A s i n dicated i n Figures I 7. I 8. 1 9 and 20. the scores o f cohesive questions arc the
h ig hest ones whereas the scores of figurat i ve q uest ions arc the l owest ones. Even though
the scores o f l i teral and g lobal questions arc h igher than those o f figurative ones. they arc
�t i l l km cr than fi fty percent. Moreover. the scores of cohesive and l iteral quest ions for
the Thai conti.:xt tt.:\.t arc h igher than ti fty percent but those fix the non-Tha i context text
arc st i l l lo\\ c r than li ft) percent. i.:spi.:c i a l ly l iteral oni.:s for the latter arc the lowest ones.
Thi.: students hu, c major problems \\ ith l iteral q uest ions for the non-Thai context text
" h ich can be ri.:gardcd as being related to the operation of bottom-up ski l ls. Students a lso
ga in \'Cr) ltm scores \\ ith figurat ive and g lPbal questions in both the Thai and the non
Thai texts. espec i a l ! ) for the non-Tha i . Overa l l. the means for botttv11-up ski l l s arc km cr
than thosi.: ot' top-do\, n sk i l ls in thest.: experiential texts.
Thi.: resu lts ind ieati.: that student ri.:ad ing sk i l l s need to be enhanced for
c\.pcricntial texts " it h l iteral questions. the mean i ng o f ligurat i \ c language and g lobal
quest ions for both Tha i and non-Tha i context texts. Besides. cohesi ve q uestions for the
non-Tha i tc., t arc problems 10 the comprehension of the experiential ti.:xts as we l l .

6.4 Strategics related to scores a n d q uestion types
:\ tier ans,, cring each open-ended quest ion i n read ing compri.:hcnsion ta,.;k 3.
e:-;pcriential te\.ts. the students \\ ere asked to ,, rite do\\ n the reasons for selec t i ng the
ans,, er thut the) gave for each quest ion. Additiona l ! :, . soon a fier com plet ing the tusi... for
ead1 text. the students engaged in a rctrospcct i vc i ntcrvie,, \vhich ,, as concerned ,, ith
the strategics used to make a dec ision f,x each ans,\ er. The strategics connected \\ ith the
use o f Thai from both the open-ended questions and tht.: intcrv ic,, s arc analysed here and
the resu lts arc sho,, n in tables and text.

6.4. 1 Strn tcgics of using Thai
Fro m the task and the intcrv ic\\ . it appears that c;tudcnts \\ hen accessing their own
language u se severa l strategics to help them comprehend experiential texts. Statements
about these strategics arc compacted into eight strategics as fol lows:
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SI lo translate a \\ord or a phrase itself
S2 lo examinc or think about !he context of \\ ords or phrases or guess the
meaning from context
S3 lo understand the meaning of !he sentence or find a reason
S-l 10 confirm the reader understands about the sentence
S5 to compare the English with the Thai grammar by using formal schema
S6 to access or find the reader·s ideas by using content schema
S7 lo construct or formu late ideas
S 8 lo summarise ideas
SO no use of Thai
The strategics used for comprehending experiential te xts can be seen as in the
fol km ing sample statements from the students. transcribed from the retrospective
intcrviC\\ s (all names in the transcript have been changed lo keep identities confidential ).
In each case the type of question is mentioned in brackets following the statement.

Example I
S I : to fr{lm·/{lte

{I

word or {I phrase itself

(From Tasl, 3 Text I: Thai Narratfre, Question 4, Figuratil•e Q11estir•11)
Question: What is the meaning of "to memori.,·e by heart " in line Ju!
Rei·iell'er
SO./IJ

1/011·

die/you get the meaning <;/"this phrase?

· I translated the phra.\"£' i1110 rlwi.

Re1·ie1rer. lf/�1· did you trans/me into Thai:'
SO./ D

· !Jecu11.H' ll'hen I looked at these 1ronh / could trans/me all olthem into
Thai. Then I read the text again m order 111 check the meaning rf lhem in
the text again.
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Exump/e 2
SI: to trum"/ate a word or a phrase it.\·elj
(From Task. 3 Text 2: A merican Narrative, Question 4, Fi,:uratfre Qm!.\'lfon)
Question: What is the 111ecmi11,: of "mo11key-Jike imitatio11 " i11 liile 1 ()?
R.e1·iell'er: I Ian' you knoll'n lhe meaning ofthis phrase hLfore:>
5iOJ( ·

· ;\'o, I hm·en ·,. It wa.1· di[lirn/1 10 tell the meaning of 1his phrase. 1 knew 1he

meaning of.rnme 1rords in this phrase hw I didn ·, know the meaning ,fit
1rhe11 rhe.H' ll'orcls were put toge/her.
Re1·ie11·er · I loll' did you get the a11.1·11·er:)
SOJ( ·

· I fried 10 translate ll'orcl hy ll'ord and then linked them together in 71wi

llgain.
Re1·ie1n·r: IVhy di you think in Thai?
1/

SOJ( ·

: Becau.H' this phrase was very· d1ffic11/1 to understand the meaning so I tried
/0 tram/ate 1l1e easy 11·ord\'first. I used emy 11·ord\' to interpret difficult
1rord1· later

Example 3
S2: to examine or think about the context of words or phra.\·e.\· or ,: m!.\'S the mea11i11,:
from context
(From Task. 3 Text 1 : Thai Narrative, Question 6, Literal Question)

Question: What doe.\· the verh "to wade " in line 4 mean ?
Re\'ie11·e,. . I loll' did you get the a11.1wer:J
S06F

: Afier reading 1he text. / tra11slllted the sentenn• into Thlli mu/ then g•1e.1sL·cl
the 111el111ing of 1/11: ll'ord "to wade ".fi·o111 the text.

Re1·iell'er: Why clid you lu11·e the process of thi11ki11g like thiS:J
5i06F

· I did like this in order to get the co1.,-1·ct meaning of the wordfrom the tex1.
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Example 4
S2: to examine or think about the context of words or phra.\·e.\· or gue.\'s the meaning
from co11text
(From Ta.\·k 3 Text 2: A merica11 Narrative, Questio11 6, Literal Question)
Question: What does mljectfre "1111comprelte11di11g " i11 line I J mean ?
Re\·ieirer · /Ioli' die/you get !his cm.,·wer?
SO I A

. I tried to think in Thai.

R{'l'ie,rer: Why did you think in 71wi?
SO I A

: For my 1111dersta11di11g and it helped me/ind another ll'ord ll'hich has !he
.wme meaning to this ll'ord.

Re,-iell'er. !1011· did you/ind the meaning ,�f 1he ll'ord "1111comprehe11di11g "?
SOJA

· I added prefix "1111 " to the ll'ord '"comprehend " 1rhich mean
"um/erstam/ "' so I could.find the meaning ,!fthe wore/ "1111co111pn'l1ending

Example .'i
S3: to 1111derstaml the meaning of the sellfence orfi11d " reason
(From Task 3 Text J : Thai Narratfre, Question 5, literal Question)
Q11e.'itio11: How did they get to .\·chool if they did not walk?
Re1·ie1rer: //011· did you get this a11s11·er:'

· I rem/from 1he text.

Strc;

r

Rel'iewi: : /Jidyou think

i11

English:'

SO -:"(j

111

Thai.

· .\'o. I thought

Rei•iell'er · Jl'/�1· didyou thi11k in Thai:'

srrc;

Because Thai helped Ill(' 1111der.,·tcmd the 1/l('{llling of {he .\"('nf('IIC(' and then /
rnuldJim/ flu' mJSu·er. When I flwught

i11

71uri. lji.:lt confidence ahow my

(lfl.\' \\'('I",
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Example 6
SJ: to u11dersta11ti the meaning of the sentence orfi11d ll reason
(From Task 3 Text 2: American Narrative, Question 7, literal Question)
Questio11: Whal does Helen mea11 by saying she did not know everything has a name
for Jei·eral week.\'?
Re1·ie1l'er. How did you get the ans11·er?
S06F

. I thought in English .first and then transla!ed into Thai?

Rel'ie,rer. Why:)
Because I could not find !he lmswer in !he lex/ .rn I need lo analyse and

S06F

imerprel !he sen1e11ce for unders1muling.
Example 7
S4: to confirm the reader 1111derst,111tls about the sentence
(From Task 3 Text 1: Thai Narrative, Question 9, Cohesive Q11estio11)
Question: The word "which " in line 6 refers to . . .
Re1·ie11·er: /low die/you gel 1he ansll'er:J
S06F

· I thuught in English/ir.\·t and then translated ii into Thai and 1hough1 in

Thai again.
Re1·iell'a Why:)
S06F

. To make sure ahcwl the answer.

Example 8
S4: to confirm the reader understands about the sente11ce
(From Task 3 Text 1: American Narrative, Question 1, Global Question)
Question: A ccording to the passage, what happened at the first meeting between the
writer anti her teacher?
Re1·iewer: !loll' did you gel !he a11s11·er .for this ques/ion?
SI :{_)

· I re{l(/from the texl.

Rel'iell'er: Did you think in Thai or .:.·nglish?
SJ 7{_)

: Fir.\·t�\'. / 1/wught in English because I 11nderstoocl 1he question and I could
.fine/ the answer easily. Then I thought in Thai again in order to confirm my
understanding al)(JII/ the texl and my answer.
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Example 9
S.'i: to compare the E11;.:li.'ih with the T/,ui ;.:ramnwr by 11.'iin,: formal schema
(From T11.\'A 3 Text I: Thai ,\'arrutfrt!, Question 7, Literal Question)
Qw•.\tion: Wl,ut did the children sin;.: 011 the way to Jc/wol?
Nc n!' I I !'I"

I loll' du/ 1-011 get the ,111.nn•r /or thn q11c.\l1<m. 1

.\'}(} /"

/ trJl'd IO

COlll/'Urt'

lllW

\{1"1/C{l/l"t' {I/

1111.,1, er hen111w I dic/11 ·1
R.1·1-h'h

s::11r

er lf "a., II rhe
Ir

I I ti\

rhe

k111 1 1 1

/:'11gfo/, .\{/"IICllll"('_/11r fi11d111g {/,e

rhe 111e,mi11g 11{.w111e ll'orcl., /11 the .1e11re11n'

.101111·

or di//erenf /ro111 l'hm slr11ct11re '

\ { I/II('

,tr11ct11re ,\(/ / could 1111</er.,r,md th!' .\l'lllt'lll't' t'lllil\'

Example I 0
S.'i: to compare the E11;.:li.,·I, with the Thai ;.:ranmwr hy m"i11;.: formal schema
( From Tu.\ A 3 Text I : A mairnn .\'arratfre, Que.\·tio11 I 0, Co/re.\"fre Q11e.\·tio11)
Que.\"fion: Tlte word "them " in line I I refer.\ lo . . .
Rt' l '/1·11

SI \R

<'r I /011 did 1v11 get th! ' w1.11rer '

I ·n · le11r11t'd ahout 1/111 the .11ruct1trl' he/ore I tlwught

/11

l'hm /int and then

c1111111an·d the J-:11glnh 1tr11cr11rt· lo the lhm .,rructun' It he/peel me 11111ch ro
find the corr!'cl ,1111 11 er
Ernmple I I
S6: to acce.n or find the rt•(lder 's idea.\ hy 11.'iin;.: co11/e11t schema
(From T,nA 3 T,•xt I: Tltai .\'urrarii'e, Question 2, G/ohul Question)
Q11e ..1io11: Why did tlte teacher p1111i.,·lt the writer anti herfrh•11ds?
/fr n,·11 ! 'I" //011 d1el 1 1 1 11 gc•t rhe a11s11 er /or fhl\ </llt'.1 /1011 '
SIJ / .-1

I / / I t' d Ill \
1 u11ng
,111.1 11

/1 1

t' \"f't'l"/('/1("('

alwllf hemg f'//1 1 1 \ llt'cl hr the ll'llChcr ll"ht'n / inn

111ulenro11d th!' !ext .·1 /rer read111g 1/rc c11wsti1111. I fi11111d our the

er from flit' tt' rl
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Ernmple 12
S6: to llCC't's.,· orfin ti the re{J(/t'T \ itlell.'i by 11si11,: contellf .H·hemll
( From Ta.,·k. 3 Text 2: A mt•rican Nllrre1tfre, Q11e.,·tio11 5, Literal Question)
Q11t•stion: Why clitl /Iden .wretch out her lumcl in line I ?
R1· 1·1 1 · 1 1

s:or

t'r

1 /0 11

cltd\'1 111 get the ,111.1wcr '

f rt'ad /mm the ll'X{ 1111d then thtJ11gh1 U J lht11 / had hackgm1111d k11011·/c,�I!,('
ahollf h/111cl people !hey 11.rna/�1· me their l11111d1

R,·1·1(• 11

fO

touch mn-tlung

er /)1d1·01ir hockgrouncl k11ml'lcclr.e help HJ// ,111s11·cr this (jlH'.111011 '

S_'() f

ft'\ .

1·('/T

much

Emmple 13
S7: to nm.,·rruct or form11/c11e idea.,·
(From Ta.,·k. 3 Text I: Thai .\'arratfre, Question /, Global Que!'.·tio11)
Quntion: Accortlint: to rite ptl.\'.,·a,:e, what wae the happy memorie.,· of the H'riter?
Rt' \ "/('11

('r

srrc i

/ 10 1 1

dul n111 gel lh!' (/ll.1'11 ('/' /or 1/11 1

1/111'.l'I/IJII )

I rt'acl /mm the t,•xf I tramlatcd th(' paragraph lllftJ Thw /int and then
< 011.l'truoed 1d!'w alwut thn paragraph in Thc11 Fi11a/�1·. I got the w1s11·<'r
111

F11gh 1 /,

R,·,·1e11 er ll '/11 d11l 1 v11 th111k a11cl comtruct 1dea.1 111 Thai '
lfrcauH' I I

II Cl.I

t hc ('(/.\ I('.\/ 11/(' Ihoc/ "' .I!.<' t the (///.\'\\'(',.

Example 14
S 7: to c·otutr11ct orformulate it/ea.,·
( From Te1.,k. 3 Text 2: American Sarratfre, Question 9, Cohe.,'frt' Qut•.,;tion)
Que.Wion: Tiu.' wort! "it " in line 6 refers to ...
R1· 1 ·H· 1 1 1'r

l!tm i/11/_1·0 11 get llw 1111.1·ll'1'r '

,<.; /_'/.

I 1ra11.1/,11ecl 11110 Tlull first and 1he11jormulated mr ulca.1· /or lhc t/11.\'\l'CI' I
tned /11 /111k the r<'la111·1· pro1101111 "ii " lo lhe prt'C' t!111g

1rnrd

l'h<'n I got lhc

,111s1q·r hy /i1rm11lati11g mr 11/ca.1· 111 Thai
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E'l::11mph• 1 5
SX: to .\11tt111111ri.H1 idecu
( From T11.\'li 3 Text I: Thui l\'urrurfre, Que.\·tio11 I, Glohal Q11c!.\'lio11)
Qll('.\"lion: A ffortli11,: to the pu.\·.1,u,:e. whut were the happy menwries of the writer'!
Rc nc11 <'I' I /111r cl1tl 1 H 11 get thl' ,111.1wer '
SI 6/'

I read the paragraph and 1/wug/11 in 11uu

N,· 1·1,·11 <'I' Jr/11 dul 1 ·0 11 th111k III Thw '

SI 6 / '

fi,·u111s,• II

inn

th111k111g 111 Th,11

a long paragrC1ph s o 1 t

1 ra.1·

hC1rd t u fi11t! th,· an.nn•r 11 11/umt

I tried to .1·11111111arise my 1dt'as aho111 the ,11 1 1 11 t'r In·

t/1111k111g 111 Tl1t11 and then / got the all.\ \\'('/'.
Exumple 1 6
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In the case of reading comprehension experiential texts, some students report
using Thai to support their reading but some students report using strategies for some
questions but avoid the use of strategies for some others. The results are shown in
Figures 21 and 22.

Figure 21 Language usage, the Thai context experiential text

Figure 21 shows that seventy percent of the students use the strategies to assist
their comprehension the Thai context experiential text whereas the other thirty percent
use Thai and English according to need.

Figure 22 Language usage, the non-Thai context experiential text

Equally, Figure 22 shows that seventy percent of the students report using
strategies to facilitate their comprehension for the non-Thai context experiential text
whilst thirty percent of them report a mixed use according to need.
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In this stud) . the students sometimes report using more than one strategy while
reading. Conseq uently . a crosstabulation (<.)r rnultip k responses b) means of the SPSS
program " as used to analy sc the relationship bet\\ een the strategics of using Thai \\hile
reading related to the student groups lc1r each stratcg) . The results arc ill ustrated based
on the numbers o r rcsp()nscs for using each strategy.
In the case or the Thai context experiential texts the results show that almost all
students used the Thai language to help their understanding \\hilc reading the text. Eight
strategics \\Crc used for the Thai contcxt tcxt. Of these. around one-third or all rcsponscs
indicate the stutknts use Thai to examine or think about the context o f words or phrases
or guess the meaning from context. About scvcntccn percent o f the respondccs arc using
Thai to undcrstand thc meaning or the \\hole sentence or to lind a reason. The pcrccntagc
nf using Thai content schema is h ighcr than that of using Thai formal schema to compare
the English to the Thai grammar. The number of responses for using Thai to translate the
\\Ord or phrase itself is slightly higher than those to construct or fi.rnnulatc ideas and
summarise ideas. Only a fc,\ admit using Thai to confirm the reader's understanding
about the sentence. fl..forco\'er. the number avoiding using Thai is fair!) frequent for the
lhai conte.\t c.\pcriential te., t. The results arc sho\\n in Tahlc 56 " here the frequency
column refers to number o f times n strateg) is mcn1ioncd and the percentage column
shm, s percentage of the responses.
Table 56 Strategics of Thai usage for the Thai contc., t experiential text
Strategics
S2 Examine
S3 l J ndcrstand
S6 Content schema
S5 Formal schema
SI Translate
S7 Construct Ideas
S8 Summarise Ideas
S4 Confirm
SO �o u�c �if Thai
Total

Frc�w.:rK\
77
41
31

., ..
_.,

16
12
12
7
19
238

Pcn.:cntag,e
32...t
17.2
13.0
�i. 7
6.7
5.0
5.0
2.9
8.0
I 00.0
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\\ ' hen the students arc divided into three groups based on their performance in
thi s task. ltm . medi um and h igh. the strategics of using Thai arc slightly different from
those in Table 56. Thai u�agc to examine or think about the context of ,, ords or phrases
or guess the meaning from context and that to understand the meaning of the sentence or
find a reason arc leading strategies for the students in all groups li.lr the Thai context
experiential text. For the students in the high group. the use of content schema is one of
major strategics as \\el l as for the students in the med i um group. On the other hand. the
minor stratcg: li.lr all groups is that of summarising ideas. The strategy of using Thai to
translate the ,, or<l or phrase itself is also a minor strategy for the medium group ,, hcreas
those of using Thai to construct or formulate ideas and to access or find the reader · s ideas
b) using content schema arc minor ones for the low group. Additionally. the percentage
avoiding the use of Thai to su pport their understanding is fairly evenly fi.lund across all
groups. The resu lts arc displayed in Table 57.
Ta ble 57 Percentage of Thai usage fi.lr each group. the Thai context experiential text
Strategies
S2 Examine
S3 Understand
S6 Content Schema
S5 Formal Schema
SI Trans late
S7 Construct I deas
S8 Summarise Ideas
S..J Confirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

Score Grou12s
l ligh
Medium
LO\\
10.5
9.2
1 2.6
5 .0
5.5
6.7
1.3
6.3
5.5
3.8
2.9
2.9
2.5
2.5
I. 7
2. 1
2.5
A
I .7
1 .3
2. 1
.0
.0
2.9
2.5
2.5
2.9
36.I
35. 3
28.6

Percental!c
32.-l
17.2
1 3.0
9.7
6.7
5.0
5.0
2.9
8.0
1 00.0
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For the non-Th a i context experien t i a l text. a l l students report u s i ng Thai lo
su pport their comprehension \\ h i l c read i n g . E i ght strateg ics are u sed for this text .
S l i g h t l) h i gher than two-li llh s o f the student s ' responses resort to Thai to exam ine or
t h i n k ahout the Cl,ntext o f \\ ords or phrases or guess the mea n i n g from context. The
scrnnc..l most frcq ue111 strategy is the usage of Tha i to u n derstand the mea n i n g of the
sc:ntcncc or lind a reason. The other major strateg ics arc the u se of Tha i to construct ideas
anc..1 the u se: of Thai form�d schema . The strategics of using Thai to translate the ,,ord or
ph rase itsc l r an d to summarise ideas are found some,, hat. A few u se content schema and
u�c Thai to con firm the reader understands about the sentence. In around s i x percent o f
i nstances c..lo students not u se Tha i fi.lr com prehe nd i ng t h e text. Thi.' resu lts arc shcm n in
Tahlc 5 8 .

Table 5 8 Strategics o f Thai u sage fi.lr the non-Thai context experiential text
St rategies
S2 E:-.am i nc
S 3 l l ndcrsland
S 7 Constru c t I deas
S 5 Forma l sd1ema
S I Trans late
S 8 S u m marise
S6 Content Schema
S-l Con firm
SO No u se o f Thai
Tota l

Frcgucnc,
98
30
26
2 -4

! -I

1 -t
8
6
16
236

Percentage
-I 1 . 5
1 2 .7
1 1 .0
1 0 .2
5.9
5.9

,... .

3 .-1
)

6.8
1 00.0
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\\' hen divided into three groups for lo\\ , medium and high scon:s. the students in
all groups report the use of the same leading strategics. the strategy of using Thai to
examine or think about the context of 1vord or phrase or guess the meaning from context.
The other major strategy for the students in the high group is that of using Thai li.mnal
schema to compare the English with the Thai grammar. For the medium group. those o f
using Thai to construct or formulate ideas and to summarise ideas arc major strategics as
\\ ell. At the opposite end of the scale. the strategy of using Thai content schema to access
of find the reader' s ideas is a minor strategy for students in all groups. Another minor
strategy fnr the high group is the use of Thai to summarise ideas whereas to rnnlirm the
reader understands about the sentence is the other mi nor one !c.1r the students in the
medium group. The usage of Thai to translate the word or phrase itself is other minor one
!i.•r the students in the low group. I lowcvcr. some students in the low and medium groups
di:-rcgard the strategy of using Thai whereas onl) a few in the high group forego its use.
The results arc illustrated in Table 59.
Table 59 Percentage of Thai usage for each group. the non-Thai context
experiential text
Stratel!ies
S2 Examine
S3 Understand
S 7 Cons,ruct Ideas
S 5 Formal Schema
SI Translate
S8 Summarise
S6 Content Schema
S4 Confirm
S O N o use o f Thai
Tota l

I .ow
1-1 .0
4.2
_ _ )2.1
1.7
.0
1 .3
.0
3.0
28.8
"')

Srnre GrouQS
M edium
High
I 4 .-1
1 3. 1
4 .7
3.8
3.4
5.1
5.9
2.1
2.1
2.1
1.3
4.7
.8
u
.4
2.1
1.3
2.5
35.6
35.6

Percentage
-1 I .5
12.7
11.0
10.2
5.C)
5.9
3.4
2.5
5 .9
100.0

The results from Tables 5 6. 57. 58 and 59 indicate the fact that most of the
students use Thai to facilitate their understanding lex hoth experiential texts. The top
most and the second frequent strategics for both texts arc the same ones. that is. the use
of Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or to guess the meaning
from context and tu understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason. Besides. the
strategics of using Thai to construe! or formulate ideas and the use of Thai formal
schema to compan; the English with the Thai grammar arc the other major strategics for
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the nnn-Thai context text " hereas that of using content schema to access the reader' s
ideas i s the essential one for the Thai context text.
Similarl:-, . the students in all groups. low. medium and high use the same leading
strategics tu help their understanding for both texts. the u sage o f Thai to examine or think
ahout the context of \\Ord or phrase or to guess the meaning from context and to
understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason. Students in the high group
report using formal schema for the non-Thai context text more often than the other
groups \\ hi le the strategy o f using content schema is prominent for the st udents in both
the high and medium groups for the Thai context text. Moreover. the avoidance of using
Thai appears some\, hat fix both texts but it is sl ightly higher for the Thai one.
In addition. the frequenc:-, of the strategic use for the Thai narrative experiential
text and the non-Thai one is equal at 1. 10 times per question. This means that the
students tend to use more than one strategy to answer each question for both texts.
6.4.2 St rategics a n d scores

The preceding part shows the results about the freq uency of the strategics for
expericntial texts but docs not cxplain the relationship between the usage of strategics
and scores. Thus. the strategics rclatcd to scores and strategics and their connection to
bctter ans\\crs arc reported in this par!.
6.4.2. l St rategics related to scores

According lo the marking system. each question is marked out of 2. Where the
-;tudent is able to comprehend the text and answer the question with at least a reasonable
degree of understanding. he/she is likely to gain a score of 2. I .5 or I . On the contrary. i f
he/she is having diflicu lty with comprehension. his/her mark wil l be .5 o r 0 . A s i t is
intended to compare strategics used with scores. the scores wi l l be divided into these two
sections as indicated. In this way an identification can be made of what strategics arc
used for producing the better answers.
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The next table sl1tm s scores and level of comprehension gained for each ans\\ er
fix the Thai conlcxl experiential lex!. Despite the fact lhal students use Thai to assist their
understanding. around one-third of them still show di flicultics with comprehension for
this tc.:xl \\ h i lc the other two-thirds of them show the ir abi l ities lo comprehend the text.
The results arc displayed in Table 60.
Table 60 Pcn.:cntagc for high/low scores. the Thai context experiential text
Score
()

0.5
1.5
Total

Frcgucncv
51
21
33
25
70
200

Percentage
25.5
10.5
16.5
12 .5
35.0
100.0

Come2rchcnsion
Show non-com prehension
Show non-com[2rchcnsion
Show comprehension
Show comprehension
Show come2rchension

For the non-Thai context text. around fifiy- four percent of the answers show non
comprchc.:nsion of the text whereas the other forty- � 1 ., percent of them show the abi l ities
to comprehend the text. The results arc displayed in Table 61.
Table 6 1 Percentage fi:H high/low score. the non-Thai context experiential text
Score
0
0.5
1.5
Total

Frcguencv
95
13
-1 5
8
39
200

Pcn:cntag_c
47.5
6.5
22.5
4.0
19.5
100.0

C ome2rchension
Sho\\ non-com prehension
Show non-com[2rchcnsion
Show comprehension
Show comprehension
Show cot11[2rchcnsion

There arc both positive .... ,rJ negat ive results from the use of Thai to use indiv idual
strategics to com prehend the texts. Some students attain high scores from this usage but
some gain v;:ry low scores or even zero.
For the Thai context text. around thirty-six percent of the items where students
use the whole range of strategics arc given low scores for their non-comprehension of the
text. The other sixty-four percent obtain high scores which show their comprehension of
the text. When look ing at scores for each strategy. it is apparent that the percentages of
the high scores for all strategics arc higher than those of the low scores. The results arc
displayed in Table 62.
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Table 62 Strategics of Thai usage related to scores. the Thai context experiential text
)tratcgies
S2 Examine
SJ U nderstand
S6 Content Schema
S5 Formal Schema
SI Translate
S7 Construct Ideas
S8 Summarise Ideas
S4 Confirm
so No USC of Thai
Total

I.ow Score
(0-.5 Marks}
12.3
7.0
4.6
3.5
2.4
1.5
1.8
.8
2.1
36.0

ll igh Score
(I - 2 Marks)
20.I
10.2
8.4
6.2
4.3
3.5
�
.,,_
")

2. 1
5.9
64.0

Total
32.4
17.2
13.0
9.7
6.7
5.0
5.0
2.9
8.0
100.0

For the non-Thai context text. the results show that around ti fly- four percent o f
all answers arc given low scores for their non-comprehension o r the text whereas the
other forty-six percent o r them arc given the high si.:orcs for the abilities to comprehend
the text. \Vhcn looking at scores for each strategy. it is apparent that the percentages or
the high scores for almost all strategics arc slightly lower than those o f the low usage. but
those for con firming the reader's understand about the sentence and for summarising
ideas have a slightly more positive effect. The results an:: illustrated in Table 63.
Table 63 Strategics of Thai usage related to scores. the non-Thai context
experiential text
Strategics
S2 Examine
SJ U nderstand
S7 Construct Ideas
S5 Formal Schema
S I Translate
S8 Summarise Ideas
S6 Content Schema
S4 Confirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

I .ow Score

(0-. 5 Marks)

22.7
6.7
6.0
5.8
3.2
2.7
2.0
I.I
3.8
54.0

I I igh Score
{ I- 2 Marks)
18.8
6.0
5.0
4.4
2.7
-'� · ")�

1.4
1.4
3.0
46.0

Total
4 1.5
12.7
I 1.0
10.2
5.9
5.9
3.4
2.5
6.8
100.0
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The results from Tables 60. 61. 62 and 63 indicate that the major strategy of using
Thai to examine or think about the context of a word or phrase or to guess the meaning
from context affects the scores in both positive and negative ways. All strategics used
shO\\ more a positive effect for the Thai context text than the non Thai one. For the Thai
context text. it is apparent that around two-thirds of the responses for ovcralI as well as
individual strategy use indicate the ability to comprehend the text whereas the other one
third o f them indicate non-comprehension. For the non-Thai context text. slightly less
than half of all responses arc given the high scores. llowcver. the higher percentages of
high scores arc linf..cd with the strategics of confirming the reader· s understand about the
sentence and for summarising ideas but other strategics attract a higher percentage of low
scores. This means that the strategics of using Thai help the students to a great extent to
obtain scores for the Thai context experiential text. whereas they only moderately help
the students for the non-Thai one.
6.4.2.2 Strategics related to better answers
Results to date have shown strategy usage cannot help student· s comprehension
in all cases. Therefore. the term strategy will now be refined to refer only to useful
strategies which affect the learners such a way that they assist in the production of better
answers with the scores of one. the score of one and a halC and the score of two. Some
students use only one strategy to gain scores while others use double or multiple
strategics.
The scores of the Thai experiential text. the Thai narrative. reveal that sliglitly
higher than one-fourth of better answers are influenced by the strategy o f using Thai to
examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context.
The other essential strategies for achieving higher scores arc the strategics of using Thai to
understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason. to translate the word or phrase
itself: to compare the English with the Thai grammar or the use of formal schema and to
construct or formulate ideas. The others which arc involved in the better answers arc those
of using Thai to confirm what the reader understands about the sentence and to access or
find the reader' s ideas by using content schema. A frw of the better answers involve those
of using Thai to summarise ideas. Furthermore. some students use double strategics for
producing better scores. An examination of the leading multiple usages reveals that in all
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of these cases the strategy whereby students use their content schema ( S6) combine with
other strategies that 1s S6+S2 (to use content schema to access or find the reader"s ideas
and to examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from
context). S6+S3 (to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas and lo
understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason). S6+S5 ( to use content schema to
access or find the reader's ideas and to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar). S6+S7 (to access or find the read<.!r' s ideas by using content
schema and to construct or formulate ideas) and S6+S8. The other essential one is the
combination of using Thai to summarise ideas (S8) and other strategies that is S8+S2 (to
summarise ideas and to examine or think about the context of words or phrases or gues�
the meaning from context) and S8+S6 (to summarise ideas and to use content SLhema to
access or find the reader' s ideas). In addition. around thirteen percent of better answers
involve those for which the students do not use any strategy. The results are shown in
Table 64.
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Table 64 Strate�ies related to better answers, the Thai context experiential text
Single Strategv Use

Usage Percentage

S2 - to examine or think about the context of words or phrases
or guess the meaning from context
S3 - to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a
reason
SI - to translate the word or phrase itself
S5 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English with
the Thai Grammar
S7 - to construct or formulate ideas
S4 - to confirm the reader understands about the sentence
S6 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas
S8 - to summarise ideas
SO - no re fcrence to strategy use

27.4
i4. I
7.0
6.2
5.5
3.9
3.1
2.5
I 3.2

Multiple Strategv Use
S6+S3 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas and
to understand the meaning of t:-ie sentence or find a reason
S6+S2 - to use content schema to acces� or find the rcader·s ideas
to examine or think about the context of words or phrases
or guess the meaning from context
S6+S5 - to use content schema to access and or find the
reader's ideas to use Thai formal schema to compare
the English ·.vith the Thai grammar
S6+S7 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's
Ideas and to construct or formulate ideas
S6+S8 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas
and to summarise ideas
S8+S2 - to summarise ideas and to examine or think about the context
of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context
S5+S2 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English with
the Thai grammar and to examine or think about the context
of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context
S5+S3 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to understand the meaning
of the sentence or find a reason
S5+S7 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to construct or formulate
ideas
S7+S2 - to construct or formulate ideas and to examine or
think about the context of words or phrases or guess
the meaning from context
S6+S4 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas
and to confirm the r:eader understands about the sentence
Total

3.1
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
I .5
o.;·
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
100.0
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For the non-Thai context experiential text. it is apparent that the foremost single
strategy for the better answers is the strategy of using Thai to examine or think about the
context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context. It appears in nearly two
fifths of the strategics for the better answers. The other major strattgies which influence
the better answers are those of using Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or
find a reason. to translate the word or phrase itself and to construct or formulate ideas.
The other which features in the belter answers is that of using formal schema to compare
the English with the Thai grammar. A few of the better answers involve those of using
Thai to con ftrrn the reader understands ab0ut the sentence. to access or find the reader's
ideas by using content schema and to summarise ideas. Moreover. some students use
double or triple strategics to attain high scores. Multiple strategics which influence the
better answers arc the combination of using formal schema (S5) and other strategics that
is S5+S2 (to use Thai formal schema to compare the English with the Thai grammar and
to examine or think about the context of words or phra�es or guess the meaning from
context) and S5+S6 (to use Thai formal schema to compare the English with the Thai
grammar and 10 use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas). The other
prominent multiple stratcgics are the combination of the usage of Thai to summarise
ideas (S8) and other strategics that is S8+S2 (lo sumn1.,iise ideas and 10 examine or think
about the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning from context) and S8+S7 (to
summarise ideas and to construe: or formulate ideas). In addition. some students who do
not need to use strategics arc able to obtain a good result. The results arc illustrated in
Table 65.
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Table 65 Strategics related to better answers, the non-Thai context experiential text
Single Strategy Use

Usage Percentage

S2 - to examine or think about the context of words or phrases
or guess the meaning from context
S3 - to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason
SI - to translate the word or phrase itself
S7 - to construct or formulate idea:,
S5 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English with
the Thai grammar
S4 - to confirm the reader understands about the sentence
S6 - to use content schema to access or find the reader's ideas
S8 - to summarise ideas
SO - no reference to strategy use

38.0
14.0
7.6
7.6
4.4
3 .3
2.1
1.0
7.6

Multiple Stratcgv Use
S5+S2 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to examine or think about
the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning
from context
S5+S6 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to use content schema
to access or find the reader's ideas
S8+S2 - to summarise ideas and to examine or think about
the context of words or phrases or guess the meaning
from context
S8+S7 - to summarise ideas and to construct or formulate ideas
S8+S3 - to summarise ideas and to understand the meaning
of the sentence or find a reason
SI +S2 - to translate the word or phrase itself and to examine
or th ink about the context of words or phrases or
guess the meaning from context
S7+S2 - to construct or forrnulatt: ideas and to examine or
think about the context of words or phrases or guess
the meaning from con!ext
S7+S4 - to construct or formulate ideas and to confirm the reader
understands about the sentence
S5+S3 - to use Thai formal schema to compare the English
with the Thai grammar and to understand the meaning
of the sentence or find a reason
S5+S3+S8 - to use Thai form:il schema to compare the English with
the Thai grammar, to understand the meaning of the
scntcncc or find a reason and to summarise ideas
_____ ---------------�Tota
. I

2.1

2.1

2.1
2.1
1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0
100.0
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Tables 64 and 65 indicate the fact that the foremost strategy, which has an effect
on attaining high scores in both experiential texts, is that of using Thai to examine or
think about the context of ,vords or phrases or guess the meaning from context. The other
major strategies for the better answers for both texts are those of using Thai to
understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason, to translate the word or phrase
itself and to construct or formulate ideas and the use of Thai formal schema to compare
the English with the Thai grammar. Other important ones for the Thai context text arc
those of using Thai to construct or formulate ideas, to confirm the reader understands
about the sentence and the use or content schema to access or find the reader's ideas. The
strategics or using Thai formal schema and content schema have slightly greater effects
for the Thai context text than for the non-Thai one. Multiple strategics arc valuable for
students when they arc not satisfied with using only one strategy to find the correct
answers. Most of the important multiple strategics for the Thai context text arc the
combination of using Thai content schema and other strategics and the combination of
using Thai to summarise ideas and other strategics. For the non-Thai context text. the
important m:.iltiplc strategics arc the combination of using formal schema and other
strategics and the combinaiion or using Thai to summarise ideas and other strategics.
Additionally. the avoidance of using strategies is more associated with better answers on
the Thai context text than the non-Thai one. However, when the frequency of using these
strategies in Tables 56 (sec page 167) and 58 (sec pagc169) is compared. it is apparent
that the number of better answers from using these strategics is still low. These results
suggest that strategy use gives no guarantee of good answers.
6.4.3 Strategics and question types
From the task and the interviews. it appears that strategies arc used differently
based on question type categories i.e. bottom-up or top-down. Top-down questions
comprise global and cohesive questions whereas bottom-up questions comprise I itera I
and figurative questions. The next aspect reports on the relationship between the
strategics and question types.
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For the Thai experiential text. the major strategies for top-down questions arc the
use of Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or guess the meaning
from context, to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason and the use of
content schema to access or find the reader's ideas. The fourth frequent strategy is the
use of Thai formal schema to compare the English and the Thai grammar. Besides, some
cases use the strategics to construct or formulate ideas and to summarise ideas to assist
their top-down questions. On the other hand. a minor strategy is the use of Thai to
confirm the reader understands about the sentence. Additionally. there are some
responses for non-use of Thai in top-down questions. The results are displayed in Table
66.
Table 66 Strategics used in top-down questions, the Thai context experiential text
Strategics
S2 Examine
S3 Understand
S6 Content schema
SS Formal schema
S7 Construct Ideas
S8 Summarise Ideas
S4 Confirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

Freguencv
20
19
17
12
9
9
5
11
102

Percentage
19.6
18.6
16.7
11.8
8.8
8.8
4.9
10.8
100.0

For the bottom-up questions of the Thai context text. Thai narrative. the major
strategies arc also the use of Thai to examine or think about the context of word or ohrase
or guess the meaning from context and lo understand the meaning or the sentence or find
a reason.The next frequent strategics are the use or Thai to translate the word or phrase
itself. the use of Thai content schema to access or find the reader's ideas and the use of
Thai formal schema to compare the English and the Thai grammar. respectively. Minor
strategics arc the use of Thai lo confirm the reader understands about the sentence. lo
construct or formulate ideas and to. summarise ideas. Moreover. some students fail to
report the use of Thai for any strategy. The results arc displayed in Table 67.
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Table 67 Strategics used in bottom-up questions, the Thai context experiential text
Strategies
S2 Examine
S3 Understand
St Translate
S6 Content schema
S5 Formal schema
S7 Construct Ideas
S8 Summarise Ideas
S4 Contirm
SO No use of Thai
Total

Freguency
57
22
16
14
It
3
3
2
8
136

Percentage
41.9
16.2
11.8
10.3
8. t
2.2
2.2
1.5
5.9
100.0

Similarly. the strategy of examining or thinking about the context of a word or
phrase or guessing the meaning from context is the topmost strategy for top-down
questions. the non-Thai context text. The use of Thai to understand the meaning of the
sentence or find a reason is another major strategy as well. Other frequent strategies arc
the use of Thai formal schema to compare the English with the Thai grammar and the use
of Thai to construct or formulate ideas. Some cases reports on using the strategics to
summarise ideas and to confirm the reader understands about the sentence. On the
opposite end of the scale, those of using Thai to translate the word or phrase itself and to
access the reader's ideas by using content schema are minor strategics for top-down
questions. In addition. there are some responses indicating the non-use of any strategy.
The results arc shown in Table 68.
Table 68 Strategics used in top-down questions. the non-Thai context
experiential text
Strategies
S2 Examine
S3 Understand
S5 Formal schema
S7 Construct
S8 Summarise
S4 Co;ifirrn
S6 Content Schema
SI Translate
SO No use of Thai
Total

Frcguencv
37
17
16
15
9
6
4
I

12
117

Percentage
31.6
14.5
13.7
12.8
7.7
5.1
3.4

.9
10.3
100.0
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Again, the strategy of using Thai to examine or think about the context of word or
phrase or guess the meaning from context is the foremost strategy for bottom-up
questions in the non-Thai context experiential text. Other major strategies arc the use of
Thai to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason and to translate the word
or phrase itself. Some cases report on using Thai tu construct or formulate ideas and the
use of formal schema to compare the English with the Thai grammar. On the other hand,
the use of content schema to access the reader's ideas and the use of Thai to summarise
ideas arc minor strategics for bottom-up questions. Besides, a few responses avoid
mentioning strategies. The results arc displayed in Table 69.
Table 69 Strategies used in bottom-up questions. the non-Thai context
experiential text
Strategies
S2 Examine
SI Translate
S3 Understand
S7 Construct Ideas
SS Formal schema
S8 Summarise Ideas
S6 Content Schema
SO No use of Thai
Total

Frcgucncv
61
13
13
!I
8
5
4
4
119

Percentage
51.3
10.9
10.9
9.2
6.7
4.2
3.4
3.4
100.0

From Tables 66. 67, 68 and 69. the combined results point to the fact that the
strategy of using Thai to examine or think about the context of word or rnntext or guess
the meaning from context is the foremost strategy for experiential texts for both top
down and bottom-up questions. Likewise. the strategy of using Thai to understand the
ml'aning of the sentence or lind a reason is one of the major strategics for both question
types and both texts. The strategy of using Thai content schema is more prurninenl than
that of using Thai formal schema for both top-down and bottom-up questions for the Thai
context text than the non-Thai one. On the other hand. the strategy of using Thai formal
schema is more important than that of using content schema for both top-down and
bottom-up questions for the non-Thai context text than the Thai one. When the strategy
of using Thai to translate the word or phrase itself is examined. it appears that this
strategy is more essential for bottom-up questions for both texts. Conversely. the strategy
of using Thai to summarise ideas is more important for only top-down questions for both
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texts but it is a minor strategy for bottom-up questions for both texts. Moreover. the
strategy of using Thai to construct or formulate ides is an important one for both top
down and bottom-up questions for only the non-Thai context text whereas it is a minor
strategy for the Thai context text. In addition. non-Thai usage is found more alien for
top-dov.;n questions than bottom-up questions in both texts. This accounts for around ten
percent for top-down questions in both texts but only six percent for bottom-up questions
in the Thai context text and around three percent in the non-Thai one.
In addition. the frequency of the strategic use for top-down questions of the Thai
narrative experiential text is 1.13 times per question and 1.06 times per question for
bottom-up questions. For the non-Thai context texts. it appears that the students use Thai
to assist their answers 1.05 times per question for top-down questions and 1.15 times per
question for bottom-up ones. This means that he students tend to use more than one
strategy to answer each question for both question types of both texts.

6.5 Problems and question types
From reading comprehension task 3. experiential texts. it appears that the students
encountered many problems in trying to comprehend these texts. In this part. the
problems from the con1pleted task as wel I as the problems related to student groups based
on their English competency arc presented.
6.5.1 Problems
From the task. it is apparent that the students experience many problems when
reading both types of experiential text. The problem, found from reading experiential
texts and described in the interview arc categorised into four categories ac. follows:
General problems
PI cannot understand the word( s) in the quest ion or cannot find the answer
P2can find the answer but cannot explain in his/her own words or exact quote
P3 can answer only part of the question
P4 uses content schema instead of reading
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Grammar problems
P5 p3rts of speech
P6 recognising English word order i.e. adjective+ noun
P7 problems with breaking up words into prefix / root
PS problems with singular/ plural
P9 problems with pronouns and possessive pronouns
P 10 grammar problems with double, participial adjective
P 1 I problems with tenses
P 12 grammar problems about subject/ verb agreement
P 13 passive voice
Pl 4 problems with verbs after preposition; participle / gerund
Problems with punctuation
Pl 5 problems with apostrophe
Pl 6 prohlems with phrase in apposition and relative clause between two
commas (1101 found in experiential texts)
Pl 7 punctuation; commas, semicolon
Problems with linkage
P 18 conjunction
P 19 problems with reference words; (personal, relative. possessive) pronouns
In the case of reading comprehension on experiential texts, the students
sometimes encounter more than one problem for the same question. Hence. the
crosstabulation by means of SPSS program is used to analyse for the problems found
while reading experiential texts. The results arc based on the numbers of responses for
each problem as demonstrate.:d in Tables 70 and 71.
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For the Thai context experiential text, Thai narrative. fourteen problems are found
as barriers for comprehending the text. The first and second most common problems for
this text are general problems that the students answer only part of the question and that
they cannot understand the word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer. Each of
these problems accounts for about one-fifth of the number of all responses. Another
major rroblem is a grammar problem with tenses. The problem with resorting to an exact
quote is fairly frequently found in this text. On the other hand. minor problems
mentioned arc those with the use of content schema instead of reading, parts of speech.
singular/plural. pronouns. subject/verb agreement. participle/gerund, word order.
..
punctuation. apostrophe ..s . and reference words. However. around one-third of the
respondents mention no problems. The results are displayed in Table 70.
Table 70 Problems with the Thai context experiential text
Freguency
Problems
General Problems
48
P3 Answer only part
Can't
understand
word(�
J
46
Pl
9
P2 Exad quote
2
P4 Use content schema
Grammar Problems
18
Pl I Tenses
4
PS Parts of speech
4
PS Singular/ plural
P9 Pronouns
.,'
'
.,
Pl 2 Subject I verb agreement
2
P14 Participle/ gerund
P6 Word order
I
Problems with Punctuation
P l 7 Punctuation, commas. semicolon
3
P l 5 Apostrophe "s"
Problems with I inkage
3
P19 Reference
70
PO No 12roblem
217
Total

Percentage
22.2
21.2
4.2
1.0
8.3
1.9
1.9
1.3
1.3
1.0
0.4
1.3
0.4
1.3
32.3
100.0

For the non-Thai experiential Text. American narrative. fifieen problems are
found as problems for comprehending the text. The first and second frequent problems
for the non-Thai context text arc general problems that the students cannot understand
the word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer and that the students answer only
part of the question. These account for nearly one-third of the number of all responses for
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the former problem and slightly higher than one-fifth for the latter one. Another major
problem is with reference words, which signal problems with linkage. Problems with the
resort to an exact quote, tenses and prefix/suffix are fairly frequent mentioned. On the
opposite end of the scale. minor problems for this text arc those with the use of content
schema instead of reading, pronouns. singular/plural. parts of speech. double/participial
ad.iectives. subject/verb agreement, passive voice, punctuat;on, and conjunction. With
this text, around one-fifth of the respondents mentioned having no problems. The results
are illustrated in Table 71.
Table 71 Problems with the Non-Thai context experiential text
Problems
General Problems
P l Can't understand word(s)
P3 Answer only part
P2 Exact quote
P4 Use content schema
Problems with Linka!!e
P 19 Reference
P 18 Conjunction
Grammar Problems
PI I Tenses
P7 Prefix / suffix
P9 Pronouns
pg Singular/ plural
PS Parts of speech
PIO Double/ participial adjective
P12 Subject/ verb agreement
PI 3 Passive voice
Problems with Punctuation
P l 7 Punctuation
PO No Qroblcm
Total

Freguencv

Percentage

70
49
5
I

31.4
21.9
2.3
0.4

28

12.6
0.4

6
5
4
3
I

2.7
2.3
1.7
1.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

I

I

1

I

3
45
224

1.3
20.I
100.0

The next tables show the relationship between the problems with the students in
each group. low. medium and high. according to their scores. The crosstabulation for
multiple responses by means of the SPSS program is used to analyse the relationship
between those ones. For the Thai context text. Thai narrative. it appears that all groups of
the students have the same major problems. the problems that they can answer only part
of the questions and that they cannot understand the word(s} in the question or cannot
find the answer. Of these problems. the students in the low and the med iurn groups tend
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to have more problems than the students in the high gruup. However. the students in the
high group mention problems with lenses and resort to an exact quoic more than those in
the low and the medium groups. On the other hand. the minor problems for the high
group are those with parts of speech. singular/plural. punctuation and reference words
whereas those of parts of speech. pronouns, subject/verb agreement. and reference words
arc minor problems for the low group. The minor problems for the medium group are
those of parts of speech, pronouns. subject/verb agreement, singular/plural. punctuation.
word order, participle/gerund, apostrophe "s" and using content schema instead of
reading. Additionally. the percentage of not having problems for the high group is the
highest one and the low group gains the lowest one. The results arc shown in Table 72.
Ta blc 72 Problems for each group of students, the Thai context experiential text
Problems
Low
General Problems
7.0
P3 Answer only part
P l Cannot understand
7.9
.9
P2 Exact quote
P4 Use content schema
.0
Grammar Problems
Pl I Tenses
1.9
PS Parts of speech
.5
PS Singular I plural
.0
1'9 Pronouns
.8
P12 Subject/ verb agreement .8
P l 4 Participle/ gerund
.0
P6 Word order
.0
Problems with Punctuation
PI 7 Punctuation
.0
I'I 5 Apostrophe "s"
.0
Problems with Linkage
P19 Reference
.8
7.8
PO No 12roblern
Total
28.4

Score Grou12s
Medium

High

Total

9.2
8.3
.9
1.0

6.0
5.0
2.4
.0

22.2
21.2
4.2
1.0

1.4
.9
1.0
.5
.5
1.0
.4

5.0
.5
.9
.0
.0
.0
.0

8.3
1.9
1.9
1.3
1.3
1.0
.4

.5
.4

.8
.0

1.3
.4

.0
11.5
37.5

.5
13.0
34.l

1.3
32.3
100.0

For the non-Thai context text. the major problems for the students in all groups.
low. medium and high arc those of the students cannot understand the word(s) in the
question or cannot find the answer and the students answer only part of the question. The
students in the low group tend to have slightly more problems with the former area than
the students in the other groups whereas the latter problem is mentioned more often by
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the students in the medium group followed by the high group. The other major problem
is that with reference words which is reported slightly more often by the iow group but is
almost equally experienced by all groups. Likewise, the students in all groups have some
problems with resorting to an exact quote. prefix/suffix ,:tnd singular/plural. The minor
problems for the low group arc those with pronouns and conjunction whereas those with
double/particirial adjective. tenses. subject/verb agreement, punctuation and using
content schema instead of reading are the minor ones for the students in the medium
group. For the high group. minor problems arc those with pronouns, tenses. parts of
speech and passive voice. In addition. the students in the high group attain the highest
percentage for having no problems whereas those in the low group gain the lowest one.
The results arc presented m Table 73.
Table 73 Problems for each group of students. the non-Thai context experiential text
Low
Problems
General Problems
11.6
Pl Can't understand
5.4
P3 Answer only part
.9
P2 Exact quote
.0
P-t Use content schema
Problems with Linkage
4.6
P19 Reference
P18 Conjunction
.4
Grammar Problems
.0
P l I Tenses
1.0
P7 Prefix / suffix
.9
P9 Pronouns
.5
PS Singular/ plural
.0
PS Parts of speech
.0
PIO Double adjective
.0
P12 Subject/verb agreement
.0
P13 Passive voice
Problems with Punctuation
.0
PI 7 Punctuation
PO No Problem
4.4
29.7
Total

Score Grou12s
Medium

I ligh

Total

9.9

8.5
.5
.4

9.9
8.0
.9
.0

31.4
21.9
2.3
.4

4.0
.0

4.0
.0

12.6
0.4

1.8
.4

2.7

A
.4
.0

.9
.9
.8
.4
.4
.0
.0
.4

1.3
7.2
35.2

.0
8.5
35.1

1.3
20.1
100.0

.0

.4

.0

') ...
-·-'

I.7
1.3
.4
.4
.4
.4
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The results from Tables 70, 71. 72 ana 73 indicate that the students in all groups
have several problems which hinder their understanding of experiential texts. The major
problems for both texts. the Thai and the non-Thai 0nes. arc general problems that the
students cannot understand the word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer and that
they can answer only oart of the question. Likcwi�e. these problems arc also the major
prcblem� for students in all groups. The problem with reference words is fairly
frequently mentioned for the non-Thai context text but it is rarely found for the Thai one.
Besides. th� students have much higher percentage for not admitting to problems for the
Thai context text than the non-Thai one. In addition, the students in the high group reveal
the highest percentage of this contrasted with the lowest for the low group.
When comparing the problems from both texts for the high group. it appears that
the students experienced the same major problems in both texts i.e. problems that the
students cannot understand the word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer and that
they can answer only part of the question but the percentages for these problems arc
higher for the non-Thai context text than for the Thai one. Other important problems for
the students in this group for the Thai context text are that with tenses whilst that with
reference words is the other for the non-Thai context text. For the medium group.
problems arc that the students cannot understand the word(s) in the question or cannot
find the answer and that they can answer only p<1rt of the question. These arc mentioned
at a similar frequency for both texts. Likewise. for the low group. the students mentioned
the same leading problems as the medium group. In addition. the students encounter the
former problem more often for the non-Thai text whereas the latter is mentioned more
often for the Thai one.
6.5.2 Problems and question types
ln this study. the problems vary with question types 0f the texts. top-down and
bottom-up. l\ecordingly. this section. concerned with the relationship between problems
and question types. distinguishes the two question types. top-down and bottom-up.
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6.5.2.1 Top-down problems
For the Thai context experiential text, Thai narrative, the results show that the
main top-down problem is with answering only part of the question. This accounts for
nearly half of all mentioned problems. Problems with resorting to an exact quote and
singular/plural are found infrequently. For minor problems, only a few examples of
problems with not understanding the word(s) in the question or not finding the answer,
pronouns, tenses, punctuation. and reference words arc found. Additionally, around one
third of the respondents mentioned having no problems for top-down questions. The
results are shown in Table 74.
Table 74 Top-down problems, the Thai context experiential text
Freguencv
Problems
General Problems
40
P3 Answer only part
6
P2 Exact quote
P l Can't understand word(s)
I
Grammar Problems
P8 Singular/ plural
4
�
P9 Pronouns. possessive pronouns
)
P 11 Tense
Problems� ith Linkage
3
P19 Rcferc111.."
Problems with ?unctuation
2
PI7 Punctual ion
30
PO No groblcrn
90
Total

Percentage
44.4
6.7
I. I
4.4
3.3
I.I
3.3
2.2
33.3
100.0
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For the non-Thai experiential text, the foremost top-down problem is a problem
with linkage that is reference words. This accounts for around one-fourth of all
responses. The other major problems are general problems with answering only part of
the question and with not understanding the word(s) in the question or not finding the
answer. The problem with using exact quotes is occasionally found. On the other hand,
minor problems for this text are those with using content schema instead of reading.
singular/plural. tenses, pronouns, passive voice, and punctuation. In addition. around
thirty percent of the respondents mention having no problems. The results are displayed
in Table 75.
Table 75 Top-down problems, the non-Thai context experiential text
Freguencv
Problems
Problems with Linkage
P19 Reference
28
General Problems
19
P3 Answer only part
Pl Can't under!>tand word(s)
13
5
P2 Exact quote
I
P4 Use content schema
Grammar Problems
3
P8 Singular / plural
..,
-'
P 11 Tenses
P9 Pronouns. possessive pronouns
P13 Passive voice
Problems with Punctuation
2
P17 Punctuation
32
PO No 12roblem
108
Total

Percentage
25.9
17.6
12.0
4.6
.9
2.8
2.8
.9
.9
1.9
29.6
100.0

When compared, the results from Tables 74 and 75 point to the fact that the
foremost top-down problem for the Thai context text is a general problem with
answering only part of the question whereas this problem is slightly less important for the
non-Thai context text. The foremost problem for the non-ThJi context text is a problem
with linkage i.e. reference words but this problem is a minor one for the Thai context
text. Likewise, the problem with not understanding the word(s) in the question or not
finding the answer is the other essential problem for the non-Thai context text whereas it
is a minor one for the Thai context text. The problem with resorting to an exact quote is
occasionally found in both texts. The other minor problems found in both texts are those
with singular/plural, pronouns, tenses and punctuation whereas those with passive voice
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and using content schema instead of reading arc found for only the non-Thai text.
Additionally. a similar number of the respondents mention having no problems for top
down skills for both texts.

6.5.2.2 Bottom-up problems
Students also show their weak points in relation to bottom-up skills with reading
experiential texts. For the Thai context text. Thai narrative. the foremost problem is a
general problem with not understanding the word(s) in the quc,;tion or not findirig the
answer. This accounts for around one-third or the number of all responses. The ,1ther
major problem is a grammar problem with tenses. Some students mention the problem or
answering only part of the question and using parts of speech. On the other hand. minor
problems arc those with the resort to an exact quote. the use of content schema instead of
reading, subject/verb agreement, participle/gerund. word order. apostrophe .. s·· and
punctuation. In addition, around thirty-one percent of the respondents mention having no
problems. The results are illustrated in Table 76.

Table 76 Bottom-up problems, the Thai context experiential text
Problems
General Problems
Pl Cannot understand word(s)
P3 Answer only part
P2 Exact quote
P4 U�e cor,lent schema
Grammar Problems
Pl I Tenses
P5 Parts of speech
P 12 Subject / verb agreement
P14 Participle/ gerund
P6 Word order
Problems with Punctuation
P 15 Apostrophe "s'·
P 17 Punctuation
PO No Qroblem
Total

Freguenc:r

Qercentage

45

8
3
2

35.5
6.3
2.4
1.6

17
4
3
2

13.4
3.2
2.4
1.6

40
127

.7

.7
.7
31.5

100.0
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For the non-Thai context text, the American narrative. the foremost problem for
bottom-up question is with not understanding the word(s) in the question or not finding
the answer. This appears around half of the number of all responses. The other major one
is v,ith resorting to an exact quute. This accounts for one-fourth of the number of all
respo1�scs. Problems with prefix/suffix are also found for this text. Minor problems are
with pronouns. tenses, parts of speech, double or participial adjective, subject/verb
agreement, punctuation and conjunction. in ?.ddition, around eleven percent of the
respondents mention no problems. The results are displayed in Table 77.
Table 77 Bottom-up problems. the non-Thai context experiential text
Problems
Generai Problems
P l Cannot understand word(s)
P3 Ans\ver 0nly part
Grammar Qroblems
P7 Prefix I suffix
P9 Pronouns, possessive pronouns
Pl I Tenses
?5 Parts of speech
PIO Double I participial adjective
P 12 Subject I verb agreement
Problems with Punctuation
P l 7 Punctuation
Problems with Linkage
P18 Conjunction
PO No Qroblem
Total

Freguency

Percentage

57
30

49. l
25.9

5
3
3
I

4.3
2.6
2.6
.9

.9
.9
.9

I
13
116

.9
11.2
100.0

The results from Tables 76 and 77 point to the fact that the students show
weaknesses with general problems where they cannot understand word(s) in the question
or cannot find the answer for b, ,ttom-up skills for both texts. The problem with tenses is
a crucial problem for the Tha, context text whereas it is a minor one for the non-Thai
text. The problem with answcr,ng only part of the question is a major problem for the
non-Thai context text whilst it is a problem which fairly frequently found for the Thai
one. Besides, a problem with prefix/suffix is fairly frequently mentioned for the non-Thai
one. Other minor problems for both texts are those with parts of speech. subject/verb
agreement and punctuation. The others for only the Thai one arc with resorting to an
exact quote. using content schema instead of reading, word order. verbs after preposition
or participle/gerund and apostrophe "s". Furthermore, other minor problems which arc
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found for only the non-Thai context text arc those with prefix/suffix, pronouns, double or
participial adjective and conjunction. Additionally, the students have fewer bottom-up
pn1blems for the Thai context text than for the non-Thai one.

6.6 �ummary
This chapter presents the analysis of the relationship between the preference of
text types and scores, text types and scores, strategies and question types, strategies and
scores and question types and problems from reading experiential texts.
Ninety percent of the students prefer the Thai context text whereas the other ten
percent has a preference for the non-Thai one. The mean scores of the Thai context text
arc higher than the non-Thai one for both groups for preference of text type. The
preference of text has a positive effect on the scores of the Thai context text but the
scores for the non-Thai context text in relation to the text preference are not related in
this positive way. Therefore. we can conclude in this chapter that a culturally familiar
text, the Thai one. has more influence on student comprehension than preference of text
type. When a mixed factorial ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between the
scores and preferences for experiential texts, the effect of text type was highly significant
(p<.05), the main effect of preference was not significant (p>.05 ), and no interaction was
found between preference and text type (p> .05). This means that the overall task mean
scores for the Thai context text regardless of text preference are higher than those for the
:,on-Thai one.
When crosstabulation of the scores themselves is made, because the scores in all
aspects, task scores. question scores and sentence scores for both texts arc lower than
fitly percent. the overall scores for experiential texts are lowe, than fifty percent as well.
r-urthermore. a paired sample T-test was used to analyse the differences between the
scores of the Thai and the non-Thai context texts for experil:ntial texts. The results show
that there were statistically significant differences (p<.05) between two texts for all
aspects. total task scores, question scores and sentence s<..:orcs.
For the question types, the scores of Thai usage for cohesive questions arc the
highest ones whereas the scores of figurative questions are the lowest ones. Although the
scores of literal and global questions arc higher than those of figurative ones. they arc
sti II lower than fifty percent. Moreover. the scores of cohesive and I iteral questions for
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the Thai context text are higher than fifty percent but those for the non-Thai one are still
lower than fifty percent. especially those of literal ones. The students have major
problems with literal questions for the non-Thai context text and the scores of figurative
and global questions in both texts are very low as well. Additionally. the means for
bottom-up skills are lower than those of top-down skills in experiential texts.
Related to the role the Thai language plays in reading experiential texts. seventy
percent of the students use Thai as a strategy to facilitate their understanding for both
experiential texts whereas the others report using both Thai and English to assist their
comprehension. For the frequency use of Thai to assist the student comprehension. it is
apparent that the students rely equally on the strategic use of Thai for both texts.
Moreover. they tend to use Thai more often for bottom-up questions for both texts.
In their us:: of Thai. students use the same foremost strategy for both texts, the
use of Thai to examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the
meaning from context and the other major one is to understand the meaning of the
sentence or find a reason. These major strategics also have an effect on producing better
answers. Besides, the strategies of using Thai to construct or formulate ideas and the use
of Thai form a I schema arc the next most important major strategies for the non-Thai
context text, whereas that of using content schema fulfils the same role for the Thai
context text. Similarly, the students at all three levels use the same foremost strategy. the
usage of Thai to examine or think about the context of word or phrase or to guess the
meaning from context. for both texts. Students in the high group report using the strategy
of formal schema for the non-Thai text more often than the other groups. whereas the
strategy of using content schema arc prominent for the students in the high and medium
groups for the Thai context text. Besides, those of multiple strategics arc very useful
when students arc not satisfied with using a single strategy to find a correct answer. The
major useful patterns for multiple strategies are the combination of content schema and
the others and the combination of using summarise ideas and the others for the Thai
context text. For the non-Thai context text. the significant multiple strategics arc the
combination of formal schema and the others and the combination of using summarise
ideas and the others. In addition. the avoidance of using Thai appears for both texts but it
is slightly higher for the Thai one.
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In relation to the rroblems experienced when reading experiential texts. there are
several general problems. grammar problems. problems with punctuation and problems
with linkage. The major problems for both texts arc general problems that the students
cannot understand the word(s) in the question or cannot tind the answer and that students
can answer only part of the question. Another important problem for the Thai context
text is a grammar problem with using tenses. whereas a problem with linkage. using
reference words. is for the non-Thai one. General problems with not understanding the
word(s) in the question or cannot find the answer and with answering only part of the
question are also major problems for students at all levels. Moreover. the students in this
case reveal a much higher percentage for not admitting to rroblcms for the Thai context
text than the non-Thai one.
The foremost top-down problem for the Thai context text is that with answering
only part of the question whereas this problem is one of major problems for the non-Thai
context text. The foremost problem for the non-Thai context text is that with reference
words but this problem is a minor one for the Thai context text. Similarly. the problem
with not understanding the word(s) in the question or not finding the answer is the other
major problem for the non-Thai context text whereas it is a minor one for the Thai
context text.
The results in this chapter point to the fact that the students have low outcomes in
relation to both top-down and bottom-up skills for experiential texts although they use a
range of strategics to assist their comprehension.
The next chapter will report on the analysis of reading problems the students
experienced with reading sentences. selected from each text.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
ANALYSIS OF SENTENCE PROBLEMS
Chapter seven reports on the data analysis of reading problems experienced with
six sentences selected from the transactional, editorial and experiential texts. The
problems are categorised in relation to bottom-up and top-down problems. where
·bottom-up' refers to sentence parts and ·top-down· to the meaning of the entire
sentence.

7.1 Reading problems with transactional texts
In this section, problems from reading comprehension on transactional or
information-based texts. concerned with cities and taken from the New Encyclopedia
Britannica are presented.
Twenty students engaged tn retrospective interviews soon after completing a
reading comprehension task which consisted of questions about two texts, Bangkok and
Wellington. After students answered questions on the whole text they were required to
explain the meaning of two sentences, one from each of the two transactional texts as
follows.

Sentence from the Thai context text. Bangkok:
Tbe city's economy is centred

011

its port, which ha11dles nearly all of lite

I country's exports and imports, and 011 its commerce and industry.

�----------· ------------------�

Sentence from the non-Thai context text. Wellington:
The site chosen, at the mouth of rite Hutt River, proved 1111.rnitah/e, and a
11uwe was made to lamhto11 Harbour 011 the west shore.
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The two kinds of problems that were mentioned by the students are ihose dealing
with sentence parts as well as the overall meaning of the sentence.
7. I.I Sentence parts
From the reading comprehension task and the interviews. it is apparent that
students have major problems with vocabulary, verbs and punctuation.
7.1.1.1. Vocabulary
The students have problems with word meanings. Even if they know the meaning
of a word. they do not understand what the word meant when it appears in the sentence.
Sometimes also they know a word but the part of speech has changed in the sentence
studied.
Bangkok Text: They do not know that some words can be both a verb and a noun
such as "handle·· which is known as a noun but it becomes a verb in the text.
Welli11gto11 Text: Similarly "move" which is known as a verb becomes a noun.
signalled by the preceding article "a".
7.1.1.2. Verbs
The form of verbs in academic writing is a major problem for comprehending
meaning as well.
e Passive mice: Passive finite / main verbs presents the greatest difficulty about the
form of verbs because Thai students are not accustomed to passive voice.
Bangkok Text: The passive "is centred" was the main finite verb in the sentence.

Welli11gto11 Text: The passive "was made" was the main finite verb in the <;econd
main clause.
When students cannot locate the main verb, it is very unlikely that they will understand
the main idea.
c -cd form 1f verbs: The students arc confused about ··-cd" form of verbs whether it is
past tense or past participle. The irregular past participle ·'chosen" afler the noun ··site"
presents a difficulty.
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Welli11,:to11 Text: The verb "chosen" is not the rnam verb but a passive
participle whereas ..proved" is the main verb which is past tense active
voice.
7.1.1.3. Punctuation
Punctuation, which is used to mark the possessive. a phrase in apposition and a
relative clause also causes a great deal of uncertainty.
e Apostrophe "s": The students are confused about the difference between the two
meanings of the apostrophe "s... One use shows possession and the other could be a short
form of the verb to be such as it's = it is.
Bangkok Text: In the phrases. "city's economy'· and "country's exports and
imports", the apostrophe "s" indicates possession or ownership. They are not as
the students think examples of the verb to be as "it's", "she's". "he's" or
··there·s...
e Phrase in apposition with two commas: The use cf commas to indicate a phrase m
apposition causes uncertainty for the students when reading.
Wellin,:ton Text: They do not understand that "al the mouth of the Hutt River... is
used as a phrase in apposition to explain the preceding phrase ·'the site c'1osen".
o Relative clause: The relative clause is also a problem for sentence parts because it is
f

marked of by two commas.
Bangkok Text: The relative clause "which handles nearly all of the country's
export and imports·· is used to cxplair. the preceding noun "port".
7.1.2 Overall meaning of the sentence
Sentence parts arc not the only problem area. There arc also more general
problems in relation to the meaning of the whole sentence. The ability to link ideas while
reading is an important area where these Thai students show some weaknesses. In this
case this involves such things as reference and complex sentences.
7.1.2.1 Linking ideas
e Reference: Pron,)Un reference prevents the students from comprehending the overall
meaning of the sentence.
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Bangkok Text: Some students do not know which words the relative pronoun,

"which·· and the possessive pronoun. "its" refers to.
o Complex sentence: Complex sentences with coordinating conjunctions. ellipsis and
norninalisation are also an obstacle to understanding the meaning of the sentences.
- Conjunctions: The use of several examples of the conjunction ··and" within the first
sentence creates dimculty in finding the main idea.
Bangkok Text: There are three "ands" in the sentence so the students are

confused about which one is the coordinating joining on a main idea. What is
necessary to sec that the first and third "and" merely link two nouns "exports +
imports" and "commerce + industry" and do not link main ideas. Whereas the
second "and" is the true example of sentence coordination.
Welli11gto11 Text: The conjunction "and" in the second sentence 1s also a

coordinating conjunction which join main ideas.
- Ellipsis: Examples of ellipsis. where words are omitted but meanings are carried on
from earlier parts of the text. also prevent the students from grasping the meaning.
Bangkok Text: "The city's economy is centred on its port............ and (the

city's economy is centred) on its commerce and industry." The elliptical phrase is
a barrier to student understanding of parallelism in the sentence.
Wellington Text: The word. "chosen", a shortened form of the relative clause

also causes uncertainty. As a result students fail to see that it was the passive past
participle.
- Sentence subject: Nominalisation or a long noun phrase makes it diflicult for the
students to find the subject of the sentence.
Wellington Text: The nominalisation. "The site chosen. at the mouth of the Hutt

River... is a real barrier stopping the students from finding the subject of the
sentence.
Reading problems on transactional texts arc displayed in Table 78.
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Table 78 Reading problems with transactional texts
Processes

Problems

Text I: Bangkok

Text 2: Wellington

Sentence Parts

l. Vocabulary

o word meanings
o parts of speech

o word meanings
o parts of speech

2. Form of
verbs

o passive voice

3. Punctuation

o apostrophe "s"
o relative clause
between two
commas
o reference
e complex sentence
- conjunctions
- ellipsis

o passive voice
o "-cd" form of
verbs
o phrase in
apposition
with two commas

Overall
4. Linking
Ideas
Meaning of the
Sentence

o reference
o complex s<:ntencc
- conjunctions
- ellipsis
- nominalization

When the problems from both texts arc compared. similar problems occur in both
sentence parts and overall meaning of the sentence while reading. Sentence parts such as
the vocabulary. the verbs and the punctuation arc obstacles to the understanding of both
sentences. Furthermore. methods used to link ideas such as reference. coordination.
ellipsis and nominalisation arc problematical.
This small part of the study shows that Thai students have problems with both
sentence parts and overall meaning of the sentences in reading transactional or
information-based texts. These problems may arise from inadequate English language
competence of the students before interacting with the texts.
The next part reports on the analysis of reading problems on editorial texts.
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7.2 Reading problems with editorial texts
In this section. problems associated with reading editorial texts. concerned with
politics are discussed.

Sentence from the Thai context text. Thai politics:
Notlting, of coun.·e, ca11 mend broken fe11ces and restore relations like a ltigil-level
visit, especially wlte11 it i11vofres a new leader wlto is a,u:ious to build up ltis
regional stature and show he is progressive and open-minded.
L_ _________ J

j

Sentence from the non-Thai context text, Iranian politics:
This impression could get stronger if K/,atami makes use of tlte popuiar mandate
of tit is election to push through his economic-reform package for job-creation.

Problems of two kinds \Vere mentioned by the students.
7.2. � Sentence parts
From the reading comprehension task and the interviews, it is noticeable that
students have major problems with vocabulary. metaphors. word order. verb form. and
punctuation.
7.2.1.1 Vocabulary
The students have problems with word meanings in the texts as well as parts of
speech of the words. They are also unfamiliar with words used as metaphors.
e Parts of speech: The students arc uncertain about the parts of speech of some words.
This problem is a barrier to understanding the meanings.
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Thai Politics: The students are unclear about the part of speech of the word
..broken" which is a !)JSt participle used as an adjective. This word looks like a
verb so it creates difficulty. The other word which presents a problem is the word
"open-minded''. The students arc uncertain about its part of speech because the
word ..open" is a verb but the word "open-minded'" is a compound which is used
as an adjective.
Ira11ia11 Politics: The students have a problem with the word "economic-reform"
because the word "reform.. itself is a verb but this compound word is used as an
adjective. The word "use" is known as a verb but it is used as a noun in the text so
it causes confusion to the students.
o Word order: The meaning of noun phrases in these texts is also a hindrance.
Thai Politics: The word order of a noun phrase in the English language is
"adjective + noun" but in Thai is "noun + adjective". Therefore. some students
are confused abotit the meaning of the noun phrase "a high-level visit"'.
Iranian Politic.'i: Similarly. the hyphenated noun phrases "his economic-reform
package"' and "job-creation"' in the text prevent comprehension of the students.
o Metaphors: Metaphors in the texts adds to the difficulties with vocabulary already
mentioned.
Thai Politics: The use of metaphors in "mend broken fences·· and "open-minded"
compounds vocabulary problems.
/ra11ia11 Politics: Here the metaphor "package" used lo mean "a set of laws" and
1ot "something in a container" is not easily understood.

1

7 .2.1.2. V crbs
The form of verbs is a major problem for understanding meaning of the
sentences.
e Modal: The students arc unclear about the meaning of the modal "c uld + verb" 111 the
text.
lrania11 Politics: The modal "could + get" causes unccrtaiilty about the tense and
the meaning of the text. It is used to talk about a possible action in the present or
in the future not in the past.
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7.2.1.3. Punctuation: Commas used in the first text hinder understanding.
o Extra information with two commas: The extra information between two commas
for emphasis is a drawback in the attempts to follow the meaning of the sentence.
Thai Politics: There are three commas in the text. The first and the second
commas around ··of course'" arc used to indicate the feelings of certainty of the
writer about the main clause. The third comma is used to separate the main
clauses and the subordinate clauses.
7.2.2 Overall meaning of the sentence
General problems in relation to the meaning of the whole sentence as well as the
sentence parts exist. The students show their limitations in understanding methods used
to link ideas in the sentences such as reference. conjunctions, ellipsis and in finding a
subject of the sentence.
7.2.2.l Linking ideas
o Reference: One example of reference in each sentence is a barrier to understanding.
Thai Politics: Some students do not know what the pronoun reference ..it" refers
to.
lra11ia11 Politics: Likewise. the reference .. this impression" in the second text is a
hindrance to student understanding.
o Complex sentence: Complex sentences with several conjunctions and ellipsis arc a
drawback for the students.
- Conjunctions: The conjunction ··and'" in the first sentence causes difficulty.
Thai Politics: Three "ands" in the sentence presents difficulty to understand:ng
the meaning. The students can not rccognise that the first "and'" is the
coordinating conjunction linking the main idea. The second "and" is a
coordinating conjunction joining the main ideas in the relative clause starting
with "who". On the other hand. the third "and" is used to join the two adjectives
··progressive" and ..open-mined".
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- Ellipsis: Two examples of ellipsis in the first sentence hinder comprehension.
Thai Politics: In a parallel structure, the second subject together with the modal is
omitted as in "Nothing can mend broken fences and (nothing can) restore
relations". The other example of ellipsis omits the second infinitive of the relative
clause as in "who is anxious to nuild up his regional stature and (to) show he is
progressive and open-minded.
- Sentence subject: Some students he ve no experience with the word "nothing" as the
subject of a sentence.
Thai Politics: The students cannot find the subject of the sentence because they
do not know that the word ''nothing" can be the subject a sentence.
Reading problems with editorial texts are displayed in Table 79.
Table 79 Reading problems with editorial texts
Processes

Problems

Sentence Parts

1. Vocabulary

2. Form of
verbs
3. Punctuation

Overall
4. Linking
Ideas
Meaning of the
Sentence

Text I:
Thai Politics
o word meanlngs
o parts of speech
o word order
111 metaphor

Text 2:
Iranian Politics
o word meanings
o parts of speech
o word order
o metaphor

-

o modal

o extra information
between two
commas

-

o reference
o complex sentence
- conjunctions
- ellipsis
- sentence subject

o reference
o complex sentence
- ellipsis

When the problems from both texts about Thai and Iranian politics arc compared.
it ts apparent that students have the same vocabulary problems concerning word
meanings, parts of speech, word order and metaphors. Punctuation and the modal create
barriers to student attempts to follow the two political texts. In addition, linkage of ideas
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dealing with reference. and complex sentence structure with conjunctions and ellipsis are
confronting to the students.
The next part reports on the analysis of reading problems with experiential texts.

7.3 Reading problems with experiential texts
In this section. problems from reading comprehension with experiential texts,
taken from autobiographical books arc presented.

Sentence from the Thai narrative:
Because we came to school too late when we had looked for the wild
fruits too far out of the way and forgotten to notice the sunlight, am/
because we /,ad fought with each other.

Sentence from the American narrative:
Some one took it and I was caught up and held close in the arms of her
who fwd come to rei•eal all things to me, and, more thufl all thing.\· else,
to love me.

Student responses about problems encountered arc separated into two aspects.
sentence parts and overall meaning of the sentence.
7.3.1 Sentence Parts
The students experienced confusion in three main parts, vocabulary. verbs and
punctual ion.
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7.3.1.1. Vocabulary
Unfamiliar vocabulary is Lhe main problem for Thai students while reading these
two narratives. The; do not know the meaning of some words so they cannot understand
the sentences.
Thai Narrative: Some words that the students have not met before are "wild'",
"notice", and "fought". These words cause diffculty in comprehending the text.
American Narrative: The words "caught up", "held", and "reveal" are a barrier to
understanding.
7.3.1.2. Verbs
The form of verbs is one of the major problems \\ hich prevent student
understanding of the meaning of the sentences.
o Passive voice: Passive finite / main ve r h<; usually make students confused about the
subject ofa clause.
American Narrative: The passives ··was caught up and (was) held" are the main
finite forms in the second clause.
o Tenses: Difficulties from tenses impede student understanding of the sentences as
well.
Thai Narrative: Some students do not notice that there are both past tense and
past perfect tense verbs in the sentence. The verb. "came'". is past tense but the
verbs. "had looked" and "(had) forgotten", are past perfect tense which show the
events happened before the event referred to by "came". Likewise, the verb "had
fought" also show past perfect tense but this is linked to the previous clause and
docs not appear in this sentence.
American Narrative: There arc two different examples of the past tense in this
sentence as well. The verbs. "took'", "was caught up'" and "was held", are past
tense whereas the verb. "had come" is a past perfect tense.
7.3.1.3 Punctuation
Punctuation in the second sentence causes difficulty in comprehending the
meaning of the text. especially in the sentence with several commas.
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o Extra information with two commas: The extra information between two commas
for emphasis is a special obstacle to comprehension of the second text.
Americ:cm Nurrative: There arc three commas in the sentence. The first
comma is used to separate clauses. but the second and the third commas arc used
to show the extra infi.1rmation ··more than all things else'" for emphasizing the
importance of the following clause. ""lo Jove me"'.
7.3.2 Overall meaning of the sentence
General problems in relation to the meaning of the whole sentence exist besides
the problems with sentence parts. The linking of ideas is an important strategy for
rnmprehending the meaning of the sentence. In this case. reference and complex
sentences arc major problems.
7.3.2.1 Linking ideas
o Reference: Several cxarnplcs of pronoun reference and the relative pronoun in the
second sentence cause difficulty in comprehending the overall meaning of the sentence.
America11 NarrC1tive: Some students do not know who the referents arc for
the pronouns. ··it".·· I'". "her'" and ""me" as \\Cl! as the relative pronoun. ""\\ho"'.
a Complex sentence: Complex sentences with coordinating conjunctions together with
conjunctions for indicating reason. anc.i ellipsis prevent students from understanding the
meaning of the sentences.
- Conjunctions: The conjunctions "and'" and "because" in the sentences makes it
difficult for the students to !ind thc main idea.
TIIC1i NC1rrt1tive: The conjunction "'and" is thc coordinating conjunction linking
the main idea whereas the conjunction "because" is the conjunction introducing a
subordinate clause of reason.
American Narrcrth•e: There arc three "ands"" in the sentence. The students
cannot recognise that the first ,nd the sccund "and'" arc coordinating
conjunctions joining three main ideas. On the other hand. the third "and'" just
links two subordinate clauses st:uing with "who".
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- Ellipsis: The examples of ellipsis in both sentences impede student understanding.

Thai Narrative: In a parallel structure, the second subject together with the
auxiliary verb of past perfect tense arc omitted as in "we had looked for..... and
(we had) forgotten to .......

American Narrative: Two examples of ellipsis occur here, the second subject and
the auxiliary verb of passive voice and past perfect tense as in "I was caught up
and (I was) held ...." and ··who had come to reveal. ....and (who had come) to love
me" are omitted.
Reading problems with experiential texts arc displayed in Table 80.

Table 80 Reading problems with experiential texts
Processes

I

Sentence Parts

Problems

Text I:
Thai Narrative

Text 2:
American Narrative

I. Vocabulary

o word meanings

o word meanings

2. Form of
verbs

.

e passive voice
o tenses

3. Punctuation

-

o extra information
with two commas

.

o reference
o complex sentence
- conjunct ions
- ellipsis

4. Linking
Overall
Ideas
Meaning of the
Sentence

e tenses

o complex sentence
- conjunctions
- ellipsis

When the problems from both texts arc compared. the Thai narrative and the
American narrative, it is apparent that for the most part similar problems in both sentence
parts and overall meaning of the sentence exist. Sentence parts such as word meanings.
passive voice, tenses and punctuation arc obstacles to understanding meanings of the
sentences. Moreover. I inking ideas such as reference and complex sentence with
conjunctions and ellipsis arc challenging to the students.
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7.4 Summary
This chapter reports on the analysis of reading problems with six sentences. one
each from the transactional. editorial and experiential texts. The problems are categorised
according to models of the reading process, bottom-up or sentence parts and top-down or
overall meaning of the sentence.
The students have major problems for bottom-up skills with vocabulary. verbs
and punctuation and for top-down skills with methods used to link ideas for all texts. For
sentence part or bottom-up problems, the students show their weaknesses with word
meaning for all texts and parts of speech for transactional and editorial texts. Problems
with word order and metaphors are found in both editorial texts. Students report having
problems with the form of verbs for almost all texts except the Thai editorial text. Passive
voice is a major problem for both transactional texts and the non-Thai experiential text.
Problems with tenses arc found in both experiential texts and a modal presents a problem
for the non-Thai editorial text.
The next chapter will report on the analysis of the questionnaire and the
interview.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
This research study has been designed to investigate the influence that the Thai
language has on students while they are reading a variety of English texts as well as to
improve understanding of what aspects of reading texts cause problems. It also aims to
determine whether and to what extent students react differently to texts written about a
Thai context compared with a non-Thai context. as we! l as to di ffcrent genres.
In order to provide as full a picture of this as possible. a questionnaire promoting
reflection on the reading tasks was used one week aflcr completing the tasks and
retrospective interviews. This was done in order to triangulaic infc,mation on the
cognitive processes from other source�. The students filled out both parts of the
questionnaire (see appendix 8, pages 322-323). The quantitative part is concerned with
results from a student questionnaire in part A, whereas th� qualitative par! is concerned
with insights gained from the interview in part B of the same questionnaire.

8.1 Student questionnaire (Part A)
This part of the questionnaire relates to the quantitative data collected from
twenty students at Udon Thani Rajabhat University afler completing all reading
comprehension tasks and all retrospective interviews. There were seven items for this
part of the questionnaire. The students had to check only one alternative for items I, 2. 3.
5. and 6 as shown in Figures 23. 24. 25, 27 and 28 while for items 4 and 7 as shown in
Figures 26 and 29. they could check all items that applied to them.
The results. calculated using percentages. arc visually displayed in pie chart and
bar graph forms accompanied by a brief explanation of the result. The three topics for
which 1111orrnation is available from the questionnaire arc the frequency of the use of
Thai. the advantages of using Thai and student reading habits.
8.1.1 Freq ucncy of Thai usage
Student views about the frequency of Thai usage for understanding reading texts
arc displayed in Figures 23 and 24.
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8.1.1.1 The use of translation while reading English

From the questionnaire, all students report using Thai to translate the reading
texts as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23 The use of translation while reading English

Figure 23 shows that half of the students usually use translation while reading
English and 40% of them use translation all the time. Only a few of them seldom use it.
8.1.1.2 Thinking in Thai while reading

All students report thinking in Thai in addition to translating while reading as
shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24 Thinking in Thai while reading
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Figure 24 shows that thinking in Thai while reading is usually the practice of 60%
of the students with an additional 25% thinking in Thai all the time. Only a few students
think in Thai sometimes and even fewer seldom do it.
8.1.2 Advantages of using Thai

Students report the Thai language assists their comprehension of the English
reading as shown in Figures 25, 26 and 27.
8.1.2.1 Thai language helps comprehension

The use of Thai facilitates comprehension of the English reading for students is
shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25 Degree of help from the use of Thai

Figure 25 shows that the majority of students at 70% think that the Thai language
greatly helps their comprehension of English when reading while the remainder think
that it helps them somewhat.
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8.1.2.2 The advantages of translation
Students report the areas where translation is used as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26 Use of translation
Almost all the students use translation into Thai for word meaning, while three
out of four also use it for finding main ideas and details as well as with sentence
meaning. Slightly more than half of them use it for grammatical structure and half for
idioms.
8.1.2.3 The advantages of the use of Thai
Students report that thinking in Thai helps them most when they encounter
problems in several areas as shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27 Area of greatest assistance
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Figure 27 shows that around one-third of the students indicate that thinking in
Thai helps them most with the meaning of words and half of that number with the
meaning of phrases. Another quarter think that Thai helps them most with the meaning of
both sentences and main ideas.
If we compare the results from Figures 26 and 27, the most important use of Thai
during reading is for using bottom-up skills to find the meaning of words. Half of the
students also indicated that another bottom-up area of finding grammatical and idiomatic
meaning required the use of Thai. However, figures for sentences and main ideas are also
high, indicating that many students go beyond word, phrase and grammatical meanings
by using Thai to achieve more global understanding.
8.1.3 Student reading habits and interests

Students report their habits in reading the English texts as well as their interests as
shown in Figures 28 and 29.
8.1.3.1 Student reading habits

Next figure shows the students' habits at the beginning of reading.

Figure 28 Habits at the beginning of reading

Figure 28 shows that when students are reading unfamiliar texts, half of them
read the whole text before answering the question while about one-third do the reverse.
Only 15% of them read a sentence or two and then a question and none of them reads the
questions and underlines unknown words.
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8.1.3.2 Student interests
Figure 29 illustrates student interests about reading each type of texts.
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Figure 29 Most accessible reading materials
In regard to student interest about reading materials, most students think that the
texts from autobiographical books are easy to understand and three quarters of them find
the texts from encyclopedias as well as from magazines suitable. Less popular are the
texts from newspapers with 20% support, whereas only 10% think that those from novels
are easy and 5% indicate that it is easy to understand text books.
The analysis from Figures 23 and 24 reveals that half of the students usually used
translation and almost half students used translation all the time while reading. The
majority of students also usually thought in Thai while reading and one quarter of them
thought in Thai all the time. These results indicate that the majority of students thought
and used translation into Thai while reading English texts. Figures 25, 26 and 27 show
that the majority students thought the Thai language helped their comprehension of
English reading while other students considered it provided some help. Indications are
that Thai was used for assistance with a wide range of both bottom-up and top-down
skills including finding meaning of words, main ideas, details, sentences, grammatical
structures and idioms. However, when asked to select the main usage, half the students
thought that Thai helped them most with the meaning of words and phrases while only
half that number thought that it helped them most with the meaning of sentences and
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main ideas. Overall. however. result shows that the perception of Thai students is that
Thai helped retrieve meaning and formulate ideas while reading.
! f we turn to the final part of the interview. the analysis from Figures 28 and 29
provides information about student habits and interests in relation to reading. Half the
students read the whole text at the beginning of each reading task while slightly fewer
read the questions first. Only a few students alternated reading the text and the question.
The result also shows that most students thought that reading text,; selected from
autobiographical books. encyclopedias. and magazines were easy to understand.
However. the number tha• n1)minated texts from newspaper, the internet. novels and text
books at 20%. 20%. I 0% and 5% was very low. It should be noted too that the
percentages for the three text types used in this study were according to this
questionnaire in order of acceptability. 85% for autobiographical materials. 75% for
encyclopedia extracts and 20% for newspaper materials. This range will be followed up
in the later discussion of response to the text types.

8.2 Student interview (Part 8)
This part of the chapter relates to the qualitative data from the interview held with
the students soon after completing the questionnaire. The students had to write down
their feelings about using Thai when reading English. the reasons for trying or not trying
to think in English more while reading as well as the ideas about reading Thai context
texts compared with non-Thai context texts.
The results arc divided into two categories; the advantages of using Thai and
student reading habits and interests and then visually shown in pie chart form
accompanied by a brief explanation of the result.
8.2.1 The advantages of using Thai
The next figures displayed the advantages of using Thai relates to students'
feelings.
8.2.1.1 Feelings of students when using Thai while reading
Students report their feelings when thinking in Thai while reading as illustrated in
Figure 30.
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Figure 30 Feelings about using Thai while reading

Key: FI= easy to understand texts
F2= happy with reading
F3= confident with reading
Figure 30 shows that most students have positive views about the value of using
Thai when reading. Moreover, the feelings of the remaining 10% are even more positive
as indicated by the fact that they say that they are happy or confident when using Thai.
8.2.1.2 Feelings of students when thinking only in English
The next figure shows the feelings of the students when thinking in only English.

Figure 31 Feelings of readers thinking only in English
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Key: F4= difficult to understand texts
F5 = uncomfortable with reading
F6= unsure with reading
Figure 31 shows that most students admitted to feeling uncomfortable with
reading when they have to think only in English and cannot use Thai while reading. One
in four thinks that it is difficult to understand texts without using Thai and a few of them
admitted to feeling unsure.
8.2.1.3 Opinions about increased thinking in English while reading

Figure 3 2 displays the students' opinions about thinking in English while reading
English texts.

Figure 32 Agreement/disagreement about thinking in English more

Key: RY= students agree that they should try to think in English more while
reading
RYl= because students could improve their reading skills
RY2= because students could read and understand texts quickly
RY3 = because students could find the answers quickly
=
RN students disagree that they should try to think in English more while
reading
RNl = because it was unnecessary for the thinking process
RN2= because thinking in Thai was easier than thinking in English
and students could understand texts easily
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Figure 32 shows that the majority of the students indicated that they should try to
think in English more while reading whereas only a few students held a contrary view.
Nearly half of the students thought that they could improve their reading skills and about
a third of them thought that they could read and understand texts quickly, if they thought
in English more. A few of them thought that they could find the answers quickly by
thinking in English. Those who rejected the idea of trying to think in English more,
considered that this was unnecessary for the thinking process and as thinking in Thai was
easier than thinking in English; the students could understand texts easily.
8.2.2 Student reading habits and interests
Students reported their views about reading Thai and non-Thai context texts
together with their habits of thinking in Figure 33.

Figure 33 Views about textual cultural background

Key: ID = students felt different when they read Thai context texts compared with
non-Thai context texts
ID 1 = it was easier to understand Thai context texts because of familiarity
ID2= it was easy to read Thai context texts but the others were difficult
ID3 = it was easier to understand Thai context texts because
students could understand Thai culture and way of life
IN = students did not feel any different when they read Thai context texts
compared with non-Thai context texts
IN 1 = because both kinds of texts were concerned with new knowledge and
students used the same thinking process in both of these for finding the
answers
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From Figure 33. which makes a comparison between reading the Thai and the
non-Thai context texts. most students felt there were differences, whereas a few of them
disagreed. More than half of the students showed the reasons for the former idea that it
was easier to understand Thai context texts than one about another country because of
their familiarity with the Thai �ituation. A few of them explained this further saying that
it was easier to understand Thai context texts because the) could understand Thai culture
and way of life. The same number thought that it was easy to read ones dealing with
Thailand but it was difficult to read those relating to other societies. An alternative view
was given by those who mentioned that both kinds of texts were concerned with new
knowledge necessitating the same thinking process for finding the answers.
The analysis from Figures 30 and 31 indicates that most students felt that it was
easy to understand texts when they used Thai to help them with reading in English and
some of them were happy and confident when using Thai. In contrast to this however.
most of them felt uncomfortable if they had to think only in English and could not use
Thai. rhe fact that the remainder either thought that it was difficult to underst:md texts or
they lacked confidence without using Thai shows that Thai students prefer to use Thai for
helping them to comprehend unfamiliar texts. On the other hand the indication from
Figure 32 analysis is that most students indicated that they should try to think in English
more while reading. This is because English could help them improve their reading
skills. or they could read and understand texts quickly as well as find the answers easily.
Only very few of them did not express a wish to think more explaining this on the
grounds that it was unnecessary for the thinking process and they also thought that
thinking in Thai was easier than thinking in English and they could understand texts
easily. This result shows that most students have the desire to develop their ability to
think in English as a way to improve their reading skills.
To summarise student interests about text types. the great majority of students
expressed the view that there were differences between reading both types of texts. The
former group of students indicated that it was easier to understand Thai context texts
because of their familiarity with the Thai context as well as Thai culture and way of life.
Some also thought there was a difference in language level, texts about Thailand being
easier to read. This result tends to show that texts about Thailand were more appealing to
Thai students.
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8.3 Summary
In the student questionnaire, all students report that they thought and used
translation into Thai while reading English texts and the majority of students thought the
Thai language helped them much with their comprehension of English reading. The
results indicate that Thai was used for assistance with a wide range of both bottom-up
and top-down skills including finding the meanings of words, main ideas. details.
sentences. grammar structures and idioms. Students also mentioned that Thai helps them
most with the meaning of words. the meaning of sentences. main ideas and the meaning
of phrases. For the student habits. half the students read the whole text at the beginning
of each reading task ,vhile slightly fewer read the questions first. Only a few students
alternated reading the text and the question. The result also shows that most students
thought that reading texts selected from autobiographical books, encyclopedias. and
magazines were easy to understand. In addition. the percentages for the three text types
used in this study were according to this questionnaire in order of accept.ability. 85% for
autobiographical materials. 75% for encyclopedia extracts and 20% for newspaper
materials.
From the interview, the results show that most students felt that it was easy to
understand texts when they used Thai to help them with reading in English and some of
them were happ:· and confident when using Thai. In contrast, most of them felt
uncomfortable if they had to think only in English and could not use Thai while the
remainder thought that it was di !Tieu It to understand texts and they lacked confidence
without using Thai. When asked about thinking in English more. students gave the view
they should try to think in English more while reading. because English could help them
improve their reading skills. or they could read and understand texts quickly as well as
find the answers easily. Only very few of them did not want to think in English. because
they thought that it was unnecessary and the alternative was easier. This result shows that
most students have a desire to develop their ability to think in English as a way to
improve their reading skills.
In regard to student interests about text types. it appears that students had a
diffcrent experience when reading Thai and non-Thai context texts. They mentioned that
it ,�as easier to understand Thai context texts, because of their familiarity with the Thai
context as well as Thai culture and way of life. Some also thought there was a difference
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in language level. texts about Thailand being easier to read. On the other hand. a small
number of students thought that since both types of texts were concerned with new
knowledge. they needed to use the same thinking process for both. This result tends to
show that texts about Thailand were more appealing to the Thai students.
T'1c next chapter will discuss the results from chapters 4. 5. 6. 7 and 8.
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CHAPTER NINE
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Teaching and learning English at tertiary level in Thailand is not always
successful and it is in the area of reading that this is of special concern. Low levels in
competency in second language reading hinder students from understanding English
texts. Many factors arc responsible for this and this study is an attempt to gain more
knowledge of the actual student experience of reading. Mental translation and the role of
the first language. Thai. in second language reading comprehension to assist the
comprehension of the English texts were examined in order to gain evidence for teaching
English as a second/foreign language for Thai students. Information about the extent and
both positive/negative effects from the use of Thai in L2 reading will provide guidance
for the teachers to support students to use those strategics. Moreover. actual problems
from the reading of the texts were analysed in order to gain insights for helping teachers
and learners in teaching and learning English reading comprehension for Thai students.
Within the study. information was obtained about the use of Thai and problems
arising when twenty teacher trainee students at Udon Thani Rajabhat University.
Thailand were reading transactional texts. editorial texts and narrative experiential texts.
The students completed three reading comprehension tasks. each of which consisted of
questions about two texts. one a culturally familiar text or a Thai context text and the
other a culturaily unfamiliar text or a non-Thai context text. Views of the students were
also obtained by means of interviews and a questionnaire. In this chapter. the quantitative
and qualitative findings from chapters 4. 5. 6. 7 and 8 a,c gathered together to answer the
research quest ions and then issues arising from these answers arc discusscd.

9.1 Research questions
Answers lo the following research questions will provide the information
necessary to gain insights into aspects of the reading process related to Thai
undergraduates.
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I. The use or Thai in reading comprehension
l. I To \\hat extent do the students use Thai when reading English?
1.2 To what extent docs the u· � of Thai vary according to genre and text type
dctcrmincd by content?
1.3 To\\ hat extent does the use of Thai vary according to question type that is
with bottom-up and top-down questions?
I.4 Docs a stated preference for text type h,1vc any effect on scores?
1.5 With which genre and text type do the students obtain better scores?
1.6 What opinion do the students hold about the use of Thai and how Thai
assists reading comprehension'?
2. The use of strategics in reading comprehension
2.1 What strategics do the students use when reading English?
2.2 Is the use of Thai in implementing strategics linked lo the students
attainment of better scores'?
2.3 Is t!-ic use of formal schema or content schema more prominent?
3. The identification of problems in reading comprehension
3.1 What problems do students face when reading English texts?

1 he findings of quantitative data from chapters 4. 5. and 6 arc presented to answer
research questions I. I. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4 and 1.5 whereas both qualitative and quantitative
data from chapters 4. 5. and 6 arc presented to answer research questions 2.1. 2.2 and 2.3.
The quantitative and qualitative fi'ldings from chapter 8 arc reported to answer research
question 1.6. In addition. the findings about reading problems from chapters 4. 5. 6 and
7 arc utilised in answer to research question 3.1.
Research question I: The use of Thai in reading comprehension
Question 1.1: To what extent do the students use Thai when reading English'!
The findings for this question arc derived from the analysis of student
introspection about their responses to reading comprehension tasks I. 2 and 3. For the
data from introspection. the students were asked to write down either in Thai or English
how they got the answer for each question immediately after answering each question.
Furthermore. during the retrospective interviews. the students were asked identify which
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language they used to assist their comprehension as well as how they got the answer for
each question.
The results reveal that the students most frequently used only Thai to assist their
comprehension with one of the transactional texts, the non-Thai context transactional
text. In this case the usage of Thai was as high as 75% whereas a slightly lower
percentage. 70%. used Thai for the Thai context text of the same genre. For both
narrative experiential texts. the usage was also 70% while for both editorial texts it was
slightly lower at 65%. However. since the remaining students reported using a mix of
both Thai and English to facilitate their comprehension. the overall usage or Thai was
higher than the average of 69% and can be estimated at around 84%. because or this
mixed usage by some students. The study therefore show that Thai was the major
language of thought for these students with most students thinking only in Thai to
unravel the meaning of these texts. while around one in four were using both languages
to solve their problems.
Question 1.2: To what extent docs the use of Thai vary according to genre and text type

determined by content?
The analysis of the use of Thai according to genre and text type determined by
content is presented together for answering this question because the description of the
findings in this \\UY is clearer since the genre type relates to both categories. The results
for resorting to the strategic use of Thai to facilitate comprehension reveal that the
students frequently used Thai for all genrLS, transactional. editorial and narrative
1
cxperiemial texts. and both text types. culturally familiar and unfamiliar tcxts. The most
frequent mention of the use

or Thai

to assist the students' comprehension was for the

Thai transactional text at 1.15 times per question. The second and the third most frequent
use

or Thai \\ere for both narrative experiential texts at

I. IO times pt!r question for both

non-Thai and Thai texts. The use of Thai for the other texts was moderately frequl!nt at
1.04. 1.03 and 1.00 times per qul!stion for the non-Thai transactional text. the non-Thai
and thl! Thai t!ditorial texts respectively. This ml!ans that students tended to use Thai to
The average frequency for using Thai for all the questions in each text type has been calculated from the
frequency of1hc mention ofthese strategics by all students and divided by twenty. the total number of
s1udcn1s and then by ten. being the number ofquestions in each lask. The figure appears to he high since
most students made more than one mention of the use ofThai in a single question.
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activate several strategics of using Thai to derive the answers to each or the questions
and that there was little diflcrcnce according to either text type or texi content.
Question 1.3: To what extent does the use of Thai vary according to question type
that is with bottom-up and top-down questions?
The findings show that the students frequently resorted to the strategy of using
Thai to help their comprehension for both question types. top-down and bottom-up. For
transactional texts. it was apparent that the students used Thai more often for top-down
questions than bottom-up questions for both texts-: that was. an average of 1.23 times for
each top-do\\ n question and I .07 times for each bottom-up question for the Thai text and
1.07 times and 0.97 time for the two types respectively for the non-Thai text. Conversely.
for editorial and narrative experiential texts. the results reveal that the students used the
strategics a little more often for bottom-up questions than top-down questions. The
average of using Thai per question for editorial texts was I .04 and 0.93 times for bottom
up and top-down questions respectively for the Thai text. and I .03 and 1.0 times
respectively for the non-Thai texts. The figures for narrative experiential texts were I. I 3
and I .06 times respectively for each bottom-up and top-down questions for the Thai text.
whereas they were I. I5 and I .05 tlmes respectively for the non-Thai text.
These findings show that the students tended to use Thai more frequently for top
down questions than bottom-up questions for both transactional texts On the other hand.
�tudents used Thai more frequently for bottom-up questions for both editorial texts and
both narrative experiential texts.

- The average frequency for using Thai for both question types in each text type has been calcul,iled from
the frequency of the mention of these strategics by al I students and divided by twenty. the total number of
students and then by the number of each question type in each ta�k. The figure appears to be high since
most students made more than one mention of the use of Thai in a single question.
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Question 1.4: Does a stated preference for text type have any effect on scores?
In relation to preference for text type, the findings show that most students prefer
the culturally familiar texts or the Thai texts and scored better on two out of the three
ger. �. However. the preference for text type did not show statistically significant
differences.
When a mixed factorial ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between the
scores according to preference for transactional texts. no statistically significant
differences were found for the differences between the scores according to preference for
transactional texts (F11_1 1 1 = 2.993. p = 0.102). as well as the differences between the
three preference groups (F11 171 :::: 0.239. p = 0.790), and finally no interaction between the
preference for transactional text and type of text was forthcoming (F 1 111, = 0.284. p =
0.756). For editorial texts, although the effect of text type was highly significant (F,1 ,x 1

=

26.947. p <0.00 I). the main effect of preference on scores was not significant (F1, 1 x 1

=

0.255. p = 0.620). and no interaction was found between preference and text type
( F(1.18)

=

0.514. p

=

0.483). In addition. although the effect of text type for narrative

experiential texts was highly significant (F111 xl = 11.861. p = 0.003). the main effect of
preference was not significant (F1 ,

1 Kl

=

0.389. p = 0.541). and no interaction was found

between preference and text type ( F( 1.18)

=

1.3 75. p = 0.259).

A !though the students expressed moderately strong preferences for the three

culturally familiar texts, the Thai context texts. they performed a little better 11n only two
of these texts: that is, editorial and narrative experiential texts. For the 1. :rnsactional texts.
despite positive preferences for the Thai text. scores were slightly higher for the non-Thai
text.
Question 1.5 With which genre and text type do the students obtain better scores'?
Amongst the three genres. the students obtained the highest scores with the
narrative experiential texts and gained the lowest ones with the editorial texts. This was
borne out by the mean scores of 22.95. 19.65 and 13.87 out of 50.00 for narrative
experiential. transactional and editorial texts respectively. The results also show that the
students obtained better scores for the culturally familiar texts than the culturally
unfamiliar texts for two genres only. the narrative experiential texts and the editorial
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texts. Conversely. the students performed better for the non-Thai on<. for transactional
text.
Whcn a paired sample T-test was used to analyse the differences between the
scores

or

the Thai and the non-Thai context texts for the highest scoring narrative

experiential texts. there were statistically significant differences (p<.05) between the two
texts in all aspccts. total task scorcs (t
scores (t

=

=

7.225. df = 19. p< 0.001. two-tailed). question

8.312. df"' 19. p< 0.00 I. two-tailed). and sentence scores (t = 2.230. df = 19.

p = 0.032. l\\O-tailcd). For the lowest scores in the editorial texts. the students obtained
higher srnres ,, ith the Thai texts than the non-Thai texts for total task scores and
question scores. When a paired sample T-test was used to analyse the difTerences
between the scores of the Thai and the non-Thai context texts for editorial texts. the
results sho,, that there were statistically significant differences (p<.05) between the two
text types for task scores (t = 6.029. df

=

19. p< 0.00 I. two-tailed) and question scores (t

-" 6.398. df = 19. p< 0.001. two-tailed) but no statistically significant differences (p>.05)
between two text types for sentence scores (t = 1.191. df = 19. p = 0.248. two-tailed). For
transactional texts. it appears that the students attained higher scores with the non-Thai
text than the Thai text in all aspects. 1 lowever. when a paired sample T-test was used to
analyse the differences between the scores of the Thai and the non-Thai context texts for
transactional texts there were no statistically significant differences (p>.05) between the
t\\O text types for task scores (t

=

-1.816. df = 19. p>.085. two-tailed). question scores (t

:. -1.584. df = 19. p>.130. two-tailed) and sentence scores (t

=

-1.333. df = 19. p>.198.

t\\o-tailed). Both the small sample size and variability of students precluded a significant
effect.
The scores of the culturally familiar texts or the Thai context texts and those of
the culturally unfamiliar texts for both narrative experiential and editorial texts revealed
statistically significant differences. In the case of the remaining texts. the scores of the
culturally unfamiliar te}.l or the non-Thai context transactional text were only slightly
higher than those for the Thai context text and they were not statistically significant
different when a paired sample T-test was used to analyse the differences between the
scores of the two texts. The overall result. therefore. indicates that the textual context has
some ettcct upon scores in comprehension tasks.
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Question 1.6: What opinion do the students hold about the use of Thai and how Thai
assists reading comprehension?

3

To answer this question the quantitative and qualitative results are derived from
data analysis of the questionnaire and the interview in chapter 8. The students had to fill
in the first part of the questionnaire about the frequency of Thai usage in terms of both
translation and thought processes. the advantages of using Thai. and student reading
habits and interests. For the second part. the advantage of using Thai was the topic
canvassed.
For the data relating to the frequency of the use of Thai it appears that 40 % of the
students used translation from English into Thai all the time while reading. 50% reported
usually using translation. while only a few seldom •.::;e,j translation. Fr:r the more
extended use of Thai in thinking in Thai while readiug. 25% of the students thought in
Thai all the time whereas 60% of them usually thought in Thai while reading. Only a few
students reported thinking in Thai sometimes and even fewer seldom used it.
In terms of views of the type of advantage gained, the findings show that a
majority of students at 70% thought that Thai greatly helped their cc�:,rehension of
English when reading. whereas the remaining 30% considered Thai was of some
assistance for English comprehension. Frequent resort to the first language by around
one-third of the students helped them most with the meaning of words followed by the
meaning of phrases. One in four thought that Thai helped them most with the meaning of
both sentences and main ideas. In addition. students mentioned that translation into Thai
greatly helped them with word meanings. finding main ideas and details. sentence
meanings. grammatical structure and idioms.
Analysis of student feelings in relation to the use and non-use of Thai while reading
reveals that around 85% of students believed that the use of Thai helped them understand
texts. Of the remainder I 0% indicated that if they used Thai they were happy and 5%
stated they would feel confident. In contrast. when they had to think only in English and
could not use Thai while reading. 70% of students admitted to feeling uncomfortable.

These findings arc different from findings for research question 1.1 (sec page :!25-226) because those for
question 1.1 arc derived from the answers for each question in the reading comprehension tasks given in
retrospective interviews whilst this answer is based on different data from chapter 8.
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Another 25% or so reported that it was difficult for them to understand texts without
using Thai while the remaining few admitted to feeling unsure.
At the same time, however, the students were aware of a need to use more of the
target language while reading. The majority of the students indicated that they should try
to think in English more while reading. leaving only a few with the contrary view. Nearly
half of the students thought that they could improve their reading skills and about a third
of them thought that they could read and understood texts quickly. if they thought in
English more. A few stated that they could find answers quickly by thinking in English.
Some students. however. rejected the idea of trying to think in English for the reason that
they considered it unnecessary for the thinking process. Thinking in Thai was easier and
would be of more benefit to them.
Research question 2: The use of strategics in reading comprehension
Question 2.1: What strategics do the students use when reading English?
The findings for this question are derived from the analysis of qualitative data
from chapter 4. 5. and 6. The results show that the students tended to use Thai to assist
their comprehension of texts when they encountered difficulties in reading those texts.
As student SO I A reported
"/ usually rhink in Thai when I umnot trans/me rhe meaning of worcil-. ... ll'hen I
don·, have background knowlec��e aboul rext.\·. When I don ·1 know the word I
hal'e tu think in Thai...

The students tried to use several strategics to overcome the difliculties. However.
the following list of strategies u�1.:d has not resulted from prior instruction in class or
prompts. It is derived from the actual words of the students themselves while actually
reflecting on their reading of the texts. Eight strategics were identified from the
qua I itativc data in this study;
o

SI to translate a word or a phrase itself,

o

S2 to examine or think about the context of words or phrases or guess the
meaning from context.

•

S3 to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason.

o

S4 to confirm understanding about the sentence.

o

S5 to compare the English with the Thai grammar by using formal schema.
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o

S6 to access or find the rcadcr·s ideas by using content schema.

o

S7 to construct or formulate ideas. and

o

S8 to summarise ideas.

o

SO no use of Thai
In the following two paragraphs. comment is made on the most common

strategics and their relationships to both text types and question types.
The students reported using different strategies of the Thai usage to assist their
understanding while reading. The foremost strategy used for all genres and all texts was
S2 to ,·xamine /Jr think ahow the contexl of ll'ords or phrases or l!_lless rhe meaning from
comcx1. However. it was apparent that the extent of the usage was also related to genre
and text content. Important strategies for the Thai transactionai text were S7 to construct
ideas and S6 the use ,f contelll schema whereas S3 to understond the meaning of the
.1'1!11/ence /Jr/ind a reason and S 1 fo translate a \\'ord or a phrase ifst!lf were used for the
non-Thai one. Essential strategics for the Thai editorial text \,ere S3 to undersra11d the
meaning of the Sl!llh'l1Ce or /ind a reason and SI to /rans/ate a ll'ord or a phrase itself
whcrc:as S3 to underswnd the meaning ,f the semence or jind a reason and S7 to
construn ideas were used for the non-Thai one. Leading strategics for the Thai narrative
experiential text wen: S3 to 1111derstand the IIIL'<ming <fthe sentence or/ind a rea.wm and
S6 to use contel1f schema whereas S3 to 1111derstand the me,ming o(the selllence or/ind a
reason and S7 to construct ideas were often used for the non-Thai one.
For top-down and bol!om-up questions. the foremost strategy used for both tor
down and bottom-up questions in all texts was again S2 to e.rnmine or think ahout the
co111ext o/ 1n.•n/.\· or phrases or guess the meaning ji·om contexr. Leading strategics f()f
tor-down questions for the Thai texts were SJ to understand tht' me,ming o(the selllence
or fine/ a reason. S6 the use of content schema. and S7 to consrruct ideas and those for
the non-Thai texts were SJ to 1111derstand the 111em1i11g of the .wntence orjind a reason.
S7 to construct ideas. S8 to s11111111arise ideas, and S5 the

11.\·,,

offi,rmal schema. Essential

strategics for bottom-up questions for the Thai texts were SI to translate a word or a
phrase itself; S7 tu c1mstruct uleas. S5 to use jinwal schema. S3 to undastand rhc
meaning of the .H'lllcncc ur /ind a reason whereas those for the non-Thai texts were SI to
frcmslate a 11·orcl or a phraH' itst'il and SJ to 1111clerstond the meoning of the sentence or
find a rea.wm and S7 to cmntrue! ule,u.
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In addition. certain combinations of strategics were useful when the students could
not rely on single strategics. These patterns of the useful combinations of strategies were
as follows:
o

For the Thai context transactional text. the useful combinations of strategics were
S6 to use content schema and other ::,tratcgics and S 7 to construct or .f<>rmulate
ideas and other strategics.

o

For the non-Thai context transactional texts. the useful combination of strategics
was S 7 to cmwruct orformulme ideas and other strategics.

o

For the Thai context editorial text. the useful combinations of strategics were S5
to use formal schema and other strategics and S6 fO use con/ent schema and other
strategics.

o

For the non-Thai context editorial text. the useful combination of strategics was
S5 to useformal schema and other strategics.

o

For the Thai context narrative experiential text. the useful combinations of
strategies were S6 to use content schema and other strategics and S8 10
s1111111wrise ideas and other strategics.

o

For the non-Thai narrative experiential text. the useful combinations of strategics
were S5 to meformal schema and other strategics and S8 to summarise ideas and
other strategics.
The next table is a summary of major strategics used for each genre. text type and

question type. A strategy was determined as major if students used it often. but in most
cases the list was limited lo the top three strategics in each category.
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Table 81 Summary of major strategics
Narrative
Editorial
Texts
Experiential
Texts
Transactional
Texts
I
'Thai Text Non-Thai Thai Text Non-Thai Thai Text Non-Thai
Text
Text
Text
I

Text
Type

Major
S2
Strategics S7
for the
S6
S6+others
Texts
S7+others
S2
Major
, Strategics S6
I TopI S3. S7
down

S2
SJ
SI
S7+others

Major
I S2
tratcgics I SI
1
BottomS7
/
up
I Questions

S2
SI

ltucslions

i

S2
SJ
S7

S2
SJ
S7
SS+others

S2
S3
SI
SS+others
S6+otherr
S2
S3
S7

S2
S3
S8

S2
S1
S5

S2
S3
SI . S7

I

S2
SJ
S6
S6+others
S8+others
S2
SJ
S6
S2
S3
SI

'

I

S2
S3
S7
S5+others
S8+others
S2
S3
S5
S2
SI
S3

�

I
I

The foremost strategy for all genres. text types and question 1ypr.::: was S2 and

other leading strategics were S3 and SI.

Question 2.2: Is the use of Thai in implementing strategics linked to the students
attainment of better scores'?

In order to answer this question. marks were first divided into pass and foil

ans,,crs. According to the marking system. each answer was marked out of 2. Where the
student ,,,.; able to comprehend the text and answer the question with at least a

reasonable degree of understanding. a score of 2. 1.5 or I was a,\arded and these marks
arc taken as indications of better scores. Conversely. a score of .5 or O was given lo those

students having diff1culty with comprehension and these arc now used for comparison
,vith the better scores.

The findings for this question show that the strategics of using Thai were of

moderate assistance to students in their efforts at comprehending the texts. For both
transactional texts. the Thai editorial text and the non-Thai narrative experiential text.

results reveal that strategy use contributed to their success in comprehending the text in

around half the cases. For the Thai narrative text. the students showed the highest
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positive influence of strategy usage. This represented approximately 65 percent of scores
whereas the lowest percentage for better scores of approximately 27 percent was
represented by the non-Thai editorial text.
Besides the frequency of the effect of strategy usage. the influence of particular
strategy usage on scores has been calculated. The most useful strategy for all texts was
the most common strategy. S2 to examine or think aholll the conrext of ll'ords or phrases
or guess the meaning from conte.

I.

Other useful strategies were SI to translate the word

or phrase itself. S3 to understand the meaning of the sentence or find a reason, S5 to use•
71wi _lim11al schema to compa ·e the English with the Thai grammar. S6 to use content
schema to access or}ind the r .'ader ·s ideas. S7 to construct or formulate ideas. and S8 to
.,·1111111,ari.H' ideas.
Moreover. multiple strategies could also assist student comprehension. Useful
multiple strategies included the combinations of S6 to use content schema to access or
/incl rhe reader ·s ideas mu/ other strategies. S5 to use Thai formal schema to compare
rhe English with the Thai grammar and other .,·trat,•gies. S7 lo construct or jinw11/ate
ideas mu/ other strate,�ies. and S8 to summarise ideas and other strategies.
The use or Thai in relation to ability level in these tasks overall shows that the
percentage of the use of strategics by students in all score groups. high. medium and lmv
was similar. 1 lo\\evcr. in relation to the foremost strategy, S2 to examine or think ahout
the comext <f 11·orcl.v or phrases or guess the meaning Ji·om context. the percentage
indicates that the students in the high group tended to use this strategy more oficn than
the studcnts in the low group at least in the case of both transactional texts.
Question 2.3: Is the use of formal schema or content schema more prominent?
The use of formal schcrna or language transfer and content schema in 1.2 reading
is pertinent to this study because of the u .c these two kinds of schemata play in providing
1.2 assistance to the readers. Evidence from their use while reading. can be utilised by the
teachers or English as a second or foreign language lo assist their students in reading 1.2
tcxts. Formal schema or language transfer concerns the knowledge of language while
content schema concerns the knowledge about the world or background knowledge uf the
readers. The findings for this question are derived from the mention of strategics found in
both the reading comprehension tasks and the retrospective interviews.
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Table 82 The use or formal and content schemata
More Prominent Schema Strategy
Text Types

�
I

Top-down

r Transactional Thai Text

Content Schema
Formal Schema

Editorial

Non-Thai
Text
Thai Text

NarratiYe

Non-Thai
Text
Thai Text

I Texts
Texts

I Experiential
I Texts

Non-Thai
Text

L__

Bottom-up

I Multiple
Strategics
Same (Very low) Content Schema

..

hm11a! Schema

Formal Schema

Formal Schema

Formal Schema

Formal Schema

Formal Schema

Formal Schema

I· orrnal Schema

Content Schema

Content Schema

Content . chema

Formal Schema

Formal Schema

Formal Schema

·-

I

When consideration is given to the strategy list in Table 82. results reveal that
language transfer or fonnal schema was prominent for some kinds of texts and question
types. The students in this study used Thai formal schema to compare the English and the
Thai grammar more often than content schema with both top-down and bottom-up
questions for all or the non-Thai texts as well as Thai editorial texts. For the multiple
strategics use. the combinations of formal schema and other strategics were more
prominent for all non-Thai context texts and both editorial texts.
From the same Table. content schema was me.re prominent than formal schema
with top-down questions for the Thai transactional and the Thai narrative experiential
texts as well as with bottom-up questions for the Thai narrative experiential text. For the
multipk strategics use. thl' combinations or content schemas and other strategics were
more prominent for the Thai context transactional and the Thai context narrative
experiential texts. Besides. the combinations of content schema and other strategics were
a little lcs� prominent than the combinations or formal schema and other strategics for the
Thai context editorial text. (Also sec chapter 4 pages 87-92. chapter 5 pages 131-136.
and chapter 6 pages 176-182.)
To sum up. the findings from both single and multiple strategics use reveal that
formal schema was more prominent for the non-Thai context texts than the Thai ones
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whereas content schema was used more frequently with the Thai context texts than the
non-Thai ones. However, content schema was less prominent than formal schema for
both editorial texts.
Research question 3: The identification of problems in reading comprehension
Question 3.1: What problems do students face when reading English texts?
The findings for this question arc derived from the analysis of the answers to
questions 1-10 in each of the reading comprehension tasks together with the analysis of
student responses to the selected sentences from the same tasks. Content analysis from
these sources shows that the students confronted many problems in reading L2 texts.
From an anaiysis of the answers from each question type. it appears that students
had the most serious problems with figurative questions for both transactional texts.
literal. figurative. global and cohesive questions for the non-Thai editorial texts. and
literal questions for the non-Thai narrative experiential text.
Problems from answering the questions in the reading comprehension tasks were
found to be more wide ranging than those from sentences. This was because the focus on
only six sentences instead of the larger texts in the latter question type meant that fewer
possibilities existed for problems to arise. Problems from both these sources have now
been divided into five categories according to whether they related to semantics. syntax.
grammar. punctuation and comprehension technique. In the last

[\\O

columns of the

summary table, it should be noted that the first list is the more comprehensive one and
that there is some overlap. I lowever, the areas of commonality between the two sources
\\ ill provide topics for later discussion.
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Table 83 Synthesis of reading problems
Aspect

Problem Arca

I. Semantics

I. cannot understand the word(s) in the
question or cannot find the answer or
word meaning
2. Figurative language
3. Over reliance on content schema
4. Reference words
5. Conjunctions
6. Ellipsis
7. Nominalization

I
2. Syntax

8. Tense
9. Subject/verb agreement
I 0. Double/participial adjectives
11. Parts of speech
12. Word order
13.Prcfix i root
14.Singular / plural
15.Pronouns and possessive pronouns
16. Passive voice
17.Verbs alter preposition: participle/
gerund
18. ··-ed'' form of verbs
19. Modals

3. Grammar

I

I

;

4. Punctuation

5.Comprehension
Technique

I

I
I

I 5. Punctuation
16. Apostrophe ··s"
17. Phrase in apposition or relative
clause with commas as well as extra
information between two commas
18. Partial answers
19. Quoting directly from text

Question
Data

Sentence
Data

...;...;

v.../

...;...;
...;
...;...;
...;

X

X
X

...;...;
...;...;
;...;
-,/

...;
...;

...;...;

...;...;
...;...;

...;

...;...;

X
X

Iv.../
.../v
X
X
X

...;
...;
...;

v.../

X
X

V

...;

...;

Iv
v
I

...;...;

v.../

--

X

v.../
.../v
...;
.../v

I

X
X

4
Note: \/\ = major problems
� = minor problems
X = no problem
In relation to the whole text difficulties. major problems for questions from the
reading comprehension tasks were those with \\Ord meanings in the question or in the
text together with figurative language. partial answers. quoting directly from text.
4

Sec chuptcr 4 pages CJ5-96, chapter 5 pages l JCJ-140, chapter 6 pages 185-186. and chapter 7, Table 78
pages 20 I, Table 7() pages 205 and Table 80 pages 20() for how this categorisation was determined.
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n.:fcrence words. tenses. subject/verb agreement. and double/participial adjectives. For
problems identified during the discussion of particular sentences. m;;jor problems wen.:
found with word meanings. figurative language. tenses. "ed'' form of verbs. punctuation.
reference words. conjunctions. parts of speech. word order. verbs after preposition or
participle/gerund. and phrase in apposition or relative clause with commas as well as
extra information between two commas.
The upshot of combining problems from both sources reveals that major
problems were those with word meanings in the questions or in the text. figurative
language. reference words and tense.

9.2 Discussion
The findings from the study presented here in reply to all the research questions
have been concerned with the use of Thai in reading comprehension. assistance gained
from the use of Thai lo activate certain strategies. and the emergent reading problems for
Thai s!Udents. As findings can be applied to the development of a greater understanding
of the reading comprehension for Thai students at tertiary level in Thailand. this section
wi11 discus� the findings in terms of the major issues identi tied in the various sections of'
the findings.
In the section results will be organised to centre on three issues relating to the
findings. These arc student reaction to texts. student reading processes. and the student
use of the first language in reading.
9.2.1 Student reaction to texts
The results from research questions 1.4 and 1.5. which attempted to discern
variations in response to texts and genres. will be discussed in this section. When text
types and genres vary they have different effects on reading comprehension. In this
study. the researcher tried to choose texts to suit the language proficiency level of
students and each pair of texts w11,; selected in such a way that they would be similar in
genre. topic and form yet di'?ri:rl.'J 1n cw1tural context. Therefore. the findings related to
these issues will be used '\J obtain evr1lcnce for teaching and learning L2 reading
comprehension.
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9.2.1.1 Texts and their backgrounds
In relation to preference for text type determined by content, the result shows that
although most students preferred the culturally familiar texts or Thai context texts. the
prefi.:n:ncc for text type did not show statistically significant differences as indicated by
task scores. This result \\Ould appear to be in opposition to Krashen·s affective filter
hypothesis (Krashen. 1982. 30-32: 1985. 3-4). which suggests that students will perform
better with input that is likely to rnake them feel confident and less anxious and perhaps
more motivating. Preference fer culturally familiar texts in the study did not appenr to
help students gain higher scores. I lowever. such scores arc a final product and do not
themselves give any indication of the students' state of mind. in particular motivation.
during the actual reading process. The following section on results from the scoring
comparisons may cast further light on this issue.
Aside from preference, when comparing the scores of the culturally familiar texts
or the Thai context texts and those of the culturally unfamiliar texts. the results arc
slightly contradictory. For both narrative experiential and editorial texts. statistically
significant differences in the scores were obtained. indicating that students could attain
better scores for the culturally familiar texts than the culturally unfamiliar texts for both
these text typcs. This result is supported by the research about cultural content and
reading proficiency of mainland Chinese and Hong Kong learners of English conducted
by Chan (2003. 60-69). She found that intermediate I long Kong learners could attain
better scores than mainland Chinese learners with an English text which was familiar to
the first group but unfamiliar to the latter. Other research about the effects of content
schema. which shows that texts concerned with a matching cultural background. are
better recalled by L2 readers than culturally un fami I iar texts on similar topics (Johnson.
1982. 503-516) also exists. I lowever. in her research. Johnson made learners familiar
with text content by discussion and vocabulary teaching prior to the reading test. rather
than as in this case by means of text selection.
In contras! with these results. the scores for the culturally unfamiliar transact ional
text were slightly higher than the Thai ones. Some related research appears to support the
view that background knowledge has no effect. Carrell ( J 983. 183-207). Lee ( 1986. 350354) and Roller & Matambo (1992. 129-141). found that thi:rc was no effect for the role
of context and their readers recalled unfamiliar texts better than familiar texts. l lowcver.
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those research situations arc different from this study because familiarity was not made a
criterion for selection but again the researchers made unfamiliar content more familiar by
involving the students before reading in a discussion about the topic. Alter reading they
asked the students to give an oral summary of what they had read by means of recall
protocols. Although many of the same processes arc involved. ;n these other cases the
text subject mallcr could be quite unfamiliar and the process of pre-teaching docs not
equate to the one studied here. What may have intervened to bring about the di !Terence
here is that a dilTerence in text density may have been sufficient to counter preference.
It could be argued that therefore that this study gives some positive support for
schema theor) which predicts that when L2 readers have background knowledge about
tcxts the) read. thcy can perform on those texts better than 1f they have insufficient
hackground knowledge. However. the anomaly of the transactional tc.\l'- may need some
further explanation. This may be found in the suggesti0n by Droop & Verhoeven ( 1998.
8). \\ ho discovered that cultural background knowledge had an effect. only when the
linguistic complexity in the text was suited to the reading level of readers. If as it seen:�
in this case the linguistic complexity in the Thai transactional text was at a higher level.
background knowledge could not compensate. Alternatively. the application of the
proverb ··familiarity can breed contempt'" might also be in operation. Some students in
the present study. for example. reported using their background knowledge for the Thai
transactional text and perhaps allowed this knowledge to replace the need to read
carefully. This is supported by Carrell ( 1988. I 02). who suggests that comprehension
problems may be caused by over-reliance on knowledge-based or top-down processing.

9.2.1.2 Genres

In the study. students obtained the highest scores for the narrative experiential
texts and the lowest ones for editorial texts with the scores for transactional texts being in
the middle. This result points to the fact that narrative experiential texts tend to be the
easiest genre for the readers in this case to understand. Because this genre is concerned
with people's lives. this familiarity may help students' comprehension. especially in the
case of the Thai text. Most students in the study. like the writer of the Thai story. have
grown up in rural areas and they could therefore understand the author's experience in
the Thai narrative experiential text easily. The non-Thai experiential text is also
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concerned "ith an author·s experience when she was young. For transactional texts. it
appears that students ti.1und comprehension more diflicult. This indicates that the
academic \\riling St) le causes difficulties in comprehending texts even where the subject
mailer concerns the Thai capital. Both transactional texts may also not have been
interesting or exciting for students. because they arc concerned with cities and their
histor). I llmevcr. the most difficult genre was the editorial one. Although editorial texts
for this study were taken from a popular English newspaper published in Thailand.
students gained very low scores for these texts. indicating possibly a disinterest in or lack
of knowledge about current affairs. Backing for this point of view comes from the fact
that the use of content schema was rare for both editorial texts. Therefore. the question
of which genres connect best to students· lives and interests cannot be overlooked when
planning a reading program.
It can be. therefore. assumed that genres and text type selection has an efTect on
reading comprehension. Thus. in this section materials used for L2 reading
comprehension are discussed in order to find suitable ones for students, who will be
teachers in a future. Firstly. authentic materials as used in this study arc utilised because
they can lead to positive outcomes and students can develop their communicative
competence (Clarke. 1989, 119-132; Feng & Byram. 2002. 58-84: llall. 200 I, 231;
Morton. 1999, 177-182; Peacock. 1997. 144-154). Secondly. humanistic materials which
concern the readers· I ives (Tomlinson. 200 I. 1) can help students' comprehension.
Thirdly. local materials should be suitable for L2 readers because global materials or
culturally unfamiliar texts cannot match every student and cannot easily be the basis of
real communicative activity (Clarke. 1989. 130). This is supported by Kramsch &
Thorne (2002. 166). who argue that writers and publishers should link the global with the
local in coursebooks and thus create glocal texts. Robertson ( 1995. 25-44) also confirms
.
that such ..glocal coursebooks . should be made available as they would be suitable for
students and connect the world of students with the world of English. Texts should
emphasise meaningful context related to real-world language use as well as the images of
target cultures rather than forms of language (Byram & Esarte-Sarries. 1991. 180;
Clarke. 1989. 119-132: Cortazzi & Jin. 1999. 196-219). In addition. Gray (2002. 165)
suggests two approaches about the production of coursebooks for local markets. one
being specific content texts for readers in that country and the other would be a core text.
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which would appeal to several countries in the area by virtue of the relevance of the
content to students in that part of the world.

9.2.1.3 The relationship between student English proficiency and their reading
comprehension skills
General proficiency in a language is strongly related to reading skills (Bernhardt &
Kami!. 1995, 3-4: Chan 2003. 60-69: Devine. 1988. 268-269). Scores indicated that even
with these carefully selected texts students still had problems with the level of language.
This is revealed by the major problems which emerged in relation to semantics (PI), and
the inability to produce adequate paraphrases of the meaning even in Thai (P2 and P3). It
is. therefore, reasonable to conclude that the problem is not so much with the questions
or the marking scheme. but with the level of difficulty of the texts, especially in this type
of situation where students had to work without help.
In other words. students in this level would have a greater chance to use their
�tratcgies effectively and score well if the texts were at a lower level. This relates to
Krashcn · s input hypothesis

( Krashcn,

1985. 3-4) and comprehension hypothesis

(Krashen. 2002. 395-404: 2004. l -16). who believes that if students receive suitable input
such as comprehensible texts they will acquire the L2. Bernhardt & Kami! ( 1995. 15-34)
found that the student's 1.2 proficiency has a strong innuencc on the learning of the L2
and is a good predictor of success. Chan (2003. 60-69) also found that L2 proficiency
played a very significant role in L2 reading comprehension. This is also confirmed by
Devine ( 1988. 268-269) that the level of proficiency in L2 is important and that the
knowledge of syntax enhances L2 reading ability. In addition. competence in L2
vocabulary is also related to reading skills. This can be obtained by explicit teaching
(Nation, 1995.5-7). le;�;11ing through extensive reading (Coady, 1997, 225-237). learning
from context by using clues in the texts to guess the meanings (Nation & Coady, 1988,
97-110) and guessing unknown words from local clues (Schmitt. 2000, 142-158).
It was not the aim of this research to test student proficiency but the research has
revealed enough data to show that there was a misrriatch between student proficiency
levels and texts. Th:s has had an effect not only on scores but on the ability of students to
adequately use the resources that they had to solve problems. For example. the
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effeclivcness of strategy use and/or of the compensalOry interaction between bouom-up
and top-down skills is diminished.
9.2.2 Student reading processes

This study has highlighted certain cognitive processes associated with second
language reading comprehension.

This part will discuss the findings in relation to

strategy usage and reading problems.
9.2.2.1 The use of strategics

Findings from research questions 1.3. 2.1. 2.2 and 2.3 show that students resorted
to eight strategies of using Thai when decoding L2 texts to facilitate their English reading
comprehension. This result supports ideas about language transfer which indicates that
transfer is the process by which L2 learners use their previous skills from their LI to
facilitate comprehension or production in their L2 (Freeman & Freeman. 1994. 176;
Jiang & Kuehn. 200I. 3: O'Malley & Chamot. 1990, 120). The process whereby students
in this case transferred their LI to L2 has been explained by Ringbom ( 1983. 207-212).
who suggests that students transfer from a language in which they are more proficient to
other language. Lakkis and Malak (2000, 26) also found with Arabic-speaking students
that they relied on transfer of the appropriate usage of prepositions from Arab when they
confronted English tasks in reading. writing. listening. grammar. vocabulary and idin�s.
From an examination of the foremost strategy used for all texts in the study, it
appears that S2- to examine or think about the context of word\· or phrases or guess the
meaning from context fits this description. The second frequent strategy was S3- to
understand the meaning<�{ the sentence or/ind a reason for almost all texts whereas S7to construct or formulate ideas was second frequent use for only Thai transactional text.

Other leading strategics were S6- ro use conrenr schema for Thai transactional and Thai
narrative experiential texts. S7- to construct or formu/are ideas for Non-Thai editorial
and non-Thai narrat iv,: experiential texts. and SI - to translate a word or a phrase itself
Related research conducted by Upton and Lee-Thompson (200 I. 469-495) confirms the
present study that students use thclr LI to facilitate L2 reading in several way�. In their
list of strategics which follows there is a strong similarity in the first four items with the
possibility that the difference in the remaining two is the result of methodological
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variation. Students in their study resort to their LI when translating word or phrase
meanings, wrestling with word or phrase meanings or syntactic structure. confirming
comprehension of larger chunk of texts, wrestling with the meaning of chunks of texts
beyond the phrase level. predicting or anticipating text structure or content, and
monitoring text characteristics or rea:ling behavior. In addition. Johnson and Ngor (1996,
123-140) stated that early readers develop and use such strategics because their L2
proficiency is insufl1cicnt for the L2 tasks.
Similarly. the foremost strategy for both bottom-up and lop-down questions for
all texts was S2- to examine or think about the context of word\· or phrases or guess the
meaning from context. For top-down questions. the second most frequent strategies were
S3- to umlerswnd the meaning of the W!nlence or find a reason whereas S6- to use
collll!III schema was the second most frequent strategy for only the Thai transactional
text. For bottom-up questions. the second frequent strategics were S1- to translate a
1rnrd or a phrase ilse!f and S 3- to understand !he meaning of the sentence or find a
reason.
This result points to the fact that students in this case relied on meaning in the
texts by using bottom-up skills (SI-S4) in reading rather than top-down skills (S5-S8)
even with lop-down questions. For bottom-up processing. what is required is to look for
mc,ming in the text and how the form of language in that text signals the meaning
(Johnson & Ngor. 1996, 123-140). Related research. conducted by Davis and Bistodeau
( 1993. 459-472). found that readers used more bottom-up strategics, especially individual
word recognition. when they read in their L2. The finding is also supported by Clarke's
short circuit hypothesis. He states that when readers deal with L2 texts. the top-down
processing of their LI reading alters to bottom-up processing in their L2 and when they
heclirne skilled L2 readers. the use of top-down processing is increased (Clarke, 1980.
203-209 ). Other research about strategy use was conducted hy Katib ( 1997, 139-140),
who produced a descriptive study of Thai EFL students· comprehension by monitoring
student strategics when reading in English. She found that translation from Thai to
English, a bottom-up skill, was the most frequent strategy used from 28 strategies for the
students in the lower proficiency group and the second most frequent strategy used for
those in the higher proficiency group.
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Although major strategics found in this stud) were bottom-up strategics. students
occasional I) made use or top-down strategics. that is. S5
lo use co111e111 schema. S7

10 use

.,u/i1rmal schema. S6

10 co11str11ct or j<irmulate ideas and S8 - to .,wnmari.H'

ideas. to compensate for ddicicncics in bottom-up skills. This con firms the interactive
theory or Stanovich ( 1980. 63). Anderson ( 1999, 2-3). R ingbom ( 1992. IO I) and Grabe
( 1991. 378). \\ho claim that readers who r-�ly on higher level or top-down skills can
compensate for deficiencies at lower level or bottom-up skills whereas readers \\ho rely
on hottorn-up skills can compensate for any deficit in content knowledge at the top-down
lc,el. I ludson·s research ( 1982) also indicates that effective knowledge-based or top
do\, n processing can compensate for the lack of IO\\ er level knowledge in language.
For the frequency or the strategic use or Thai to facilitate English reading
comprehension in this study. students tended to use strategics more frequently for top
Jl m n quest ions for both Thai and non-Thai transactional texts and Thai narrati ,c
npcril.'ntial texts. Students may have tried to compensate for their inadequate global
1--nO\\ledge for ,mS\\L'ring the top-dv\\n questions in these texts by using thL'ir 0\\11
strategiL's more olien to comprehend high level of the texts. On the other hand. they used
strategic., morc often for bottom-up questions for both Thai and non-Thai editorial texts
anJ non-Thai narrative experiential texts. This result indicates that students tried to
O\ ercome lmttorn-up problems hy using Thai more ofien to help their comprehension at
the l(rn lc\·el fi.ir these texrs where scores indicate the:, were having tnllre difficulty.
\\'hen changing the emphasis to the use of schemata. it appears that content
.,cherna ten Jed to be useful for the Thai context tcxts whereas formal schema \\as an
important .,tratcgy for the non-Thai context tex!s for hoth transactional and narrative
experiential texts. lhrnever. li.mnal schema \\as more rromincrt than content schema l<.,r
hoth editorial tcxts. For schema theory. the most effective rroccssing of text is an
interaction bet\,ecn top-down and bottom-up processes (Rumelhart. 1977: 1980). In this
stud:,. even though as mentioned earlier students tended to rel :, on bottom-up processes.
they also used schemata to assist their comprehension of the texts. i\s content schema
\\as important for Thai texts. this indicates that their background knm, ledge about the
Thai context \,as helpful. Therefore. they resorted to this background kncmledgc when
interacting \\ith familiw or Thai texts. This is in line with Carrell ( 1988. 104-105). who
states that it is c:isy tn read tc...:ts if readers have background knowlcdgc or content. On
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the other hand. Thai formal schema was used to compare the Thai and English grammar
when students had limited background knowledge about texts as found\\ ith all the non
Thai texts. I I cm ever. in the case of the Thai editorial text, Thai formal schema was useful
because most students have little in depth knowledge of even Thai politics. They.
therefore. could not rely on content schema.
For the result of the strategic use for all English proficiency groups. it appeared
that skilled readers in the group uscd similar strategics as those in Im, and medium
groups. This rcsult is supported by the studies of Kletzicn (1991. 67-86). Stavans and
Oded ( 1933). and Anderson ( 199 t) who found that unsuccessful readers used similar
strategics to thosc used by the successful readers. Likewise. Vann and Abraham ( 1990)
!<.Hind that both unsuccessful and successful language learners used the same strntcgics
and wi1h similar frequency to complete the same comprehension tasks. Although skilled
and unskilled readers in thcsc studies as wcll as the prcscnt study used the same
strategics and \\ ith similar frequency. they sometimes used strategics in diflc.:rent
rncchanical \,ays. For exarnplc. student S14N. a skilled reader. and Sl8R. an unskilled
reader. used thc same strategy SI 10 find the ans\\er for question 4 for the non-Thai
contcxt transactional text. S 14N explained that she did not have background kmm ledge
about Wellington. but she translatcd the key words "extreme south" in the text so she
could find the anS\\er by using these key \\Ords and she obtained a good score for this
answer. For the unskilled reader SI8R. she used the same strategy as the studcnt S l 4N
but she could not gain any score. She mentioned that she translated from Thai to English
automatically ,,ord by ,,ord and then ans,,cred the question. This points out that evcn
when ski llcd and unsk iIlcd readers use the sarne strateg). unskii led readers cannot be
successful in translating from Thai to English because the) may use different mechanical
way of tra1;sla1ing. Srudcnts somerimcs used multiple strategics to answer a que::..:ion.
This is supported b) Anderson· s vic\\ ( 1991 ). skilled readers rnight kncH\ hm, to use
stratcgics successfully and htm to merge the use\\ i1h othcr stratcgies even though the:,
used the same strategics as unskilled readers. This also in line with Spiro ( I 979). skilled
readers tend to change their mode of proccssing.\\hercas poor rcaders tend to rcl:, on one
proccssing. They. thcrcfore. used multiple stratcgics to overcome the problcms ,,hen
the) couId not resort to one stratcgy.

:!4 7

In relation to the wider issue or language learning strategics. the strategics used

b) the students in the study arc in line with cognitive and compensation strategics studied

b) Oxford ( 1990. I 8-:?. l) and cognitive and rnc:tacognitivc strategics studied by ()'Malley
& Chamot (I 990. 119-120). Although the strategics studied by Oxford and O'Malky &

Chamot arc instructed strategics. strategics in this study are uninstructed and unprompted

ones.\\ hich were dcrivc:d dirc:ctly from student information about reading only. they can
he compared as in Table 84.

Table 84 Language learning strategics
I
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()'Malley & Chamot
(O'Mallcy & Chamot. 1990)

Oxford
(Oxford. 1990)
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! Transfer
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\
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I
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I
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-----·1
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!
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Table 84 shows thal !he stratcgi :s used by the students in this stud) arc concerned
for the most part with cognitive strategics and to a small degree with rnctacognitivc and
rnmpensation strategics (O'Mallcy & Charnot. 1990. 119-120: Oxford. 1990. 18-21 ).
In relation to the use or Thai. it helped students allain better scores. the result
shm, ing that the most usl·ful strategy for all texts was S2- to exa111i11e or think aho111 the
c11111ex1 o/ 11·ord1· or phrase.,· or guess the 111,·,ming from coIllext. Other use fi.1 I ones were
S 1- to trans/oft.'

'.I

irnrcl or a phrase itse((. SJ- to u11der.1·fand the mecming of the Sc!nll.'!lce

or/incl a rea.mn. S5-IO 11.1·e language tra11.1/i:r. S6- lo use colllent schema. S7- to construct
or .for11111/ute 1cleos. and S8- to .1ww11arise ideas. Useful mulliplc strategics \\Crc the
combinations or S5-ro 11.wformal schema. S6- to use c<111te111 schema. S7- to construct or
/ormulute ideas. and S8- w .rnmmarise idem and other strategics. The few combinations.
that sh<m students using formai <chcma with S7 and S8 arc of special interest. since the)
mean that I. I resources an: uscd ,o derive meaning from larger portions of the tcxt.
The result in.J icates S2- to examine or think uhow the context o/ 1rnrc!I· or phra.1(•.1·
or g111.•.1.1 the mea111 1g.fro111 comext ,, hich is one of bottom-up skills is the most important
frir reading L] tc:,; s. Thcrcfore. !his study should lead to possible training for students in
the use of stratcg. ?S to assist reading comprehension in 1.2 as well as other useful
stratcgics. When Sll,dcnts arc trained to used the useful strategics of using Thai to
facilitate reading 1.2. 1 11e) rna) enhance their abilit) in reading 1.2 texts because thcsc
stratcgics arc useful cvcn \\hen the) \\Crc not instructed strategics. The cfficient \\a)s

!(,

use · hcsc strategies should he supported by teachers. Students should be instructed how
to c.,amine the meaning from contexts. construct ideas. summarise ideas as ,,ell as
activate rnntcnt schcrna and formal schema before reading 1.2 tc:,;ts . Moreover. the use of
multiple strategics sl1L)uld be instructed since the) may be more clTcctive in assisting
,tudcnls to rnmpn.:hcnd 1.2 texts (Baker. 2002. 77-95. Duke & Pearson. 2002. 205-242:
Cirabc. 2004. � ;_55: (iuthric & O;gungor. 2002. ]75-288: Pearson 8: Duke. 2002. 247258: Prcs,k:, 2000. 545-561: 2002.11-27).

9.2.2.2 Reading problems
Findings from research question 1. data analysis of questions 1-10 and a sentence
from each text. point out that students had many problems ,,hen dealing with the reading
texts.

Problems \\ere categorised into five areas. semantics. syntax. grammar.

punctuation and comprehension technique.
Major problems from both sources arc found with semantics that is word
meanings and figurative language. and one aspect of syntax that is reference words.

Semt111ticJ

The first area ,,here students had severe problems relates to semantics. or the
stud) of meaning ( Palmer. 1981. I). This result is supporlc'd by the study of Scgalo,, itz.
Poulsen. & Komoda ( 1991 ). who found that even skilled bilinguals had reading problems
at the level of ,,ord recognition and local ideas. Word recognition is a basic process in
n:ading that links to the higher-order contextual factors in reading processes concerned
,,ith text comprehension (Besner & l lurnphreys. 1991. 2: DeZuniga. Humphreys. &
hell. 1991. 11 ). It also confirms Fountain and Nation ·s (2000. 30) view that vocabulary
knm,ledge is the esscntia I basis of language kno,,ledge. E IIis also belicvcs that adequate
, ocahu lar) Jeve lopment can help learners to understanJ the meaning of the discourse as
it enables them to unJerstanJ the working grammatical points arc of the grammatical
S) stern ( 1997). Students. it ,, ·•s found. could not aJequatcl)

deal "ith text

comprehension because of the lack of ,,ord recognition skills. Furthermore. although
�ometimes the) kne,, the meaning of a ,,ord. the) could not understand the meaning
found in the text. This is supported h:, Palmcr·s view (1981. 4). \\hen he states that
..
the 11·ord\· do 1101 mean 1rlw1 they might most oln·iou.,·fr he taught to mean.
that there ts .1·omt' other 111eu11i11g hes ides the /i1eral 111eani11g of the words. ..
rl1is results from multiple \\ord meanings or ·pol:, semy· (Carter. 1987. 11). \\hid1
cau-;e� addeJ di niculty for the students.
Figurative language was another semantic problem. Sometimes the meaning of a
1,ord had been changed \\hen it was used as a metaphor. an idiom. or there was a case of
semantic extension. This problem appeared to be a major one that ,;tudents in this study
confrontcd. Rcscarch related to this was coni.iuctcd by Littlcmore (2001). who found that
post-graduate overseas students misunderstooJ the main points of a lecture and could not
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interpret the lccturcr·s views because they were unable to utilise the appropriate
connotations of the metaphors. Cooper (1999) adds that when language learners
encounter difficult metaphors. they might use several strategics to interpret the meanings.
Ponterotto ( 1994. 2) points out that metaphors should be an important part of EFL
curricula because the) encompass the language of everyda) interaction.
Another semantic problem \\as found with over reliance on content schema or
hackground kmmledge. This olicn led to rniscomprchension. supporting the views of
Steffensen. Joag-Dev. & Anderson ( 1979). Johnson ( 1982). and Carrell ( 1981). that over
reliance on top-down processing resulted from schema interference and led to
unsuccessful comprehension.
Sy11tcL"1:
The second problem area found in the present study was related to syntax. l.obcck
(2000. 4) defines the meaning of syntax as:
·· . Ihe 1ray in ll'hich 11·ords arc ordered and grouped together. and hoi,· each
group o/11·ord'"jimctio11s in a selllence as ct .\ylllactic phrase. 5,)ntax also includes
the rules or operations that can apply to 1rnrds or groups,�( ll'ord\" ...
Reference \\Ords appear to be a major problem in this regard when students olien
misunderstood where the referent \\as. From the first paragraph of Wellington text (sec
arpcndix A. page 295). for example. student SO I A answered that "1/u11'" in line 3
.
referred to . Welling/011'" instead of '"Porl .\'iclwl.w111 '". Problems with several
conjunctions in a sentence \\ere also a hindrance for the students. especially in complex
sentences. As student S06F reported
'There are many conjunctions "and" in a sentence so 1 could 1101 jind ll'hich one
.
Joined the main idea in a semence .. (sec Thai editorial text in appendix A. page
30 I paragraph 2. sentence 2.)
N ominalisation was another syntax problems as Lck,l\\ atana. I.ittel I. Palmer. Scovc I and
Spenser ( 1968-1969) claim there arc more patterns of norninalisation in English than in
Thai. Therefore. Thais usually confront problems \\ith complex nominaliscd forms in
English. Ellipsis also hindered student comprehension. Related research about problems
\\ ith ellipsis in science and technology textbooks in English and its implication for Thai
students was conducted by Srcstasathicrn (2003. 3-4 ). She found that elliptical problems
Wl'rc the major reason for very low reading test scores. the omission of relative pronouns
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being the most difficult type. Qualitative findings from the same thesis showed that most
elliptical sentences caused difliculty in understanding textbooks. Srestasathicrn also
attributed the problem to the differences between the two languages.
These syntax problems. reference words and nomonalisation. all relate to
1.:ohcsion which is a set of semantic and syntactic structures linking individual words in a
tcxt or sentcnccs to cach other (Irwin. I 986. 31). Cohesion refers to five types of
rclationships. that is. rclcrcntial. substitution. ellipsis. conjunction. and lexical (I lalliday
& llasan. 1976). Ir students cannot understand the cohesive devices found in a text. they
cannot intcrprct the text. Mci-yun ( 1993. 12) suggests teachers to teach students how to
use cohesive devices as signposts because they arc textual rnarkcrs which help students
lind key \\ords for finding the meanings.
As mentioned. syntax is a primary means leads to the intended relation of words
or group of \\Ords. Thcreforc. unskilled readers in this study tcnded to experience
problems \\ ith the recognition of syntactic units when they dealt ·xith more complex texts
(Adam. 1980).
Cirammar
The third problematic area relatc:s to grammar. Major problems with tenses arose
\\hcn students intcra1.:ted \\ ith texts. Se\'cral tenses in English. such as the perfect tenses.
\'ariations of the futurc tense. and conditional forms arc not found in Thai. Tenses in
l·:nglish seem to he vcr) dinicult for unskilled Thai students because they cannot al\\ays
fit a normal analysis of time. /\s Declcrck ( 1991. 391) claims
..... a tensed sellfence expresses relation.\· het11·een some times. hut
hel\\'l!l! II all the times inl'oh-ed in the temporal srructure...

1101

m•ces.w1rifr

Other problems with subject / verb agreement. double / participial adjectives. parts of
speech. word order. prclix / root. singular / plural. pronouns and possessive pronouns.
passive voice. verbs after preposition / participle / gcrund. "-cd Ii.inn of vcrbs. and
modals also occurred while examining interaction with the texts. These problems result
from thc di ffcrcnccs bctwccn the Thai and the English languages as rncntioncd in
contrast ivc analysis problems in chapter two ( Brudhiprabha. 1968: l.ckawatana. Littel I.
Palmer. Scovel & Spenser. 1968-1969). I linkel (2002) also confirms that passive voice
sccms to be a difficult grammar point for 1.2 learners. In addition. some ideas about
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teaching grammar arc proposed b) R. Ellis and Fotos. The former points to an approach
to teach grammar that it should be focused on learners· awarene.\·s rather than
pafim11a11ce (Fllis. 2002. 29). The latter proposes two types of structure-based
interactive tasks to teach grammar (Fotos. 2002): first. structure-based tasks with an
implicit focus on grammar. where students have to use target structure to complete the
activitil:s and second. structure-based tasks with an explicit focus on grammar or
grammar consciousness raising task. where students have to solve grammar problems
through the meaning-focused interaction in the texts. Therefore. grammatical points
should not be neglected in relation to the promotion of reading comprehension for Thai
students.
P1111ct11utio11
The fi.)urth area. associated with problems the students confronted were
punctuation markers such as the apostrophe ··s". phrases in apposition or relative clauses
\\ ith commas as \\C]I as extra infi:.1rmation between two commas. Punctuation in English
caused confusion because although punctuation in English is a meaning marker related to
syntactic and grammatical structure. this is largely unrelated to the way punctuation 1s
used in Thai. Furthermore. the apostrophe "s" is not used at all in Thai.
Amweri111: technique
The last problematic area is associated with comprehension technique. When
students ans\, ered 4uestions in the tasks. they could not obtain better scores because they
anrnered onl: part of the questions or quoted directly from texts instead of using their
own \,ords. This habit prevented students from attaining high scores even though in
some cases they may have understood the texts. These problems arose with answering
ever: task and may have been caused by unfamiliarity in answering open-ended
questions b: \Hiting in their own words. This interpretation is backed by the finding that
the problem was most rrominent in the Thai transactional text because it was the first
text \\ hich the students faced. In that event. they may not have been sufficiently
accustomed to answering questions using their own words.
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As mentioned. students confronted problems in several areas when dealing with
texts. The resultant low scores can point to the need to consider student English
proficiency rciatcd to reading comprehension. This aspect will be discussed in the next
section.

9.2.3 The use of the first la.1guagc
Findings from research questions 1.1. 1.2. 1.3 and 1.6 show the role that the first
language plays in second language reading comprehension amongst these Thai
undergraduates. Resean.:h question 1.1 reveals that approximately 84% students used
only Thai or a mix of both Thai and English to facilitate their comprehension on reading
L2 texts with a clear majority opting for the former. From research question 1.6.
similarly high percentages of using translation from English into Thai and chinking in
Thai at 90% and 85% respectively were obtained. Therefore. these sources point lo the
fact that Thai emerges as the major language of thought in th is study.
These findings arc supported by Cook (1992. 557-591 ). who slated that all 1.2
lcarm:rs use their LI while dealing with the L2. These learners he claims cannot switch
off the use of their LI but use it continually. Kern (1994. 441-461) in his study about
mental translation ,, hilc reading L2 texts. found that the students usually used mental
translation from LI to their L'..' The many studies of Upton ( 1993. 1-2: 1997. 1-27: 1998,
5-20). Upton & Lee-Thompson (200I. 469-495) and Cohen (1995. 99- I 13). also found
that 1.2 readers rely on their LI as a language of thought ,, hilc reading L2 texts.
Moreover. studies where students arc engageJ in others of the: macro-skills have also led
to similar findings ( l\nton & DiCarnilla. 1998. 314-342: Behan. Turnbull. & Spek. 1997.
41-42: BcrnharJt & Kamil. 1995. 15-34: Blanco-Iglesias. Broner. & Tarone. 1995, 239::51: Brooks. 1()96, 121-130; Brooks & Donato. 1994. 262-274: Cohen. 1994b. 171-195:
Cumming. 1989, 81-141: Cummins. 1993. 51-70: Friedlander. 1990. 109-125: Hall.
I990. 43-60: Jiang & Kuehn. 200I. 1-23: Jones & Tetroe. 1987. 34-57: Kobayashi &
Rinnert. 1992, 183-215: Lay. 1988. 15-18: Paivio & Lambert. 1981. 532-539: S,\ain.
1995. 125-144; 2000. 97-114: Swain & Lapkin. 1998. 320-327: 2000. 251-274: Villamil
& Guerrero. 1996. 5I-75 ).
When looking al the use of Thai in relaiion lo genres and text types. the results
show that the students used Thai most frequently with the Thai transactional text and the
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next most frequent use of Thai was associated with both narrative experiential texts. For
the other texts the use of Thai was mentioned around once or slightly higher for each
question in both editorial texts and the non-Thai transactional text. Moreover. the use of
Thai was examined relating to question types with top-down and bottom-up. The
findings also shm\ that the usc of Thai was used somewhat inconsistently. h was used
more olien for top-down questions for both transactional texts and the Thai narrative
cxpericntial te:,;t whereas it was used more frequently for bottom-up questions for both
editorial texts and the non-Thai narrative text. The lack of consistency of the use of Thai
for these genres. text types and question types may have several causes. such as
difficulties of grammatical structure and vocabulary of particular texts. and the demands
of the questions as \\CII as stLJdents' background knowledge and languagc transfer.
Thc usc or thc first language in second language activitics can also be conncctcd
10 the stage of lcarning. Students use their L I to assist their L2 activities according to
!hcir languagc levels. As R ingbom ( 1987. 58) states LI is most important to L2 lcarning
during the earl) stagcs of learning. This view is supported by the studies of Kern ( 1994.
..J..J 1--161 ). Upton (1993. 1-2: 1997. 1-27: 1998, 5-20) and Upton & Lee-Thompson (200 I.
469--195 ). who found that the lower proficiency learners tcnded to use their I. I in 1.2
reading more often than the higher levels. Likewise. the students in this study whose
English proficiency could bc estimated at intermediate and lower levels opted to use their
first language as the language of thought.
In relation whether or not positive effects resulted from the use of Thai in reading
comprehension. the results show that -:''.)% of students thought that Thai greatly helped
their comprehension of English when reading. Thinking in the I. I did not only apparently
assist 1.2 reading comprehension. but also helped when lcarners dealt \\ ith other
activities or wanted to solve their 1.2 problems (Cohen. 1994b. 171- I 95: Saville-Troike.
1988. 567-590). Behan. Turnbull. & Spek (1997. 41) confirmed that the use of LI can
both support and enhance L2 development. In terms of SLA. Ellis (1985, 40) added that
1.2 learners could use their I. I knowledge 10 help them perform in the L2. The results
from this study reveal that. according to the students. Thai helped most with the meaning
of words. phrases. scntences and main ideas. Translation into Thai also show that Thai
provided assistance ,... ith word meanings and rinding main ideas and details. sentence
meanings. grammatical and structures. These results partly confirm Cook's premise
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(Cook. 1999. 201-202). that second language learners use their LI in a classroom in two
ways. for finding meaning of a new word or grammatical structure and for
communication while doing classroom activities. By contrast. Krashen ( 1981. 64)
claimed that the first language influenced errors in L2 performance. Hammerly ( 1991.
111) agreed with Krashen that in some cases the first language interfered with language
learning rather than assisted. Therefore. it must be taken into account that the use of the
first language in performing L2 activities. especially for L2 reading comprehension. can
have both positive and negative effects. Evidence obtained from this stud) would lead to
the suggestion that it has more positive effects than negative ones. though this empirical
evidence from research into the connection between conclusions reached and strategics
used.
In terms or affective factors in relation to the use of Thai while reading. a
majority of the students believed that the use of Thai helped them understand the texts.
Most of the remainder were even more positive. indicating that thinking in ·1 hai while
reading made them feel happy with a few stating that it made them feel confident. As
further support for this. the results also show that a majority or the students felt
uncomfortable when they had to think only in English and could not use Thai. In this
i:ase too a remainder gave more extreme views. Some reported that it was difficult for
them to deal with texts without using Thai while a few admiued to feeling unsure. This
accords with Cohen's view. that rnultilinguals should use the first language or other
languages for their language of thought in accordance with what makes them feel
com fonable ( Cohen. 1995. IO I ).
On the other hand. students were unsure about the ultimate value of using Thai.
The U\\arencss of a need to use more of English while reading was mentioned by the
majority or the students \\ hcrcas only a

fc\\ of them rejected the ideas to do so because

they considered it unnc<.:essary for the thinking process. Nearly half of the former gave
the reasons that they could improve their reading skills by thinking in English. about a
third thought that they could read and understand texts quick!) and a few of them thought
that they could find answers quickly by thinking in English. This point of view conforms
to some methods of foreign language teaching such as Total Physical Response. the
Silent Way. and the: Natural Approach as well as the assumptions underlying CLT. These
methods rely on an intuitively based assumption that it is beneficial for 1.2 learners to
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think as rnuch as possible through their target language (Cohen. 1995, I 04; 1998. 157).
Kobayashi & Rinnert (1992. 204-205). also agree with this assurnption that L2
pcrforrnancc rnay be inhibited frorn too much dependency on their LI and overuse of
translation may prevent and delay L2 learners to develop their L2.
From the study. it appears that the L2 readers obtained some benefit frorn
thinking in their first language when interacting with the reading texts. This finding
supports Krashen ·s comprehension hypothesis (Krashen 2002. 395-404: 2004. 1-16). LI
can facilitate coniprehension in the L2 when it is used to make input rnore
comprehensible. Thus. teachers should not discourage students from using their LI They
should be supported to use code switching frorn their LI to the L2 whenever they need to
do so at least in the early stages of EFL learning. As Cook (1999, 185) suggested
language teachers should consider L2 students as "multicompetcnt users" rather than as
"foiled native speakers" because the knowledge of their LI is different from L2 of the
native speakers Students should not be prohibited to use their LI when dealing with L2
texts. On the contrary. they should be encouraged to follow Cummins· advice to use their
LI to assist the developrnent of the L2 (Cummins. 1981. 3-49: 1993. 51-70).

lJ.3 Concl .1sion
This chapter reports the findings as well as discusses the findings found in the
study. The findings arc derived frorn the analysis of the answers and the introspection
from reading comprehension tasks as well as from the interviews and the questionnaire.
The findings are reported in relation to answer all research questions. that is. the use of
Thai in reading comprehension. assistance gained from the use of Thai and reading
problems.
In the discussion. three issues relating to the findings were raised. The first issue
considered is the use of the first language. the second student reaction to materials
concerned with !r:xts and genres and the third student reading processes concerned with
the use 0f s1rategics. reading problems. and the relationship between student English
proficiency and reading comprehension skills.
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The next chapter will report a summary of the findings and relate them to the
theoretical framework from chapter two. Implications for teachers. suggestions for
further study and limitations of the study will also be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
This study has investigated the use of the first language in reading English
comprehension. assistance gained from the use of Thai and problems which students
experienced when reading English texts. In this chapter, the findings from the previous
chapters will be summarised by connecting the findings to the conceptual framework.
Implications for the teaching of English reading comprehension for Thai undergraduates
and suggestions for further research will also be included.

10.1 Findings and the theoretical framework
The theoretical framework. described earlier in this study was developed by the
researcher from the readings discussed in the literature review. Since findings of the
stud) explained in the previous chapter relate to major parts of this framework, they
provide insights into what these Thai EFL readers do when reading unaided. In this
section. those findings will be summarised in ways that will extend the understanding of
several important aspects of the same framework.
In relation to this. three main issues. that is texts and comprehensible input,
decoding processes. and the use of the first language. will be discussed and summarised.
Although these issues will be discussed separately, it needs to be kept in mind that all
three relate to one another anJ <;hould not be seen as completely separate.

to. I. I Texts and comprehensible input
Written texts were the main input for the reading processes of the students in this
study and responses to those texts by the students help to highlight what constitutes
suitable comprehensible input. one of the first sections in the framework. As Krashen's
input and comprehension hypothesis suggests (Krashen 1985. 3-4; 2002, 395-404; 2004,
1-16 ). readers comprehend L2 texts by joining their previous input with new input and
trying to understand the meaning of the current texts. Thus. the main findings relating to
student responses to text content, genre type and text level. may lead to guidance about
text selection.
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hrstly. culturally familiar texts may provide valuahlc input for ITI. readers since
the students obtained significantly helter scores\\ith l\\o out

or three p,,irs of culturally

familiar and unfamiliar texts. Although. prcfi:renccs fi.1r the culturally familiar te:,..ts ,,hen
n:latcd It' scores \\Crc not statistically significant. most students mentioned that they
preferred them over the culturally unfamiliar texts. I.caving aside scores then. this
implies that these tc:,..ts can motivate students to make greater c!Tlirts. Therefore. for more
cffecti,e input. this study suggests that texts \\ith a familiar background should he at
least included in any reading course. It is in fact strange that. though this principle is
adPrted in mPst lirst reading programs. it is rarely applied in second language programs.
Secondly. only three genres \\ c:rc used in this study. hut the stu<.knh had the: most
po ... itiH· response to the narrative experiential texts. The results from the qucstionnain:
at ...,1 surrurt that this genre ,,as the most accessible one. I lcnce. there might he greater
usage pf narrati, c cxrcricntial texts of any background in !:Fl. reading courses.
I l1m c,er. suggestions such as thcsc ab(,ut tc:,..t content and genre tyre arc not
cn11ugh to guarantee that input is comprehensible. \\hat the study indicates also is that
the k,cl

t)f

tc:-.t must also he an important dcciding factor for tht.: selection of texts. In

th i-. study as determined hy '>cores. !ht: texts especially for unaided ,, ork \\ere shi.m n to
he: tllP difficult. \\'hen students interact "ith texts at their appropriate language
protici1:ncy In cl. they \\ill rnakc good use of such strategics as/() e.w111i11e or think ahout
rhe co111t·x1 o/ 11 ore!, or phrase,· or guess the 111t!m1i11g.fi·o111 C()/1/i'XI and to 1111derstm11/ the
mt·1111111g o/ 1c11h·11n• or .find

t1

reason. I lm\C\cr. in this case. only some \\Crc ahlc to

utili..,e these stratcgics clkcti\CI�. Furthermore. the students had major prohlcms \\ith
btittom-up prohlems. such as \\ord rncanings. figurative languagc and tcnsc as \\ell as
t11p-d1 m n mallcr.., such as rcfcrcnce \\ords. I I'. on the other hand. the tcxts had bccn
..,irnrkr. students \\Ould be ahlc to solvt.: prohlems through the use of the same strate!!ics
anJ thu-. cornpensatc for the many dcliciencics at this lcvcl.
Thcrdi.lrc. the study has provided furthcr undcrstanding of how readings in thc
J'hai !·Tl. situation could be made more comprehensible. that is. by careful attention to
langtng..: icvel. as wclI as text content and genre type.
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10.1.2 Reading processes
Reading processes arc concerned directly with processes of decoding but also
dnm upon schema. another part of the framework. When decoding. readers try to acquire
meanings from le:-.ts at four levels. that is. grammar. information. discourse and \Hiter
intent (Cohen. I 990. 77-80). Reading in 1.2 is different from in LI. because readers
encounter prnhlcrns which may not be applicable in the case of the native speaker.
Therefore. C\ idcnce aboul slratcg> usage and problems from !he study is used to
highlight asrects

or the

framC\\ork relating to reading processes. Some reflection on

another part of the frame\, ork. the operation of formal schema. is also inc ludcd.

I 0.1.2. l The use of strategics
In order to Pvcrcome problems encountered in l.2 reading. all students made a
similar use of Thai to implement the unprompted strategics when decoding the L2 texts.
The fact that no re lat ionship \\ as noticed between the three student levels and the
frcqucnc> llf strategy use suggests that successful comprehension depends on far more
than strategy use. In this case. for c:-.arnple. 1he differences in scores \,ould ha\e been
influenced by variations in Thai and English schema.
:\rnongst the individual strategics. the foremost one used was S2 - to examine or
1l1111k ahOIII 1/ie cun((•.rf of 11·/1rd1 ",. phrase.,· or gue.1.1 the 111ew1i11g ji·o111 context. Other
leading strategics ,, ere S3-the 11se "f Thai to 1111ders1011d tire 111ea11i11g "/ the .H'nlence or
/i11cl" rem/111 and SI -the u.H' <!I" 11,w to tra11slate the mm/ or phrase itsc(/. Connection
bet\\ ccn scores and strategics. htm ever. revealed a slightly diffcrcnt order of strategics.
the most useful strategics being S2. SI and S3. The most useful multiple strategics \\ere
the combinations of S5-ro

11.H'

Th"i formal schema. S6-10 use co11t£'llf sch£'111a. S7-to

construct or /or11111/a1e u/eas. and S8-to .\·111111110ri.H' idC'as with others. Thus. the
usc'ulncss of these strategics may guide those who have an interest in training students in
the use of strategics.
The second finding is the students used more bonorn-up strategics (S 1-S-t) than
top-dm, n strategics (S 5-S8) \\ith both question types. top-down and bottom-up. This
linding supports Chadavimol's view that Thai students in the early and intermediate
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:-.!age:-. tend lo use bottom-up skills in reading in translaling \\ord-by-,, ord ( Chandavimol.
1998. 31-�2 ). It also rends lo indkatc that the language level of the texts \\as too high.
Third!:, . the stud) found that the use of content schema \\as more prominent for
the Thai context texts. \\hereas the use of Thai formal schema ,,as more prominent for
the non-Thai contc:-.t texts as "ell as the Thai editorial texts. When sllldents Jcwdc the
meanings uf texts related to cultural!) familiar texts. they rn.J) make use of content
schema. hut ,, hen the::, cannot make use of Clllllent schema even ,, ith a cultural!::,
fomiliar tc:-.1. the) ma) tr) to use Thai formal schema. lhmever. since Thai and English
are ,er::, different languages. this ma) not ah,a::,s he productive.

I 0.1.2.2 Reading problems a rising when decoding

\\'hen the students \\ere imolvcd in the processes of decoding. the� l.!Xpericnced
dilfa:ultics in comprehending the texts. Fi,c main issues relating to reading prohlcms
cmL·rgcd li.ir the stud::,. thai is. semantics. S) ntax. grammar. punctuation and ans\,ering
1c ... hn1qucs. in n:latinn lo the processes of decoding arc discussed in order of severil).
First!:, . this stud:, gi,cs strength to the argument that semantics is the major area
"hich causes dinicultie-. in comprehending the texts \\hen decoding. �fost students
-.IHmcd their \\Caknesses ,,ith \\ord meanings and figurative language in the texts. Thus.
this llnding ma:, encourage 1ead1ers and students to enhance students· k1llm ledge about
\ ocabular:, and figurati\t. : language.
Second I:,. the students in this stud::, also had problems ,, ith S) nta:-..

When

studen1" l.!ncountcred di niculties "ith s) ntax. the processes of dccoding ,, cre intcrrupted.
In this stud::,. rckrcncc \\Ords appear to bc a scvere problem for students. Othcr
important s:, ntactic problems \\ere thosc ,, ith conjunctions. cllipsis and nominalisation.
This c ,idcncc ma) lead to the consideratinn of activating enquir::, about these s::, ntactic
arcas at some point'.'> in the reading pniccs'.'>.
J"hird I:,. anal::, sis sho\\ '.'> that studcnts rn thc study cxpcrienccd problems in thc
grammatical area. especial!::, "ith verbs and ma::, help explain why processes nf decoding
in this stud::, \\ere not effective. I lcnce. this indication may lead to more emphasis being
gi\en to grammatical points for Thai !:Fl. undergraduates prior to or during decoding
academic te,ts.

Fourthly. \\hen students \\ere decoding the meaning or texts. lack of knowledge
ahout punctual ion hindered understanding of larger sections or the !ext for some.
Final I:, .

although

!he

students

may

have

possessed

suffo:icnt

linguistic

krnm kdgc. they did no! score well because of dclicicnl answering techniques. that is. the
gi, ing of partiul ans,\ers and quoting directly from !he lexls. Such failures could be
attributed either to lack

or proficiency and/or experience with open-ended 4uestions.

Then:fi.irc. the stud:, has guided evidence for understanding difliculties in the
processes of decoding in order to assist teachers to activate appropriate kmm ledge for
these sllldents belt.ire reading. This evidence nrny also be useful for other tertiary
students.

I 0.1.3 The use of the first language
\\'hen students interacted \\ith English texts. in this case. all of !hem mentioned
us111g Thai lo assist their comprehension. Discussion concerning the use of Thai. \\hich is
included in 1.111.2 prolkicnc:, and usage at !he top of the frame,\ork. ,, ill cover four
issue-. name I:,. the use by all students of their LI. positive and negative effects c r this
use. the areas ,,here Thai helps the understanding. and affective factors. \\hen the
students used Thai.
Firstly. all students mentioned using Thai ,,hen reading English texts. The:,
u-.uall:, thtiught in Thai and translated from English into Thai in order to comprehend the
tnh. Thi:- finding is supported hy many research studies such as Kern ( 1994. 441-461).
l pton ( I993. 1-2: I997. 1-27: I 998. 5-20) and l:pton and I.cc-Thompson (200 I. 469495. L'nlike many of these studies. no difference \\as found hel\,cen !he lc\els. because
the students he longed to the s.ime cohort.
Secondly. !he hcnclits were variable .is ,, ith the use of' strategics. There \, ere both
posi1i,c and m·g.itivc effects. Although some s!udcnls could g.iin benefit from the use of
lhai hy oht.iining heller scores. !he use of Thai did not guarantee the g.iining or the loss
11 f marks.

Thirdl:,. suggestions frorn the 4ucstionnairc indic.ilc that !he u�e of Thai helped
the students in this study mos! •.,ilh t!;c me.ining of ,,ords. phrases and sentences. main
ideas and details. and grammar and structures. Another important suggestion fnim the

questionnaire sterns from the admi�sion by most students that the use of Thai made them
feel happy and confident. ,,hen thinking in Thai while reading. On the other hand. a IC\\
students rejected the idea of using Thai. They mentioned that it was not necessary for the
reading processes. and that thinking in English could improve their reading skills
These findings about the extent and variable effects of the use of Thai may lead to
finding more appropriate \,ays to use LI and L2 in thinking processes while reading 1.2
te:\tS.

I0.2 Limitations
This study had limitations \\ith data collection and sources of data. The first point
is i.:oni.:erncd \\ith data collection. Since the gathering of data had to be done at \,eekcnds
this meant that only one \\hole section or the data could be obtained on one weekend.
These days had also been chosen to limit contamination through participant
communication. because each student could go straight back home after completing the
task and intervie\\s. Moreover. between the reading and the interview. there was a short
time gap. Therefore. studenls might not be able to remember accurately hm, and in what
language they obtained their answers.
The second point is concerned with sources or data. Although the number of
subjects. I\\ cnty. was quite small. the study· s quaIitative nature. whereby students were
intcrvic,, cd in some depth. means that it shouId provide usefuI evidence.
Perhaps the most important point aflccting some comparisons in the data is that
difficulties arose ,,hen finding parallel texts fc.)r each task. The researcher tried to use
authentic materials \\ 11h the same genre ror each pair

or texts which arc culturally

famiIiar and un farn iIiar texts. For each pair of lexts, every e!li.)rt was made to ensure that
they ,,ere similar in topic. length, and difficulty of structure. I lowevcr. no readability
checks ,,ere carried our fix the reason that genre and context were the determining
factors in selc..:tion.

10.3 Pedagogical implications
The findings from this research indicate that the Thai language was crucially
involved in the processes of English reading comprehension. These findings can lead to
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implications fix leaching and learning English reading comprehension for EFL students
at tertiary level and others in Thailand. The account of pedagogical implications in
relation to texts. processes and the use of LI take the form of recommendations. followed
bj a brief discussion for each one.

I0.3.1 Texts

In teaching students to read English. the selection of texts is of vital importance.
Therdi.)rc. those selecting texts for EFL students in Thailand may have to pay closer
attention to compn:hensible input. Text selection should also respond to the students'
needs and interest about texts.
Recomme11dutim1 I: C11lt11rully familiar texts may he more suitable titan cultural(r
1mfumiliur texts/or the stmle11ts i11 £11,:lislt courses ut any level to study.
This is because they support schema theory which points out that prior knowledge
can assist reading 1.2 texts (Chan. 2003. 60-69: Johnson. 1982. 503-516). Therefore.
teachers should provide students with access to at least some culturally familiar texts in
order to make connection \\ ith the real world easier. I Iumanistic and local texts. for
example. may lead students to think. feel and achieve more when reading (Tomlinson.
200 I. I). I km ever. students at tertiary levels should also have the opportunity to use a
mixture of texts or gloeal texts (Robertson. 1995. 25-44). because both local and global
texts arc needed to provide a more varied experience of reading.
Recommendation 2: Narratfre experiential texts uppeur to he tlte most accessible texts
as determined by hotIt the scores and the q11e.\·tio111wire.
In any one course the order of genres needs to be carefully considered and
narratives might be best introduced early in the course to give encouragement to students.
The belief. too. that extracts from encyclopedias arc easy to understand perhaps needs
stllllc reconsideration.
Recomme11datio11 3: Text selection slu,u/d also take into accmmt rite actual /a11,:11a,:e
proficiemJ' of rite student.\·,
Major determinants of the level of texts such as vocabulary. idioms/metaphors.
grammar and sentence length should be taken into consideration and as for as possible
matched to student English proficiency. This might mean that teachers need to use some
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methods for checking readability levels. such as clozc or pre-viewing \\ ith a mid-level
student.

J 0.3.2 Reading processes
The implications relating to reading processes arc discussed in relation to the use
of strategics and reading problems.

I0.3.2. l The use of strategics
The nature of strategy usage m playing an important role to facilitate reading
comprehension in this study has two main pedagogical implications fix teachers.
Reco111111emlatio11 I: Teachers should support sllldents to make use of strategies to
fucilitate English ret1tlillg.
In order to use strategics effectively. teachers may train students to utilise the
useful strategics such as those from this study such as S2. SI and S3 and the
combinations or S5. S6. S 7 and S8. S2- to examine or think ahou · the context ol 1l'ord.1· or
phrases or guess the meaning from context may be emphasised \\ hen training to use
strategy because it appears to be the most useful strategy in the study. It may help
students al least for the early stages because when students become more successful
readers. they will rely on more top-down processing (Clarke. 1980. 203-209). Teachers
may suggest to students that they use multiple instead of single strategics (Baker. 2002.
77-95. Duke & Pearson. 2002. 205-242: Pressley. 2000. 545-561: 2002. 11-27).
Mon:over. recent strategy research suggests that a generalised form of strategy
instruction rather than the introduction of individual strategy usage may bring the best
results (Grabe. 2004. 53-55: Guthrie & Ozgungor. 2002. 275-288).
Recommentlation 2: Teacher.'i .\'/1011/tl routilte�l' activate the use of .\·chema in relation
to the texts he/ore and during re,uli11g.
In order 10 help students compensate for their lack of lower level knowledge.
teachers may activate knowledge about content schema and formal schema in relation to
the texts before reading. They should also make students aware of the interactive theory.
whereby effective top-down processing can compensate for deficiencies at lower level
and effective bottom-up processing can compensate for the lack of higher level
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knowledge in language (Anderson. 1999.2-3: Grabe. 1991. 378: Hudson. 1982. 1-31:
Ringborn. I 992. IO I: Stanovich. 1980, 63 ). Therefore. students should be guided to use
their top-down skills or bottom-up skills to compensate for the lack of the other by means
of guided questioning and focused tasks.

10.3.2.2 Reading Problems
The evidence of reading problems arising when decoding in this study leads to
five recommendations fix teachers to assist EFL students overcome these problems.
Recmm11e11dation I: f11creaJed atte11tio11 to l2 i•ocahu/ary and figuratfre language is
11ecesJaryfor growth in l2 reading C:(}mprehe11sio11.
Since word meanings and figurative language were major problems for reading in
this case. teachers should help students enhance the knowledge about these. This finding
supports Fountain and !\;1tion's view (Fountain & Nation. 2000. 30) that vocabulary is an
important basic knowledge of language. Teachers may help students by using this
guideline. Firstly. teachers teach vocabulary explicitly as Nation ( 1995. 5-7) suggests
teaching the most frequent 2.000 words for language as shown in his list. Secondly.
teachers can pre-teach vocabulary before reading. give glosses for low-frequency words
in texts. rev ic,\ words met in previous texts as well as encourage students to overlook
some unknown \\ords (Nation. 1990. l-187). Thirdly. teachers should train students to
guess the meaning of \\ords from context by using clues in the text (Nation & Coady.
1988. 97-110. Schmitt. 2000. 142-158). Fourthly. teachers should encourage students to
enrich their vocabulary through extensive reading (Coady. 1997. 225-237). Lastly.
teachers might be able to introduce students to use Cornputer-Aid•;d Language Learning
(CALI.) provided by Oxford University Press ((h:fiml /111c:racliw' Word ,ifagic. 1998) to
increase their knowledge of vocabulary. These suggestions may be useful to enhance the
range of known vocabulary for Thai students.
Furthermore. teachers need to help students to comprehend figurative language.
Firstly. teachers should ask students to think of equivalent metaphors in their I. I. use
literal meanings to remember metaphors in the L2 and use contexts to understand
metaphors (Littlcmorc, 200 I. 333-349). Secondly. teachers provide questions based on
metaphors so that students arc challenged to decode meanings (Ponterotto. l 994. 2). In
addition. other options for teaching figurative language were proposed by McGowan
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(2002. 15-19). who used the Systemic Coder software package WAG ( Workbench
Analysis Generation) by Mick O'Donnell ( 1995. revised 200 I) to analyse the level of
complexity or figurative language in the Australian media. After the workshop. students
could unpack some complex metaphors using possible literal meanings and then
transferring those meanings to the context. These suggestions may be adapted for use in
Thai classrooms lo help students overcome their dilliculties.

Recomme11tlatio11 2: K11owletlge about such syntactic problems as reference word.,·,
co11j1111ctio11, ellipsis mu/ 1wmillaii.mtio11 is 11ecessary for .'iucce.,·sfu/ L2 comprehe11sio11.
In order to help students comprehend texts. teachers should activate knowledge
about the syntactic problems. found in this study to be causing problems. These were
reference \\Ords. conjunction. ellipsis and nominalisation. These aspects or syntax arc
often referred to as cohesion or that which links individual words in a text or sentences to
each other (Irwin. 1986. 31). Mei-yun ( 1993. 12) suggests teachers teach students how to
use rnhesive devices as signposts. because they arc textual markers which help students
find key words for finding the meanings.

Recomnu!mlation 3: K11owledge about certui11 grammatical areas tlS the form of the
i·erh, parts of speech am/ word order is necessary for L2 readi11g.
The finding indicates that grammar is an important area of difficult) for students
in this case. especially with verbs. as \\ell as parts of speech and ,,ord order. Therefore.
teachers should emphasise it when teaching reading in orckr to help students comprehend
texts. Firstly. Fotos (2002. 143-150) proposes t\\O types of structure-based interactive.
that is. an implicit focus on grammar which students have to use target structure to
complete the activities and an cxpl icit focus on grammar or grammar consciousness
raising task which students have to solve grammar problems through the meaning
focused interaction in the texts. Secondly. Ellis (2002. 29) suggests live kinds of
activities for learning gram,nar. that is. listen to comprehend the texts. listen to notice the
structure of the texts. understand the grammar points of the texts. check other texts
containing grammar errors. and try out their understanding of the target structure 111 a
short production activit).
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Recomme11dutio11 4: K11owled,:e about punctuation ca11 help L2 reatlin,:.
In order to help students decode texts easily, punctuation markers such as the
apostrophe ··s··. and commas with phrases in apposition or relative clauses as well as
extra information between two commas should be taught as part of the reading program.
Punctuation in English is a meaning marker related to syntactic and grammatical
structure and it is largely difTerent from the way punctuation is used in Thai. Therefore.
teachers should not ignore how punctuation markers arc guides to the interpretation of
mean mg.
Recomme11dutio11 5: Knowled,:e abo11r ,111.\werin,: tec:/111iques ca11 providt! practice in
rhinki11,: by puraphrusin,: and help obtain better scores in readin,:.
The finding points out that answering techniques were important matters for
gaining better scores. Some students in this case should attain better scores but they did
not because they answered only part of the questions and sometimes quoted directly from
texts. Thercft1re. teachers should guide students before involving them in such reading
tasks as to how to write their answers for open-ended questions.

I 0.3.3 The use of the first language
The finding from this study that <;tudcnts were using their LI extensively to assist
their thinking leads to an important dilemma for teachers. This is the question as to
\\ hether or not teachers should promote the use or LI instead of L2.
Reco111111emlatio11 I: The 11se of LI should 1101 he discouru,:ed in eur(1· reading courses.
From the study. the students obtained some benefit from thinking in Thai when
interacting with the English reading texts. Teachers. therefore. should not discourage
students from thinking in Thai. They should be supported to use code switching from
English to Thai when they need as Cook ( 1999. 185) suggests that language teachers
should consider L2 students as ""rnulticompctcnt users" rather than as ""failed native
speakers"". because the knowledge of their LI is difTcrcnl from the L2 of the native
speakers. The use or L 1 in the processes of teaching and learning English reading can be
utilised as Cook ( 1999. 204) states
"Together with the clumg(' in altitude. placing more emphasis on the .,·11cce.,·.�/i1I
L2 user and on using the LI more in teaching can hring language teaching to the
realisation that it is helping people use L2s. not imitate natil'e speakers. "
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Thus. language teaching can utilise students' LI together with the L2. most particularly
in the case of older students. who already posses a strong grounding in LI literacy.
Recomme11datio11 2: Tlte use of L2 should he promoted in higher reading courJes.
When students move to higher level English reading courses. teachers may
encourage them to use more English in their thinking processes. CLT. a widely supported
teaching approach in Thailand relics on an intuitively based assumption. that it is
beneficial for L2 readers to think and talk as much as possible in L2 (Cohen. 1995. I 04:
1998. 157). Kobayashi & Rinner! ( I 992, 204-205). also agree with this assumption that
L2 performance may be inhibited from too much dependency on their LI and overuse of
translation may prevent and delay L2 learners to develop their L2. Thus. the use of the
L2 as a language of thought while reading L2 texts should be promoted in order to
improve students· reading skills.
However. students cannot really begin to think in the L2 unless they can
understand the meaning of the texts. In this case. the mental resources of the students
such as the knowledge of content lex is and grammar did not allow them the opportunity
to think in English.

10.4 Suggestions for further study
The present study focused on intermediate slUdcnts using strategics when reading
English texts. but did not investigate the strategics used for the beginning and advanced
students in Thailand. Therefore. further study can extend the study to all levels. the
beginning. intermediate and advanced levels. On the other hand, instructed strategics as
trained strategics can be investigated. From the work in this study, the useful strategies
can be included for the training course to assist English reading comprehension for Thai
students at all levels. The next stud) can deeply investigate the different ways. skilled
and unskilled readers use when resorting t0 the same strategies. Furthermore. studies
could investigate what methods could be adopted to encourage the successful use of L2
in reading.
This study examines three different genres of texts. that is. transactional. editorial
and narrative experiential texts. Further study can gather data from other interesting
source as shown in the study that is those from magazines.
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As the study reveals that the use of formal schema was more prominent than
content schema in reading this set of texts. this aspect should be studied deeply to
examine how and why both these strategics are used to facilitate L2 reading
comprehension.
For culturally familiar and unfamiliar texts in the case of transactional texts. the
study reveals that students performed better scores for culturally unfamiliar text than the
culturally familiar text. Further study should examine the factors which affect students·
understandings for both text types. as well as differences between the benefit of using
local materials and global materials.

10.5 Summary
This chapter relates the findings to the theoretical framework in chapter 2 and
reminds readers of the limitations of the study. Pedagogical implications for teachers. and
suggestions for further study arc also discussed.
The findings in this study extend understanding of the theoretical framework as
applied to these Thai undergraduates students in three main areas. text and
comprehensible input. decoding processes including the use of strategics and reading
problems arising when decoding. and the use of the first !anguage. In saying this
researcher makes no claim that these findings give a complete picture of Thai
undergraduates whilst reading in English. The research process involved here has been
much like looking at the back of a tapestry. where many different threads can be traced.
However. true understanding of the reading process needs a thorough investigation of
how these threads come together in the mind of the reader. Although this study has
exmnined some of the different threads relating to second language reading. the evidence
presented is far short of explaining how the entire process illustrated in the framework
fits together.
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Appendix A
Reading Comprehension Tasks

Nan1e...........................................Nu m her............Class..........
Date...................................................................................

Reading Comprehension Task 1

Directions
1. There are two parts in this task and each part consists of one text.
2. You will read the texts. Each one is followed by a number of
open-ended questions about it. You arc to write down the
answers and explain how you get the answers.
3. At the end of each part you are to write down the difficulties you
get from the providing sentence.
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Part I
Bangkok. Krung Thep, city. capital. and chief port of Thailand. As the only
cosmopolitan city in a country of a small towns and villages. it is Thailand's cultural and
commercial centre.
3angkok is located on the Chao Phraya Riv.!r. about 25 miles (40 km) from the
Gulf of Thailand. In 1971 the original city mergcJ with the former municipality of Thon
Buri on the west bank of the Chao Phraya. and in 1972 the unified city was 11ierged with
other outlying areas to form a single city-province. Krung Thep Mahanakhon (Bangkok
Metropolitan City).
The city's economy is centred on its port. which handles nearly all of the
country's exports and imports. and on its commerce and industry. Principal industries
include food processing and the production of textile and building materials. Bangkok
houses a majority of the country's bank deposits and also is the base for several
insurance firms.
(Source: The New Encyclopedia. Britannica. 1994, 15 1" edition. Volume I. page 886)

Questions : Write down the answers in English or Thai and explain how
you got the answers.
I .Accord ing to the passage. how did Bangkok become Krung Thep Mahanakhon or
Bangkok Metropolitan City?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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2. Why

is Bangkok the commercial centre of the country?

How did you get your answer? (In Thai)

3. According to the passage, where is Bangkok?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

4. What is the meaning of the original city in line 5?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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5. What is the meaning of tlte unified city in line 6?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

6. What is the meaning of other outlying areas in line 7?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

7. What docs the word handles in line 9 mean?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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8. What docs the word house.v in line 12 mean?

How did you gl!t the answer? (In Thai)

9. The word it in line 2 refers to .....

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

I 0. The word which in line 9 refers to .....

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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Explain in Thai: Write down in Thai what you think this sentence
means. What difficulties do you have with understanding it? Why?
The city's economy is centred on its port, which handles nearly all of the
country's exports and imports. and on its commerce and industry.
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Part 2
Wellington, capital city, port, and chief commercial centre of New Zealand is
situated in the extreme south of the North Island. It lies on the shores and hills
surrounding Port Nicholson, an almost landlocked bay that is ranked among the world's
finest harbours. Mount Victoria rises 643 feet ( 196 m) near the centre of the city.
In 1826 two British vessels landed a working party on the site to collect flax and
timber. In 1839 a ship belonging to New Zealand Company arrived with officials who
were to select a site for the company's first settlement. The site chosen. at the mouth of
the Hutt River, proved unsuitable, and a move was made to Lambton Harbour on the
west shore. The settlement was named in 1840 in recognition of the aid given the
company by the I st Duke of Wellington. In 1865 the seat of the central government was
transferred there from Auckland. The city is part of the Wellington local government
region. The city's international airport is also the focal point of the country's internal
aviation network.
(Source: The New Encyclopedia, Britannica. 1994, 15 1h edition. Volume 12. page 572)

Questions : Write down the answers in English or Thai and explain how
you got the answers.
I.What is

the location of Wellington?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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2.Accord ing to the passage, what had happened to Wellington between 1826-1865?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

3.Why

was the city named Wellington?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

4.What is

the meaning of extreme south of the North Island in line 2?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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5.What is

the meaning of the focal point in line 12?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

6. What is the meaning of the under! ined part of the word intemational?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

7.What does

the word landlocked in line 3 mean?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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8.T he word thut in line 3 refers to.....

How did you gel the answer? (In Thai)

9.T he word there in line I I refers to.....

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

I 0. The word rite city in line I I refers to.....

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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Explain in Tha�: Write down in Thai what you think this sentence means.
What difficulties do you have with understanding it? Why?
The site chosen. at the mouth of the Hutt River. proved unsuitable. and a move was made
to Lambton Harbour on the west shore.
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Name...........................................Number............ Class.........
Date..................................................................................

Reading Comprehension Task 2

Directions
1. There arc two parts in this task and each part consists of on� text.
2. You will read the texts. Each one is followed by a number of
open-ended questions about it. You are to write down the answers
and explain how you get the answers.
3. At the end of each part you arc to write down the difficulties you
get from the providing sentence.
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Part I
Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra has completed his trips to Laos. Cambodia
and Burma, which have taken place over the past IO days. interrupted

by his

Constitution Court appearance. of course. Despite his previous, in fact rather limited.
experience as a foreign minister. the trips must have offered him some salutary lessons in
diplomacy. especially that procedures cannot be rushed or. if he had so wanted. achieved
in a crisp. decisive CEO s�yle. Quick results can never be achieved given this region's
delicate brand of politics. Nevertheless. the trips were not in vain.
Thaksin's sojourn to Laos and Cambodia have strengthened bilateral tics that
have had a rough time of late. Nothing, of course. can mend broken fences and restore
relations like a high-level visit. especially when it involves a new leader who is anxious
to build up his regional stature and show he is progressive and open-mincied. Laos offers
the perfect example for this: having the Thai leader pay a visit is an ..insurance policy"
showing that this landlocked neighbour will not be bullied. and that cooperation.
especially in the economic field and the hydroelectricity industry. is very necessary.
Laos· leaders know full well that a new Thai leader wants to gain quick kudos by visiting
them and getting involved in a little chummy ram-wong ( traditional Thai dance).
(Source: The Nation: Thursday. June 21. 200 l , p.4A)

Questions : Write down the answers in English or Thai and explain how
you got the answers.
I .Accor ding to the passage. why did Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra make trips
to Laos and Cambodia?
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How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

2.How did

Laos accept the visit of Thai Prime Minister?

How did you get the answer? (In ·1 hai)

3.What is

the meaning of mend broke11/e11ces in line 9?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

4. What is

the meaning of open-minded in line 11?
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How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

5. What is

the meaning of in a crisp in line 6?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

6.What is

the meaning of the underlined part of the word hl'tiroelectricity in line

14?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

7.ln

what two areas would Laos like to cooperate with Thailand?
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How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

8.What do y ou think the adj1.:ctive chummy in line 16 means?

I-low did you get the answer? (In Thai)

9 T he word which in line 2 refers to .....

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

I 0. The word them in line 16 refers to .....
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How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

Explain in Thai: Write down in Thai what you think this sentence means.
Wl':1t difficulties do you have with understanding it? Why?
Nothing. of course, can mend broken fences and restore relations like a high-level
visit. especially when it involves a new leader who is anxious to build up his regional
stature and show he is progressive and open-minded.
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Part 2
The polls once again showed that the Iranian voters prefer reform to anything.
The overwhelming turnout and the weight of the votes cast yesterday for the second term
of President Mohammad Khatami serves as a good lesson to outsiders who think that Iran
cannot sustain its economic-reform programme and political openness under the current
Islamic system. Khatami has done quite a remarkable job over the past four years
considering that the country is controlled by hard-line clerics.
lie should have done more to protect civil liberty. but then again. in doing so he
could have lost his entire reform platform altogether.
Some would say that he is not the real mover and shaker in Iran as he is "minute"
in comparison with the big powers who control the security forces and the courts.
But the next four years will be crucial if Iran is to emerge as a catalyst in Middle
East development.
Iran is still dreaded by the US as a country that gives assistance to alleged
terrorist groups in the Middle East. Such a label needs to be dealt with immediately as it
impacts upon international attitudes and practices toward Iran.
Meanwhile there has been talk of an Islamic Democracy 111 response to the
electoral process in Iran.
This impression could get stronger if Khatami makes use of the popular mandate
of this election to push through his economic-reform package for job-creation.
(Source: The Nation: Sunday. June I 0. 200 I. p.6A)

Questions : Write down the answers in English or Thai and explain how
you got the answers.
I. What docs this text mainly discuss'?
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How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

2. Whal

should Khatami do to show his ability to govern Iran in his second term as

President?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

3.Accor ding lo the passage. why was Khatami voted lo be a president of Iran
again?

llow did you gel the answer? (In Thai)

4. Whal is

the meaning of mover am/ shaker in line 9?
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How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

5. What is

the meaning of catalyst in line 11?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

6.1 low do y ou know from the text that Iran is not an Islamic democracy?

I low did you get the answer? (In Thai)

7. What does

the word minute in line 9 mean?
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How did you gel the answer? (In Thai)

8. Why

is the USA afraid of Iran?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

9.T he word who in line 10 refers to .....

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

I 0. The phrase this impression in line 18 refers to .....
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How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

Explai!l in Thai: Write down in Thai what you think this sentence means.
What diifo.:ultics do you have with understanding it? Why?
This impression could get stronger if Khatami makes use of the popular mandate
of this election to push through his economic-reform package for job-creation.
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Name...........................................Number............ Class.........
Date..................................................................................

Reading Comprehension Task 3

Directions

I. There arc two parts in this task and each part consists of two
texts.
2. You will read the texts. Each one is follO\vcd by a number of
open-ended questions about it. You arc to write down the
answers and explain how you get the answers.
3. J\ t the end of each part you arc to write down the di flicultics you
get from the providing sentence.
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Part 1
ThL� is a short extract from the autobiography ofa rural Thai teacher. 711e writer tells us
about her memories ofsclwol when she \\'as seven years old. (In Thai for s/Udents)
It was fun to walk with friend.5 to school in the morning: to kick sand all along the
way; to hang on the rear of the ox-cart which was going on the way to school and laugh
happily. that we did not have to walk; to look for wild fniits beside the path; to wade in
every water pool in the low places in the rainy season; to sing the national anthem at the
top of one's voice; to read the letters out loud together in class; to play in the break (there
were many new games of sport now which both girls and boys could play together), and
to hurry home hungrily when school was over.
And it was misery to be punished by the teacher now and then because our hair.
nails fingers, hands were not clean; because we could not remember some ef the letters
that the teacher told us to memorise by heart; because we came to school too late when
we had looked for the wild fruits too far out of the way and forgotten to notice the
sunlight. and because we had fought with each other.
(Source: Little Things by Prajuab Thirabutana, 1971. p. 3 I)

Questions : Write down the answers in English or Thai and explain how
you got the answers.
I .Accor ding to the passage. what were the happy memories of the writer together
with her friends?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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2. Why

did the teacher punish the writer and her friends?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

3. What is

the meaning of now am/ then in line 8?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

4. What is

the meaning of to memorise by heart in line IO?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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5. Whal docs

the word rear in line 2 mean?

I low did you gel the answer? (In Thai)

6. What docs the

verb to wade in line 3 mean?

llow did you get the answer? (In Thai)

7. What docs the phrase national anthem in line 4 mean?

How did you get '.he answer? (In Thai)
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8. What docs the word misery in line 8 mean?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

9. The word which in line 6 refers to .....

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

I 0. The word we in I inc IO refers to .....

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)
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Explain in Thai: Write down in Thai what you think this sentence means.
What difficulties do you have with understanding it? Why?
And it was misery to be punished by the teacher now and then because our hair,
nails fingers. hands were not clean; because we could not remember some of the
letters that the teacher told us lo memorise by heart; because we came to school
too late when we had looked for the wild fruits too far out of the way and
forgotten to notice the sunlight. and because we had fought with each other.
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Part 2
This is a shorl extracl from !he awobiography of an American woman. who did no! know
any language un!il she was sewn. She was blind and deaf. Here she wri!es aboul herfirs/
meeling with her /eacher. (In Thai/or students)
I felt approaching footsteps. I stretched out my hand as I supposed to my mother.
Some one took it and I was caught up and held close in the arms of her who had come to
reveal all things to me, and. more than all things else. to love me.
The morning after my teacher came she led me into her room and gave me a doll.
When I had played with it a little while, Miss Sullivan slowly spelled into my hand the
word ··d-o-1-1." I was at once interested in this finger play and tried to imitate it. When I
finally succeeded in making the letters correctly, I was flushed with childish pleasure and
pride. Running downstairs to my mother I held up my hand and made the letters for dolls.
I did not know that I was spelling a word or even that word existed; I was simply making
my fingers go in monkey-like imitation. In the days that followed I learned to spell in this
uncomprehending way a great many words. among them pin. hat. cup and a few words
like sit, stand and 11'(1/k. But my teacher had been with me several weeks before I
understood that everything has a name
(Source: The story of my life. Helen Keller. 1961)

Questions : Write down the answers in English or Thai and explain how
you got the answers.
I .Accord ing to the passage, what happened between the writer and her teacher?
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How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

2.How

did the writer start learning to write?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

3. What

is the meaning of to he jluslted with cltildislt pleasure and pride in line 7-

8?

I-low did you get the answer? (In Thai)

4. What is

the meaning of monkey-like imitation in line IO?
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How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

5. What docs the

verb stretched out in line I mean?

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

6. What docs the

verb to reveal in line 3 mean?

I-low did you get the answer? (In Thai)

7. What docs the

verb to imitate in line 6 mean?
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How did you get the answer? {In Thai)

8.T he word who in line 2 refers to .....

How did you get the answer? (In Thai)

9.T he word it in line 6 refers to .....

Hov-.: did you get the answer? (In Thai)

I 0. The word them in line 11 refers to .....
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How did you gel lh.: answer? (In Thai)

Explain in Thai: Write down in Thai what you think this sentence means.
What difficulties do you have with understanding it? Why?
Some one look it and I was caught up and held close in the arms of her who had
come to reveal al I things to me. and. more than all things else. to love me.
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Appendix B
A Questionnaire
There arc two parts of this questionnaire.
Part A: Short answer questions.
Part B: Opinion-based questions.
Part A: Please check the one best response in '. ·; of items I. 2. 3. 5 and 6 and check all
that apply of items 4 and 7.
l . Whal did you do al the beginning of each reading task?
: I read the questions.
· I read the whole text.
: I read a sentence or two and then a question.
_ � I read the questions and underlined unknown words.
2.llow much do you think the Thai language helps your comprehension of English
reading
Very much
· Somewhat
- A little
Not at all
3.Do y ou use translation while reading English?
: Yes. all the time.
· Ycs. usually.
: Yes. seldom.
No. never.
4. When do y ou use translation? Check all that appl).
: With finding main ideas
· With finding details
With word meaning
_ With sentence meaning
With idioms
: With grammatical structure
5.When y ou think in Thai while reading. where docs Thai help you most?
With the meaning of .....
_ words
. phrases
: sentences
_ main ideas
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-·

•

. . ....

6.1 {ow often do you think in Thai while reading?
All the time
Usual I)
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
7. \\'hat ty pc of text is easy to understand? Check all that applv.
From enc) clopedia
From newspapers
From autobiographical books
Frcm novels
From text books
From magazines
From internet
Part B: Write J fc\\ lines in Thai to give your opinion about these questions.
I. When y ou use Thai to help you with reading in English. how do you feel?

2.lf you had to think only in English and could not use Thai while you read. how
would you feel?

3.Do you think you should try to think in English more while you read? Why? Why
not?

4.Do you feel any different when you read a text which deals with Thailand
compared with one about another country?
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Appendix C
Schedule for Gathering Data
Weck

I

First

Day

Saturday

Week

Students

Activities

Time

First

08.00-

- Reading comprehension task I.

Group

09.00 am

transactional texts. text I. Bangkok

09.00 -

- Retrospectiv� interview

10.00 am
10.10 -

- Reading comprehension task

11.10 am

transactional texts, text 2. Wellington

I I. IO am -

- Retrospective interview

I.

12.10 pm
Second

13.00 -

- Reading comprehension task

Group

14.00 pm

transactional texts. text I, Bangkok

14.00-

- Retrospective interview

I.

15.00 pm
15. IO -

- Reading comprehension task

16.10 pm

transactional texts. text 2. Wellington

16.10 -

I

1

-

I.

Retrospective interview

17.10 pm
Sunday

Third

08.00 -

- Readirg comprehension task I.

Group

09.00 am

transactional texts. text I. Bangkok

09.00

- Retrospective interview

10.00 am
I

I

10.10 -

- Reading comprehension task I.

I I. IO am

transactional texts. text 2. Wellington

I I. IO am -

- Retrospective interview

12.10 pm

L

I

Fourth

13.00

- Reading comprehension task I.

Group

14.00 pm

transactional texts. text I, Bangkok

14.00 -

- Retrospective interview

15.00 pm
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15.10 -

-

16.10 pm

transactional texts. text 2. Wellington

16.10 -·

- Retrospective interview

Reading comprehension task

I.

17.10 pm
Second

Saturday

Weck

First

08.00 -

- Reading comprehension task 2.

Group

09.00 am

editorial texts. text I. Thai politics

09.00 -

- Retrospective intervie\1,

10.00 am
10.10 -

-

11.10 am

editorial texts. text 2, Iranian politics

I I.IO am -

- Retrospective interview

Reading comprehension task 2.

12.10 pm
Second

13.00 -

-

Group

14.00 pm

editorial texts, text I. Thai politics

14.00 -

- Retrospective interview

Reading comprehension task 2.

15.00 pm
15.10 -

-

16.10 pm

editorial texts. text 2. Iranian politics

16.10 -

- Retrospective interview

Reading comprehension task 2.

17.10 pm
Sunday

Third

08.00

- Reading comprehension task 2.

Group

09.00 am

editorial texts. text I. Thai politics

09.00

- Retrospective interview

10.00 am
10.10 -

-

I I.IO am

editorial texts. text 2. Iranian politics

I I.IO am -

- Retrospective interview

Reading comprehension task 2.

12.10 pm
Fourth

13.00 -

- Reading comprehension task 2.

Group

14.00 pm

editorial texts, text I. Thai politics

14.00 -

- Retrospective interview

15.00 pm
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15.10-

-

16.IOpm

editorial texts , text 2, Iranian politics

16.10-

- Retrospective interview

Reading comprehension task

2.

17.10pm
Third

Saturday

Weck

First

08.00-

- Reading comprehension task 3.

Group

09.00am

experiential texts, text l. Thai
narrative

09.00 -

- Retrospective interview

10.00am
10.10

-

11.IO am

experiential texts.

Reading comprehension task

3.

text 2. American

narrative
11.10 am -

- Retrospective interview

12.10pm
Second

13.00-

-

Group

14.00pm

experiential

Reading comprehension task 3.
texts.

text

I. Thai

narrative
14.00-

- Retrospective interview

15.00pm
15.IO -

-

16.10pm

experiential texts.

Reading comprehension task

text 2. American

narrative
16.10-

3.

- Retrospective interview

.. .

17.10pm
Sunday

Third

08.00-

- Reading comprehension task 3.

Group

09.00am

experiential texts . text I. Thai
narrative

09.00

- Retrospective interview

I0.00am
I 0.10

-

11.10 am

experiential texts.

Reading comprehension task

3.

text 2. American

narrative
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I I. IO am -

- Retrospective interview

12.10 pm
Fourth

13.00-

- Reading comprehension task 3.

Group

14.00 pm

experiential texts. text I. Thai
narrative

14.00 15.00 pm

- Retrospective interview

15.10 -

- Reading comprehension task 3.

16.10 pm

experiential texts. text 2. American
narrative

16.10-

- Retrospective interview

17.10 pm
Fourth
. Week

I

Saturday All
Groups

10.00

- Questionnaire

11.00 am
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Appendix D
A table for analysing data
Task
:\o

Text

Quc,rion

l)pc

:\lark

Student No____
Why use Thai'!

What for'?

Answer problems

I
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Appendix E
A Sample of Transcription from an interview
Task 1: Thai Transactional Text
Part 1 Text I: Bangkok
Student No. S20T
Question

Content
I: What was this text about?
S: It was about Bangkok. It started with its background and it became a
commercial centre.
I: Have you known about Bangkok?
S: A little bit. I've known that it is a commercial and monetary centre but
I haven't known the background of the city.

I

I: "How did Bangkok become Krung Thep Mahanakorn or Bangkok
Metropolitan City?"
S: I didn't know the meaning of the phrase Melropoliran Ciry.
I: Have you known about the background of Bangkok establishment?
S: No. never.
I: How did you get the answer?
S: I read from the text.
I: Did you translate it into Thai?
S: Yes. I did.
I: Why did you translate it into Thai?
S: For my understanding. I also rearranged the sentences in Thai for my
understanding.
I: Did Thai help you retrieve ideas?
S: Yes.
I: How?
S: For understanding the sentences. I also rearranged sentences in Thai
for myself to understand them better.
I: Did Thai help you formulate ideas?
S: Yes.
I: llow?
S: Thai is my first language and I have understood Thai for a long time. I
understand Thai better than English so I translated from English into
Thai. Then I rearranged the sentences and the answer as well.
I: Did Thai help you understand English found in the sentences?
S: Yes.
I: How?
S: I took Thai words which I've never seen in English lo join in English
sentences. Therefore. It helped me understand the sentences in the text
better.
I: How did you take Thai words to join lo English sentences?
S: For example. I put the words "if�" and "1Ao" which arc Thai words into
the English sentences. These Thai words were used to join the sentences

-

I

'
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for my understanding of English sentences.
I: Let's sec the structure of the sentences for your answer. Was it same or
different from Thai structure?
S: It was diflcrent. Thai sentence was shorter than these sentences. There
was some di fTcrcnt punctuation used in these sentences.
I: What were they?
S: They were commas.
I: Were they commas?
S: Yes. it made a trouble when I tried to comprehend the text.
I: How?
S: It was dillicult to know how to join clauses together when I read the
text.
I: Did Thai structtirc help you answer this question'?
S: Yes.
I: !low?
S: After translating and rearranging the sentences into Thai. I could
understand the text because I knew Thai better than English.

I: "Why is Bangkok the commercial centre of the city?"
Have you had 1,rcvious knowledge about this?
S: Yes a little bit. I"ve known that Bangkok is the centre of commerce.
Most goods arc produced in Bangkok. Most people buy goods from
Bangkok and sell them in other provinces.
I: Did this previous knowledge help you understand the text?
S: Yes. it did.
I: !low?
S: It helped me understand the sentence easily though I didn't know the
meaning of some words. I translated some words and could guess the
meaning of some words from my previous knlm ledge.
I: I low did you get the answer?
S: I read from the paragraph and answered. I didn't translate it into Thai.
I: \Vhy didn't you translate it into Thai?
S: Because I knew the meaning of vocabulary in the sentence. I read the
English text and understood it so I didn't translate it.
I: Was it easy or diflicult to understand?
S: It \\as easy so I didn't translate it.
I: Did Thai help you retrieve ideas'.'
S: Ye�. some.
I: I low'!
S; When I read the q11e1;1ion v,hich I had known the vrn.:ahulary. I thought
in ltw1 and looked iii lhc paragrnr,h
f; IJ1d 'I hai help }IIU fmmulalc ,dca•. for tht•) <.JUci,tion'!
S: Ye'>
I: 11,}v.·1
S: I looked at the Y..:ntcnt:e ,,., hKh a.\�a:d for the rca<;<m Y:l I <:ould answer
it.
I: Did I hai help :• ou understand 1-.ngl ish found in the text':'
S: Ye.,
-"-·-·-�- ---·-o-••-I:·- Hov. .,
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S: It helped me understand the sentence for the answer.
I: Was the structure the same or di tTerent from Thai structure?
S: It was the same as Thai structure with subject. verb and object. The
sentence was not complicated.
I: Did Thai structure help you answer this question?
S: Yes.
I: How?
S: Both Thai and English structures were the same with subject. verb and
object. 1 compared the English sentence with the Thai sentence and they
were similar so 1 could understand the text.
3

I: "Where is Uangkok?"
S: "Bangkok is located on the Choa Phraya River. about 25 miles from
the Gulf ofThailand...
I: Ilave you had the previous knowledge about this?
S: No. I haven't.
I: II ave you known that it is located on the Choa Phraya River?
S: Y cs. I have but I didn't know how far it is from the Choa Phraya
River.
I: Did your previous knowledge about this help you understand the text?
S: Yes.
I: Ihm?
S: I didn't know the meanings of every word in the text but I could guess
them from my previous kno\vledge about it. I could understand the text
because of my previous knowledge although I didn't know the meaning
of some words.
I: llow did you get the answer?
S: There was the answer in the text and 1 noticed at the word ··located".
There were the details of the location of Bangkok in paragraph 2.
I: Did you think in Thai?
S: Yes.
I: Why?
S: 1 thought in Thai for understanding the text and ftx answering
1.:orrectly. lfl didn't
think in Thai. I was not sure about the answer.
I: Why weren't you sure about your answer?
S: Because There were some words in the paragraph that I didn't know
the meaning. Therefore. I thought it should be this answer.
I: Did Thai help you retrieve ideas?
S: Yes.
!. 1 low?
S: It helped me think quickly and used less time.
I: I low did it help you retrieve ideas''
S: It helped me understand the text by thinking in Thai and could find the
answer quickly.
I: Did Thai help you formulate ideas?
S: Yes.
I: llow?
S: There was a comma but I didn't know what the comma modified.
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I
14
I

When I thought in Thai. I also rearranged the sentence by using Thai
words to join to the sentence. I didn't need to translate word by word
from English words.
I: Did Thai help you understand English found in the sentence'?
S: Yes.
I: How?
S: From the text, there were many words that I could change into Thai for
understanding. I could more interpret from the English sentence by
translating these words.
I: Was the structure the same or different frqm Thai structure?
S: It was different not much.
I: I low'?
S: There were tenses with infinitive. past tense and p2st participle but not
in Thai.
I: Did Thai structure help you answer this question?
S: Yes.
I: How?
S: English sentences were more complicated than Thai sentences so it
made me confuse. I could understand easily by thinking in Thai than in
English.
I: "What is the meaning or 1he original ci1y in Iinc ST
S: I didn't know the meaning so I guessed that it was a simple city or a
small city. It wasn't the capital city or the important city as nowadays.
I: Why did you guess like this?
S: I looked at its context.
I: Did you think in Thai?
S: I translated it into Thai. I started with translating the word ci1y and
then added an adverb or an adjective to the word cily but I could not get
the answer. Therefore. I thought in Thai in order to guess the meaning
easily because I didn't know the meaning of this phrase.
I: Did Thai help you understand E11glish fi.1u11d in the text?
S: Yes.
I: HO\\?
S: It helped much. especially: with the unknown vocab�llary or the words
which I could not remember the meaning because I seldom used them. It
helped me because when I read the text I also translated the sentence into
Thai. I thought that which words should be substituted to Thai words that
I had already translated.
..
l: Was the structure same or different from i hai structure?
S: It was different.
I: tlow?
S: The modifier or an adjective was before a noun as in 1he original cily
but in Thai the noun ci{_v should be before an adjective original.
l: Did Thai structure help you answer this question?
S: Yes?
I: !low?
S: I translated it by using Thai structure. I translated the complexity of
En •lish sentence bv usin, Thai form. It was easi[ to understand.
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5

.
11: . What is the meaning of the un((ied city in I inc 6T
S: I answered this question in Thai. It meant that the city was established
to be the capital city oflicially. I didn't know the meaning of the word
1111(/ied. I tried to guess it but I couldn't solve it.
I: Where did you guess from?
S: I guessed from the prefix uni combined with the ,vord city and guessed
from the context.
I: How did you get the answer?
S: I read the context shown in the paragraph.
I: Did you think in Thai?
S: Ycs. I did.
I: Why did you think in Thai?
S: Because I didn't know the meaning of the word un(/ied so I t;ied to
translate the sentence into Thai and then tried lo think that which word
should be the word unified in Thai.
I: Did you translated the surrounding words first?
S: Yes. I did. Then I tried to translate the meaning of the word unified.
I: Did Thai help you retrieve ideas?
S: Yes.
I: !low?
S: It helped me understand the sentence even though I didn't know the
I meaning of some words.
1: Did Thai help you formulate ideas?
S: Yes.
1:
1 I low'?
S: When J used Thai structure. I could formulate my ideas better. It
I helped me understand the text better than using English structure that J
was not accustomed to.
I: Was the structure same or different from Thai structure?
S: It was different because of the modifier.
I: What?
S: Word order in Thai was different from in English. When I translated
the phrase un((ied city into Thai. I had to started with the word city and
followed by the word unified.
I: Did Thai help you understand the English phrase shown in The text?
, S: Yes.
I: llow'.>
S: It helped me formulate ideas easily and I could write in English pattern
better by translating into Thai first and wrotc in English later.
1

6

I: .. What is the meaning of other ollllying areas in line 7?"
S: I answcre,'. in English. It was the areas which were the single city
I province. It meant that it was a single cit) that would become a big city.
I: Why did you translate like this?
S: I couldn't think it out.
I: Why did you translate it into Thai?
S: For my understanding.
I: Did you try to interpret it?
S: Ycs. I thought in two ways. The other meaning was the cilv which 1ra.\·
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free .fiw11 heing a colony.
I: Why did you think like this?
S: Because I couldn't solve it.
I: Did Thai heir you retrieve ideas'>
S: Yes.
I: llow?
S: It made rne understand the English text better than I didn't translate it
into Thai.
I: Did Thai help you formulate ideas?
S: Yes.
I: I low?
S: I could write it in different sty!es from rearranging it into Thi.Ii hefore
writing in English.
I: Did Thai help you understand English found in the text?
S: Yes.
I: l low?
S: It helped my ideas ..... I translated it into Thai by using simple words
and a simple sentence. It was shorter than the English sentence.
I: \\'as the structure same or difTerent from Thai structure?
S: It was different.
I: What were the differences?
S: A comma was used to join clauses and there was past participle in
. English. �Ed was added to a verb in English for past participle but there
' wasn't past participle in Thai?
I: Did Thai structure help you answer this question?
S: Yes.
I: !low?
S: I rearranged it into Thai and then translated it into English from Thai
structure again. When I changed the Thai sentence to be the English
sentence I used verbs ....tenses. It was more comp I icatcd.
7

I: "What docs the word handles in line 8 mean?'"
S: It might be a shop....a branch of a shop.
I: Why did you think it was a branch of a shop?
S: I looked at the context around ll'hich handle.\·. I translated the
surrounding words first and then tried to think about the meaning of the
unkmmn word. I didn't know the meaning of this word.
I: Why did you think in Thai?
S: It made me understand the word easily although I didn't know the
meaning of that word.
I: Was it good for thinking if you translated into Thai?
S: Yes.
I: Did Thai help you retrieve ideas?
S: Yes.
I: l low?
S: I rearranged sentences in simple Thai pattern. It was easier to answer
in Thai than the sentences which did not translate into Thai.
I: Did Thai help you formulate ideas?
I S: It was ea!>ier to write and to understand sentences bv thinking in Thai.
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I: Did Thai help you understand English found in the text?
S: Yes.
S: As I told you that I translated from the surrounding words or context
and then found out the meaning of the missing word.
I: Was the structure same or different from Thai structure?
S: It was different. A,frerh and -s were added into the sentence so it was
difficult to understand the sentence. It was more difficult than in Thai.
8

I: ''What docs the word houses in line 12 mean?"
S: I thought that it was Bangkok.
I: Why did you think that it was Bangkok?
S: Because I looked at the phrase Bangkok ho11.1·es and other words in a
sentence. Therefore. I thought that houses meant Bangkok which was as
houses.
I: Let's sec this sentence again. Is it a noun or a verb?
S: I think it is a verb.
I: You told me it was a noun.
S: It was not clear.
I: Why did you think it was n0un?
S: The word houses was usually used as a noun.
I: Therefore, you thought that it was a noun.
S: Yes. I didn't notice it.
I: Did you translate before answering?
S: Yes.
1: Whv?
S: Because I didn't understand 1t so I thought 11 was a compound word as
I Bmw.. kok ho11se.1·.
I: Did Thai help you retrieve ideas?
S: Yes.
I: I Im\?
S: Because l thought it \\'JS a compound word so l translated by starting
from the word houses and then the word Bangkok as word order in Thai.
I: What did you think the phrase Bangkok houses mean?
S: It might be a construction.
I: Did Thai help you formulate ideas?
S: Yes.
I: l low?
i S: It made a long sentence shorter and easier to understand.
: I: Did Thai help you understand English frrnnd in the text?
S: Yes.
I: !low?
S: I began translating first and then tried to understand it?
I: Was the structure same or different from Thai structure'!
S: It was much different.
I: !low?
S: There was a \\ord that you easily misunderstood and I translated this
word to be a known word. I translated it from my own understanding but
didn't notice what part of speech was.
1

I

I

I

[
I
i

L__l
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I: "The word ii in line 2 refers lo .... "
Whal was your answer?
S: I thought it was Bangkok.
I: Why did you think it was Bangkok?
S: I looked al the following words in the sentence; it is Thailand·.\.
cullural and commercial cenlre. From these words. the answer should be
Bangkok.
I : Did you translate it into Thai?
_
I S:_ Yes. I did.
!: Why?
S: for understanding.
I: Did Thai help you retrieve ideas?
S: Yes. it did.
I: How did it help you?
S: It helped me think quickly.
I: Did Thai help you formulate ideas?
S: Yes.
I: How?
S: Translating by using Thai structure was easier to understand than
translating by using English structure.
I: Did Thai help you understand English found in the text?
S: Yes.
I: It helped me understand the text. Using pronouns in English was quite
difficult. When I translated the sentence into Thai. I substitute a pronoun
by the other word.
S: Was the structure same or different from Thai structure?
I: It was different with modifiers.
S: For examples ...
I: In Thai. an adjective cullliml should be alter a noun n•llfre.

10

I: ··The word ll'hich in line 9 refers to .. :·
S: The city economy.
I: Why do you think that it referred to the city economy?
S: I looked at its context. The previous clause was !he ci1y 's economy is
centred on its porl so I noticed from !he cow1tr y "s expor/s and imports. It
I
I should refer to the city economy.
I: Did you notice from the following phrase but not from the previous
clause?
S: Yes. I noticed both.
I: Did you translate into Thai?
S: Yes.
I: Why?
S: Because there was a relative pronoun which was different from in Thai
but I tried to rearrange it to be Thai pattern to make me understand it. If I
thought in English. I would be confused because of a comma which was
used to join English clauses together.
I: Did the comma make you confused'?
S: Yes.
I: Did Thai hel vou retrieve ideas?
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l
S: Yes.
I: How?
S: When I translated a long sentence with a comma. I didn't think about
the comma so I could understand it easily.
I: Did Thai help you formulate ideas?
S: Yes.
I: How?
S: When I read a complicate phrase as on its p,m in English. I put the
words into a sentence as word order in Thai. Therefore. I could
understand them better. I translated it by using Thai patterns but didn't
translate it by using English patterns because it was difficult to
understand.
I: Did Thai help you understand English found in the text?
S: Yes.
I: I low?
S: It made me understand the text better than thinking in English. I
understood the sentence which did not have joining words as in English.
I: Was the structure same or different from Thai structure?
S: Diffcrent.
I: !low?
S: In Thai. we didn't use many commas or confused modifiers such as all
or4
I: Did Thai structure help you answer this question?
S: Yes.
I: I low?
S: When I translated using Thai structure. it was easy to understand.
Some words in English had several meanings such as of

I
i

Explain
in Thai

·The city's economy is centered on its port. which handles nearly all of
country's exports and imports, and on its commerce and industry."
I: Please tell me the meaning of this sentence in Thai.
S: It's a centre of economy and a centre of other provinces. It's a city for
imports and exports and also a monetary and industrial city.
I I: What difficulties did you have with understanding?
S: Commas and unknown words were difficulties that I had with
understanding. I knew some words but I could not translate it accurately.
I: What arc they?
S: For example, the word handles.
about the sentence?
I S:I: What
There was a conjunction am/ which was joined many clauses. The
inflection of verb forms was also the difficulty.
I: Tenses.
S: It was changed as past tens<' nr past participle in a sentence.
I: Why was it your problem,.'
I S: Because the inflection, ,f \'\:rh or k:nses in Thai is not complicated as
in English.

f------t--�---------- --- ---

1

I: I low olien did you thin·k in Thai whi� reading?
Extra
S: Usuallv.
ucstions -----�------337
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I: What problems with understanding the text did you think in Thai?
S: I thought in Thai when I met the problems with unknown words and
grammar. Tenses Oi the inflection of verbs were also the problems for
I
comprehending the text.
I: When did you think only in English not in Thai?
S: Sometimes.
I: When?
S: When I" ve already had previous knowledge about the text, l didn ·1
translate it.
I: We've finished the interview. ThJnk 'OU.
�-----�---�
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Appendix F
Consent Forms
Student Consent Form (1)
English reading comprehension of Thai undergraduates:
Ll/L2 usage, texts, strategics and problems
Rapccporn Sroinam
Faculty of Community Services. Education and Social Sciences
Edith Cowan University
The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of the Thai language in English
reading comprehension. The second year teacher trainee students majoring in Lnglish at
the faculty of Education. Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani have special needs for a study ,if
reading. You will do a reading comprehension task. be interviewed. and answer a
questionnaire. You will be asked to be tape recorded while engaging in the interview.
You will be able to sec your results for the reading comprehension task. l-luwever.
nobody will be able to sec any other pcrson·s scores. The results of the study will not
allcct your final grade for the course.
The investigator is currently a doctoral candidate at Edith Cowan University in Australia.
Therefore. consent for collecting data by participants is required for conducting of ethical
research involving human subjects.
Participation in this study could be useful to many future students as well as yourself.
You will take part in this study on three weekends. both Saturday and Sunday, during the
period 18 1h January - 2"tl February 2003 at the room # 720 and on each occasion the time
involved is approximately two hours.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. l f you wish to withdraw from the
study at any time or decline to answer any question. your right to do so will be respected.
Your answers in this study will be kept confidential and the tapes will be erased once the
interviews have been transcribed. You will not be identifiable and your name will not be
used in any reports of the research.
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Any questions concerning the study can be directed to Rapeeporn Sroinam on 042-

or

211040 Extension 410 (ollice) or 042-327708 (home). or the Dean of Facult)
Humanities and Social Sciences

Assistant Professor Suraphong Leauthongchack
Faculty of I lumanities and Social Sciences
Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani
64 Taharn Road. Muang.
Udon Thani 41000
Telephone 042 211040 Ext. 40 I
I have read the information above and any questions I have asked have been answered to
my satisfaction.
I agree to participate in this activity. realizing I may withdraw at any time.
I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published provided I am not
identifiable.
I understand that I will be interviewed and the interview will be audio recorded. I also
understand that the recording will be erased once the interview is transcribed.
Participant. ...................... .... .............. Date .......................................... .
Print Narne .....................................................
Investigator .... ...................................... Date ........................................
Print Name ..................................................
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Student Consent Form (2)
English reading comprehension of Thai undergraduates:
Ll/L2 usage, texts, strategics and problems
Rapeeporn Sroinam
Faculty of Community Services. Education and Social Sciences
Edith Cowan University

The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of the Thai language in English
reading comprehension. The second year teacher trainee students majoring in English at
the faculty of Education. Rajabhat Institute Sakon Nakhon have been selected for a pilot
study. You wi11 do a reading comprehension task. be interviewed, and answer a
questionnaire. You will be asked to be tape recorded while engaging in the interview.
You will be able to see your results for the reading comprehension task. However.
nobody will be able to see any other person's scores. The results of the study ., ill not
affect your final grade for the course.
The investigator is currently a doctoral candidate at Edith Cowan University in Australia.
Therefore. consent for collecting data by participants is required for conducting of ethical
research involving human subjects.
Participation in this study could be useful to many future students as well as yourself.
You will take part in this study for about four hours on Saturday 21' 2002 from 10.001

12.00 am and 13.00-15.00 pm at the language center.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. If you wish to withdraw from the
study at any time or decline to answer any question. your right to do so will be respected.
Your answers in this study will be kept confidential and the tapes will be erased once the
interviews have been transcribed. You will not be identifiable and your name will not be
used in any reports of the research.
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Any questions concerning the study can be directed to Rapeeporn Sroinam on 042211040 Extension 410 (office) or 042-327708 (home). or the Dean of Faculty of
Humanities and Social Sciences
Assistant Professor Suraphong Leauthongchack
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences

Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani
64 Taharn Road. Muang,
Udon Thani 41000
Telephone 042 211040 Ext 40 I

I have read the information above and any questions I have asked have been answered to
my satisfaction.
I agree lo participate in this activity. realizing I may withdraw at any time.
I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published provided I am not
identifiable.
I understand that I will be interviewed and the interview will be audio recorded. I also
undc.rstand that the rewrding will be erased once the interview is transcribed.
Participant.......................................... Date ...........................................
Print Nan1e..... . . .... .... . ...... .. . ...........................
Investigator .......................................... Date ........................................
Print Narne ..................................................
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A letter to the president (I}
Edith Cowan lJniversity
15 December 2002
Assistant Professor Charoon Thawornchak
President
Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani
Udon Thani. Thailand 41000
Dear President.
Seekinl.! permission to conduct a research studv
Further to the acceptance by Edith Cowan University of my research proposal entitled
"English reading comprehension of Thai undergraduates: LJ/L2 usage, tuts,
strategics and problems", I would like to ask for your permission to carry out research
with the second year students majoring in English, the Faculty of Education, Rajabhat
lnstitu,e Udon Thani. These students will take part in this study on three weekends. both
Saturday and Sunday. during 18111 January 2003 - 2nd February 2003 at the room # 720.
This study aims to investigate the role of the Thai language in English reading
comprehension. The students who will participate in this study will complete reading
comprehension tasks, engage in an interview. and answer a questionnaire. The results of
this study will lead to improvement in the methodology of teaching and karning English
reading comprehension as well as the construction of new materials for English reading
courses.
Your approval and support would be highly appreciated.
Sincerely yours.
Rapccporn Sroinam
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An) questions concerning the study can be directed tn Rapecporn Sru111am on 0422 I I (HO E,tension 410 (oflice) or 042-327708 (home). rny principal supervisor. Dr
Margaret Blmcring. School of language and Literature. Edith Cowan University.
telephone �61 8 9370 6206. facsimile +61 8 9370 6044. or the Dean of Facult) of
I lumanitics and Social Sciences
Assistant Professor Suraphong Leauthongchack
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Rajahhat Institute Udon Thani
64 Taharn Road. Muang.
lJdon Thani 4 I 000
Tdcphone 042 21 I 040 Ext. 40 I
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The President Consent Form (I)
English reading comprehension of Thai undergraduates:
LI /L2 usage, texts, strategics and problems
Rapeeporn Sroinam
Faculty of Community Services. Education and Social Sciences
Edith Cowan University
The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of the Thai language in English
reading cnmprehension. The second year teacher trainee students majoring in English at
the faculty of Education. Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani have been selected for the study.
The) will do a reading comprehension task. be interviewed. and answer a questionnaire.
They ,, ill be asked to be tape recorded while engaging in the interview. They will be able
to sec their results fi.)r the reading comprehension task. I lowever. nobody will be able to
sec an) other person· s scores. The results of the s�udy \\ i 11 not affect their final grade for
the course.
The investigator is currently a doctoral candida!e at Edith C<man University in Australia.
Therefrire. consent for collecting data by participants is required for conducting of ethical
research involving human subjects.
Participation in this study could be useful to many future students. The results of this
study will lead to improvement in the methodology of teaching and learning English
reading comprehension as ,,ell as the construction of ne,, materials fi.lr English reading
courses.
The participants will take part in this s1t1dy on three weekends. both Saturda) and
Sunday. during 18 111 January - 2"J Fcbruar) 2003. ,,ith approximately t,,o hours being
required of each s!Udent.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. If" participants wish to ,,ithdra,, from
the study at any time or decline to answer any question. the) right to do so ,,ill be
respected. Their answers in this study will be kept confidential and the tapes \\ ill hc
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erased once the interviews have been transcribed. They will not be identifiable and their
names will not be used in any reports of the research.
Any questions concerning the study can be directed to Rapceporn Sroinam on
Extension 410 (oflice) or

(home). or the Dean of Faculty of

llumanities and Social Sciences
Assistant Professor Suraphong Leauthongchack
Facult ) of I lurnanitics and Social Sciences

Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani

Telephone

Ext. 40 I

Having read the above information. I ....................................... recognise that I
have been informed of the purpose and conduct of the research study. On the basis of this
in formation. I alltrn the volunteer students to participate in the research stud ) being
undertaken b ) Rapeeporn Sroinam. Edith (\man University.

Signature .......................................... Date . .......................................
Print \i,une .....................................................

Jin est i gator ........................................ Date ........................................
Print Name ..................................................
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A letter to the president (2)
Edith Cowan University
15 December 2002
Assistant Prof�ssor Niphone lnsin
President
Rajabhat Institute Sakon Nakhon
Sakon Nakhon. Thailand
Dear President.
Seeking permission to cone Jct a pilot studv
Further to the acceptance -,y Edith Cowan University of my research proposal entitled
''English reading comprehension of Thai undergraduates: Ll/L2 usage, texts,
strategics and problems", I would like to ask for your permission to carry out a pilot
study ,, ith the second year students m�joring in English. the Faculty of Education.
Rajabhat Institute Sak@ Nakhon. These students wil I take part in this study on Saturday
21' lkcem',er 2002 ,,ith approximately four hours being required from each student at
1

the language center.
This study aims to investigate the role of the Thai language in English reading
comprehension. The students \\ho will participate in this study will complete a reading
comprehension task. engage in an interview. and answer a questionnaire. Th� results of
Ill, quJ1 \,ill lead to improvement in the methodology of teaching and learning English
reading ..:omprehension as well as the construction of new materials for English reading
tourses.
,· ,ur aprroval and support would be highly appreciated.
Sincerely yours.

3-17

Rapeeporn Sroinam

An) questions concerning the stud) can be directed to Rapeeporn Sroinam on
Extension 410 (olfo:c) or

my principal supervisor. Dr

Margaret Bowering. School of language and Literature. Edith Cowan University.
telephone +61 8 9370 6206. facsimile +61 8 9370 6044. or the Dean of Faculty of
Humanities and Social Sciences
Assistant Professor Suraphong Lcauthongchack
Faculty of llumanities and Social Sciences
Rajabhat Institute lJdon Thani
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The President Consent Form (2)
English reading comprehension of Thai undergraduates:
LI /L2 usage, texts, strategics and problems
Rapecporn Sroinam
Faculty of Community Services. Education and Social Sciences
Edith Cowan University
The purpose of this study is 10 investigate the role of the Thai language in English
reading comprehension. The second year teacher trainee students majoring in English al
the faculty of Educaiion. Rajabhat lns1i1utc Sakon Nakhon have been selected for a pilot
study. They \\ ill do a reading comprehension task. be interviewed. and answer a
queslionnaire. They \\ii I be asked to be tape recorded while engaging in the inlervie\\.
They \\ ill be able lo sec !heir results for 1hc reading comprehension task. I lowever.
nobody \\ ill be able to sec any other pcrson·s scores. The results of the study will no!
affect their final grade for the course.
The investigator is currently a doctoral candidate at Edith Ctman University in Australia.
Therefore. consenl for collecting data by participants is required for conducting of ethical
research involving human subjects.
Participation in this study could be useful to many future students. The results of the pilol
siudy \\ ill lead to improvement in the methodology of teaching and learning English
reading comprehension as well as the construction of new materials for English reading
courses.
The participants will take part in this study on Saturday 21 ' 1 December 2002 from I 0.0012.00 am and 13.00-15.00 pm at the language center.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. Ir participants wish to withdra\\ from
the study at any time or decline to answer any question. they right to do so will be
respected. Their answers in this sludy will be kept confidential and the tapes will be
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erased once the interviews have been transcribed. They will not be identifiable and their
names wi II not be used in any reports 0f the research.
Any questions concerning the study can be directed to Rapeeporn Sroinam on
Extension 410 (oflice) or

(home). or the Dean of Faculty of

I lumanities and Social Sciences
Assistant Professor Suraphong Lcauthongchack
Faculty of I lumanities and Social Sciences

I luving read the above information. I ....................................... recognise that I
huve been in lt1rmed or the purpose and conduct of the research study. On the basis of this
information. I ullow the volunteer students to participate in the research study being
undertaken by Rapeeporn Sroinam. Edith Cowan University.

Signature .......................................... Date ...........................................
Print Narne .....................................................

Investigator ........................................Date ...................................... ..
Print Narne .................................................
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Researcher assistant invitation letter
Edith Cowan University
15 December 2002
Researcher Assistants
The English Programs
Rajabhat institute Udon Thani
Udon Thani. Thailand 41000
Dear Rcsearcher Assistants
I am currently a doctoral candidate at Edith Cowan University in Australia. I have made
plans to do a research study with second year teacher trainee students majoring in
English at the faculty of Education. Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani. My research title is
English reading comprehension of Thai undergraduates: L1/L2 usage, texts,
strategics and problems.
I would like to invite you to be a researcher assistant for this study as it could be useful to
many future students as well as yourself. You will be trained to be an interviewer for
retrospective intervie;vs and transcribe data from cassettes after collecting data. You will
take part in conducting a pilot study at Rajabhat Institute Sakon Nakhon on Saturday 21 '1
December 2002 and the research study on Saturday and Sunday of three weekends.
during 18 1h January - 2"J February 2003 at Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani.
I realise that the intcrvicws and transcribing from cassettes in this study will occupy
some of your available time. but I would appreciate your help. If you would like to take
part in my study. please fill out the student consent form.
Sincerely.
151

Rapeeporn Sroinam

Researcher Assistant Consent Form
English reading comprehension of Thai undergraduates:
Ll/L2 usage, texts, strategics and problems
Rapccporn Sroinam
Faculty of Community Services. Education and Social Sciences
Edith Cowan University
The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of the Thai language in English
reading comprehension. You arc invited to be a researcher assistant for this study. You
\\ ill assist the researcher to collect data from reading comprehension tasks. the
interviC\\S, and the questionnaire. You will conduct the interviews. tape record while
interviewing. and transcribe the information from the interviews. You will need to keep
the information from collecting data in this study confidential.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. If you wish to withdraw from the
study at an) time. your right to do so will be respected. Your name will not be used in
an) reports of my research.
Am questions concerning the study can be directed to Rapecporn Sroinam on 042211040 Extension 410 (office) or

or the Dean of Faculty of

l lumanities and Social Sciences
Assistant Professor Suraphong l.eauthongchack
Faculty of llumanities and Social Sciences
Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani

Having read the above information. I ....................................... recognise that I
have been informed of'the purpose and conduct of the research study. On the basis of this
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information I am willing to be a researcher assistant in the research study being
undertaken by Rapeeporn Sroinam, Edith Cowan University. I understand that I will keep
the information from collecting data in this study confidential and the participants will
not be identifiable.

Signature ............................................ Date ...........................................
Print Name .....................................................

Investigator ......................................... Date ..........................................
Print Name ....................................................
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Appendix G
A Letter to the Encyclopedia Britannica
Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani

December 14. 2002
The Editor.
The New Encyclopedia Britannica.
Britannica Centre
310 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago. IL. 60604
USA.
Dear Sir / Madam.
Re Permission to Use Excerpts
Doctoral Thesis
I am writing this letter to your organization to obtain permission to use two brief excerpts
from the 1994, I S'h edition of the New Encyclopedia Britannica. Vols I and 12 for
inclusion in a doctoral thesis.
My doctoral work at Edith Cowan University in Perth. WA. Australia. involves studying
the process of reading short texts such as the two chosen from your encyclopedia (copies
of the extract from page 886, vol I and page 572. vol 12 are attached to this letter).
Twenty of my students. who arc studying English at Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani. will
read the texts and answer questions about them. The extracts will be used only for that
purpose and no copies will be sold.
I trust that you will be happy to give your consent to the use of these short passages. If
you have any questions about this. I will be pleased to answer them.
Hoping to hear from you in due course.
Yours faithfully.
Rapeeporn Sroinam (Mrs.)
Lecturer in English
Rajabhat Institute Udon Thani
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Part!
Bangkok. Krung Thcp. city. capital. and chief port of Thailand. As the only
cosmopolitan city in a country of a small towns and villages, it is Thailand's cultural and
commercial centre.
Bangkok is located on the Chao Phraya River. about 25 miles ( 40 km) from the
Gulf of Thailand. In 1971 the original city merged with the former municipality of Thon
Buri on the west bank of the Chao Phraya. and in 1972 the unified city was merged with
other outlying areas to form a single city-province. Krung Thep Mahanakhon (Bangkok
Metropolitan City).
The city's economy is centred on its port. which handles nearly all of the
country's exports and imports. and on its commerce and industry. Principal industries
include food processing and the production of textile and building materials. Bangkok
houses a majority of the country's bank deposits and also is the base for several
insurance firms.
(Source: The New Encyclopedia. Britannica. 1994, 15 1h edition. Volume I. page 886)

Part 2
Wellington. capital city. port. and chief commercial centre of New Zealand is
situated in the extreme south of the North Island. It lies on the shores and hills
surrounding Port Nicholson. an almost landlocked bay that is ranked among the world's
finest harbours. Mount Victoria rises 643 feet ( 196 m) near the centre of the city.
In 1826 two British vessels landed a working party on the site to collect flax and
timber. In 1839 a ship belonging to New Zealand Company arrived with officials who
were to select a site for the company's first settlement The site chosen. at the mouth of
the Hutt River. proved unsuitable, and a move was made to Lambton Harbour on the
west shore. The se1tk111cnt was named in 1840 in recognition of the aid given the
company by the I st Duke of Wellington. In 1865 the scat of the central government was
transferred there from Auckland. The city is part of the Wellington local government
region. The city's international airport is also the focal point of the country's internal
aviation network.
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(Source: The New Encyclopedia, Britannica, 1994, 15th edition, Volume 12, page 572)

Appendix H
A Letter from the Encyclopedia Britannica

VIA AIRMAIL
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Britannica
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